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 COINS & BANKNOTES  

 Australian Coins  

1 1910-1954 Florins x 24. Mixed cond. (24) $100 
2 1910-1960 Shillings x 55 & Florins x 15. Mixed cond. (70) $100 
3 1910-1963 Threepences x 144. Mixed cond. (144) $60 
4 1910-1963 Threepences x 40 & Sixpences x 65. Mixed cond. (105) $50 
5 1911-1963 Halfpennys x 168 & Pennies x 342 in coin sheets. Some better dates noted. Mixed grades. (510) $100 
6 1912-1963 Sixpences x 72. Poor-EF(72) $30 
7 1921-1956 Pennys x 144 & Halfpenny's x 49. Mixed cond. (193) $30 
8 1935-1963 range of Halfpenny's incls 5/- roll of 1964 in Midland Bank wrapper. Mixed cond (200+) $30 
9 1937 Crown, CH-Unc $120 

10 1937 Crown, GVF $30 
11 1938 Crown. CH-Unc $450 
12 1942 Threepences Melbourne. Scarce. F-VF (4) $100 
13 1946 Penny. VF $40 
14 1946 Penny. GVF $50 
15 1951 Florins x 10. VF-EF (10) $30 
16 1954 Royal Visit Florins x 20. VF-EF (20) $50 
17 1961 LSD set & 1966 Decimal set in "BP" pres packs incl a 50c round coin. (12 coins) $20 
18 1966 50 round coins in pres cases x 8. Unc. (8) $50 
19 1966 50c round coins x 8 plus 1c, 2c & 5c in albums. $50 
20 1966 50c round coins x 18 in Wills Gold Flake cigarette tin. VF-Unc $100 
21 1966 50c round coins x 20. $120 
22 1966 50c round coins x 200. Mainly VF-Unc (180) $900 
23 1966 50c round coins x 200. Mainly VF-Unc (200) $1,000 
24 1966 50c round coins x 200. Mainly VF-Unc (200) $1,000 
25 1966 50c round coins x 200. Mainly VF-Unc (200) $1,000 
26 1969-1984, 1988-1992, 1994, 1999, 2004, 2006 & 2009 proof sets all in RAM packaging incl "foams"            

(bar 1975 & 1980-1982). 2 x 1990.  Retail $2200+ (27) $500 
27 1975, 1976, 1977 x 2, 1978 x 2, 1982, 1983, 1985 & 1986 Proof coin sets in RAM pres. cases with "foams".  

Exc cond. (10 sets) $100 
28 1977 x 4, 1982, 1983, 1984 x 4 (all yellow plastic), 1986, 1987 x 3 & 1988 Unc Coin sets in RAM pres folders. 

Good cond. Retails $350+ (15) $120 
29 1977, 1978 x 4, 1979, 1980 x 2 & 1981 x 3 Proof coin sets in RAM pres. cases with "foams". Exc cond. Retail 

$300+ (11 sets) $100 
30 1977-1982 50c complete mint roll for Royal Wedding x 2, Silver Jubilee x 3 & C/wealth Games x2. Unc (7 rolls) $100 
31 1977-1984 mint rolls with 1c x 2, 2c x 1, 10c x 1, 20c x 1 & 50c x 12. Unc but some end coins toned. (17 rolls) $170 
32 1977-1984 range of complete rolls incl 1c x 7, 2c x 9, 5c x 6, 10c x 2, 20c x 4 & $1 x 2. All Unc (30 rolls) $100 
33 1977-1985 complete mint rolls with 1c x 5, 2c x 5, 5c x 4, 10c x 3, 20c x 3, 50c x 5 & $1 x 2. Unc but some end 

coins toned. All in original RBA cloth bag. (27 rolls) $120 
34 1979, 1980, 1982, 1983, x 2, 1984 x 10 (all yellow plastic), 1986 x 18, 1987 x 3, 1988 x 3, 1989 x 2 & 1990   

Unc Coin sets in RAM pres folders. Good cond. Retails $1200+ (42) $350 
35 1980 1c, 2c, 10c, 20c & 50c all in complete mint rolls. Unc (5 rolls) $25 
36 1980 1c, 2c, 5c, 10c, 20c & 50c all in complete mint rolls. Unc (6 rolls) $30 
37 1980's complete mint rolls with 1c x 11, 2c x 5, 5c x 3 & 50c x 4. Unc (23 rolls) $100 
38 1980's complete mint rolls with 1c x 5, 5c x 5, 10c x 5 & $1 x 4. Unc (19 rolls) $120 
39 1980's complete mint rolls with 1c x 8, 2c x 2, 5c x 8, 50c x 5 & a roll each of $1 & $2. Unc (25 rolls) $150 
40 1980's complete mint rolls with 1c x 9, 2c x 7 & 5c x 10. Unc (26 rolls) $90 
41 1980's complete mint rolls with 5c x 2, 50c x 12 & $1 x 2. Unc but some end coins toned. (16) $180 
42 1981 1c, 2c, 5c, 10c & 20c all in complete mint rolls. Unc (5 rolls) $25 
43 1981 RAM proof sets x 5 in original foam packaging. Exc cond. Retails $110 (5) $50 
44 1982 $10 C/wealth Games silver proof coin in RAM pres. boxes x 3 plus two more Unc in wallets. Exc cond. (5) $75 
45 1984 $1 Kangaroo proof coin in RAM case x 7. Exc cond. (7) $30 
46 1984 $1 kangaroo, 1986 $10 South Aust, 1987 $10 NSW, 1988 $2 x 2 & 1989 $10 Queensland Proof coins in 

RAM pres boxes. Exc cond. Retails $180 (6) 
$60 

47 1984 $1 kangaroo x 4, 1988 $2 silver, 1988 $5 Parl House x 2, 1993 $1 silver Landcare, 1994 $1 silver 
kangaroo decade x 2 & 1996 $10 Whale proof coins all in RAM boxes. Retail $400+ (12) $100 

48 1984 $1 x 4, 1988 $5 Parl House x 5, 1994 $5 SA Women x 4, 1994 $1 Commem Gottwald, 1995 Waltzing 
Matilda x 5, 1996 $5 Donald Bradman x 2 & $1 Henry Parkes x 4, 1997 $1 Kingsford Smith x 2, 1998 Florey x 4, 
1999 $1 IYOP, 2000 $5 Phar Lap x 2, 2002 Outback x 14, 2003 Korean War x 3, 2004 50c Student Design x 2, 
2004 Eureka x 10, 2006 $5 Duyfken x 2 & 2008 50c Americas Cup. All exc cond in original packing. (65 items) $150 

49 1985 $10 Victoria x 4 & 1989 $10 Queensland x 2 Unc coins in RAM folders, 1990 $5 Anzac Unc in wallets x 6 
& a Kiribati $10 silver Indep Anniv in box. Exc cond. FV $90 (13 items) $80 

50 1985-1993 $10 State Series silver proof coins with Victoria, SA, NSW, WA, Qld, Tasmania, NT & ACT in RAM 
pres folders. Exc cond. Retail $360 (8) $160 

51 1985-1993 $10 States silver proof coins in RAM boxes. Toning on packaging of earlier issues not affecting 
coins. Retail $400 in fine boxes. (9) $120 

52 1987 $10 NSW x 2 & 1989 $10 Queensland x 2 plus 1984 $1 Kangaroo all Unc in RAM folders. Also "Last $1 
Note & First $1 Coin" wallet. Some outer wear on folders/wallets. (7) $50 

53 1987, 1991, 1997 & 1998 Proof set with 50c Bass & Flinders. Exc cond in original RAM packaging.            
Retails $360+ (4) $120 

54 1988 $5 Parliament House proof coins in RAM cases x 2. Exc cond. Retail $30 each. (2) $20 
55 1988 $5 Parliament House Unc coins in Commonwealth Bank bags x 35 plus 1990 Anzac 75th Anniv x 4.  

Retail $320 (39) $170 



56 1988 & 1989 Holey Dollar & Dump sets in RAM folders. Toning of outer packaging does not affect the coins. (2) $40 
57 1988 Masterpieces in Silver, Bicentenary in RAM case/box. Retails $99 $40 
58 1989 Kookaburra, 1990 $10 Cockatoo & 1991 Jabiru silver piedfort proof coins in RAM boxes. Retail $200+ (3) $75 
59 1990 $10 Cockatoo proof coins x 2 plus the Piedfort coin all in RAM boxes. Retail $180+ (3) $60 
60 1990 $5 Anzac 75th Anniv Aust & NZ boxed proof coin pair. Outer box a little worn otherwise fine. $40 
61 1990 $5 silver Kookaburra coins each in slab in Perth Mint box x 4. Good cond. (4) $120 
62 1990 Masterpieces in Silver, "The Silver Dollars" in RAM case/box. Retails $120 $40 
63 1990/92 $10 State silver proof coins for WA, Tas & NT. Exc cond in RAM boxes. Retail $90+ (3) $40 
64 1991 "50c Collection" Masterpieces in silver set of 8 in unopened RAM pres case. Exc cond. Retails $100 $40 
65 1992 $10 Kookaburra 10oz silver in case. Unc Retails $400 $200 
66 1993 $2 2oz, 1994 $1 1oz, 1995 $1 1oz & 1996 1oz kookaburra silver proof coins in cases. Unc (4 items) $100 
67 1993 $2 Kookaburra 2oz silver proof coin with "Issued at NCSS Perth Fair 3-4 July 1993 Maximum Mintage 

500" ingot beside in case. Exc cond. $50 
68 1994, 1996, 2001, 2004 x 2, 2006, & 2011 Unc six coin sets in RAM wallets. Retails $370+ (7) $100 
69 1995 $1 Waltzing Matilda silver proof coin in RAM box. Retails $90 $30 
70 1995-1998 $10 Endangered Species set of 4 sterling silver standard proof coins in single RAM box.          

Retails $240 $100 
71 1996 $1 Kookaburra - Foundation Stone Cent. 1oz silver coin in Perth Mint pres box. Exc cond. Retails $95 $30 
72 1996 Masterpieces in Silver, Shaping a National Identity in RAM case/box. Retails $185 $70 
73 1998 $15 Year of the Tiger 1/10oz gold proof coin in Perth Mint case. Exc cond. $150 
74 1999 $1 "Celebrate Australia" $1 coloured coin set of 8 for ACT, NSW, Victoria, NT, Queensland, SA, Tasmania 

& of course the most important one, WA! Cost $120 (8) $40 
75 1999, 2001 x 2, 2003 & 2006 x 2 Uncirculated coin sets of 8 incl the 2006 1c & 2c celebrating 40 years of 

decimal currency in RAM pres folders. Exc cond. Retails $250+ (6) $80 
76 2000 $1 Year of the Dragon 1oz & 2006 Year of the Dog ½oz silver proof coins in Perth Mint cases. Exc cond. $30 
77 2000 Phar Lap $5 Proof & Unc Coins in RAM box/wallet. (2 items) $40 
78 2000 Sydney Olympics Coin Collection. 28 x $5 uncirculated coins each depicting a different sport in 

presentation packs & album. Beautifully presented & in exc cond. Retails at $280+ $150 
79 2000/2001 $1 HMAS Sydney & Army silver proof coins. Exc cond in original RAM boxes. (2) $50 
80 2001 $1 silver "roo" 1oz proof coin in RAM case. Exc cond. Retails $130 $50 
81 2001 $5 Donald Bradman 1oz silver proof coin in Perth Mint/RAM pres box. No. 9681. Exc cond. Retails $100 $40 
82 2002 $1 QEII Golden Jubilee of Accession 1oz silver proof coin in Perth Mint pres box. Exc cond. Retail $80+ $30 
83 2002 50c QEII Accession & $5 Queen Mother silver proof coins in cases.. Exc cond. (2) $40 
84 2002 50c Year of the Horse ½oz silver coin with additional 2004 $5 Tas Bicentennial Unc coin in RAM wallet & 

Aust Pre-decimal set in pres case. (3 items) $40 
85 2002 Proof Coin set with $1 Year of the Outback in RAM box x 2. Exc. cond. Retail $100 each. (2) $80 
86 2003 $1 QEII Golden Jubilee of Coronation 1oz silver proof coin in Perth Mint pres box. Exc cond. Retail $80+ $30 
87 2003 $2 Year of the Goat 2oz silver proof coin in case. Unc $40 
88 2004 50c Student design silver proof coin in RAM pres box. Exc cond. Retails $75 $30 
89 2005 $1 Gallipoli silver proof coin in Ram box with "Sands of Gallipoli" Military Shop medal. (2) $30 
90 2006 $1 50 Years of Aust TV 1oz silver proof coin in Perth Mint packaging inclusive of small book. Retails $95 $30 
91 2006 $5 Unc & $5 & Netherlands €5 proof coins in RAM wooden box. Exc cond. (2 items, 3 coins) $50 
92 2007 $1 Phar Lap 75th Anniv 1oz silver proof coin in Perth Mint packaging. Exc cond. Retails at $95 $30 
93 2007 $1 Rolf Harris Selectively Gold Plated Silver Kangaroo proof coin in RAM packaging. Retails at $95 $30 
94 2007 $1 Year of the Pig & 2010 $1 Coinage 100th Anniv silver proof coins in RAM packaging. Exc cond.   

Retails $100+ (3) $50 
95 2007 $5 150yrs of State Govt. proof coins for NSW, Tas & Vic. Exc cond in RAM boxes. Retail $75 each. (3) $75 
96 2008 $1 90th Anniv of the End of WWI coloured 1oz silver proof coin in attractive Perth Mint packaging. Exc 

cond. Retails $95 $30 
97 2008 50c 1787 Proclamation silver proof coin in Perth Mint case. No. 1815 of 3000. Exc cond. Retails $95 $40 
98 2009 $1 Anzac - Lest We Forget, $1 World Masters Games, $1 Aust Citizenship coins in RAM wallets plus  

2006 50c QEII B'day & 2011 50c National Service Unc coins encapsulated in cards. Finally a 2004 $5 Olympics 
"Journey Continues to Athens" Unc coin & the 2006 C/wealth Games stamp & coin Prestige Booklet. (7 items) $40 

99 2009 $1 Australian Koala gilded 1oz silver proof coin in Perth Mint packaging. Exc cond. Retails $100 $30 
100 2010 $1 Kangaroo 1oz silver frosted Unc coin in RAM wallet. Cost $50, retails $90+ $30 
101 2010 $1 Year of the Tiger 1oz silver proof coin in Perth Mint packaging. Exc cond. Retails $95 $30 
102 2011 $2 kangaroo ½gram gold coin in Macquarie Mint slab. Unc. $20 
103 2011 $2 kangaroo ½gram gold coin in Macquarie Mint slab. Unc. $20 
104 2013 $1 Black Caviar silver proof coin in RAM pres box. No. 107 of 5000. Exc cond. $150 
105 2013 100th Anniv of Australia's First Banknote 1oz silver proof coin & stamps in Perth Mint/AP pres case.      

No. 394 of 3000. Exc cond. $120 
106 2014 $1 "The Land Down Under" Great Barrier Reef 1oz silver Coin in Perth Mint box. Sold for $99. $50 
107 2015 $25 Kangaroo at Sunset 1/5oz gold proof coin. No. 155 of only 1000 released by ballot. Exc cond in     

RAM wooden box. Retails $1000 $600 
108 Pennys & Halfpennys sorted in bags & loose in box with mixed dates. Weighs just under 5kgs. (100s) 

 $50 
 Australian Banknotes 

 109 1994 Hargrave Centenary folder with $20 Hargrave banknote & matching 45c sheetlet of 25 stamps with 
matching marginal imprint no "4150" matching the overprint number on the banknote. Exc cond. This portfolio 
retails at $175 & cost $145 at the time. 
 $70 

                                                              Australian Medallions 
 110 Accumulation noting 1855 Tasmania "Levis Abrahams Drapers, Liverpool Street" token, 1910 St John's Church 

"Made from Original Bell", a "E. Way Drapery Pitt Street, Sydney" brass token, 1955 Cent of NSW's Railways, 
1967 Trans Australian Railway Anniv, 1979 150th Anniv x 5 in pres case, 1982 Sydney Harbour Bridge x 3, 
1985 Kalgoorlie Goldfields Souvenir Coins, etc. Also GB 1986 Royal Wedding x 15 (60+) $120 



111 Aluminium-bronze mint medal produced by the Royal Australian Mint showing RAM building on one side & a 
selection of coins on the other. In blue pres box. $20 

112 2012 Vietnam 50th Anniversary set of 6 proof quality medals in attractive presentation box. Limited Edition     
No. 666 of 1000. Sold for $239. $100 

 Ancient Coins 
 

113 Hungary 1 Dinar 1519. NEF $60 
114 India Kashmir 950-958AD Kshema Gupta, Stater. GF $70 
115 India Mughal Empire Muhammad Shar Nidir Sham. 1739AD. EF $120 
116 Indo-Sasanian AD800-900 Saurashtra & Gujarat Drachm. VF $50 
117 Jewish 132AD Bar Kokhba Revolution in bronze. $50 

 Roman coins 
 

118 Augustas Denarius 27BC-14AD S477. F $100 
119 Augustas Dupondius 27BC-14AD. VG $40 
120 Constantin c.370AD. EF $30 
121 Constantine c.370AD AE3. EF $30 
122 Constantine c.370AD Commem AE4. NEF $30 
123 Germanicus As Struck under Caligula c.60AD. S1812. F $60 
124 Gordian III Antoninianus 241-244AD. GF $40 
125 Postumous Antoninianus 260-269AD VF $50 
126 Probus Antoninianus c.280AD. EF $50 
127 Salonina (wife of Gallienus) Died 268AD. F $40 
128 Septimus Severus Denarius 193-211AD Rev. Salus. GF $40 
129 Trajan, Widows Mite, Licinius & Constantine with 2 COA's. Vg-F. (4) $30 

 World Coins 
 130 Bahamas 1976 9 coin proof set incl 2 silver in Franklin Mint case plus a 1975 $10 Independence silver proof 

coin in case & a tourist pack of 5 coins on pres card. (3 items) $40 
131 Belgium 2002 European Parliament Euro coin introduction pack with 1c & 2c x 12 diff designs & a commem 

medal. Unc in exc cond. (2) $20 
132 British Virgin Islands 1977 Proof set of 6 in Franklin Mint pres case. $20 
133 Cayman Is (1972), PNG (1976), Russia (1980) & BVI (1974) Proof sets with some silver plus Falklands 

Liberation Crown, Samoa US Bicentennial, Kiribati $5, Canada $1's x 3 diff & 1976 $5 x 3 & $10 x 3 Olympics. 
Also Bermuda $1 1972 SW x 3 & Malawi $10 Bank all in single cases incl silver. Unc/fine cond. (17 items) $200 

134 China with early 1900's copper coins all identified. Noted Tai-Ching Ti Kuo EmpireHu-Peh & Chekiang. Housed 

in attractive tin with inlaid wood. Mixed grade. (50+) $75 
135 Fiji 1976, 1978 & 1982 Proof Coin sets, 1978 incls "foam" with all produced by RAM. Also 1980 $10 Prince 

Charles Independence silver proof in case & ditto Unc. (5 items) $50 
136 Finland 2003 Euro coin sets commemorating Gold Mining x 2. Unc in Mint of Finland packaging. Retail $120 (2) $30 
137 Great Britain & Australia mixed pre-decimal & decimal with some silver. Very mixed cond with no obvious 

highlights in tin. Weight 1.8kg. $30 
138 Great Britain & Ireland with mainly pre-decimal noting 1951 Festival of Britain Crown in original boxes 

(2),Churchill Crown in "Coins of Great Britain" folder, folder of farthings from 1860 (incomplete), QV to QEII Half 
Crowns (x 35), Jersey Crowns x 2 in box, "Britain's First Decimal Coins" packs x 6,  1986 Unc sets x 2,  etc. 
Many still in original auction lots as purchased in the 1980's. Mixed cond. Weighs 3.1kgs $100 

139 Great Britain & Northern Ireland 1970-1982 (bar 1978 & 1981) Proof sets in Royal Mint cases. Exc cond. (11) $150 
140 Great Britain 1965 Churchill Crowns x 10 plus 1953 GB plastic set. EF-Unc $20 
141 Great Britain 1986 Proof set of 8 in Royal Mint case. Retails $60 $20 
142 Great Britain 1999 Britannia £2 silver Bullion Coin & £10 Stamp presentation box produced by Royal Mail & 

Royal Mint. Most attractive & in exc cond. Retails £80+ in UK $40 
143 Great Britain 2001 Festival of Britain 50th Anniv. Commem Crown & silver ingot boxed set. Produced by Royal 

Mail & Royal Mint. Exc cond. $25 
144 Great Britain 2003 QEII Coronation Anniv 1/3d Stamp Silver Ingot & 1953 & 2003 Coronation Crown set in 

pres box. Exc cond & Limited Ed (No.199). Retails £60+ in UK $30 
145 Great Britain accumulation in album with both pre-decimal with some silver & decimals to £1. Also range of 

Australia pre-decimal & decimals with latter totalling $30+ incl one 1966 round 50c. $75 
146 Great Britain in tin incl double florin, cartwheel twopence & other silver. Mixed cond. (33) $60 
147 Guyana 1976 $100 Gold coin with 5.74grams of 500/1000 fine gold in Franklin Mint wallet. Fine cond. $80 
148 Kiribati (1979), Falklands (1974), Malawi (1985), Malta (1976) & Spain (1972) Proof sets all in original Mint 

packaging plus some other Unc sets & singles from Philippines, Malaysia, Gibraltar, France, etc. (17 items) $60 
149 Latvia 1920's selection of 6 incl 5lati x 2 silver plus 2 Chinese silver in envelope with m/s reading "taken from 

prominent Boxers' House in the Outer City Peking - Ordered to be looted on Sunday 23 Nov 1900"? VF-Ef (8) $50 
150 Nauru 2011 "We Will Remember Them" MCG silver coins by Macquarie Mint. Unc. (2) $30 
151 New Zealand 1970, 1972 & 1989 Unc sets in wallets plus selection of Pennies. $30 
152 New Zealand 1972, 1973, 1975-1982, 1984-1988 Proof sets in original Reserve Bank of NZ cases. Some 

toning on outer wallets but coins fine. Retail $750+ (15) $200 
153 New Zealand 1980 $1 silver proof "Fantail" bird in NZ Mint case. Unc $20 
154 New Zealand 1989-1997 & 1999 Proof sets in original Reserve Bank of NZ cases & outer boxes all in exc cond. 

Retail $1000+ (10) $250 
155 Singapore 1970's & 1980's Year sets Unc incl 1975 Proof set plus silver $1 & $10 coins all in Singapore Mint 

wallets/cases. Also noted 2 Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles medals. (29 items) $180 
156 USA 1984 Proof set in pres case plus Canada 1982 $1 silver in case. (2 items) $20 
157 USA Mixed periods & vals incl some silver plus 1976 medallion/stamp FDC & tubes of Unc 1c coins. (100s) $30 
158 World Arranged in coins sleeves individually lotted from Taylors in the 1980's. Pages of NZ, Malaysia, USA, 

India plus variety of European countries. Mixed cond. Viewing suggested. Weighs 3.8kgs $50 
159 World 1981-1988 selection incl. UK 1981 Royal Wedding Crown, UK 1982 Unc coin folder, XII C/wealth Games 

Brisbane, NZ $1 for C/wealth Games, 1991 Decimal Currency Anniv, 1988 $5 Parliament House & 1990 $5 
Gallipoli Coins both Unc. Two of each listed. (14) $50 



160 World coins on 12 presentation cards with some silver. (14 coins) $20 
161 World range incl Singapore incl stamp & coin "tourist" pack, Israel & a GB "First Decimal Coins" pack plus copy 

of "Interpreting the Past Coins by A. Burnet with card of Roman "Reproduction" coins. Also $12+ in Australian 
commemorative fifty cents. Needs viewing. $50 

162 World Large album packed weighing over 4kgs! All coins annotated but with no obvious gems. Value in sheer 

quantity with viewing recommended to appreciate spread of countries. Needless to say, mixed cond. (100s) $50 
163 World coinage in tin noting small bags of Japan incl one tagged "Emperor Hirohito Showa Era" with others of 

Europe & mixed world. (weighs 2kg) Also banknotes but appears mainly Asia & Europe in mixed cond. (100+) $100 
164 World with mainly silver ex Taylors auctions in the 1980's incls South Africa, China, Hong Kong, New Guinea, 

etc. Usual mixed cond with viewing recommended. (80+) $250 
165 World in album with some GB & US silver noted but mixed cond & common. 1.5kgs $30 
166 World Massive accumulation in coins sleeves individually lotted from Taylors in the 1980's. Mixed cond with 

viewing suggested. Weighs just under 10kgs. (Room bidders only) $50 
167 World selection arranged sparsely in 2 albums noting Iranian large silver & Maria Theresa Thaler. Mixed 

condition with viewing recommended. Weighs 3.7kgs. $75 
 World Banknotes 

 168 Various incl Indonesia x 4 Unc bundles plus Hong Kong, Argentina plus some early HK & Chinese notes. (100s) $50 
169 Mixed countries with mainly "holiday" money. Noted Singapore to $10 & a GB £20 plus Europe pre-Euro. 

Overall cond above average (60+) $60 
170 3 photo albums with majority stuck down. Better notes incl run off 9 GB 1960's 10/- in plastic sleeves 

fortunately. Also $20 Coombs Wilson & $1 notes x 25. Mixed cond due to albums. Pickings with care. $100 
 Medals 

 171 1939/45 Defence Medal, Service Medal of the Order of St John inscribed AM Jones with 2 bars plus miniature & 
Order of St John also with miniature, the latter two in Toye Kenning & Spencer wallets. Also a "1229-1979 
Faaborg Kob Stads Segl" inscribed medal with red & blue ribbon & Sheffield steel goblet inscribed "A.F. Higgins 
19th Hussars 1915" & on other side "14th RC Marathon Race 1st Prize".  All in fine cond. (7 items) $100 

172 1939/45 Star, France & German Star, 1939/45 War Medal plus patches & spare ribbons along with 
accompanying paperwork for Robert Frank Noel Ramsden (medals not named). He served in the Royal navy in 
WWII in the rank of Petty Officer. Incls his original Certificate of Service, Interim Trade Certificate & hand written 
letter from Admiralty Salvage Office om Admiralty S.W. letter headed notepaper. 
 $100 
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  BOX LOTS 
 

  Please note Box Lots are open to ROOM BIDDERS ONLY and must be collected on the day. 
   

173 Balance of vendors lot in huge suitcase crammed with world in stockbooks, bags, loose in usual mixed cond but 
quick flick revealed China 1960 Chrysanthemums top 3 vals CTO, GB £10 F/U, etc. Aust pre-decimal noting 
vals to 2/3d MUH plus 10 FDC's, later decimal FDC's to 1988 with vals to $5, $1 Bounding kangaroo PNC,  & a 
$20 Int Post FDC, 1980'/90's used on paper, UN FDC cover collection in official album, Finnish Post Office 
commem booklets & products. Also a 1965 final £1 banknote in pack with a Penny & Shilling coin, Royal Mail 
Postcard booklets, "GWF" perfin on WA swan?,  1970 Aust Capt. Cook unopened pack plus odd Territories & 
GB packs, Victoria £1 Stamp Duty embossed, etc. Even 2 unopened quality jigsaw puzzles! A very mixed "Bag" 
which will be fun to sort. (1000's) $100 

174 10 old albums & stockbooks plus box. Contents of high cat. value but mixed cond & a little "musty". Noted two 
albums each with suggested vendor reserves of $100 with world to 1950's incl useful Japan, Portuguese 
Colonies, Italian Colonies (foxed) & Netherlands. Other volumes of NZ, KUT (incl QEII £1 used), "P-V" foreign, 
Bulgaria (clean!), Canada 1960's-1970's MUH, Yugoslavia to 2006 plus box of c1940/50's airmail (21) & 
shipmail covers (7 ) noting Vatican useful. 23 Hagners of MUH/MLH/used Ceylon, India, NZ, Papua, PNG with 
pickings in variable cond but mainly clean with coverage late QV to c1980. Low estimate takes account of mixed 
cond. Plenty to sort & investigate! (1000s) $100 

175 Australia & Israel modern MUH, packs, postal stationery & commercially used machine-cancelled covers. Noted 
much with Automobile theme incl covers, gutter sets, packs, M/S's & maxicards plus International Post packs, 
sets & on covers all housed in mint sheet file & smaller bags. Chaotic & hard to evaluate but estimate is very 
conservative so patient viewing should be rewarded. $100 

176 Carton of late Australian 1960's opened out mail addressed to Registrar General, Sydney, from range of NSW 
sources, some from Govt depts using "G NSW" perfined stamps. Useful for research. (100s) $20 

177 World incl Australia & GB in packets, on album pages & in stockbooks etc. Odd MUH/MLH but mainly used. 
Also some commem & FDC's. Conservative est. (1000s) $40 

178 Great Britain accumulation with stockbook of GB QEII pre-decimal duplicated mainly used (1000s), Isle of Man 
on Hagners in binder with slipcase, packet of mid 1970's gutter blocks & strips MUH, 8½p & 20p Machins part 
sheets, KGVI to 1/- MLH plus a few packs & English approval books with British Commonwealth & Switzerland 
made up in early decimal days. Nothing scarce but many better than "packet material". Sadly, worth a small 
fraction of face value in todays market. $100 

179 A very mixed lot with post-war postcards from a variety of countries, 1980's Kiribati packs, NZ covers incl odd 
Registered, world covers, Chinese stockbooks, packets world stamps, magazines, old catalogues, etc. (1000s) $50 

180 Interesting lot of loose stamps on & off paper in boxes & bags noting Australia, Yugoslavia, DDR, phonecards, 
USA FDC's & Westport mint 1980 Olympic Commems in 23 carat gold. Also WA pmks on leaves, WA 1d swans 
dupl (no scarce cds's sighted) plus KGV 1d reds in card box. 1981 & 2 x 1985 APO Year albums with stamps & 
Aust mint & used sparse in Lindner stockbook & more used in Chinese stockbook. Useful 1939-1944 Slovakia 
on Lindner leaves with many MUH blocks & a 1995 "Zeppelin Post Katalog" (Sieger-Verlag) in black & white. 
Worth a good look. Heavy! $60 

181 Small 1960's suitcase with world accumulation from deceased estate with friends & family's collections over the 
years so all periods mint & used. Incls covers plus some early Aust pre-decimals with potential. (1000s) $50 

182 Large accumulation of 1960's-1970's Aust commercial mail plus loose stamps. Noted States with WA Stamp 
Duty, odd Victoria & Tasmania Chalons plus smattering of kangaroos & KGV. Could be potential. (1000s) $50 



183 Australian (mostly) covers in large box with 1970's-1980's FDCs incl AAT & booklet panes, 1970's PSEs 
commercially used, low value 1960's/70's WCS FDC's. Also S.Africa 1987 bag of semi-officials with special 
cachets plus other 1960's/80's, PNG, GB & oddments from other countries. Australia also incls some 1950's 
letter rate commems on FDC's of private origin. Mixed cond with ironically toning on the later items with nothing 
more recent than 1990. (100s) $40 

184 Untidy accumulation of mainly used from Spain, GB & British Commonwealth countries. Noted Norfolk Is MUH 
duplicated to 1980's & another volume of thematic animals. Very mixed. $30 

185 Bags, stockbooks & pages containing a variety of material incl Indo China, Europe, WA 1d swan bundles plus a 
bag of 2d yellows, PNG packs, 1949 Goethe M/S (stained), 1970 Aust packs, Trieste 1947 Radio & 1948 
Revolution ovpts MLH, 1950 Occupations etc incl some Zone B, Greek Revenues on documents, India, third 
Reich postal stationary, Greek MLH & used on Hagners in 2 binders & Yugoslavia on Hagners in binders plus a 
couple of philatelic paperbacks. This is largely an accumulation of part auction lots from which the vendor has 
taken what he wanted, but left a lot behind. Happy hunting! $150 

186 World & Australia pre-decimal & decimal on & off paper in tins & packets plus on album pages of all periods in 
large box. Noted odd Aust States plus WA revenues to 2/-, Seven Seas typed up single stamp packs of  
Australia MUH/MLH pre-decimal priced to sell at $300+ incl MLH KGV & an old Twinnings Tea tin of used KGV 
mixed with other pre-decimals of the period. Interesting looking envs of used KGVI Straits Settlements plus 
ones for India, Ceylon & Japan. Nothing obvious of great value but only time spent sorting will reveal(1000s) $100 

187 Suitcase lot with all world in 13 albums incl Aust & States, GB & various British Commonwealth mint & used. 
1000s more in small boxes, tins & packets. Noted kangaroos & KGV plus numerous WA swans with pmk 
potential. Viewing recommended. (1000s) $80 

188 South Africa 1926-1960's used off paper sorted into envs. Massive duplication so ideal for the "specialist". A 
quick peruse didn't reveal too many highlights. Also a few USA & GB odds noted. (1000s) This lot is been sold 
commission free with all funds going to the Cancer Council, so please bid generously. $40 

189 Globe album with better MLH & used to 1950 incl KGVI MLH short sets plus more British Commonwealth in 
small boxes, packets & envs incl Australia & basic States. Usual run of mint & used World. One for the long 
winter nights! (1000s) $40 

190 Balance of Consignment of large estate lot. Largely Australia with 2009-2013 covers, PNC's, MUH packs & sets 
with duplication noting 2013 "Map" centenary pack, covers of 1970's, commercially used picture postcards from 
around the world, 2009 Israel "Pope's Visit to the Holy Land" pack (several) plus other Israel FDC's & stamps 
incl self adhesive sheetlets. A few recent GB incl "Crown Jewels" blocks MUH, E Type Jaguar 50th Anniversary 
sheetlet & 70th Anniv of Battle of Britain sheetlet. Australian covers signed by footballers Chris Judd & Darren 
Glass, APO forms & documents & who knows what else! This gives a "flavour of this lot" which will no doubt be 
popular with viewers. $250 

191 Australia commercial mail from mostly 1980's to 1990's but with a good variety of issues plus postmark 
potential. (100s) $20 

192 Suitcase jammed packed with stockbooks & albums, stamps on/off paper, old catalogues & GB 1970's/1980's 
FDC's. Majority appears to be Great Britain in mixed condition with some MUH noted. (100s) $40 

193 Large "philatelic" commercial used envs with a variety of issues used between 1993 & 2013 incl M/S's,    
reprints & gutters. Noted $5 Archives in both normal & S/A, Int Post to $4.50 vals & China '96 Exhib M/S.      
Also envelopes of AAT & odd blocks. Useful to soak for F/U. $30 

194 Birds of the World cover collection, 1981 Royal Wedding album with stamps plus range of Australian 1946-1954 
imprint blocks MUH/MLH. Also NZ 1874-1955 used range noting 1898 2/- used, KEVII/KGV in mixed cond & 
then KGVI & QEII fine MUH/MLH some in blocks. Odd GB incl KGVI period. Useful pickings. (100s) $30 

195 Modern commercial covers from Falkland Is (20+), GB, Germany, NZ, Bahamas plus odd QV postcard incl 
Tasmania Walch & Co unused, used stamps on leaves incl GB, Canada, South Africa & Australia pre-decimal. 
Also Falkland Deps. "thick" maps F/U set of 8 & "thin" set of 9, "Graham Land" & "South Orkneys" sets of 8 
MLH. Also some attractive cds's on WA 1d swans on European postcards. May repay careful inspection. $60 

196 Red suitcase crammed with stamp donations to the RSPCA. Incls Aust FDC's & commem covers in quality 
Cumberland albums, on/off paper incl pre-decimal used in quantity sorted in stockbooks, Aust Territories SS 
Hingeless album (empty), 1977 Silver Jubilee & 1981 Royal Wedding omnibus collections MUH, Aust 1981 
Proof coin collection in case, some Aust maxicards plus a few covers with a scout theme. Usual world used on 
leaves, in stockbooks & in bags/tins. A great "sorting project". (1000s) This lot is been sold commission free with 
all funds going to the RSPCA, so please bid generously. $50 

197 Stockbooks with duplicated NZ, USA & Greece plus a 1985 NZ Yearbook. Also 2 small boxes with loose on/off 
paper mint & used. (1000s) $40 

198 Stockbooks, file of Vario sheets with Netherlands & Colonies, Russia 1865/1960 (on Varios) duplicated, 
Australian States with dupl low vals of WA, SA plus a few Aust pre-decimal. Album of old stamps, binder with 
Hagners & returned circuit sheets, unsold auction lots, complete sheets 1941 Southern Rhodesia Royal Visit 
stamps, half sheet of Nigeria low val Silver Wedding (1948) plus assorted packets of stamps & a few covers. 
Odd better item sighted on the circuit sheets. Also album "A-C" countries, 3 ring binders of Hagners with North 
Borneo range from early pictorials to 1954 to $5 used, 1953 Coronation omnibus (106) MLH, India Ranjitsingo 
block of 6 MUH, Indian States revenues, etc. Worth exploring. (1000s) $70 

199 Bundle of Hong Kong 1968-2005 commercial covers (40), range of PRC covers, Christmas Is 2002-2004 CNY 
Zodiac sheets MUH, Bundle of Hong Kong & Macau mixed commercial & FDC's (50), 1971-1994 "China 
Philately" mags in German (45) & 1996 PRC catalogue of First Flight Covers. Also "Australian First Day Covers" 
by Moore, Woolley & Pauer (2009 ed). One for the specialist! $75 

200 World accumulation mint & used in 7 small stockbooks, numerous tins, smaller boxes & packets. A good variety 
with much more sorted into country packets with thematic appeal. $30 

201 Australia 1990's-2005 untidy largely used incl Archives $5 both on piece, M/S's, strips on/off paper plus MUH 
(Face Value c$20) in 3 stockbooks mostly used to recent plus as few MUH GB. Other modern British 
Commonwealth random ranges incl CTO thematics of various countries. Also Israel & a few Egypt MUH/used 
plus small stockbook of Malaysia & some Brunei modern oddments on/off paper. 6 stockbooks in all plus small 
book "The Story of Israel in Stamps". $40 



202 Loose on/off paper in chocolate box. Noted pre-Federation low vals incl WA "ONE PENNY" on 2d block CTO 
"BULLFINCH". Commonwealth to KGVI incl a few kangaroos to 5/-. 1930's commems incl Silver Jubilee 2/- 
block of 4 (one surface thinned). Cond varies but there are many nice cds examples & close inspection should 
reward. (100s) $50 

203 Covers from all World with some pre-1950 sighted. Good array of different countries with odd M/S & unusual 
cancels noted. (100s) $30 

204 Mixed lot with Australia 2001 Year Album (FV $60+), GB pre-decimal modest in Windsor album with a few 
better incl 1948 RSW £1 MUH & defins dupl used in Prinz stockbook, 1937 Newfoundland "Long" Coronation 
set & few other omnibus sets of 3 MLH, Australia Seven Seas hingeless album with decimal to 1986 used/CTO 
nearly complete, Malaysia "2000" issues MUH in Lighthouse stockbook with some earlier dupl used at back plus 
a small stockbook with dupl Malaysia. Noted odd aerogramme, taxed cover & random range of various 
countries on covers with a couple of GB PO packs other bits & pieces to make the classic "box lot"! (1000s) $75 

205 World "M" to "P" range of cover & PO packs with majority from Netherlands but also noted Philippines, Macau, 
Pakistan, Malaysia, Nauru, Niue, IOM, Pitcairn, etc.  $25 

206 Great Britain 1966-1976 covers plus others from USA, Denmark, Greenland etc from 1960's. Also large 1894 
Imperial album with GB & France prte-1900. Good variety of Aust, GB & British Commonwealth in "schoolboy" 
albums. Mixed mint & used plus more world in packets & on stockcards. (1000s) $60 

207 Mainly Australian early decimal commercial mail plus a few GB covers all from 1970's-1980's. Also odd FDC, 
pack along with album pages, pre-decimal used, bags of 1d & 2d WA swans (100s) & bag of on paper recent 
with postmarks. This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the Red Cross, so please bid 
generously. $50 

208 Crate of FDC albums with South Africa & Homelands unaddressed 1980's, GB addressed late 1970's, 
stockbooks of common world, ditto on c80 Hagners in 2 binders plus some loose in glassines & commercially 
used PSE's. There are 4 good quality FDC albums & 80 Hagners. This lot is been sold commission free with all 
funds going to Breast Cancer WA, so please bid generously. $30 

209 Europe in Chinese stockbooks (7 large, 4 small) with Russia in 2 vols strong in 1960's CTO, Italy noting 1948 
1001 Battle, 1952 60l Verdi, Romania & Hungary with 2 vols each, Austria, Germany also in 2 vols & 2 mint 
sheet files with sheets of Hungary & Germany. Overwhelmingly common but clean lot with low reserve. (1000s) $30 

210 WA Swans to present day Australia loose on/off paper in shirt box. Lots of common on paper 1960's & 1970's 
with main value in off paper WA Swans to 2d (200+). Enjoy prospecting from the comfort of home! (1000s) $30 

211 Australian Territories & States accumulation in albums, stockbooks & glassines. One stockbook has scattered 
MLH pre-decimal, two Seven Seas albums have patchy used decimals, one binder of Hagners with 1965-1983 
Territories MUH with duplication. Also one stockbook & album leaves of NSW & Victoria plus AP small box with 
dozens of MUH blocks of 1950's-1960's letter rate commems. Another stockbook c.1979 Fiji, Norfolk, Samoa, 
etc MUH. Main value in the NSW but mixed cond. (1000s) $50 

212 France MUH with various new issues from 2000-2005 in stockbook plus other oddments incl Revenues & 
Railway stamps. Another album of Aust decimal covers with pictorial cancels of various events & stamp shows. 
World mixture in a further album plus loose covers etc. $40 

213 World in 15 albums/stockbooks noting New Imperial 1840-1936 albums in 2 volumes, heavily picked over, 
stockbook of pre-war Germany with modest 1930's, stockbook with duplicated USA mainly used from 1870's 
plus album leaves with British Commonwealth KGV to QEII noting KGVI Grenada to 2/- MLH & Hong Kong 
1941 Cent set used. Also KUT KGVI to 10/- MLH/used, QEII £1 used & 1960 to 5/- MLH. Many stockbooks 
sparsely filled but a couple are of good quality. Literally thousands of stamps, so buyer will not want to be 
interrupted for quite a while! $75 

214 All world in 11 albums in alphabetical order form "A" to "Z". Majority used with not many sets & in mixed 
condition but thousands! $30 

215 1913-1936 range in Sherwood folder incl 5/- kangaroo CTO (pulled perfs), 10/-, £1 grey & £2 ovptd 
"SPECIMEN" but with faults plus range of KGV to 1/4d (crayon mark). I daren't ask the vendor what he paid    
for this in the 1980's!! Australia decimal used in stockbooks & "school boy" albums with heavy duplication in 
1970's/80's, Aust Post "cheque book" booklet covers, Solomon Islands Americas Cup book with stamps, SG 
"History of the Olympics" complete with stamps, Seven Seas blank pages with "Australia" heading plus various 
other SS optional hingeless pages (brand new), Sherwood folders for AAT & QEII Pre-decimals but only odd 
basic used & Aust pre-decimal duplicated used on Hagners noting Hospital Benefit Fund (x5) & Customs Duty 
(x4) plus basic range of used States with some WA Revenues. Even a small box of phonecards & the start of a 
specialised Frama collection with WA cliché FDC's & some MUH. Many useful pickings & a "superior" box lot! $50 

216 Australia & World accumulation in 16 stockbooks plus 2 albums & loose stamps. Quick view suggests a basic 
used collection but noted kangaroos to 2/- & some KGV. (1000's) $30 

217 Suitcase crammed with old "school boy" albums, used world in packets plus covers etc. A mixed lot with 
pickings. A fun "winter evenings" sort. (1000s) $40 

218 Australia 1913 to 1999  with 2 albums of pre-decimal incl some kangaroos & KGV plus 5 albums of decimals 
with odd postcard & postal stationary item. Also album of Framas. All in 200+ Hagners with majority in good 
cond. Noted Feb 1908 WA Penny Red Postcard of Lesmurdie Falls. $100 

219 Wide assortment of world countries plus Australia in 8 large stockbooks with an accompanying box of loose 
on/off paper with some high vals noted. Put on the fire & put up the feet, a nights sorting ahead! $30 

220 Large plastic tub with mainly British Commonwealth incl 1972-1992 "British Royalty" omnibus stamps, M/S's & 
FDC's. Not complete but substantial for 1972, 1973, 1977, 1981, 1982, 1986 & 1992 events. Also NZ in 
stockbook & bundle of 1975-1981 FDC's, 1920-1982 Niue/Aitutaki Penrhyn MUH stamps & M/S's with vals to $6 
ship. Australia in 3 stockbooks with kangaroos to 5/- (Sm Mult) incl 2/- 1st wmk used, KGV to 1/4d (3) incl dupl 
low vals, 1930's blocks incl 6d Kingsford Smith 1932 2d & 3d SHB, single set of Victoria Cent MUH plus KGV 4d 
"OS" mint & BCOF set (5/- damaged). Various KGVI-QEII MUH blocks with a smattering of States common & a 
few covers incl Qantas FFCs x 2, FDC's, Rotary covers from 1978 Congress, etc. Varied lot of items that could 
not quite stand alone as separate lots. Well worth reserve. $200 

221 Usual range of world used & "packet" sets in 6 stockbooks plus "schoolboy" album. Noted KGV to 5d (28) in 
mixed cond. Other Aust & world on/off paper at base of box. A "sorters" delight! (1000s) $50 

222 New Zealand cover accumulation in 2 boxes with range of commercial incl Telegram envs, FDC's, etc some 
with cinderellas & an array of cancels for various events. Mixed cond but good variety with potential. $50 



223 Australia off paper in plastic tub with majority appearing to be 1970's-1990's. Weight 3kg. (1000s) $40 
224 Random ranges of China, Canada, USA, Dahomey, Senegal, Spain & others all mint plus stockbook of 1946 

Victory & 1948 RSW low vals MUH/MLH. Also old-time Regent album with sparse pickings, stockbooks with 
PNG cheap pre-1970 & basic mint & used, Cocos Is incl 1963 Defins set of 6 MLH (Retail $30) & 1969 Defins 
MUH, Norfolk Is, Samoa, Tokelau, Fiji & Niue MUH sets, singles & part sets, odd Aust kangaroos & KGV plus 
various other countries mint & used. Noted 1960's-1970's GB & Aust MUH low vals incl Aust 1971 Christmas 
blocks of x 2 MUH. Noted 2001-2006 Aust Int Post FDC's up to $20 Ayres Rock (Total FV $75+). Disorganised 
but modest pickings in the mint. (100s) $100 

225 Australia in plastic tub being a vendor’s balance of material with accumulation of kangaroos, KGV & general 
pre-decimal. Some decimal used with duplication noting many post-1950 "VG" perfins through to 1980. The 
kangaroos incl auction remnants with large quantity of 2/- maroon mounted on leaves, large stockpages of pre-
decimal noting 6d chestnut Small Mult wmk MLH with used to 5/- (faults) incl perfins. KGV plus loose in cigar 
box with many F/U plus 1/- Anzac F/U & Arms to £2 good used. Also decimal birds MUH, range of decimal used 
priced by the page, ditto for MUH & more manila stockpages with  large range of KGV low vals average used 
(c1000). Even more kangaroos on Hagners & black leaves noting 1st wmk set good to F/U to 1/-, a few KGV to 
1/4d, Robes to £1 & £1 Navigator noted. Useful old auction lot with 1d kangaroos & QEII period "dot and dash 
hunter" minor varieties quoted along with specialised cat. numbers. Weeks of work ahead, so allow time to 
properly assess. Conservative reserve. $200 

226 World in over 300 Hangers in 10 binders noting New Zealand & USA incl some mint & odd covers. At least 50% 
of value in good condition Hagners. (1000s) $75 

227 Seven Seas Hingeless pages for New Zealand from 1953-1970 & 1984-1990 with pickings plus 7 x Collectors 
Packs from 1970's & 1980's with more covers from the same period. $30 

228 Australian kiloware on paper from 1978-2009. Majority are basic postage rates but noted $20 x 3 & $10 x 2 fault 
free on card so pickings if you have the hours! Weighs 6.8kg (1000s)  $30 

229 Stockbook of Norfolk Is 1967 ships blocks to $1 with 2 blocks of each value, 1970/71 birds, 1973 Architecture 
blocks & 1987 single set to $5 all MUH. Display books of PSE's 1980-1991, GB covers;, Austrian FDC's, PNG  
Yearbooks for 1985, 1988 & 1989, Victoria duplicated used plus Hagners with Nauru, Tuvalu & Fiji incl 2000 
Millennium M/S. Mainly fine. (100s plus PSEs etc) $75 

230 Absolutely massive box (we'll help you get it to the car) with everything bar the kitchen sink! World in over 30 
albums, stockbooks etc from all periods, FDC & commem covers, bags of stamps on/off paper, album pages, 
etc, etc. Well worth conservative reserve. (10,000s) $75 

231 Stockbooks with ranges from various countries to 1980's plus ex-auction lot of Aust bundleware 2009-2011 of 
55¢ & 60¢ vals. Value in quantity! (1000s) $30 

232 The "Pandora's" box lot with vendors "cleanout". Noted general world in childhood albums, stockbooks, on 
Hagners, stockcards, in glassines and so it goes on. Some pickings in the mint incl Nauru, Christmas Is, 
Tokelau to 1983. Mixed range of world covers & then even more worlds stamps in envs. Also Whiteman's 
chocolate box with mainly pre-1960 items from GB & Australia incl some WA incl receipts, covers, 
aerogrammes, postcards etc. Mixed cond. (1000s) $100 

233 US share certificates of 1960's-1980's, Australian FDC's 1966-2000, folder with WA bank cheques 1884-1915, 
Victoria 1950's-1960's Stamp Duty on receipts, box of NZ MLH/used decimals & another of Australian State 
Duty & Revenues. A small photo album with c.1900 postcards of "Glamorous Ladies" (c100) & a 1983 World 
Communications Year omnibus in special boxed presentation album to round out this varied lot. $100 

234 Australia KGV off paper sorted into env by value & wmk. Useful duplication with 100s in some envs. Filling 
shoebox. Also Germany 1986-2013, box of unused glassines, small envs & other useful accessories, world 
stamps with many modern on piece plus Hagners of Netherlands & PNG plus 2 bags of GB & other incl Hong 
Kong, Singapore & France. Noted issues to 2013. Many useful pickings with care & great potential in the KGV 
for the specialist. (1000's) $75 

235 Large plastic tub containing Malta 1956-1977 with values to M£2 on black leaves in boxed binder, springback 
with cheap pre-1950 "A-V" mixed MLH/used, Russia 1975-1994 pre-stamped postcards unused or CTO in FDC 
album & a "Paramount" loose leaf album with world to c1950 noting British Commonwealth KGVI incl Ceylon to 
1R MLH. Also Luxembourg 1945-1982 FDC's & special cards in large FDC album (122), "Shoelace" schoolboy 
album with pre-1950 commems, Australia 1913-1984 in Seven Seas Hingeless album with sparse mainly 
used/CTO range missing all key items, South Africa & SWA MUH blocks, mainly 1970's low vals, in two photo 
albums (stamps in glassines for protection) plus common Aust dupl used in large Chinese stockbook. Heavy lot, 
very diverse & worthwhile at reserve. $100 

236 World off paper in 2 plastic tubs. Weight 3kg. (1000s) $40 
237 The RSPCA called a couple of days before this catalogue was off to the printers to say they have a tub of 

donated stamps & covers which they described over the phone as all world with some Australia. So only on 
auction day will you know but I am sure $50 will be a fair reserve and if not, it's going to a good home!! This lot 
is been sold commission free with all funds going to the RSPCA, so please bid generously. 
 $50 

 WORLD - COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS & SELECTIONS 
 

 238 Austria 1850-1937 MLH & used with each stamp identified by Scott Cat. number & price flagged. Incls WWI 

military post, PO's Abroad & PD's. Generally fine but better items hard to find. Total cat value to Scott 2009 is 
$US1400+  (100s) $100 

239 Austria 1860-1985 in old style Schaubek album. Good coverage of all periods missing "big ticket" items but a 

clean lot with majority fine used. A few MUH/MLH mostly around 1970. Incls PD's, Military Post WWI & PO's 
abroad & STC £2400+ (1000s) $250 

240 Austria 1860's/90's-1918 postal history ranging from three stampless letters to a 1915 regd censored cover & 

range of immediate post-war covers some with censor tape & censor markings. A few 1947 with pictorial 
cachets plus odd later to 1955. All protected by individual glassines. (32) $40 

241 Austria 1870-1880 group of 13 selected full & superb cancels on Franz Josef defins. All have been examined & 

catalogued & refreshingly from places outside Austria proper. Attractive 100% full strikes. (13) $150 
242 Austria 1945-1997 ex dealer stock in 3 Lighthouse stockbooks. Modest pre-1960 then very comprehensive       

to late 1980's, less so later. Duplicated up to 10 of each or even more in middle period with a huge catalogue 
value. All fine MUH. (1000s) $200 



243 Austria 1948 1sch green pictorial correspondence cards mint duplication "Know Your Austria" scenic series 

complete with dupl. Good to fine throughout. 700+ 
$30 

244 Austria 1972-2012 MUH on Hagners (120+) in 5 display books. Pre-euro issues in sheetlets & M/S's with the 

only singles being 1984/92 & 1993/95 defin sets. Main value in the euro period with a face value of €350+ 
($480+) plus cost price of €200 for comprehensive 2007-2012 black prints & others with purchase prices on 
Hagners in $US, $A & $NZ with a total over $600. Again, predominantly M/S's, sheetlets, S/A booklet cards & 
coils. Superb design work, bewildering range! $500 

245 Belgium 2007-2014 S/A booklets complete run of 23 all unfolded with mainly 1st class plus a few 2nd class. 

Total face value approx. A$200. Also 2012 Titanic M/S with 3D glasses, 2013 Abdication of King Albert II pack 
x2 & odd standing order account Christmas card & postcard. An excellent chance to update your collection at 
below 50% of face value. $80 

246 British Antarctic Territory 1972 to 1980's cover selection all with special ship/command or expedition cachets. 

Noted 1978 Antarctic Flight with Adelaide Island cds, 1982 "Antarctic Relief Voyage" on RRS John Biscoe, an 
attractive BAT Reg cover to Germany with  British Antarctic Survey cachet. Cd's incl Signy, South Orkneys, 
Rothera & Faraday. A scarce assembly. STC £750 (28) $150 

247 Canada QV group on 3 stockcards with used 1859 1¢, 5¢ & 12½¢, 1868/90 15¢ deep slate x2, small ½¢ x4, 2¢ 

& 3¢ x2 each plus 1897 Jubilee 1¢ (no gum), 2¢, 3¢, 5¢ & 15¢ (thinned). (18) $30 
248 Canada 1851-1972 in black-leaved Lighthouse stockbook. Earlies in mixed cond but of enormous catalogue 

value noting 3 to 4 margin examples of 3rd beaver on wove paper x 6, 6d slate violet thin paper vertically laid 
3½ margins (SG 2 Cat. £1300), 7½d yellow-green (SG 12 Cat. £2500, close margins), 10d (2 shades, one with 
clear margins) & 1858/59 6d brownish grey, perf. 11¾, sound used (SG 27 Cat. £4250). 1859 all vals with range 
of shades, 1864 2c x 2, 1868/90 with a very good range to 15c, large types incl 1c x 9, 2c x 4, 3c x7 & 6c 
blackish brown on stout wove paper unused. 12½c x 4, 5c & 15c Montreal printings sorted by shade (5c x 3, 
15c x 15) plus 5 pages of small sidefaces to 8c. Also 1893 20c (6), 50c (3), 1897 to $4 (excl 20c & $3) with nice 
½c and $1, others fair to good used. Later QV to 10c & 20c with shades, KEVII to 50c & 1908 20c Quebec. 
KGV comprehensive incl. coils & a few MLH incl 2c brown Die I War Tax (SG238 Cat. £375), nice piece with 
F/U 1915 2c & 5c War tax (SG 225 Cat. £200), 1922/31 1c & 2c imperfs F/U & 3c used block of 4, pictorial 
defins missing 1928/29 mid values but otherwise complete for all KGV onwards. Some mint but mainly good to 
F/U. Usual post-war in average cond. Inspection will impress. Cat £10,000+ (100s) $2,000 

249 Canada 1852-1995 MLH & used in Senator binder. Good earlies incl 1852 3d brown red with 3 wide margins 

(Cat. £275), 1859 1¢ (2 shades), 5¢ (2 shades), 10¢, 12½¢ (3 shades) & 17¢ all sound used. Also 1864 2¢ rose 
red (Cat. £170). QV large types with range of shades incl 1¢ (3), 2¢ (2), 3¢ (2), 6¢ (2), 12½¢ (4), 15¢ (14) & a 
good range of small types to 10¢ (50+). 1897 Jubilee to 50¢ MLH or used (excl ½¢, 6¢, 20¢) odd fault, "2 
leaves" & "4 leaves" QV sets with shades mainly fine, 1893 20¢ & 50¢, KEVII to 50¢, KGV incl 20 coils plus odd 
MLH from 1928. Nice cds examples $1 Parliament & "2 CENTS" on 3¢ block (SG 264). Also noted 1937 coils 
MLH, 1942 War Effort set to $1 MUH, coils, booklet panes, Special Delivery range incl 10¢ S2 (Cat. £50) MLH 
with later mainly F/Us. PD's (mixed pen cancels), "OHMS" & "G" ovpts MLH/used, QEII defins incl coils, 
commons, se tenants & M/S's complete this untidy collection but condition is good to fine throughout. Worth a 
careful look. Conservative estimate. (1000s) $400 

250 Canada 1990-2010 MUH & used in 2 binders. Strength in MUH with booklets, panes, se-tenant blocks, 

sheetlets & sets. Reasonable used coverage with commercial cancels. Face value of MUH C$200+ ($210). $100 
251 Canada 2003-2010 range with nearly all different M/S's (odd one x2) plus S/A cards all on Hagners in binder. 

All very fine MUH. Total face value $C120+ (53) $60 
252 Canada & few others in junior printed album with odd better Canada incl 1898/1902 7¢ QV MLH (Cat. £70), 

1903 20¢ used, 1930 5¢ Air MLH, 1932 6¢ on 5¢ MLH & Conference ovpt & 1937/38 6¢ Air MLH. Also a few 
WA to 1/- & Victorian blue reg labels (150+) plus odd India. (100s) $25 

253 China 1906-1949 range comprising 1906 British Consulate Certificate of Registration of Colston Caines as a 

British Subject with Shanghai fee of $2 paid with KEVII 2/- "Consular Service" pair. Also 1948 Anti-TB imperf full 
sheet of 40 mint, 1963 Huangshan Landscapes set F/U, 1979 Great Wall set in individual FDC's & 1990's M/S's 
fresh MUH (4). A useful group. STC Cat. £500+ $290 

254 Cook Islands 1919-1986 MUH/MLH in 2 large stockbooks. No "Admirals", "Arms" or long QV postal fiscal   

ovpts on NZ but otherwise virtually complete incl QEII/shells defins to $10 & "Coinage" $2.50/$7.50 M/S &    
pair. STC Cat. £1600+ (746 stamps & 163 M/S's) $350 

255 Croatia 1941-1945 superb MUH collection missing only 1945 Storm Division M/S. Postage Dues & Officials 

simplified only (no perf varieties) but 1943 Exhib M/S present plus variety with "S" in window (Mi. 1171 Cat. 
€100) & 1941/42 pictorials tete-beche pairs (Mi. 47k/64k). 1942 Model Aircraft & Ustacha M/S's are both perf & 
imperf as is the 1943 Legion M/S. Mi. Cat. €1370+ (235 & 12 M/S’s) $300 

256 Czechoslovakia 1918-1988 MLH, used & CTO on thick pile of Hagners in 3 ring binder. Arranged in 

chronological order noting 1926 to 5k MLH, 1930 Airs to 20k MLH incl both perfs of latter, 1936 to 10k MUH & 
1939 Carpatho-Ukraine 3k MUH with comprehensive later. Most are CTO after 1950 however 1951 Airs MUH & 
with all the good mid 1950's sets CTO. No high cat. M/S's but many sets catalogued over £5 each & flagged 
with prices on stickers. Clean lot with very few faults. Cat. £600+ (100s) $100 

257 Czechoslovakia 1929-1935 selection of covers & postcards incl 1930 Regd express cover Bratislava to Prague 

bearing 5k Masaryk with Centenary tab at top & a 1937 Pardubue Steeplechase cover with special cachets 
tying 3k50 in 3 adhesives plus a couple of other addressed with balance an unused 50k 1958 Fujmer postcard 
& range of covers with special cachets in green with duplication. (16) $30 

258 Czechoslovakia 1929-1969 MUH/MLH in standard Borek album with some a bit stuck but mainly fine from 

1945. 800+ stamps & 10 M/S's with low reserve. $50 
259 Czechoslovakia MUH, MLH & used. Noted range of Hradcany Castles ovpts on Austria & Hungary but high 

value is a forgery (69), 1925 Congress MUH/MLH, 1926 Sokol MUH, 1930 Airs MUH, 1939 Carpathia 3k MLH & 
used & 1945 M/S (MLH). Early 1950's with many MUH sets incl 1952 M/S with 45° cut lower corners MUH, 

Praga 1955 perf & imperf MUH sets excl M/S plus imperf M/S. Also 1962 Praga 5k "flags" M/S CTO plus 5k 
MUH single & rest of set excl 40h, SG 1316a perf & imperf M/S MUH, 1966 Art MUH/MLH & later Art sets MUH. 
1975 Svoboda M/S perf & imperf MUH & a few Officials & PD's. Slovakia 1939-1944 & post-1990 Czech 
Republic (70 used) complete this useful lot. Main value in MUH. (100s) $150 



260 Czechoslovakia-Sudetenland Range of items incl photocard of Hitler & Konrad Heinlein (the leader of the 

Sudetenland Germans that forced the annexation by Germany), 8 letters/cards with "Wirsind frei" ovpts & Third 
Reich propaganda cards (4). Total Cat. €500 (15 items) $200 

261 Denmark 1983-2000 commem booklets range comprising 1988 25k Recess Printed Stamps then 1987 "Utzon 

Abstract" to 2000 "Twentieth Century" issues complete with total cat. value £1125 (excludes se-tenant M/S-like 
panes). Issues to 1992 (excl 1983) were mounted with small pieces of sticky tape on rear of covers so outer 
rear covers have disturbances. Original owner then got bright idea of using quality photo corners, so later issues 
are all unblemished! Face value c2500kr ($4500+) (66) $250 

262 Denmark 1985-2001 range of different defin booklets with 10k x 19 & 20k x8 plus a 1974 2k booklet (SB 745 

Cat. £32). Approx. 70% lightly stuck down with adhesive taken into account in low reserve. Total cat. £300+ (28) $50 
263 Denmark 1989-2005 very fine used on Hagners incl. some MUH M/S's. All with tags for SG numbers & retail 

prices so a good lot for re-sale. PTSA $400+ $100 
264 Denmark 1999-2013 commem booklets with all different & nearly 90% complete for period. Cat. £2500+ (91) $500 
265 Denmark 2003-2011 Prestige booklets x 10 different with total face value of 660kr (A$140+) plus postcards 

within. Superb productions with edge-rouletted special M/S only available in this format. The 2003 Royal Jelling 
booklet was the first prestige booklet issued by Denmark replacing the M/S booklets regularly issued before  
that date. (10) $80 

266 Fiji 1872-1929 MLH & used on leaves incl 1871 1d "CR" used, 1872 12¢ on 6d (MLH), 1876/77 6d ovpt "VR" 

plus a range 1878-1899 not sorted by perfs. Incls 3 items with BPA certs on £17-£38 items. Also 1881/99 1/- 
used x 3, 1882 5/- used, KEVII to both 5/- MLH & used then KGV to 5/- simplified MLH & used. Overall condition 
is good to fine & cat. (simplified) is £900+ (129) $200 

267 Finland 1990-2001 Davo Hingeless album with slipcase with selected issues from 1997-2001 with majority 

MUH & some useful CTO M/S's & booklet panes. Exc cond. Cat. £400+ $150 
268 Finland 1996 Yearbooks x 2 complete with all MUH stamps. SG 1411/55 Cat. £190+ (2) $60 
269 Finland 1996-2004 FDC collection incl some Maxicards in 3 quality Davo albums with slipcases, Official Finland 

PO Album with slipcase & loose in bags. Most with up to 6 of each in the FDC's. Noted the difficult to find S/A 
printed labels & the 2002 Introduction of the Euro FDC's set of  11 to €5. Exc cond. F/U Cat. is £3600+ (900+) $700 

270 Finland 1997 Yearbooks x 2 complete with all MUH stamps plus 2 Yearpacks & two more with complete CTO 

issues. Ditto for the stamp booklets. SG 1456/97 Cat. £550+ (10) $150 
271 Finland 1997-2003 MUH & CTO issues in 3 quality stockbooks. Incls booklets, panes, M/S's, Framas/vending 

machine labels, S/A's, etc. Useful duplication with blocks & selvedge examples. Fresh throughout with some 
very attractive thematics. SG Cat. £2200++ (100s) $500 

272 Finland 1998 Yearbooks x 4 complete with all MUH stamps plus 4 Yearpacks with MUH & two more with 

complete CTO issues incl booklets. SG 1498/1539 Cat. £1000+ (10) $300 
273 Finland 1999 Yearbooks x 4 complete with all MUH stamps plus 4 Yearpacks & two more with complete CTO 

issues incl booklets. SG MS1540/1574 Cat. £880+ (10) $240 
274 Finland 2000 Yearbooks x 4 complete with all MUH stamps plus 4 Yearpacks with MUH & two more with 

complete CTO issues incl booklets. SG 1575/1615 Cat. £1000+ (10) $300 
275 Finland 2001 Yearbooks x 3 complete with all MUH stamps plus 3 Yearpacks with MUH & two further with CTO 

issues. SG 1616/51 Cat. £850+ (8) $240 
276 Finland 2002 Yearbooks x 2 complete with all MUH stamps plus 2 Yearpacks with complete CTO issues. SG 

1652/84 Cat. £400+ (4) $140 
277 Finland 2003 Yearbooks x 2 complete with all MUH stamps plus 2 Yearpacks with complete CTO issues. SG 

1685/1724 Cat. £450+ (4) $150 
278 Finland 2004 Yearbooks x 2 complete with all MUH stamps plus 2 Yearpacks with complete CTO issues. SG 

1725/61 Cat. £430+ (4) $150 
279 France Used range to 1955 on leaves as received by vendor from British auction. Cond fair to fine noting 1929 

20f & 1938 World Cup F/U. Modest lot. (200+) $30 
280 Germany 1871-1945 MLH & used in Schaubek album with 1872 large & small shields good to F/U near 

complete with 2k "small" unused (2k "large" missing) & 18k "large" unused. Noted 10g grey (pen cancel), 30g 
blue on small piece with straight line FRANK in black (soiled at base), 1874 2½g (2) & 9k (2, one rounded 
corner) plus an excellent range of shades in 1875/77 period. 1880, 1900 "Reichspost" to 5m, 1902/04 to 5m, 
1905/20 to 5m & wartime prints to 5m all used. Also 1912 semi-official 10pf orange-red airmail MLH, 1920 ovpts 
on Bavaria to 20m F/U with other defins MLH/used incl better "inflation" used. 1924 Airs to 300pf MLH (50, 100, 
200pf are used), Welfare Fund set used (Cat. £110) & MLH, 1924/27 scenes MLH & used (3m used only), 
1926/31 Airs to 3m MLH & used sets, "Arms" Charities complete MLH/used & 1927 80th B'day MLH & used. 
Continues with 1928/31 Zeppelins used with 2m MLH, 1930 2 "Reichsmark" MUH & used, all Welfare Fund sets 
(mainly used) incl Wagner, 1934 Airs MLH & used sets, 1936 Zeppelin Airs on LZ129 cover to Dr Oertel 
(23.3.36), Olympics set MUH (Cat. £150) & used, 1936 Winter Relief MUH & used, 1939 Motor Show & ovpts 
MLH ovpts on Danzig comp F/Used, 1940 Derby & Brown Ribbon on covers with pictorial cachets, ditto 1941/42 
Derby & 1942/44 perf. 12½ high vals F/U. Many sets both MUH or MLH & used. M/S's from 1936 complete with 
some both MUH & used. Officials MLH/used near complete & 1943 Tunis military post "Palm & Swastika" 
unused. 1944/45 Fieldpost with diagonal "INSELPOST" in sloping blue capitals MLH. Only special flight 
Zeppelins & pre-1936 M/S have been removed (see separate lots) from this outstanding collection. Hardly a 
faulty stamp to be seen. (1000+) $750 

281 Germany 1872 ⅓gr & 1k green "large shield" newspaper wrappers mint plus postcards 30gr ovptd 

"Memelgebiot unused with 23.10.20 cds & message in pencil. Also French 10c "Ceres" postcards unused, CTO 
ovpts "MEMEL 30 pfennig" plus one with "MEMEL 40pf" on 20c chocolate without cancel. Useful group. (7) $30 

282 Germany 1872-1930 accumulation of used postcards/reply cards. Mainly pre-stamped with some uprated. A 

good range of postmarks & useful duplication from late 1870's. Mainly fine. (200) $350 
283 Germany 1872-1948 range of covers & postcards incl a few 1872 1g covers in poor cond, "Saargebiet" vals 

ovptd on postcard plus useful Third Reich incl two with booklet panes & 3 unaddressed Allied Occ covers with 
high vals cancelled. Recommended viewing. (36) $50 

284 Germany 1880-1949 heavily duplicated MLH & used with nothing of obvious value but inflation period worth 

checking for better used which could be present. Couple of pages of DDR officials at back. (1000s) $50 



285 Germany 1913-1970s range of booklets, booklet panes, tete-beche & se-tenants in large stockbook all 

arranged in Michel cat. order with some extras on Hagners. Complete booklets include 1921 8mk MH14 
(interleaving stuck to gum), 1933 Fredeick the Great MH32, 1937/39 2rm MH37 (interleaving stuck), 1940/41 
MH 39.4 fine cond (Cat.£200), 1934 2rm charity "Nothilfe" MH40 (stuck), 1935 MH41 fine (Cat. £200), 1936 
Water Relief MH43 (partially stuck), ditto 1937 MH44 & 1939 MH46. Also 1940 Water Relief MH47 fine (Cat. 
£150), 1941 Hitler MH48 (interleaving stuck) & 1946 Allied Govt 3rm fine. Later se-tenants & part panes only. 
Some items adhering to pages & a few with stains so should be inspected. Nevertheless a rare opportunity to 
acquire such a comprehensive range of pairs, panes & booklets of the pre-1945 period. (100s) $2,000 

286 Germany 1933-1945 in Lighthouse hingeless album with slipcase. Mixed MUH, MLH & used close to complete 

missing only 1933 10th Anniv M/S & 1935 Ostrapa but all other M/S's are present mainly MLH. Check backs as 
gum cond & hingeing does vary. Lovely album & a collection worthy of upgrading. (100s) $250 

287 Germany 1937-1972 M/S's on 2 Hagners comprising 1937 Hitler perfd & ovptd, with rouletted selvedge & 1936 

Brown Ribbon all with hinge remnants plus 1972 Olympics small x 2 & large all MUH. (6) $25 
288 Germany 1940-1944 Fieldpost stampless cards/covers with 18 stampless incl one regd & 2 unused. Noted 

1940 Gen Govt SS Feldpost Chelm-Lublin to Dresen bearing 26pf in Gen Govt adhesives plus unused colour 
P/C unused with painting of SS soldier. Interesting group. (20) $50 

289 Germany 1951-Germany West (mainly) & unified to 2005 all different on stocksheets in Swedish 4 ring binder. 

Useful commems noting 1953 30pf Nansen F/U, 1955 Westropa 10pf general later & odd Berlin incl faulty 20pf 
ERP plus 2 sheets of DDR used/CTO. Good starter lot. (870+) 
2005 West, Unified + some Berlin & DDR used on stockpages in Swedish "VISIR" 4 ring padded binder. Has 
been picked over & difficult to locate any good items. Fair to fine throughout. (many 100s) $75 

290 Germany Duplicated MLH & used on Hagners with odd better noting 1926 Airs MLH (light gum disturbance), 

1934 2mk & 3mk MLH Airs, 1939 Nurburgring ovpts & Brown Ribbon MLH. Better used incl 1930 2 reichsmark. 
Post-war extensive but nothing highly catalogued with a few DDR at the end. (100s) $60 

291 Germany MLH & used range with duplication in 2 large stockbooks. One volume from 1880's appearing 

common but the other from 1973 with much MUH in sets & singles to c2000 with nearly all West in Vol 2. (100s) $50 
292 Germany Post-war MLH & used with lots of 1960's-1970 Berlin MUH but in random order. Mixed cond with 

some MLH poorly hinged but 1949-1960 with better items. (100s) $50 
293 Germany-West & Berlin Mainly MUH lightly dupl. range in medium stockbook plus smattering of used Berlin 

from 30pf blue Bell (clapper at right) & Beethoven 125th Anniv. Nothing major but plenty of complete charity 
sets to 1987 & useful odd vals. Mainly fine. (600+) $75 

294 Germany-West 1949-1969 MLH & used collection in "SAFE" hingeless album. Starts impressively with 1949 

Parliament & Stamp Centenary set F/U, UPU, Relief Fund, 1950 Bach all MLH, 1951 St Mary's Church & Stamp 
Exhib F/U, Relief Fund MLH, Rontgen used, 1952 Relief Fund used, 1953 ditto MLH, Transport Exhibition MLH, 
Museum used & 1954 Relief Fund MLH/used. All 1955 commems used (except U.N. & Relief Fund which are 
MLH), 1956/58 MLH/used, odd gap from 1959 plus limited ranges of Berlin (incl 1949 pictorials to 5DM used) & 
DDR. Generally fine used & VLH mint throughout (latter incl 1959 Beethoven Hall M/S). SG Cat. to 1955 alone 
£1900 but £900 of this is for MUH whilst those present are MVLH. Conservative reserve. (100s) $350 

295 Germany-West 1952-2004 duplicated F/U stock in 3 stockbooks. Strength in 1957-1992 but useful throughout 

with charities. All commemoratives (no defins) & in approx. chronological order.  Generally fine & well worth 
reserve. (c2500) $90 

296 Germany-West 1960-1988 used with duplication most with fine cds's. Also a page of dupl pre-war Saar. Useful 

pickings. (100s) $30 
297 Germany-West 1972-1979 issues in Lindner hingeless album. Almost complete MUH or used & in many cases 

both. Incls M/S's, a booklet & a few covers affixed to facing pages. Lovely album with stamps fine. (100s) $40 
298 Germany-West 1977-1990 Castles & 1987-1996 Tourist Sights MUH coil singles, panes & strips in quantity of 

each with 230 Castle x 15 pairs plus strips of 11 & 300pf Tourist Sights strips of 11. All vals available in coils are 
represented with coil numbers in back. Huge face value. $180 

299 Germany-West on leaves in 2 black "Senator" binders. Starts with Allied Zone incl 1949 Hannover Fair M/S 

MUH & Goethe used with both Allied & Russian Zone sets. French Zone with pickings & Berlin incl red ovpts 
(12) to 80pf used, UPU 12 pf to 50pf + 2mk & defins to 5mk, Goethe, ERP, surcharge, Orchestra, Beethoven, 
Bombed Churches 4pf & 30pf, Bells left, right & centre clappers all used & Berliners set of 10 plus most other 
single commems used to 1965. Also some MUH but sparse from later 1970. West with 30pf UPU MLH, Otto, 
Lufthansa used, 1949 Stamp Cent set used plus 30pf MUH, Opening of Parliament MUH & used, Relief Fund 
set used, 1950 Belch used, 1951 Rontgen MUH & used & St Mary's Church used with most other early 1950's 
incl some both MUH & fine used. 1953 30pf Transport, 1952 Youth pair, 1953 Liebig & many early 1990's also 
noted. Mainly used/CTO plus MUH M/S's to 2010 plus a few DDR commem from 1960's-1970's. Catalogue 
numbers have been pencilled in which is useful as not in strict issue date order. Very few faults & clean. (1000s) $300 

300 Germany-Berlin 1949-1990 ex dealer stock arranged by Michel cat. numbers in 2 Lighthouse stockbooks. 

Sparse to 1956 then over 90% complete with useful duplication especially in "Tourist Sights" defins & some set 
in blocks for West Germany plus a few 1990 DDR. All fresh MUH/MLH. (100s) $80 

301 Germany-DDR 1960's-1970's M/S accumulation in folder. Noted 1964 15th Anniv (Cat. £75) x 3 plus other 

useful MUH plus a few stamps. $60 
302 Germany-DDR Ex-dealer stock annotated with Michel cat. numbers housed in 6 Lighthouse stockbooks with 

mainly MUH incl one volume of se-tenant & gutter pairs. Patchy in first 5 years but more comprehensive later 
incl M/S's. (1000s) $160 

303 Germany & DDR 1900-1980's small box of postal history incl. covers, postal stationary, etc. A good variety with 

many priced to give guide to vals paid. Cond varies but conservative est. (200+) $70 
304 Germany-French Zone Begins with accumulation of MUH/MLH low val issues on manila stocksheets then 

printed pages with lightly mounted MLH & used. 1946-1949 sets incl Baden 1948/49 no "pf" set, 1949 Red 
Cross, Goethe all MLH, Engineers Congress 30pf used & Freeburg Rebuilding Fund MLH. Also Rhineland Pfalz 
1948/49 no "pf" set used (incl 8pt Cat. £550 used), 1949 Red Cross & Goethe MLH. Wurttemberg similar 
coverage but "no pf" set as MLH (Cat. £200 as MUH). Odd heavily hinged but very high cat. & conservative 
estimate. (173 on leaves + 100s of cheap dupl on stocksheets) $200 



305 Germany-New Guinea group of 7 sepia or colour postcards with 2 being used & 5 superb mint. Scenes incl the 

island church, huts, fishing canoes & an 1907 card showing the Europeans arriving in 2 large sailing boats. A 
rarely seen group. STC €320 (7) $160 

306 Germany-Russian Zone & DDR MUH & MLH with odd used in German Hingeless album to 1961. Russian 

Zone complete (excl M/S's) MUH/MLH, then good range of DDR mainly MLH earlier but incls 1951 Friendship 
with China set F/U, 1953 defins with new wmk MUH/MLH & "design in dots" set MLH. Later has some gaps & 
no M/S's. (100s) $120 

307 Germany-Saar 1929-1959 in old style Lighthouse illust album with first 1920 ovpts to 1m MLH & used (80pf 

MLH), second set to 2m50 MLH, 1921 surcharges, pictorials MLH, 1922 new currency definitives to 2f used with 
5f MLH. 1922/23 Officials plus 1924 types & 1926/34 Charities incl. Plebiscite ovpts MLH. Defins & Airs 
complete MLH with 1948-1959 missing only 1948 Flood Relief M/S's & mostly MLH incl 200f Europa. 1953/55 
500f is MUH as are all issues after 1954. Cond generally fine & cat. is  £3000+ (100s) $1,200 

308 German States Danzig, SAAR, WWI/II Occupations & Colonies MLH & used collection in binder. States are 

mainly good to F/U from Baden (19), Bremen (2), Bavaria (120) with good earlies incl 1849 "Einser" black & 
grey black 3 margins with other imperfs to 18k used plus 18k orange mint. Also  Hamburg (10), Hanover (13), 
Mecklenburg (7), Lubeck (5), Brunswick (10), Prussia (23) & German Confed (17). Danzig (200+) & Saar (300) 
with good pickings. Saxony (14), Schleswig-Holstein (6), Oldenburg (5), Thurn & Taxis (13), Wurttemberg (92), 
Belgian Occ of Germany (17) set to 10f MLH, German Occ of Belgium (32), PO's abroad & Colonies WWI 
(c140) & WWII Occupations (168, mostly Bohemia & Moravia). Definite pickings in this lot with some mixed 
cond in states as expected. Huge catalogue value with a conservative estimate. (100s) $400 

309 Germany-Third Reich 1933-1934 collection of 46 original black & white Military photos, some larger than 

standard with interesting scenes incl military street parades & several with Hitler. Good cond. (46) $120 
310 Germany-Third Reich Selection incl Himmler b&w postcard & signed letter (copy) appointing Ernst Leyser as 

Brigade Leader. 5 Wehrmacht/SS war action postcards with 5 more of Hitler. Also another 20 cards used & 
unused. Some scarce material here, mostly fine. (32 items) $190 

311 Germany-Third Reich Selection of colour & b/w used & unused postcards some with pre-printed franking & 

some with adhesives in addition. Good variety & fine throughout. Some with "Elsas" & "Lothringen" ovpts on 
Hindenburg plus 3 DDR pre-stamped cards. Conservative reserve. (47 cards) $100 

312 Gilbert Islands 1976-1979 complete MUH in small stockbook. Cat. £50 (77 stamps & 4 M/S's) $20 
313 Great Britain QV to QEII collector's spares on Hagners in padded binder. Some useful QV incl 1883 1½d-3d 

lilacs good to F/U, 5d & 6d washed. KEVII & KGV used to 2/6d & later with some mint incl 1958 graphite set SG 
587/94 MUH. Mostly used with many substandard through to 2011. (100s) $30 

314 Great Britain 1840-1975 MLH & used collection on Windsor printed leaves & some QEII on black leaves in 

binder. Very good coverage of QV with 1841 1d red imperfs (7) & 2d (4), 1854/57 good range perfs/wmks, 
1858/79  missing only pl.77 & 225 (156, 171 & 179 MLH), 2d plates (excl 15), all ½d plates (9 not guaranteed), 
1½d (4) plus excellent surface printed with plate numbers, hairlines, wing margins & wmk varieties. Cancellation 
interest noting 1867/80 3d pl.7 with St THOMAS D.W.I. cds. Many "select" copies with no obvious faults apart 
from heavy barred numeral cancels. All vals to 10/-, KEVII with shades as per SG to 10/- (SG 319) incl 2/6d x 6, 
5/- x 3, Seahorses to 10/- incl prints & shades (mainly parcel cancels) & MUH/MLH well represented from 1935 
SJ. QEII commems to 1975 & Machins to 2000 MUH/used. No PD's or Officials. Huge catalogue value & good 
to fine throughout. (1000s) $900 

315 Great Britain 1850's-1880's fiscals written up on pages. Begins with 1853 1d QY Type L11 & L12 with inverted 

wmks, 1855 1d on blue paper x 2, 1856 on white paper plus 2 F/U, 1864 design change on both papers & mint 
& F/U. Also 6d horiz Type L18 F/U cat. £210 plus 2 mint cat. £350. 1868 1d block of 10 with sheet number 
(toned) plus Imprimatur on card & an 1876 ovpt SPECIMEN. 1881 usage on 2 covers. A rarely seen group with 
such specialisation. Total cat. £2200+ $1,000 

316 Great Britain 1880-1976 used. Sparse to KGV then good range with over 70% complete to 1976. Pickings for 

F/U (100s) This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the Red Cross, so please bid 
generously. $20 

317 Great Britain 1880's-1985 duplicated used on approx. 50 Hagners in padded binder. Starts with 1880's QV to 

1/- (all vals with extras) through to mid 1980's plus pages of regionals. Noted re-engraved Seahorses 10/- x 4 
however 50% of the reserve is for the Hagners! (100s) $60 

318 Great Britain 1883-1982 "back of the book" used range on Windsor leaves. Noted 1914-1982 PD's near 

complete to £5 (pair of latter), good officials incl "I.R." (11) vals to 1/-, "ARMY" (9) to 6d, "GOVT PARCELS" (14) 
to 1/- incl 1883/86 1/- orange brown with cds (Cat. £525), 1891/1900 1/- green & carmine with cds (Cat. £260), 
"BOARD OF EDUCATION" 1d, "ADMIRALTY OFFICIAL" ½d, 1d (both types) & 3d type II (Cat. £400). Also QV 
telegraph stamps for 1d & 3d used plus 1/- with no gum. Total cat. £2000+ (142) $300 

319 Great Britain KEVII MLH & used range incl 2/6d lilac & 5/- deep bright carmine good used plus 22 low vals to 

1/- in mixed cond. Noted ½d & 1d "ARMY OFFICIAL" in MUH blocks of 8, ordinary ½d & 1d MLH blocks of 6, 
the former with trimmed perfs & stain at top, but misplaced wmk (perfs bisect the crown vertically). Also KEVIII 
set of 4 in MUH blocks of 9 ovpts. Cat. £86 + premium for MUH. Useful pickings at this conservative reserve. $80 

320 Great Britain 1913-1931 KGV cards, covers & PSE selection on leaves noting small 1913 cover to Madagascar 

with receival mark, long 1914 cover to similar destination, 1922 machine cancelled 1d PSE uprated 1d local 
delivery, Nov 1938 pencilled in KGV 1d embossed PSE with colour missing (unused), 1½d PSE registered with 
3d adhesive added, 1917 early machine cancel on ½d PSE, 17/12/31 Reg'd airmail cover (10d + 9d adhesives) 
to Mr W. Bromfield Camooweal Qld "Per England-Australia Special Air Mail" plus other items incl 2½d UPU 
used on covers to France (2). Inspection recommended. (16) $70 

321 Great Britain KGV postal stationery collection on leaves comprising 3 unused official GPO items (1d pre-

stamped P/C, 1925 1½d B.E.E. letter card, 1d postcard with packing tape part reading "10 Court-Shape stout 
Post Cards 1/-"), 9 used items incl 1924 1d B.E.E. on cover with SEP 13 "EMPIRE EXHIBITION" machine 
cancel with lion over WEMBLEY PARK, 1912 ½d Downey head P/C's uprated with ½d Mackennals, 1d P/Cs 
(3), one with POST EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS slogan cancel & finally a 1925 B.E.E. 1½d P/C unaddressed with 
HELENSBURGH DUMBARTONSHIRE cds of 2JY31. All in good to fine cond. (12 items) $70 



322 Great Britain 1936-1982 used collection in Windsor album plus a few inserted for extra Machins & later Castle 

defins. Incls phosphor commems, graphites, phosphor graphites & wmk varieties close to complete, but no 
booklet panes. Also incls KGVI 2d PS p/c unused, 2½d PSE uprated for airmail to Perth WA, 2d PS p/c used & 
2½d PS L/c used. Mixed cds & machine cancels but clean & presentable throughout. (100s) $70 

323 Great Britain 1969 Anniversaries set in panes of 60, 1966 World Cup set in complete sheets of 120 & 1/9d 

Gandhi block of 42 all fresh MUH in Lighthouse Mint Sheet folder. $20 
324 Great Britain QEII pre-decimal MUH, MLH & used (usually both) on Hagners written up in 2 binders with 

slipcases. Catalogue numbers shown & not much missing. The Tudor Crown & St Edward's Crown sets to 1/6d 
are MUH plus inverted & sideways wmks, high val castles incl 1955/58 Waterlow set MLH x 2. Graphite & 
phosphor graphites incl 2d wmk error of the latter (SG 605a, Cat. £180). Phosphor defins very comprehensive 
incl 2½d (2 bands) with inverted wmk both MUH & used (SG 614Wi Cat. £170 MUH, £140 used). Commems 
missing Red Cross phosphor but all other phosphor sets present with mostly both MUH & used. Second binder 
incls 1969 "Stamps for Cooks" 4d & 5d booklet panes on FDC & two complete £1 booklets plus 1967/69 
commems MUH/used & high val decimal Machins FDC's (1977 x2) plus 1988 & 1992 Castles FDC's. Fine 
throughout with a very high cat. (1000+) $300 

325 Great Britain 1971-1996 Machins in 32 page Lighthouse stockbook. Sorted by SG cat. number with majority 

good to very fine used. Suit specialist. Very high cat value. (1000s) $100 
326 Great Britain 1976-2013 commems, high val defins, covers & M/S's. Last few years sparse but much useful incl 

Castles to £5 with3 diff used sets, £10 Britannia MUH & used, prestige booklet panes, M/S's MUH & used (latter 
incl Stamp Show MS 2147), S/A "Fruit & Veg" & sheet stamps on FDC plus Greetings panes & other se-tenants. 
Most stamps have cat. numbers pencilled below them with whole collection in chronological order. Hundreds of 
sets with used varying from machine cancels to cds (FDI & other) & mint nearly all MUH & in mounts. (2000+) $300 

327 Great Britain 1980-2010 complete run of 50 Prestige Booklets (excl DX1) neatly arranged in quality album. Exc 

cond. SG DX2-DX51 Cat. £1400++ with a FV of £465 ($900) (50) $750 
328 Great Britain 1980's QEII British Forces Mail covers & airletters with 5 airletters from 1982 Falklands conflict 

period with 22 later to end of 1983 & 7 from 1984-1986. Some are stampless. Noted "Commanding Officer 8 
Jun 1982 HMS Plymouth" signed red cachet, ditto from "NOSH" on OHMS env & again for "HMS Beacon". 
Another OHMS cover has "FALKLAND ISLANDFS GOVERNMENT AIR SERVICE" with Port Stanley cds. An 
interesting group rarely seen in quantity & covering the conflict period. (34) $170 

329 Great Britain 1996-2005 PNC Stamp & Coin FDC's plus some of the better "Medal" covers incl Berlin Airlift, 

British Museum, RN Submarines & Ocean Liners. Other issues incl 1996 Football, 1997 Aircraft Designers, 
1999 Rugby World Cup, 2002 QEII Jubilee, 2002 World Cup, 2004 Locomotives & 2005 Bronte. Excellent cond. 
& rarely seen in this quantity. SG Cat.  £670+ (31) $300 

330 Great Britain 2003-2005 Victorian, KEVII & KGV Stamp Ingot collections. Issues represented incl Penny Black, 

1/- Embossed, £5 orange, 1/- QV Jubilee, KEVII £1, KGVI BEE & £1 PUC. Most attractive & all in exc cond. in 
original Royal Mail wallets. Cost £320+ to buy with an SG cat. of £480 (12 diff)  $200 

331 Great Britain Regionals & Channel Islands MUH, MLH & used noting Jersey wartime pictorials MLH, 1969 to 

10/- with later to £5 used though some periods sparse. A few Guernsey; & regionals from pre-decimal to 2004 
used. Also Scottish Parliament MS of 2004 MUH. Face values to 97p. Mostly good to fine. (300+) $50 

332 Greenland 1990-1994 F/U on pieces duplicated range all with neat crisp cancels for Paamuit, Sisimuit, 

Qaqortoq, etc. Noted 1990 25k Lynge x 100, 1991 50k Hans Lynge x 43, 1992 100k Moller x 10 & 1993 10k 
Reindeer x 80. A rare accumulation so fine. Cat. £2500+ (100s)  $200 

333 Greenland 1997-1999 MUH stamps, CTO, FDC's & Maxicard range in 2 Greenland Post albums. Heavy 

duplication but useful thematics such as whales, ships etc. Exc cond. Cat. £1400+ (FDC/Maxicard cat. as F/U) $200 
334 Hungary MLH & used/CTO on leaves in Senator binder from 1871 recess set of 7 (incl 2 shades 15k), 1913 

Flood Relief "long" type to 5k & similar set with ovpt plus "short" types set. Also 1925 Sokol F/U, 1932 Madonna 
to 10p, 1927 Airs, 1931 Zeppelin ovpts, 1933 & 1936 Airs complete used, 1934 L.E.H.E. M/S CTO with most 
later M/S's incl Pushkin MLH & used. 1945 Roosevelt set MUH, 1951 Stamp Anniv & then mainly used later to 
2000 with several gaps in last few years. Most items flagged with SG cat. numbers & cond fine for all periods if 
a trifle out-of-issue order at times. (1000s) $250 

335 India Group with 1895 high vals F/U (SG cat. £80), QV ½a PSE uprated with 2¢ blue for registration to 

Allahabad, similar PSE without uprating & ovptd GWALIOR, KGV & VI Registered letters uprated for 
transmission to Prague (KGV, extra 3½a franking) & Basel (KGVI by air, extra 2r13½a) A useful group for the 
specialist in good cond. (5 items) $120 

336 Indonesia 1949-1981 MUH/MLH near complete incl 1950 unissued Vienna printings, M/S's, PD's, West Irian & 

others with Riau ovpts on Sukarno heads only. Some early 1950's used as well. All housed in neatly built 
wooden box with sliding lid. A fine lot. Approx. 1300 stamps, 50 M/S's & 8 booklets with the Vienna printings 
comprising of 150 stamps & 8 M/S's of this total. Cat. £1000+ $150 

337 Israel 1948 interim period collection of covers addressed & unaddressed incl 10 Regd covers. Bale quotes 

300% premium over normal cover priced for these, 2 of which are "Shepira Fraud" cover bearing bogus 
Palestine "Airmails" & genuine locals. Noted 50m blue "Development & Defence" (Bale 4, cat. US$100) with 
Bialik/Herzl 50m & 100m on same cover. Another cover with latter pair alone (express cover), 100m alone on 
regd cover & two hand addressed covers with same issue together with other issues. Also "Emergency Post 
Afulah" ovpt on 3m Palestine tied by handstamp with pencilled address. (Bale cat. US$800 for commercial 
covers). 14.5.48 Regd express cover with 50m Bialik/Herzl in combination with Palestine 15m (Bale cat. from 
US$200) plus ordinary mail combination cover with Palestine 10m & 2m green Herzl. Doarlvri 10pr regular issue 
in combination with Diaspora series 10m single is another highlight. Whilst many covers appear to have done 
genuine postal service there are some that may be philatelic which is reflected in the conservative reserve. 
Remains attractive & from a credible source at the time. (100+) $1,000 

338 Israel 1948 interim period selection incl Jerusalem locals (Bale 101/03) on Regd printed Eliezer Ben Yehuda 

philatelic covers (2) with Bale 9 pair, one diagonal bisect, 3 covers regd at Hertsliya, one at Holon, one at 
Nostsyones plus ordinary addressed Herzl 10m violet (5, incl tete-beche pair). Also cover with 10m blue ovptd, 
Regd Haifa cover with 10m Immigrants' Ship (Bale 23) pair, an Airmail cover to Haifa with Zionist Jubilee 50m 
dark blue (Bale 25, cat. $100 on cover), addressed cover with Warsaw Ghetto block (Bale 22) & others covers 
with a variety of adhesives, some unaddressed. Substantial cat value with 11 regd covers with Bale quoting 
300% premium for these. Rare opportunity to acquire such an impressive grouping. (27) $400 



339 Israel 1948-201 in 4 Schaubek hingeless albums (3 boxed) & modern in bags from standing order account. 

First few years sparse & where present largely used without tabs. Better from 1952 with tabs MUH but odd item 
missing or used with no tab (e.g. 1953/54 1000p Airmail). Also noted many FDC's incl 1952 1000p, Menorah 
(no tab), 1950 Independence Day (no tab), both unaddressed, 1963 Halbanon FDC (Bale Cat. $80) & 1949 
Tabul M/S MLH. Only short of a 1991 imperf M/S & 1994 Balloon ordinary paper pair to 2003 then about 30 
gaps to date. Also incls GB 2009 Maccabiak Games sheet. Huge cost price of albums & stamps with 1952-2014 
99% complete. A fine lot. $500 

340 Israel 1948-2011 FDC & special cachet collection in 6 bulging FDC albums. Earlies incl 16th May 1948 coins 

set to 50p without tabs, 1950 500p camel, 1948 scrolls & other 1948-1950 all without tabs, 1949 TABUL M/S, 
1950 BPO pair with short tabs, 1952 1000pr Menorah (2), New Year set with tabs (cat. £35 stamps alone) plus 
an excellent range of later with odd duplicated addressed incl 1962 £3 Eilat, 1963 FFH tab pair & Birds with 
tabs. A heavy lot but good opportunity to acquire a near-complete FDC/special cachet collection. (1000+) $150 

341 Israel 1949-1951 MUH group all with full tabs incl 1949 Jerusalem, National Flag, Petach Tikva, Mered        

(2nd coinage), 1950 UPU, New Year, games, 1951 Ind Day & Jewish National Fund (tone spot on 80pr).     
Total Bale cat. US$600+ (18) $100 

342 Israel 1949-1978 Plate number & date, upper right corner blocks collection in KA-BE stockbook. Clean lot with 

about half the issues present x 2. Exc cond & beautifully presented. (275 blocks) $20 
343 Israel 1950's-1960's defins on FDI covers from a variety of post offices many cancelled with range of meter 

marks. Specialist material seldom offered. Recommended. (100s) $25 
344 Israel 1960's-1980's modest duplicated range of used in 2 small stockbooks & MUH in a third. Common stamps 

in good cond useful for space-filling. (400+) $20 
345 Italy 1910-1945 MUH & MLH remnants on leaves incl 1910 South States Plebiscite pair (15¢ toned at top) & 

Cyrenaica 1934 1st Direct Flight ovpts with 2 sets MLH. Some stamps incl Augustus set are stained but those 
that are fault free catalogue at €1000+ (c190) $150 

346 Italy A clean range loose in small box. Mainly F/U & MUH with strength in 1980's with little apparent duplication. 

Patience required but a good coverage in exc cond. (100s) $30 
347 Kiribati 1979-1998 MUH with some additional early sheetlets in Chinese stockbook. Highly thematic incl later 

WWII commems. STC Cat. £600 (115 stamps) $150 
348 Kiribati 1979-1998 Used/CTO complete collection in large stockbook. Many colourful thematics. STC Cat. £790 

(517 stamps, 30 M/S's) $200 
349 Laos & Indo China MUH & CTO in packets & on Vario sheets to 1984 incl M/S's plus a modest remainder 

collection of 1907-1946 Indo China MLH & used & Laos on leaves with some sets dupl MUH & CTO. A few 
2000-2001 MUH as well. (c2000 Indo China, 260 Laos) $50 

350 Laos 1992-1996 MUH sets & M/S's on leaves with a high thematic content. (37 complete sets & 19 M/S's) $60 
351 Levant-British PO's Collection of KGVII stamps (½d x 3 MLH), a newspaper wrapper, cards (incl Austrian 

PO's) & letter to Budapest from Smyrna plus Kuwait sworn documents group of 8 & other items. (20) $120 
352 Liechtenstein 1980-1991 range of FDC's with high level of completeness incl M/S's. Useful as F/U if soaked. 

Total SG cat. as F/U is £350+ (90) $80 
353 Liechtenstein 1966-1976 all diff sheetlets x 40 of 8, 16 & 20 in large Hagners. Fine MUH. Cat. £860+ as 

individual stamps. $100 
354 Luxembourg 1940-1950 group of FDI sheets, covers & two MUH M/S's for 1946 War Wounded Charity &   

1949 Grand Duchess. Covers incl 4 x WWII German Occupation privately printed (2) & registered (2). Total  
STC €830 $250 

355 Luxembourg 1984-1991 FDC's with majority of issues represented incl M/S's. Useful for F/U sets. All in 

Cumberland FDC album. Total cat as F/U is £300+ (110)  $90 
356 Malaysia Mint & used collection in 5 "Ring 22" albums with black leaves from pre-Federation issues to 1998 

with next two or three years in Malaysia Post standing order account envs unopened (12). Also South East Asia 
odds in large Chinese stockbook. Starts with FMS mint range to 30¢ & to 20¢ used, BMA MLH & used to 
second $5, Johare 1960 to $5 MLH, $20; Kedah "rice & bullock" types MLH to 50¢, 1937 5 values to $5 MLH 
incl $1, 1959 to 50¢ MLH to $1 used & 1959 to $50. Kelantan incls 1937 to 40¢ MLH, 8 vals to 50¢ used, 
1957/63 $1, $2, $5 MLH, $1, $20, 1960/63 set MLH & used (excl 2¢ used) & Negri Sembilan 1957/65 to $5 
MLH. Also Pahang 1895 set MLH (Cat. £75), 1938/41 to 50¢ MLH (excl 15¢) & 1957/62 to $5 MLH (excl 8¢, 
$2). Perak 1895/99 to 10¢ MLH (excl 4¢, 5¢), 1950/56 to $5 MLH, ditto 1957/61 & set used. Finally Penang 
1949/52 to $50, 1960 set used (excl 8¢) & Selangor 1935/41 to $1 MLH, to $2 used (excl 15¢), 1941 $1 & $2 
MLH & 1949/55 set of 21 MLH & used. All states with UPU sets MLH or used, Fed 1957/63 MLH & used, States 
1965 & later omnibus issues MLH/used, many with both. Malaysia 1963 onwards incl Birds & Butterflies to $10 
MLH & used, ditto Animals defins, 1990s M/S's MLH (9 used) & then appears complete simplified (no perf 
varieties) MLH & about 60% complete used to 1998 before the sets in envs. Nothing scarce but a clean lot with 
many pickings in £2-£30 catalogue range. Well laid out with room for expansion & very few faults. (100s) $250 

357 Malta 1969 range of MUH sets in blocks of 4 on Hagners. (86 blocks) $30 
358 Netherlands 1852-1944 & 1969-1989 in Davo hingeless albums with slipcases with basic used worth less than 

the albums. Also large stockbook with substantial used duplication from 1937-2003 with modest pickings. 
(1000s) $100 

359 Netherlands 1940-1950 MUH, MLH & used on 2 Hagners & album page incl 1940 "figures" ovpt set to 500c 

MLH, 1950 Relief Fund & Bombed Churches sets MLH. Useful pickings. STC £450 (84) $50 
360 Netherlands 1969-1990 MUH multiples with mainly pairs & blocks of 4 plus later booklets appearing complete 

from 1977-1990 but noting earlier incl 1969 Queen Juliana to 10g in MUH pairs. Fine throughout with an SG 
catalogue value of £900+ 

$180 

361 New Hebrides & New Caledonia 1940-1980's covers incl 1950 "10th Anniversary" in French slogan (2), New 

Caledonia 1942, 1966 & 1983 Airmails incl 2 Registered. Good cond. (7) $150 
362 New Zealand 1855-1966 in KA-BE Hingeless album with modest MLH & used range plus Ross Dependency 

MUH sets to 1979. Cond very mixed & missing significant items but does incl page of QV long "stamp duty" 
1882 types (16) to £2 incl 15/- in reasonable cond. Odd M/S incl 1957 MLH, 1958, 1960, 1961, 1962 & 1965 
Healths MUH. Worth buying for the album alone. (c250) $50 



363 New Zealand 1859-1991 MUH, MLH & used collection on Seven Seas leaves with used to 1935 then 

increasingly MUH/MLH & sometimes both MUH & used. Earlier incls 1857/63 1d & 2d (2 shades), 1864 1d wmk 
"NZ" imperfs (average 2 margins each), perf'd Chalons incl 2d wmk "NZ" pair (one thinned), 1862/73 10 vals to 
1/- incl 4d yellow (Cat. £120), 1/- green (Cat. £140) & 2d vermilion "NZ" wmk (Cat. £350) & 1st & 2nd QV 
sidefaces to 1/- in various perfs. Also 1898/1909 pictorials to 2/- incl "WAKI" 2½d, 6d green F/U, 1907 officials to 
2/-, 1906 Exhibition to 3d, 1907 reduced sizes strip set of 4, KEVII to 1/- & officials. KGV to 1/- plus officials 
(excl 8d), 1920 Victory, 1924 Exhibition, 1926 2/- & 3/- light colours F/U plus 2/- officials. Incls 1929-1991 
Healths (excl 1931), all Airs, Silver Jubilee, 1940 Centennial & officials. 1935 & KGVI defins & officials 
simplified, postal fiscals incl long type QV mixed postal/fiscal use & 1953/59 to 10/- used & to 3/- MUH (excl 
2/6d). 1954 officials are to 3/- used with 1955 large figures to 8d MUH & used. Health M/S's MUH (1966 used), 
1960 set to 10/- MUH & to £1 used, 1967/69 to $2 (both) MUH & used (excl $1), 1969 Cook M/S MUH & on 
FDC & then just about complete later incl defins to $10 MUH & used. No PD's or pre-decimal Life Insurance. 
Mainly fine selected copies. Viewing highly recommended to fully appreciate. (1000s) $600 

364 New Zealand 1867-1959 MLH & used range on Hagners noting Govt Life MLH pairs x 6 to 6d, 1920 Victory 

used (1/- fine plus average extra), 1936/51 5/- Official MLH pair, 1935 to 3/- MLH x 2 sets simplified, KGVI 
1933/44 & 1947/52 MLH pairs. Also 1939 PD's MUH/MLH pairs, 1940 Centennial pairs MLH, 1946/65 Govt Life 
MLH pairs (2½d MUH) & 1963 3/- QEII official MLH pair. The used add little value. A clean lot. (100s) $120 

365 New Zealand 1882-2010 MUH, MLH & used with duplication superbly housed in titled envelopes in 

chronological under "mint" & "used" in stout card system box with lid. Many better noting in mint 1961 a 5/- 
official marginal MUH pair (Cat. £34), KGV 2d typo strip of 3 MUH, 1931 1d Smiling Boy MUH (corner crease), 
1940 Centennial set in MUH pairs plus extras of MUH & MLH & QEII officials to 3/- in MUH pairs. Patchy to 
1970's then Health & Christmas issues to 2010 with some multiples. "Best of 1999" M/S's also noted. Used 
appears very basic. Also a few envs of Cook Island, Niue, Ross & Pitcairn oddments. Very neat. (1000s) $80 

366 New Zealand 1929-2010 Health stamps all used on Hagners in binder. From 1941 missing 1963 3d only. 

Neatly presented on 28 "as new" Hagners. (185) $30 
367 New Zealand 1929-2010 Health stamps MUH/MLH incl 1958-2010 M/S's on Hagners in binder. Complete for 

sets with 2 of each, mainly as pairs & M/S's (excl 1968). Small hinge remnants on most pre-1970, the Smiling 
Boys as 1d singles (one with toning) & 2d pair fine. M/S hinged in selvedge to 1980 then MUH. Face value of 
stamps & M/S's from 1990 alone is NZ$170+ incl premiums. Fine cond. (100s) $250 

368 New Zealand 1931-1958 Postal Fiscals range with 1/3d to 10/- plus 15/- (off centre) & £1. The 1/3d lemon & 

7/6d are 1931/40 single wmk, others 1940/58 multiple wmk & mixed MUH/MLH. Fine except 7/- which is toned 
& 9/- has corner stain on gum side only. Min Cat. £620 (14) $180 

369 New Zealand 1960-1974 MLH & used on c30 Hagners with 1960 to £1 in MLH pairs (3/- sepia single only), 

commems in MUH/MLH blocks pre-decimal but 1967 defins to $2 MUH plus 1968 Armed Forces in MUH blocks. 
Nicely presented out with room for expansion. $40 

370 New Zealand 1960-2010 Christmas stamps MUH, MLH & used on Hagners in binder. Mint are mixed MUH & 

MLH to 1973 then all MUH & in pairs. Used are all fine with many later CTO. MUH face value from 1950 alone is 
NZ$320+. No M/S's but stamps are complete. Neatly presented on brand new Hagners. $180 

371 New Zealand 1967-1977 MLH & used collection in "Senator" binder. First 5 years complete MLH & used with 

later having odd gap or MUH only. Incls most Health M/S's MLH & 1969 Cook MUH. Also noted 1970 3¢ 
Christmas marginal pair MUH from top of sheet showing dramatic shift to right of name & value at top. Clean lot 
incl 2 diff 1972 booklets. (100s) $50 

372 New Zealand 1967-1982 in Hingeless KA-BE album plus stocksheets of extra 1980-1982 at back. Incls Tokelau 

& some late 1970's NZ booklets. Patchy coverage with some early used, but MUH incl Arms to $10 & most 
Health M/S's. Quality album retailing at $100+ itself. (100s) $50 

373 New Zealand 1975-1989 MUH, MLH & used on Hagners in binder. Sparse with "room for expansion". Nothing 

of much value & the "as new" Hagners (50+) are worth much more than stamps! (157) $30 
374 New Zealand 1990-2010 MUH & used on Hagners in binder. Sparse to 1996 with better later but well short of 

complete with most mint in pairs. Used are CTO singles. Face value of MUH pairs is NZ$100+ plus c$20 in the 
few M/S's & se-tenants present. A few pre-decimal colour shifts & minor flaws annotated to finish. (100s) $60 

375 New Zealand 1992-2000 on Hagners with all MUH incl ovptd M/S's incl Horseracing set of 7 M/S's. Also "Best 

of 1996" M/S set of 3 & "Wackiest Letter Boxes" S/A booklet. Noted 1947-1969 Life Insurance sets. Price 
stickers are nearly all at below face value & total $310+ plus face value of NZ$200+ for items not priced. (100s) $180 

376 New Zealand 1992-2002 complete CTO in black-leaved stockbook. Incls ovptd M/S's & values to $20. Seldom 

offered so fine & complete. (c135 sets, 82 M/S's & sheetlets) $160 
377 New Zealand 1997-2013 FDC's in packs as issued by NZPO between 1997-2013. Missing only 1999 & about 8 

from various packs around this time but remains 95% complete for the period & there are a few "extras". (330+) 
This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the Red Cross, so please bid generously. $75 

378 New Zealand 2001-2002 (Vols 20 to 25 bar 22) Limited Edition single issue books with the M/S's, colour 

separations, gutters & signed FDC's for "Garden Flowers", "Aircraft", "Native Fungi", "Art Meets Craft" & 
"Leading the Waves". Exc cond. Massive original cost & now retail at $800+ (5 books) This lot is been sold 
commission free with all funds going to the Red Cross, so please bid generously. $100 

379 New Zealand 2003-2004 (Vols 26 to 31 bar 27) Limited Edition single issue books with the M/S's, gutters, 

colour separations & signed FDC's for "Ballet", "Veteran Vehicles", "Zoo Animals", "Wearable Art" & "Middle 
Earth". Exc cond. Massive original cost & now retail at $750+ (5 books) This lot is been sold commission free 
with all funds going to the Red Cross, so please bid generously. $100 

380 New Zealand 2003-2007 CTO sets & M/S's in quality stockbook. All different comprising c50 sets & 56 M/S's 

plus a few commercially used oddments. Useful pickings. (100s) $75 
381 New Zealand 2005-2007 (Vols 32 to 36) Limited Edition single issue books with the M/S's, gutters, colour 

separations & signed FDC's for "Year of the Rooster", "Through the Lens", "Year of the Dog", "Gold rush" & 
"Scott Base". Exc cond. Massive original cost & now retail at $750+ (5 books) This lot is been sold commission 
free with all funds going to the Red Cross, so please bid generously. $100 

382 New Zealand 2007-2008 (Vols 37 to 41) Limited Edition single issue books with the M/S's, gutters, colour 

separations & signed FDC's for "Year of the Pig", "Clever Kiwis", "Ross Dependency", "Weather Extremes" & 
"Matariki". Exc cond. Massive original cost & now retail at $750+ (5 books) This lot is been sold commission free 
with all funds going to the Red Cross, so please bid generously. $100 



383 New Zealand 2008-2010 (Vols 42 to 46) Limited Edition single issue books with the M/S's, gutters, colour 

separations & signed FDC's for "Trunk Line Centenary", "Giants", "Matarik 2009", "Peter Blake" & "Ancient 
Reptiles". Exc cond. Massive original cost & now retail at $750+ (5 books) This lot is been sold commission free 
with all funds going to the Red Cross, so please bid generously. $100 

384 New Zealand 2010-2012 (Vols 47 to 51) Limited Edition single issue books with the M/S's, gutters, colour 

separations & signed FDC's for "Matarik 2010", "Ross Dependency", "Matarik 2011", "Year of the Dragon" & 
"Diamond Jubilee". Exc cond. Massive original cost & now retail at $750+ (5 books) This lot is been sold 
commission free with all funds going to the Red Cross, so please bid generously. $100 

385 New Zealand 2012-2013 (Vols 52 to 56 bar 54) Limited Edition single issue books with the M/S's, gutters, 

colour separations & signed FDC's for "Matarik 2012", "Great Voyages", "Matarik 2013" & "Ross Dependency 
2013". Exc cond. Massive original cost & now retail at $600+ (4 books) This lot is been sold commission free 
with all funds going to the Red Cross, so please bid generously. $100 

386 New Zealand Covers with nearly all FDC sorted by theme in small box. Noted 1935 1d & 6d Silver Jubilee with 

3d & 6d air on "First Airmail" NZ-Aust-England 11/5/35 plus special event pictorial cachets for manned balloon 
flight, Haast Road Opening, Inaugural Jet Flight, 10/7/67 cover with full first decimal defin set to $2, 1970/71 
Meteorological & Scientific Expedition cover with 5 stamps tied by 3 complete Campbell Island cds's plus similar 
cds on 1952 KGVI FDC'. Also 1957 Ross Dep FDC's x 2, 3d with pictorial Huts Restoration Project handstamp 
plus other commem sets to 2003 incl Lord of the Rings. Clean lot with many Healths with camp cancels. (c200) $70 

387 New Zealand WWII undated censored covers all stampless with "N.Z.E.F. FIELD POST OFFICE" in blue & 

boxed "CENSORED Signature". 3 similar covers with reinforcement plus two prepaid Egypt to NZ censored 
covers (1941 & 1942) in reasonable cond. (5 covers) $40 

388 New Zealand-Dependencies & Postal Agencies 1948-1967 MLH & used noting Cook Island 1949 set in pairs 

to 6d, 1/-, 2/- & 3/- singles MLH, 1951 10/- & 1954 £1 ovpts on NZ Arms MLH & 1963 to 5/- MLH & used. Niue 
1950 to 3/- MLH & used plus 1944/51 ovpts to £1 MLH. Pitcairn 1940-1951 MLH with 1957 to 2/6d (excl 4d 
"Schoolmaster's House") MLH & Ross Dep 1957 set in MLH pairs plus set used & 1967 in pairs MLH. Tokelau 
to 1966 with provisionals in MUH blocks & decimal surcharges MUH/used. Neatly arranged with write-up. (170) $50 

389 New Zealand-Niue 1902-1982 MUH/MLH virtually complete in large stockbook. Incls ovpts on NZ to 1/- (3 diff 

sets), 1920 pictorials, 1926 2/- Cowan & Jones "Admirals", KGV to 1/-, KGVI to 3/- plus decimal surcharges to 
$2. Later incls flowers defin set of 30 to $10. STC $1200+ (390 stamps & 63 M/S's) $200 

390 New Zealand-Niue 1902-1982 used/CVTO in large stockbook. Comprehensive but missing "Arms" types & long 

postal fiscals. Similar coverage to the mint collection in this auction. STC Cat. $1800+ (415 stamp & 62 M/S's) $200 
391 Pitcairn Is. 1940-1980 KA-BE Hingeless album with stockpages containing some extras to 1982 incl second set 

of 1949 RSW. Clean & complete simplified collection with pre-decimal mixed MUH/MUH with both sets of RSW 
MUH plus UPU also MUH). Later incls M/S's all MUH. High quality album. (100s) $120 

392 Poland MLH & used noting 1938 20th Anniv M/S CTO, 1944 Monte Cassino MLH & Gen Govt mainly used 

(180 incl few low vals duplicated all on Hagners. Also 1944 Heroes used with a good range of 1950's incl 
imperfs & later range used or CTO to 1996. Useful lot & mainly fine. (100s) $100 

393 Romania Mint & used/CTO in "Utile" binder from 1864 30p deep blue imperf plus approx. 30 pre-1890 in good 

to F/U cond. Also 1903 1l, 2l, 5l F/U (Cat. £220), 1906 1l50 used (Cat. £50) & to 75b MLH, 1928 Airs horiz wmk 
MLH (Cat. £35) & ditto "8 JUNIE 1930" ovpt (Cat. £60). 1932 Medical Congress MLH (Cat. £70), 1941 & 1943 
Red Cross sets MLH incl M/S with average later to late 1980's but pickings incl 1958 Brussels "star" ovpts CTO 
(Cat. £30). Worth a good look. with a cat. of approx. £1000. (100s) $150 

394 Russia 1947-2001 collection in 6 springbacks. Very little pre-1960 & nearly all CTO to 1990 then mint often with 

selling prices penned on leaves. Nothing pre-1947 but a clean lot with many sets & strong thematic appeal. 
Incls good range of M/S's 1964 & later. Final vol with 2000-2001 is all MUH with selling prices of $100+. (1000+) $200 

395 Russia 1950's-1987 collector's spares on 27 Hagners in 4 ring binder. A few earlies but majority from early 

1950's cto & then solid to c1975 before sparse to 1987. (100s) $40 
396 Russia 1957-1995 MUH, MLH & used in "Royal" & "Senator" albums & well covered. Incls imperfs & noted 

1957 40k corner block MUH (SG 2112a). Pre-1970 often both MUH & CTO with later nearly all CTO. (c2600) $180 
397 Russia 1961-1963 MUH, CTO & used range on Hagners plus 1958 Stamp Cent M/S (SG 2245a/b), 1889 50k 

complete sheet of 100 MUH & 1938 Paris Exhib 5k red block of 10 (SG 765) CTO. (361 stamps, 2 M/S's) $30 
398 Russia 1971-1981 wholesale lot of complete CTO sheets with 67 different & nearly all art related themes. Exc 

lot for re-sale, Ebay, etc. Michel cat €2780+ ($3900) $300 
399 Samoa 1886-1953 MLH & used on leaves incl 1886/1900 to 2/6d (2 shades of latter incl slate violet MLH) & 

used incl 2 "per favour" bisects of 1/- on 1895 & 1897 pieces. Also a good range 1893/99 surcharges incl 5d   
on 4d MLH & used, 1899 Provisional Govt set MLH/mint with vals to 4d used & 1900 5pf, 10pf & 20pf "Yachts" 
used. 1914 ovpts on NZ MLH & used, KGV to 1/- MLH & used, 1920 Victory, 1921 Huts, 1926/27 2/6d & 3/- 
"Admirals" MLH & used & 1935 Silver Jubilee MLH & used with FDC. Finishes with 1935 to 3/-, 1939 set, 1952 
to 3/- all MLH & used. Many useful. Cat. £500+ (200+) $100 

400 Samoa 1894-1920 MLH & used duplicated range on 3 Hagners incl 1894 types to 6d, a few 1894/99 

surcharges, 1899 Provisional Govt incl 2/6d x 5, 1914 ovpts on NZ to 1/-, KGV to 1/- mainly mint & 1920   
Victory (4 mint sets). Also 1921 Huts vals to 1/- mint & a few 1d & 2d used. Mainly good to fine. (100s) $35 

401 Samoa 1958-2006 MLH with nearly all MUH from 1970. Comprehensive in 2 large stockbooks & fine 

throughout. Cat. £1000+ (905 stamps, 76 M/S's) $250 
402 Samoa 1960's1970's mainly MUH with duplication incl M/S's. Noted page with KEVII ovpts to 1/-, KGV to 1/-, 

1935 & 1952 pictorials, 1935 Silver Jubilee & 1939 Stevenson MUH plus large blocks of 1952 & few others. 
$30 

403 Scandinavia-Aland 1984-2012 complete MUH incl all Framas & all booklets on KA-BE hingeless leaves. A 

superb lot with a cat. of £1600+. The vendor has kindly offered to post the DAVO albums to successful bidder         
at cost of postage only. Estimate is approx. ¾ face value. (c400 + 20 booklets) $750 

404 Singapore 1970-1978 FDC's with neat typed or hand written addresses, most Registered. All with complete 

sets & the majority F/U by crisp cds's. Useful for F/U sets with a total SG Cat. of £350+ as F/U. (27) $50 
405 South Africa-Cape of Good Hope Range of good to F/U Triangulars x 24 on 2 Hagners incl 1851 1d carmine 

"woodblock" close to touching all sides (SG 13a, Cat. £3500), Perkins Bacon recess prints 1d (2) & 4d on blued 
paper plus white paper 1d (4), 4d (9), 6d (4) & 1/- (2). Margins vary but above average overall with total cat. of 
£6000+. Also some perfd issues to 5/- (2 diff) & 6d mauve ovptd Military Telegraphs plus a few cheap N& S 
Rhodesia all on leaves in "Ter Horst" springback. (100+) $350 



406 St Helena 1953-1992 in "Collecta" printed album with slipcase. Patchy till late 1970's when it becomes 

hingeless & all are in MUH sets. Usual lovely thematics & usefully early 1990's. Exc cond. Cat. £250+ $100 
407 Switzerland 1850-1963 MLH & used in Biella illustrated album. Starts with Rayon I, II & III imperfs good used 

with defins in mixed cond used. 1932 Disarmament set MLH (1f small thin), 1936 Pro Patria M/S, 1938 Aarau, 
M/S MLH, 1943 Stamps Centenary M/S used on piece, Geneva Exhib M/S sweated & 1945 Basle Dove M/S 
MLH; 1945 Pax to 1f (ex 80¢) used, Refugees M/S with forged cancel; 1948 IMABA M/S MLH with rust; 1951 
Lunaba M/S clean MLH; 1955 Lausanne M/S MUH; Pro Juventute 1913/63 complete MLH or used (1941 M/S 
F/used but expertised as having forged cancel); Pro Patria. 1938-1964 complete incl M/S's mixed MUH, MLH & 
used or no gum with Airmails incl 1920 50¢ propeller, 1923/36 to 2f MLH (40¢ used), surcharges & special 
flights complete mainly MLH. Also 1942  Officials to 2f MLH (excl 10¢ deep brown), telegraph & other 
oddments. Reserve takes variable cond into account. (100s) $400 

408 Switzerland 1945-1993 ex dealer stock arranged with Michel catalogue numbers in 2 Lighthouse stockbooks. 

Some sets heavily duplicated while others 1-3 each. Incls booklet panes, M/S's & se-tenants. Hinged items are 
upside down for quick identification but many MUH. $90 

409 Tuvalu 1976-1985 MUH & MLH in large stockbook incl Officials, PD's & sheetlets. Approx 10 ovpts of the first 

defins & an early set or two MLH then all MUH. Cat. £125 (420, 11 M/S's) $40 
410 Tuvalu 1976-1985 virtually complete CTO plus "SPECIMEN" ovpts (26 & 6 M/S's) & 1985 QM sheetlets x 16 

MUH for  the various islands (FV $78). Basic collection comprises 389 stamps & 10 M/S's. STC Cat. £180 plus 
the specimens & QM sheetlets. $60 

411 United Nations-Vienna Office 1979-2008 MUH collection in Davo hingeless album (to 2000), Lighthouse 

hingeless leaves (2001-2008) & on Hagners in 2 display books. Incls M/S's plus all sheetlets of 12, 16, 20 & 24 
where issued. A spectacular collection, seldom seen & of huge face value. Cat. £700 + 55 sheetlets $300 

412 USA 1991-2009 "Commemorative Panels" with all different between series number 367 & 840 so c75% 

complete with approx. 380 incl many sheets of 50, M/S's, Airmails plus letter rate items in self-adhesive blocks 
of 4. Huge SG cat. value with each sheet annotated in pencil with SG cat. price. Stack (90mm) in issue order. 
Estimated well below face value. $350 

413 Yugoslavia 1918-1990 issues MLH & used with lots of ovpts on Hungary, Bosnia & Herzegovina plus 

reasonable later ranges with strength from 1937-1957 MLH & used. Also post-1990 Croatia, Slovenia etc & pre-
war Serbia, Bosnia etc. Cond fine & housed in 2 springbacks & display book. Conservative reserve. (100s) $180 

414 Yugoslavia 1980's MUH incl M/S's & sheetlets of 9 Europa, etc. All fine & cat. £300+ (45 items) $50 
415 Yugoslavia in stockbook & Hagners. Sparse only but good after 1930 with 1934 Sokol & many other sets MUH, 

1945 Assembly M/S's MUH x2, 1949 Air ovpts x3 MUH, 1954 Animals CTO & 1962 Tito's Birthday M/S MUH. 
Common later used. A useful lot. (100s) $100 

416 Yugoslavia in stockbook of similar origins! Dupl low vals from 1918 ovpts to 1990. Very few sets & devoid of 

pickings but many 100s of stamps mainly good to F/U. (100s) $20 
417 Antarctica 1979-1986 covers in quality Vario leaves. Noted 1979 Scott Base cancel on NZ 12¢ aerogramme 

uprated with 5¢ Ross Dep, 1981 Ross Dep commem aerogramme CTO, 1983/84 "Sterling" silk covers x 21, 
1986/87 Dutch South Georgia Expedition signed cover, Arctic 1986 "In the Footsteps of Peary" covers x 2, 
"Heard Island Expedition Elephant Seal Census" 1985 cover with 33¢ AAT tied by special cachet, 1984/86 
Mawson Hut Restoration "Project Blizzard" covers with special vignettes & cachets plus several signed by 
expedition leader/s. Also set of STAMPEX '85 Antarctic Scenes postcards & 1982/84 Oceanic Research 
Foundation Antarctic Expedition covers with cachets incl "CARRIED ON THE DICK SMITH EXPLORER". 
Inspection highly recommended as a plethora of special pictorial cachets to excite the specialist in this area. 
High original cost. (97 covers, 32 STAMPEX '85 cards, 13 "Hedgehog House NZ" large postcards with 2 used) $150 

418 British Africa oddments with mainly KGVI to recent on Hagners. Useful bird thematics of Kenya, Malawi, 

Namibia & others used. A few Rhodesia "Admirals" to 1/-. Mostly common used but nearly all diff. (c400) $20 
419 British Asia Reasonable range on old album pages with QV-KGV used Ceylon but main value in Malayan 

States noting Perak 1900 3¢ surcharges on $1, $2 (2 each MLH), useful Jap Occ incl cover with combination of 
basic Perak, Selangor with 4 Jap Occ incl 2¢ pictorial plus Malaya Patriotic Fund cinderella (this cover started 
life in 17 FE 1941 with Semenyiih cds tying Selangor 8¢ then had Uloyam cds tying Jap Occ issues. Selection 
of other Jap Occupation lower vals with useful duplication incl chop, "one liner", "DAINIPPON" & surcharges, a 
few BMA Malaya MUH/MLH blocks plus 42 UPU (8 vals used to 50¢), Singapore UPU (2 sets), Malaysia incl 
$10 bird, Kedah 12c, 25c & 50c with "DAINIPPON" "2602" seriffed ovpt used & Jap Occ pictorials to 70¢ CTO 
on album leaves (3 sets). Disorganised & the pre-KGV in mixed cond but Jap Occ & BMA issues fine. Possible 
"finds". High cat. with conservative reserve. (100s) $200 

420 British Commonwealth QV to 1935 with mainly used in battered old "Ideal" printed album. Not many sets but 

useful pickings throughout incl Australia 1913 to 1/- used, Barbados 1916/19 6d to 3/- MLH & 19212/4 2/- MLH, 
Bermuda 1906/09 Dockyard to 4d MLH/used, Canada 1897 50¢ used, 1897/98 "4 leaves" to 8¢ & 1908 Quebec 
15¢, Cayman Island KEVII 6d used, Cyprus 1880 1d plate 217 MLH, GB QV odds to 5/- in mixed cond, KEVII 
2/6d & 5/- good used, KGV 1934 10/- (2 used) plus ovpts incl KEVII 1/- "I.R. OFFICIAL" (Cat. £900, but faded 
centre), Rhodesia 1910 8 vals to 1/- incl 3d, 5d & 6d & Sierra Leone 1912 2/- used with wide range of other 
colonies with typically QV odds to 3d, KEVII to 6d & KGV to 1/- mixed mint & used. Worth inspection. (100s) $250 

421 British Commonwealth QV to KGVI duplicated mint & used "A-J" countries with many KGVI short defins sets 

noting 1937, 1946 & 1949 UPU omnibus issues. Pickings incl Cyprus 1903 18pi KEVII, CA wmk, used (Cat. 
£160), Falkland Deps. ovptd set of 32 MLH, Hong Kong 1941 Cent x 2 & defins to $10. Also Ireland "Saorstat" 
2/6d Seahorse used plus useful Ceylon & other countries with pickings in pre-KGV. (100s) This lot is been sold 
commission free with all funds going to the Cancer Council, so please bid generously. $180 

422 British Commonwealth QV-1980 MUH, MLH & used in stockbook noting Bahamas KGV to 1/- MLH. Odd 

pickings with care. (100s) $40 
423 British Commonwealth 1935 Silver Jubilee MUH sets for Falklands, Gibraltar (light toning), Gilbert & Ellice, 

Jamaica (1/- no gum), Malta & Mauritius. Cat. £190 + premium MUH (124) $90 
424 British Commonwealth 1936-1970 MUH & MLH in large Lindner black-leaved stockbook arranged in 

alphabetical order. No GB or Dominions with predominantly short defin sets, omnibus issues & cheaper 
commems, but incls perf varieties. Some better sets incl Bahamas 1948 to £1 MLH, ditto ovptd MUH, BVI 
1938/47 10/- & £1 MLH, Jamaica 1962 ovpts to £1 MLH, Leeward Islands 1954 to $4.80 MLH, Muscat ovpts on 
India to 2R MLH & St Vincent £1 RSW MLH. SG Cat. £2250+ (1240+) $200 



425 British Commonwealth 1948 Royal Silver Wedding pairs for Aden (Seiyun) MLH & pair used & then Leeward 

Is, Malaya (Penang & Selangor), St Kitts, Singapore, Aden (Shihr & Mukalla x2) all in good to F/U pairs. Penang 
& Singapore heavy cancels, others fine. Total Cat. £190 (18) $60 

426 British Commonwealth Covers & cards incl GB 1895 ½d PSE postcard with superb "342" duplex of ST 

LEONARD'S ON SEA STATION OFFICE, 3d GB KGVI active service cover addressed to "Polish Forces 774" & 
tied by POCTZA… 112 cds, Aust 1951 First Official Airmail Melbourne to Christchurch, Ireland 1960 Europa 
FDC, NZ 1947 Lighthouses FDC, Samoa 1939 Stevenson Regd FDC to Australia, Fiji 1948 airmail to Canberra 
marked "personal" & addressed to Hon. A.A. Caldwell, 1982 Aust airmail cover to USA bearing 55¢ correct rate, 
1931 Hobart regd airmail cover to Kew, Victoria bearing 2d, 6d Kingsford Smith & 1957 40th Anniv of First 
Airmail within SA franked with 7d Flying Doctor & violet triangular Adelaide-Gawler cachet plus couple of other 
items incl Jersey 1941 1d Arms FDC. (16) $50 

427 British Commonwealth MLH & used in alphabetical order in Lighthouse stockbook. A clean lot with useful 

KGVI Bahamas, Myanmar (Burma) musical instruments to 30k, Cook Is KGVI pictorials to 3d & Silver Jubilee 
set MLH, GB £10 Britannia & Castles to £5 good to F/U & Grenada KGVI to 5/- MLH plus odd UPU set MLH. 
Mostly oddments but worth checking. (c1000) $50 

428 British Commonwealth Group of unsold lots from previous sales comprising Cook Is KGVI 1940 surcharge & 

1944/46 & 1949/61 sets to 3/- all MLH except 1/-, 2/-, 3/- of 1949. Also 1953 Coronation pair MLH & 1960 1/6d 
surcharge. Fiji 1959/63 2/6d script wmk block MUH/MLH, KUT 1941/42 ovpts in pairs MLH & used & Barbados 
1950 to $2.40 F/U. Total Cat. £360 $70 

429 British Commonwealth MLH & used part sets, omnibus issues & odd vals. Noted Tonga 1953 to £1 MLH, 

Australia pre-decimal commems used, Cook Is 1949 to 3/- used plus extras. Pickings. (c250) $30 
430 British Commonwealth QEII MLH selection with defin sets for Pitcairn SG 18/28, St Helena SG 176/89 & 

Tristan da Cunha SG 14/27 & 55/67. Total cat. £250 as MUH (53) $30 
431 British Commonwealth MUH, MLH & used odds noting Bahamas 1948 to 3/- MUH but latter toned, Australia 

1953 2/- Tas x 4 MUH, 1951 BWI Uni omnibus used, New Zealand 1929 Health MUH. Also Aust 1935 1/- Anzac 
good used plus Peru & Poland UPU sets MUH(latter with "groszy" ovpts x 2 types in sets). Useful pickings (240) $30 

432 British Commonwealth "S-Z" countries with MLH & used in "Simplex" album. Heavy toning/tropicalisation 

evident on some but plenty are fine. Several KGVI short sets MLH with odd useful used incl Swaziland KGVI 
2/6d, Turks & Caicos KGVI 2/-, Zanzibar 1936 set & Sudan 10pi "SG" perfined. Some QV/KGV as well but only 
low val oddments. Should be inspected. (100s) $50 

433 British West Indies QEII period with MUH & MLH sets on 45 Hagners. Noted good Bahamas incl 1996 Shells 

to $10 MUH (70¢ used), 1986 Fishes to $5 MUH & c40 commem sets, BVI with 25 sets, Jamaica (30 sets + 
oddments), St Vincent incls 1984 Trees to $10,Titanic $20 gold foil stamp & sets & with thematic content. (100s) $50 

434 Southern Africa 1970's (late) to early 1980's stock of FDC's, stamps in singles & blocks from South Africa, 

SWA, "Homelands" & Zimbabwe. Quick check suggested approx. 70 unaddressed FDC's (all diff) plus similar 
number of MUH sets in blocks & singles. Thematic appeal. All in fine cond. $50 

435 Southern Africa MUH, MLH & used plus covers in 2 volumes. Springback with a few pre-Union then useful 

KGV to 1/3d used incl coils to 2d used & 1d to 2d MLH, 1933 Voortrekker pairs MUH, 1936 JIPEX 1d x6 in 
sheet CTO & 1942 War Effort "Lantern" units MUH with same again used. A fairly good range to 1979 with vals 
to R2 plus many dupl MUH & used. SWA from ovpts on pictorials of S.Africa (vals to 1/- pair) & later with gaps 
but incls 1975 Birds of Prey MUH. Second vol starts with Aust 1937 NSW Sesqui FDC addressed to S.Africa, 
sent registered, then a disorganised mix of 1970's Rhodesia to $2 incl 1972 RHOPHIL sheetlets, various covers 
incl 1966 UDI to £1 (incl 5/- on 1/3d), 2 covers, one with 5/- cattle as well plus another FDC without the 5/- on 
1/3d. Also 1962 Air Service (R&N) Regd FDC, various 1970's Rhodesia & SWA plus "Homelands" covers 
interspersed with MUH single sets & multiples. Overwhelmingly 1976-1980 but a few 1953-1960 S.Africa regd 
FDC's complete the lot. Sad to think what was paid for this lot at the post office! (100s) $80 

436 Europe 1980-1989 Miniature sheets MUH & CTO on hingeless leaves plus Lindner large pages. All items 

annotated with cat. values  & appear to be all different. Noted Channel Is (incl prestige booklet panes) & Ireland, 
Austria, Belgium, Netherlands, Malta (incl Sovereign Military Order), Turkey, Spain & others dupl MUH & CTO. 
Most attractive & rarely seen in quantity. Very conservative reserve set by vendor against £1000+ of cat. (100s) $250 

437 Europe Mint range from 23 countries on c50 Hagners plus various large blocks with mainly early 1960's 

EUROPA. Arranged in alphabetical order with some MUH M/S's of Belgium & Bulgaria. Odd better incl 
Czechoslovakia 1978 10k "clock" imperf & France 1989 Philex. Good German range of 1970's-1980's 
commems plus various Europa 1960's-1970's. Also "cheap period" Vatican & Russian 1978 32k Airmail defin 
full sheet of 50 MUH. Nearly all different with many sets with viewing suggested. (100s) $60 

438 Pacific Islands 1937-1952 KGVI collection on album pages with Solomon Islands to 10/- with shade varieties, 

Cook Is, Gilberts, New Hebrides, Niue, Norfolk, Pitcairn, Samoa, Tonga, etc. Many useful issues in variable 
condition but generally fine to very fine. Cat £1,150+ (approx. 230) $280 

439 United Nations 1980-2000 First Day Covers with a mixture of Vienna, Geneva & New York. Exc unaddressed 

cond with majority from the 1990's. Some interesting thematics. Cat. £220+ (110+) $50 
440 World & Australia oddments of little value used in stockbook brought up to respectable lot value by GB 1849 

part entire with 1d red imperf tied by rectangular BN cancel & ABERDEEN receival cds of FE 7 1849 plus NZ 
2½d WAKI - & WAKA-TIPU items, the former MLH, latter used. Also Aust Arms to £2 mint (damaged). Mixed lot.  $20 

441 World "A-Z" in two black leaved stockbooks with mint & used duplicated in alphabetical order. Common lot with 

main value in the "as new" stockbooks. (1000s) $50 
442 World "I-M" neatly arranged in quality black leaved stockbook. Overwhelmingly common commercially used 

though noted Italy 1948 100l Revolution F/U, 1951 Sardinian Stamp Centenary 60l vertical strip of 3 F/U, 1949 
Roman Republic 100l also F/U plus other odd pickings in Japan & Jugoslavia. (100s) $20 

443 World Pre-1950 sparse range in very mixed cond in "Triumph" album. Noted NZ 3d brown Postage Due but 

very little else of value. (100s) $20 
444 World Cinderellas plus a few covers incl 1945 Grenada taxed cover, Nigeria KGVI Regd airmail (1/6d) covers to 

Greece & larger one with 1/11d in franking, GB 1983 £1.15½ (+ ½p affixed) regd envelope Portsmouth-Kent, 
photocopy of 1810 postal regulations, 1933 Cyprus used telegraph forms, Lagos QV 1d on 1½d postcard 
unused plus a few other Ceylon, USA, Turkey incl Greece 1929 Airs. Also Fr.Morocco, SA 2d QV x 70+, $15 
Wetlands Conservation sheet of 20, postcards, photos, etc. Should be viewed as a mixed group but well worth 
reserve if bidding postally! (100s) $50 



445 World MUH & used in black leaved Lighthouse stockbook starting with Scandinavia used ranges from earlies to 

1970's, a few Netherlands, Spain used then AAT MUH (FV c$20) & PNG 1980's-1990's MUH (c90 sets). Not 
exciting but good value at reserve. (100s) $30 

446 World Collection in 30 large quality stockbooks that would have cost $1500+ new. Many thousands of stamps 

with the following noted on a quick run through; China with Mei Lan Fang & others similar period incl 
Huangshan Landscapes set of 16 used (Cat. £100), 1973 Treasures MUH set of 12, 1974 UPU MUH, 25th 
Anniversary MUH (Cat. £48) with lots more MUH to 1989, Taiwan mainly used, 1980's-2000 German commems 
used in quantity, bulging stockbooks of Australia & GB mainly from 1960. Also Eastern Europe incl some mint 
modern Poland &  1960's-1970's Hungary M/S's, 1950's-1990's S.E.Asia duplicated used plus Spain, Sweden & 
France & Colonies incl former colonies. Most volumes are well filled with dupl mainly used post-war. Apart from 
the China & the mint items already mentioned, this is a massive accumulation of what appears fairly basic 
material with much time required to "prospect" for potential. The quality & cost of stockbooks has been 
considered in the conservative estimate. Obviously a heavy lot, so room bidders only please! (c20,000) $1,000 

447 World MLH & used with pickings in two large  stockbooks with a few Australia noting 2/- Silver Jubilee &         

£1 Robes used, Solomon Is KGVI 2/- to 10/- F/U, $5 Frigate bird original & with "BRITISH" obliterated CTO, 
Canada vals to $1 in KGV/VI pictorials plus Special Delivery good range F/U & Greece incl 1933 Airs (Govt 
Issue) to 25d used. Also Oman F/U range to 1982, Pitcairn 1957 2/- wheelbarrow F/U, USA parcel post with      
8 vals to 50¢. Norfolk Is 10d aerogramme mint, 1961/62 addressed FDC's (4), vals to 5/- & a registered letter 
with uncancelled 2/5d, ditto addressed & used "last day of issue" cds. The second volume with N&S Rhodesia 
modest range & UDI ovpts to £1 MUH plus oddments to 1980 Zimbabwe issue. Low estimate allows for variable 
cond but an interesting lot worth a good look. (100s) $80 

448 World Postal Stationery with WA 1d swan Post Card, 1½d blue QV x 2, Aust KGV 1d red full face all unused 

plus 1d black kangaroo letter cards x 2 & KGV sideface x 9 all used. Also WA 2d QV letter card used & a 1900 
Boer War cover to WA. Others incl "East India" ¼a QV postcard cancelled Aden (1902), India ½a blue QV PSE 

used & a few others noting Aust 1930 Sturt pair on 1939 cover to Czechoslovakia & 1947 regd FDC (plain) with 
Newcastle set. Cond above average. (27 items) $80 

449 World Covers & cards with a very mixed lot noting Israel 2004 Tebabul cinderella & 1998 World Stamp Expo 

labels, a  few stamps & Qatar 1965 ITU M/S MUH both perf & imperf plus Wesley Cover Service produced AAT 
Wildlife booklet. Early USA Franklin embossed PSE's unused (4), Curacao 1948 Child Welfare set on regd 
cover, 1933 Netherlands Indies Airmail cover to Netherlands plus others worth checking. Cond above average. $100 

450 World Retired dealers stock with sets on stockcards with an original selling price of $1800+. Noted PNG Defins 

to top vals, Liberia birds in sheets, Samoa 1895-1920 range of ovpts/surcharges, NZ MUH & CTO incl 1967 
Lighthouse ovpts & Aust QEII pre-decimal booklet panes. Also noted MUH issues from Jersey, Tuvalu, Pitcairn, 
Dominica & Cocos. Useful duplication for Ebay or re-sale. $150 

451 Postcards World (mainly Europe) Greeting cards mostly used in mixed cond incl 2 nice celluloid cards. Lotys of 

flower bouquets & poems! (48) $20 
452 Postcards World 190-1957unused & used plus some pre-stamped range incl 2 with SAARGEBEIT ovpts on 

uprated PS postcards, German New Guinea 5pf reply card unused, GB used PPC's, China 1955 PSE's unused 
8f x 2, Poland 1924 15g ovpt locally used & Austria 1g on PPC of Parliament House unaddressed with 14.III.33 
slogan cancel "DER FUHRER INWIEN". Above average cond with useful pickings. (39) $50 

453 Postcards World Topographical cards with approx. 50 c1910 mainly French, English & Egyptian (WWI) & 30 x 

1940-1960 England, Europe, NZ, etc. Cond varies from good to very fine. Many used. (80+) 
 $20 

 AUSTRALIAN COLLECTIONS & ACCUMULATIONS 
 

 454 Kangaroos 1913 1d reds on very roughly opened covers to "Miss Debney, Higher Elementary School, 

Charlton". All have 1913 cancels, mostly of Benalla, but others incl Ensay, Tambo Crossing & Charlton. (70+) $20 
455 Kangaroos 1913 1st wmk used selection with all vals to 2/- incl 1d dies plus MLH ½d. Mainly good to fine & 

incls 5d, 6d & 1/- x 2 of each. Clean lot with good perfs. (19) $40 
456 Kangaroos 1913-1936 dupl used range on stockcards, in bags, glassines & part album page. Vals to 5/- with 

large quantities of 1d red (100's perfd "OS/NSW"), 6d chestnut, 9d violet & 2/-maroon with a smattering of perf 
"OS" to 2/-. Mixed cond but value in quantity. (100s, probably 1000+) $60 

457 Kangaroos 1915/28 3rd wmk range on Hagner with dies & shades to 2/- (1 with purple cancel) plus many fine 

incl sound examples of 5/- & £1 but short perfs at right on latter. Useful pickings at this reserve. (21) $50 
458 Kangaroos Used range of all wmks neatly organised on Hagner with 1st wmk (excl 2½d) to 1/-, 2nd wmk 2½d, 

6d & 1/-, 3rd wmk to 2/- incl 2 dies of 3d & 6d, Sm Mult 6d, 9d, 1/- & 2/- & CofA 9d & 2/- with latter also MUH & 
MLH. Solid range with above average to fine. Retail $400+ (34) $50 

459 Kangaroos assorted used & loose in small tin. Most are second grade but noted 5d, 2/- in both colours, 5/- (3rd 

wmk) & perfined large & small "OS". A clean lot worth investigating. (c300) $50 
460 Kangaroos Detailed study of varieties written up on leaves in 3 ring binder. Varieties are described for ½d, 1d & 

2d but without cat numbers. All are used with some in pairs with ½d & 1d incl postal stationery cut-outs. 
Concludes with 6d chestnut perf "OS" Ash imprint block (Sm Mult wmk) folded through gutter being the only 
MLH item. 3rd wmk 10/- & £1 bicolours both with 7mm telegraph punctures. Cond varies with many heavy 
parcel cancels on 9d & 1/-, foxed perfs on 3d perfins & "inverted wmk" annotation incorrect on 3d x 2 but should 
still appeal to a specialist. (100s) $300 

461 Kangaroos on covers comprising 1913 Sydney machine-cancelled 1d reds (2, one of which contains letter), the 

other is 3rd day of use (4 Jan), 1913 "The Galleries, Mt Buffalo" postcard to Germany bearing ½d & 1d, 1914 
(18th Sep) censored cover to USA from Queen Schliffe (Vic) YMCA Camp with 1d x 3 as coil strip overpaying 
2½d letter rate, 1914 "School of Mines, Adelaide" postcard with 1d tied by Rosewater SA & addressed to 
London, 1918 (Jan) Regd Ipswich cover to USA with 2½d pair & 3d pre-paying correct rate & 1923 regd Ceres, 
Victoria cover (torn at left) to a Victorian address bearing 3d Die II & pair of KGV 2d scarlet. Staining on most 
but a valuable group with 1d on the 1913 card showing "ROSTAGE" flaw. (7) $180 

462 Kangaroos range of MUH/MLH of all wmks on Hagners. Comprises 1st wmk 4d MUH (centred high), 5d MLH 

(light crease at top) & 1/-. 2nd wmk incls 2d, 6d & 5d all MLH while 3rd wmk has 2d single & 2½d pair MUH plus 
6d dull blue MLH, chestnut MUH, 9d (2 dies MUH/MLH) & 1/- Die II MLH. Small Mult wmk incls 6d, 9d MUH & 
2/- MLH & finally CofA 6d, 9d MUH, 2/- Type A MLH & a Type B pair MUH. Centering varies, but nearly all good 
to fine. SG cat. as MLH £1370+ (24) $300 



463 Kangaroos Used range on Hagner with mixed wmks (& cond!) from 6d chestnut x 4, 9d x 6, 1/- x 2, 2/- maroon 

x 6 & 5/- CofA x 2, one faulty plus "OS" small mult wmk x 2, one faulty & CofA. Also perfined "OS" 1/- Sm Mult & 
2/- maroon 3rd wmk CTO & 2/- brown used. Not checked for flaws & varieties. (28) $25 

464 Kangaroos & KGV MUH, MLH & used range on Hagners with valuable MUH/MLH coverage of KGV vals to 5d 

incl 1½d chocolate single wmk Harrison imprint pairs (11 MUH), lower left Lge Mult wmk block of 4, 2d orange 
blocks of 6 & 9, 4d violet (20 MUH), 4d orange block of 6 (MLH), 1½d black brown Lge Mult wmk lower right 
corner block of 18 (6x3) plus other ½d, 1½d, 2d singles & multiples. Also 4d olive single wmk (3 MLH) & a few 
used singles with inverted wmks & varieties. Kangaroos in mixed cond incl 1st wmk 6d ultramarine well centred 
block (stains), ½d coils, 2/- CofA type A block & 3 pairs & 3d 1st wmk MUH with used incl 5/- 2nd wmk. 1927-
1934 commem blocks incl 1929 3d Air Type A (12), 1927 3d kookaburra (20), 1931 Kingsford Smith singles & a 
few WA low vals plus WA bicolour swan Stamp Duty 1d with 2 blocks of 6 MUH. Finally 1963 Navigators to £1 
(excl 10/-) MLH. Conservative reserve & a closer inspection may reveal varieties we could have missed. (100s) $500 

465 Kangaroos & KGV Used with duplication starting with inserted page of vals to 2/- (toned) then mainly clean 

range of kangaroos from 3rd wmk 2d x 4, 2½d x 26, 3d x 27, 6d ultramarine shades x 13, chestnut x 34, 9d x 6, 
1/- x 20, 2/- brown x 4 & maroon also x 4 plus a few later wmk 9d, 1/- & 2/-. KGV sorted by wmk incl 1/4d 
singles x 23 (about half good to F/U), a few "OS" to 4d with 1927 onwards duplicated low vals & only a few 3d. 
Lots of NSW 1937 2d unchecked for "man with tail" but nothing later. Cond varies, most average to good. (100s) $70 

466 KGV 1d reds on stockcard with smooth paper x 14 & rough paper x 4 incl. some with varieties. All are MLH with 

usual mixed centring. Obvious range of shades across the card. (18) $100 
467 KGV 1d reds plus odd green in envs & packets in old biscuit tin. One marked "Frames etc" with others "Die I) & 

"Die 2". (100s) $50 
468 KGV 1d reds smooth & rough papers sorted by SG numbers most with cds's. Incls some better shades & a 

couple of pages of varieties at the back incl. approx. 170 with large mult wmks. Massive range of shades. 
Inspection recommended. (approx. 1200) $500 

469 KGV 4d specialised collection beautifully presented on written up album pages. More specialised than Brusden 

White ACSC with 175 Cooke plate flaws (75 blue, 16 violet & 87 olive) plus 274 Harrison plate flaws all on 4d 
olive. Various perfs & wmks. This would be appreciated by semi advanced collector of used varieties as all 
varieties described in detail. Some perf OS's but no rare varieties. Cond varies from used to F/U. Very high 
catalogue value with low reserve. (449) $700 

470 KGV MUH & MLH range of all wmks on Hagners. Noted 1d engraved in both shades, single wmk to 1/4d incl 4d 

orange, violet (2), blue, olive (3, incl 2 MUH), 4½d MUH & 1d green with "flaw under neck". SM perf. 14 1d 
"secret mark" MUH, 1½d pair (one with flaw in wattles), 3d Type A perf "OS" with inverted wmk, 4d (2) & 4½d 
(3). Also perf. 13½x12½ with all vals to 5d incl Die I/II 1d pair MUH. ½d Ash imprint pair, 4½d x2 (o/c pairs), 
surcharges & CofA set with 2 shades of 4d. Most have reasonably good centering. Viewing will impress. Very 
high cat. (100+) $400 

471 KGV Parcel tags x 3 with all Registered Perth with red labels. One with 1d red x 5 tied by Perth oval Reg 

cancels & addressed to Mrs Roberts, Moora, WA with the reg label tied by Moora 24 DE 20 cds. Another with 
1d green x 7 with Perth Reg cds's & again reg label cancelled Moora for 28 JL 29 but with a JC Taylors 
Jewellery Work 19 Forrest Place oval company cachet. The last which has no address bears 3d olive kangaroo 
pair with ½d green KGV tied by oval Perth reg cancels dated 13 OC 19. Interesting group in mixed cond. (3)  $30 

472 KGV Range of vals, wmks & colours to 1/4d used with odd MLH loose in tin. Incls some "OS" perfins (30+), a 

small glassine with 1d Die II & LM wmk but mainly vals to 2d. (c300) $30 
473 1887-1965 covers & postcards with many pre-1900 Victoria, Tasmania used/unused plus Australia WWII 

censored or military camp mail, 1934 airmail covers to New Zealand (on-sent to France) & Jersey plus odd 
more recent incl 1965 Harmer envelope to Geelong with current 3d QEII & pair of 1937 Die I QM. Also noted 
1939 airmail covers to Germany each bearing correct 2/1d franking, 1973 Qantas FFC Papeete-Vancouver & 
Some interesting WWII worth checking. Cond varies. (33 items) $100 

474 1901-1913 picture postcards, letter cards mint & used plus some pre-stamped unused. Many 1905-1913 

coloured or hand tinted postcards with scenes such as Organ Pipes Mount Wellington, On the National Pass 
from Leura to Wentworth Falls, Largs bay, Melbourne from St Kilda Rd, Circular Quay from Milson's Point, 
Children's Hospital Adelaide & more all used. Noted unused KGV full face 1d ref (2), 1911 Coronation card 
(ACSC PC4), 1d green s/face newspaper wrapper etc. Odd Austria & Hungary 1908 as well. Some staining but 
dealer price tags total $1300+. Inspection recommended. (46) $350 

475 1913-1965 mainly used collection with kangaroos incl 1st wmk to 1/- plus large "OS" 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 1/- & small 

"OS" 5d plus "OS NSW" 4d & 1/-. Then 2nd wmk 2d, 2½d & 3rd wmk to 5/- with Sm Mult to 5/- (blunt corner) & 
CofA to 5/-. KGV to 1/4d incl shades & perf OS but not complete. Arms to £2 used, Navigators £1 & £2 MUH 
with others used plus a good commem range (no 5/- SHB) finishing with "OS" ovpts incl Kingsford Smith 2d, 3d 
& 6d Airmail all MLH. Ditto KGV ½d, 4d (also used), SHB pair MLH & used, 1/- lyrebird MLH & pair used plus 
perf "OS" 1927/30 group with kookaburra & Sturt MLH, others used. A clean lot with some heavy cancels & odd 
perf fault but well worth reserve. (100s) $600 

476 1913-1965 MUH & MLH in Lindner hingeless album with slipcase. Noted 1913 to 1/- with 5d & 1/- marginal 

MUH, 2½d MUH & others MLH. 2nd wmk 2½ MUH, 3rd wmk to 1/- MUH (3d damaged, 1/- sideways wmk 
evenly toned), Sm Mult 6d MUH & CofA 6d MLH, 9d MUH & 2/- MLH. Good range of KGV mainly MUH incl 
CofA to 1/4d (excl. ½d), Single Crown wmk all vals to 1/4d (excl 1½d green) plus other wmks to 4½d or 5d. 
1914 6d Kookaburra MUH, 1928 M/S (toned), 1932 5/- SHB MLH with other 1930's commems MUH incl 1/- Vic 
Cent perf. 11½, Macarthur, Silver Jubilee, ANZAC, NSW Sesqui sets, 1937/49 incl 3d Die I & II, 1/- perf. 
13½x14 & Coronation sets thick & thin. Also Arms & Navigators (8) to £2 all MUH plus post-war commems 
complete MUH.5/- cattle papers MLH & BCOF set (excl 2/-) MLH. Nearly all fine, inspection recommended (384) $1,000 

477 1913-1965 pre-decimal MUH/MLH range on Hagners incl KGV MUH/MLH, with odd toned, to single wmk 1/4d 

(19 stamps, some off centre) plus various 1930's 2d, 3d commems incl 1931 Kingsford Smith MUH, 1937/48 5/- 
(2) & 10/- MLH thick paper, 1953 Food Strips, 1959/61 wildlife, 7/6d Cook & various 2/3d commems MUH. Also 
2c crab full sheet of 100 plus various singles, pairs, blocks in black leaves MUH/MLH (FV c$20). Some faults in 
earlier & a few KGV heads stained but otherwise a clean lot. (100s) $100 

478 1913-1965 range in 2 red Seven Seas Hingeless albums. Mixed MUH, MLH & used with mainly the latter. Used 

kangaroos incl 4d, 5d & 6d 1st wmk, 5/- CofA & then pickings in KGV to 1/4d (CofA). Missing all key items but 
otherwise well covered with many used having machine cancels. (100s) $100 



479 1913-1965 Seven Seas hingeless leaves (missing KGVI period) with mainly MUH plus a few MLH. No 

kangaroos or 6d engraved & sparse KGV to 5d but noted 20 stamps plus surcharge & "OS" 2d x 2, 3d & 5d &  
all 1930's commems (excl 5/- SHB). Also QEII complete with 5/- Cattle on white paper & Navigators all MUH.    
A clean lot. (200) $300 

480 1913-1965 solid collection in boxed quality "Collection Q One" 22 ring album with tissue interleaving. Incls a 

good range of KGV used (1/4d perfined OS single wmk MLH), kangaroos to 5/- (CofA) incl 2nd wmk 2/- & Sm 
Mult 6d "OS" ovpt with latter MLH, 1914 6d kookaburra with commems missing only 5/- SHB & 2/- Silver 
Jubilee. One Victoria Cent 1/- otherwise complete with all issues to 1965 (Robes thick paper only & 1963/65 
Navigators to 10/- only). Pre-QEII mainly used but later usually MLH & used. Mainly good to fine throughout. 
Low reserve again retail. (100s) $250 

481 1913-1965 used duplicates sorted in old 1950's/1960's envs (some of which are collectable in their own right!) in 

shoebox. No kangaroos but several envs of KGV. Maybe flaw, shade & pmk potential with time. (1000s) $50 
482 1913-1965 used in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Noted kangaroos 1913 3d, 6d CTO, 9d & 1/- F/U, 2nd wmk to 

1/- (2/- is 3rd wmk) & 3rd wmk to 5/- (with "socked on the nose" cds. Odd later to 5/- CofA & a 10/- "SPECIMEN" 
CofA. KGV well covered incl all wmks & perfs to 1/4d plus "OS" ovpts. 1914 6d kookaburra superb CTO, 1928 
kookaburra M/S MLH plus all "OS" ovpts CTO (6d brown MLH). Later missing only 5/- SHB otherwise incls Vic 
Cent in both perfs, KGVI Robes papers, ditto 5/- Cattle & Navigators. Only a few PD's. Most better items are 
nicely cancelled whilst low values often have machine cancels. A couple have stained perfs, but nearly all are 
clean. Reserved low. (100s) $200 

483 1913-1976 used in Seven Seas album with slipcase in green. Good range of kangaroos incl 1st wmk 5/-, 3rd 

wmk 5/- & ditto Sm Mult & CofA to 2/-. KGV missing 1d Die III & 1d green Die II, 4½d Dies II & a couple of minor 
items but otherwise complete good to F/U. KGV "OS" ovpts to 5d & pictorial "OS" ovpts (excl Kingsford Smith 
2d & 3d). Also 1914 6d kookaburra. High degree of completeness thereafter except Vic Cent perf. 11½,  5/- 
SHB, Robes £1 both & 10/- thin & high val Navigators). Majority cds. Also Hagner with WA 1d, 2d dupl used incl 
perf "OS" & page of small pre-decimal duty stamps to 6d plus page of large swan types to 2/6d (latter x5 black & 
green). Also second matching binder & slipcase with standard pages for 1976-1992 with mounts added where 
stamps are included. Should be viewed. (100s) $180 

484 1913-1981 duplicated used noting useful monocolour PD's incl 10d & 5/- & bicolour CofA typeset to 1/- plus a 

few kangaroos to 2/- & KGV to 1/4d. 1930's commems incl Kingsford Smith 6d violet & brown with a later bland 
range but incl 1963/65 Navigators to £1. Decimals to 1981 only average but many cds examples. (100s) $60 

485 1913-1987 Seven Seas hingeless albums x 2 with scattered MUH, MLH & used to 1982 in very mixed cond. 

The 1983-1987 album is without stamps. Missing nearly all better items & albums worth as much as the 
contents. (600+ with many items x2) $60 

486 1913-1992 MUH & MLH rather untidy range of singles, pairs & blocks in toned/stained stockbook though 

stamps appear clean & fresh throughout. MUH incl ½d kangaroo, KGV 2d single wmk red brown, 3d SM perf. 
13½x12½ Die II, surcharges x3, 1/4d single wmk perfined OS, 1932 1/- lyrebird, 1934 2d & 3d Victoria Cent 
perf. 10½ imprint blocks, 1/- imprint pair & 1934 Macarthur 3d imprint block plus other 1930's 2d & 3d commem 
blocks. Basic 1940's/50's with later 2/3d commems incl 1962 Games x 8 with later up to 4 examples. Useful 
pickings & conservative reserve. (100s) $150 

487 1913-1999 Used or CTO on leaves in springback album. Kangaroos well covered with 1st wmk to 2/- incl 4d 

yellow orange, 2nd wmk to 2/-, 3rd wmk & small mult to 5/- & CofA to 10/-. Comprehensive KGV incl 4d shades, 
many 1d red shades & all values to 1/4d in all wmks. No 1928 M/S or 5/- SHB plus odd "OS" or perfin otherwise 
99% complete incl Robes to £1 thick & thin & Navigators to £2. Decimals incl 1971 pane of 25 & 1990's 
sheetlets cancelled FDI. A valuable lot good to fine throughout with a conservative estimate. (1000s) $600 

488 1913-2010 MUH oddments on Hagners with 1d KGV Re-engraved through to KGVI & QEII incl Food 3½d block 

of 9, 1962 2/3d Games pair, 1959 5/- Cattle, 1963 7/6d Cook plus a few others before 1966-2010 with over 
$200 in face value incl 1971 pane of 7 in APO pack x 2. Conservative estimate. $120 

489 1914 to 1990's in quality Lighthouse stockbook. Heavily duplicated & overwhelmingly common incl some     

AAT & commem used PSE's at back. Priced for the stockbook, which is "as new" & worth much more than     
the 1000s of stamps within! $30 

490 1914-1965 MUH comprehensive range on Hagners from small KGV range incl 1/4d CofA, 1930's commems 

(missing only 5/- SHB), KGVI defins & QEII, missing only Robes, Arms & Navigator sets, otherwise complete to 
5/- cattle. Also all commems plus 1945 Peace imprint blocks. Neatly arranged in issue date order. (260+ diff) $200 

491 1914-1976 MUH/MLH collection on Hagners in binder. Incls 1914 6d well-centred MLH, 1929 3d Air in both 

types, 1931 Kingsford Smith set x 2 plus 6d air (2 shades), 1932 6d typo Kookaburra MUH & MLH, 1935 
ANZAC plus all later commems MUH/MLH. 1937/45 3d blue in all Dies & papers MUH/MLH (5 thick, 3 thin 
paper). Later defins incl 1948/50 Arms (£2 creased) & 1963/65 Navigators MUH/MLH. Decimals have a few 
duplicates but missing 1971 pane of 25 & 1970 M/S. No "tab" pairs or perf varieties. Fine throughout with some 
dupl in the pre-decimals MUH/MLH. (100s) $400 

492 1927-1965 MUH & good to F/U range in Sherwood commem folders. Only used to QEII noting Vic Cent to 1/-, 

perf 11½, 1/- Anzac, AIF to 6d, Robes to £1 & Arms to £2 on thick paper plus 1953-1965 folders complete MUH 
incl Navigators set of 6 to £2. Many useful. $150 

493 1927-1965 MUH/MLH duplicated in rough issue order on Hagners. Noted 5/- Robes thick & thin x4 MUH, lots of 

low val blocks plus Cobb & Co., Pre-Olympic, Royal Visit, Tasmania 2/- vals & others to 4/-. Some stains or 
heavy hingeing pre-1940 then largely fresh MUH. (100s) $50 

494 1927-1974 MUH, MLH plus booklets accumulation in large Lighthouse stockbook. Starts with odd KGV low val 

then 1929 3d Airmail block MUH, 1930's singles & blocks MUH/MLH (some with foxing) & usual low value 
1940's-1960's incl booklets (3/6d & 4/-. Also noted 1965 5/- x 4 (5d red) SB 38 (SG Cat. £60 each), 1967 $1 x 3, 
1968 FA's (3), 1969 $1 PM's (3) & a few later plus stamps incl 30¢ Ibis (4), Anpex M/S MUH & coil strips. (100s) $150 

495 1929-1965 MUH, MLH & used range on Hagners & album leaves noting 1932 6d type kookaburra x3 MLH, 

1936 Cable pair MLH  x 5, blocks of 4 MUH, Navigators to £2 used & various 2/3d commems MUH or used. 
Condition varies. (100s) $60 

496 1929-1994 massive used accumulation sorted in chronological order in labelled glassines in three flat boxes. 

Neatly arranged but a quick check showed nearly all significant items are missing or like 6d sepia Kingsford 
Smith & 1/- ANZAC defective. Not an accumulation you would expect to build a collection from but possibly with 
postmark interest or "therapy" in searching for minor varieties. (1000s) $40 



497 1931-1936 9d, 1/- & 2/-, CofA  wmk, kangaroos CTO, KGV set to 1/4d (excl 1½d) plus small Mult 1d, 4d & 5d 

perf "OS", ½d "OS" ovpt & single wmk 2d red brown. Centring varies but 1/4d is superb. (15) $30 
498 1932-1964 selection of complete sets incl Victoria Cent perf. 10½ (short perf on top of 1/-), 1932 1/- Lyrebird (3), 

1934 1/6d Hermes perf. 11, Macarthur set of 4, 1937 3d KGVI Die I, 1/6d Hermes McCracken imprint pair 
(MUH), 2/6d Aborigine emergency (MUH), 5/- Cattle MLH, Birds set of 8 (MUH), 1935 ANZAC pair, 1936 SA & 
1937 NSW. All fresh MLH unless indicated. (15) $160 

499 1934-1953 FDC's & MUH/MLH/used blocks & singles from 1913 to 1953 used noting 10/- Arms used. FDC's 

(x25) incl Challis 1948 Scouts & 1948 von Mueller. The rest are plain hand/typewritten incl Food Strips with 
mainly Cunderdin cds's but 3½d red QEII  has "Ingleton" cds. Odd foxed perf but useful pickings. (25 cover) $50 

500 1937-1948 selection on stockcard incl 1914 6d engraved, off centred MLH, 2d scarlet KGVI coil pair with pulled 

perfs MLH, 7/6d Cook MUH, 5 x PD's bicolours to 4d MLH & used sets of 1936 SA, 1937 NSW, 1940 AIF with 
odd fault. Useful group but with faults. Cat. £550+ (19) $50 

501 1937-1965 range of imprints & later blocks on Hagners. Noted 2/6d Aboriginal x 4 blocks, 1953 Food blocks of 

9, 1956 2/- Olympics block of 8, 1959 5/- Cattle plus all 2/- & 2/3d commems. 1964/65 birds all in blocks of 4. 
Some extras e.g.: 2/5d banksia block of 9. Fine throughout & over 200 blocks. $150 

502 1947-1965 range of Airmail covers with most registered. All between Melbourne & Los Angeles with a wide 

range of adhesives with unusual combinations e.g.: 1/- Mitchell with 9d platypus & 2/3d I.C.Y. or "converted" 
FDC's e.g.: 1940 AIF with 1d, 2d & additional franking AAT 2/-, Cobb & Co 2/- & 1/- Olympics. Nice unregistered 
1955 cover with 2/- blue pre-Olympic single use plus several other covers with diff 2/- adhesives. Close 
examination will reveal value. (37) $400 

503 1951-1964 Flight & commem covers with variety of special cancels. 7 flight covers incl 1955 Cocos to Perth & 

1959 Begonia Helicopter Festival plus 6 others noting 1952 GEEBEX set of 3.Good cond. STC $300+ (13) $50 
504 1952-1982 in Seven Seas Hingeless album in PNG binder. Issues to 1968 mixed MLH & used then appears 

nearly all MUH but to 1975 extensive rust. Clean last few years with extras of 1980-1982 on Hagners at back. $30 
505 1953-1965 Complete MUH range incl 5/- cattle on cream & white papers, Navigators set of 8 with both papers 

of 10/- & £1 on Seven Seas Hingeless pages. All fresh & fine. $300 
506 1953-1965 MUH blocks plus odd earlier incl singles in 2 quality stockbooks. Strong in 2/- & 2/3d commems with 

defins to 2/6d. Noted 1955 2/- pre-Olympic green, blue, 1958 Qantas with 8 of each, 2/- & 2/6d no wmk (8 each, 
one 2/6d stained) defins, 2/3d Cable x 68, 2/3d Commonwealth Games x 36, 2/3d Guillaux x 32, 2/3d Anzac x 
23, 2/3d Royal Visit x 18 & I.C.Y. x 46 all fresh MUH. Also Floral defins to 3/- x 8 (no 2/3d white), QEII blocks to 
1/7d, no wmk Zoologicals incl 9d platypus & 1/- lyrebird with 8 of each. Earlier incl imprint blocks of 1/3d bull, 
1/6d Hermes & 2/- crocodile all MUH plus 1934 Victoria Cent 3d Perf. 10½ MLH, 1931/36 2d KGV Ash MUH, 
1937/49 5½d Ram (McCracken) & a few MLH & used singles. Clean lot with massive retail value. (400+) $150 

507 1956 4d Olympics covers in shoebox grouped by pictorial cancel. Uneven quantities & may not yield any 

complete sets but most are present. Mixed WCS FDC's & official souvenir covers. Over 350 covers & a bargain 
at under $1 per cover. $300 

508 1966-1981 collection of FDC's, packs & later PSE's. Noted some WCS, Royal & Excelsior cover types amongst 

the plain or generic APO FDC's to 1972 then official APO. Comprehensive range incl 1966 to $4 on WCS 
covers & 1970 Cook "landfalls" set of 12 long covers. 152 FDC's or special event covers, 19 packs from 1980, 
46 PSE's mint & FDI, 5 machine cancelled PTPO plus 4 Hutt River. The pre-1972 FDC's are mixed 
addressed/unaddressed & then all unaddressed. A conservative estimate. $50 

509 1966-1981 MUH in Seven Seas hingeless album. Complete simplified incl M/S's. Useful pickings with this 

reserve. FV $120+ (100s) $60 
510 1966-1982 MUH comprehensive range in blocks, coil strips, se-tenant strips, panes & sheetlets in Lighthouse 

stockbook. Some dupl e.g. WWW 20¢ x20, Soil/Medical x9 gutter pairs, 1971 pane of 25 x2 plus PO pack block 
of 7, $10 "Coming South" x10. Total face value of $530+ with mentioned highlights counted as face value only. $250 

511 1966-1990 MUH in Seven Seas hingeless album. Missing early booklet panes, 1971 Christmas, most perf 

variations & a few other pre-1975 sets but then close to complete incl late 1980's booklet panes. FV $400+ $200 
512 1966-1994 MUH & used or CTO accumulation. Noted booklets & odd commem gutter. MUH face value $500+ $240 
513 1966-1994 MUH & used/CTO range in 2 stockbooks with booklets, M/S's etc. MUH face value $500+ (100s) $240 
514 1966-2014 MUH collection complete in Seven Seas Hingeless albums (up to 2013 in pages) incl S/A's, M/S's, 

gutters, Framas, etc. 1971 Christmas pane of 25 instead of block/singles. Incls the last 10 years with additional 
sheetlets etc. Exc cond throughout. FV $2800 & a retail of at least double that considering albums & extras.  

$1,500 

515 1969-1974 issues in complete sheets of 100 incl 1969 5c Christmas, 5c ILO, 5cPorts, 5c NT, 1970 5c Expo,    

5c Railway, 6c Qantas, 6c UN, 5c Cook, 6c Christmas, 6c Dairy (2 sheets), 1971 RAAF, 6c ANA, 6c Parliament, 
1972 7c Accountancy, 7c x 3 Olympics, 7c Telegraph,1973 7c Legacy, 7c WHO, 7c Metrics (half sheets of 50), 
7c Broadcasting,  1974 10c Christmas with "5" pip mark, 7c Justice & 7c Non-Olympic Sports set of 7. All fresh 
MUH & NOT folded down gutters. Not checked for varieties so potential. Reserved at FV of $220 $220 

516 1969-2000 MUH in black paged stockbook. Not in chronological order but a good buy for "postage" at reserve. 

Total face value $140+ $70 
517 1970-1990 Decimal unsold auction lots from "Northpex 96" complete with vendors auction catalogue. Mixed 

packs, FDC's used etc incl 1934 Macarthur set F/U. Useful pickings. Reserves total $150. (13 lots) $50 
518 1976-1984 FDC's, packs, PSE's both mint & FDI. Appears complete incl $10 painting pack & FDC, except for a 

few mint 1976/78 PSE's. Totals are 88 FDC's, 64 packs & 63 mint PSE's. $50 
519 1977-1984 collection of FDCs, packs & postal stationery. Noted 1977 Test Cricket cover signed by Dennis Lillee 

plus vals to $10. Some light toning/staining on some reflected in reserve. Totals 85 FDC's, 57 packs & 58 PSE’s $40 
520 1979 Australia Post "underpaid mail" cards sent to postmasters accompanied by mail on which insufficient or no 

franking had been applied. Nearly all are addressed to postmaster Southport or Palm Beach. Noted 
Mudgeeraba & Biggera Waters. Housed in shoebox along with plastic bags of on/off paper common foreign of 
period. (100s of cards) $25 

521 1980-2014 duplicated used decimal in 7 Chinese stockbooks. All in chronological order with many better values. 

Unfortunately the stockbooks are typically warped & care must be taken in turning pages as bulging pages will 
release their contents easily. Many, many thousands with majority good to fine & incl high val commems & 
M/S's. (1000s) $150 

522 1980's-2003 PO packs (FV c$60) plus a few FDC's, maxicards & mint aerogrammes in metal chocolate box.    

A clean lot. $35 



523 1981-1987 blocks, gutters, booklets, strips & M/S's with dupl in Lighthouse 30page stockbook. All MUH.       

Total face value $500+ $250 
524 1981-2000 MUH in Invicta album basically complete plus 1982 Games plated set of M/S's, gutter strips & 

sheetlets of 10 plus reptile perf varieties. Total face value $800+ $400 
525 1981-2000 selection of MUH, pres packs, sheetlets of 10, Framas, Specimens, gutter pairs, S/A booklets, SES 

sheetlets & odd FDC in 2 folders. Useful pickings especially in the later non-standard philatelic SO's. FV $1180+ $500 
526 1982-1986 FDCs, packs & PSE's mint & FDI with the latter not counted in following totals. 85 FDC's, 45 packs & 

71 PSE's. Nice neat lot. $30 
527 1982-1996 Pres packs, FDC's, booklets & MUH covering a range of issues. Noted Bradman PNC, "Across 

Town Perth" packs x 3 plus CPS issues. Useful pickings between the "postage". Total MUH FV is $700+ $350 
528 1984-1988 collection of FDC's, packs & PSE's. Appears complete for all categories incl FDI PSE's not incl in 

these totals of 70 FDC's, 64 packs & 50 PSE's. $50 
529 1984-1988 range of FDC's, packs & PSE's. Appears complete incl FDI PSE's & Bicentennial "Collectors Cards". 

There are approx. 70 FDC's, 60 packs & 50 PSE's. $50 
530 1986-1989 selection of FDC's, packs & PSE's both mint & FDI. Totals are 66 FDC's, 27 packs & 57 PSE's not 

counting the CTO. $40 
531 1987-1990 comprehensive range of FDC's, pack's & postal stationery mint & FDI. Appears complete incl $20 

Painting FDC & pack. Totals are 70 FDC's, 34 packs & 67 PSE's. $60 
532 1987-1991 complete range of FDC's, packs & postal stationery incl FDI's. Noted vals to $20 in both FDC & 

pack. Totals are 64 FDC's, 34 packs & 63 PSE's. $60 
533 1987-2008 Used/CTO collection in 2 Seven Seas Hingeless albums. The collection is c90% complete with more 

gaps in the post-2000 section. Cond varies but M/S's, strips & se-tenants are largely CTO. $120 
534 1988-1994 blocks, gutters, strips, M/S's, booklets incl $8 Tram, etc & sheetlets with light duplication in black 

paged 32pp stockbook. MUH. Total face value $980 $500 
535 1989-1992 group of FDC's, packs, PSE's & other postal stationery both mint & FDI. Complete incl some letters 

from Australia Post re "Express Post" envs & satchels & the "Across Town" & "Box Link" covers & packs. Totals 
are 73 FDC's, 47 packs & sheetlets, 52 mint PSE's, mint "Postage Paid" & "Express Post" costing $31.40 from 
PO with CTO not counted in estimate. $140 

536 1991-1995 collection of FDCs, packs & postal stationery appearing all different & complete comprising 90 

FDC's, 63 packs & 47 PSE's (not counting FDI) & 25 "Postage Paid" envelopes. $80 
537 1991-1995 FDC's, packs & postal stationery both mint & FDI in bulging file.  Appears complete with 90 FDC's, 

63 packs & 72 PSE's incl "Postage Paid" envs. Noted "Across Town" packs & FDC's. Useful group. $80 
538 1993-1995 FDC's, packs, PSE's & other postal stationery mint & FDI. Totals are 63 FDC's, 39 packs, 32 PSE's 

plus c15 "postage Paid" envelopes diff sizes (mint & FDI of each) & small number of cachets on addressed mail 
incl stamp club origins. $60 

539 1994-2002 blocks, commem gutters, strips, S/A's, booklets, M/S's & sheetlets in thick Lighthouse stockbook 

with many sheetlets in APO packaging loose between pages. Various SES/tabbed  sheetlets etc. Great for     
re-sale. MUH. Total face value $2400+ $1,200 

540 1995-1998 MUH & used or CTO with duplication in 2 stockbooks. Noted booklets, sheetlets, M/S's, gutters & 

S/A's with total MUH face value $800+ $400 
541 1996-1998 selection of FDC's, packs incl sheetlets of 10 & AFL Stamp Booklet packs x2 (FV $144), PSE's & 

other postal stationery mint & FDI. Totals are 84 FDC's, 42 packs, 13 PSE's & $18.95 of mint "Postage Paid" 
envs plus Leunig prestige booklet & Olympics aerogrammes. $150 

542 1996-1999 FDC's, packs incl the sheetlets of 10 & mint PSE's. Comprehensive range incl $10 Kakadu pack & 

FDC of M/S, "Postage Paid" envs in PO packs, mint & cto with A4 size included, aerogrammes & 1996 AFL 
Centenary booklet pack (FV $72). Totals are 88 FDC's, 57 packs, 25 PSE's, aerogrammes & "Postage Paid" 
envs which cost $38.40 at PO. $250 

543 1996-1999 selection of FDC's, packs incl sheetlets of 10 & postal stationery with mint & FDI for each. Incls AFL 

booklets pack (face value $72) & all "Postage Paid" envs of all sizes. Totals are 99 FDC's, 50 packs & 51 PSE's $150 
544 1996-2002 used range in Senator album plus a few PD's to 1/-, "BCOF" to 2/- (ex 1d, 6d), AAT 1957-2002 near 

complete (no M/S's). Aust does incl M/S's incl Bangkok 2000 ovpt, Framas, gutter strips, S/A's but sheet stamps 
missing many se-tenants. Good clean lot. (100s) $60 

545 1997-1999 MUH in Seven Seas Hingeless album with slipcase. Appears complete with Framas, S/A's, 

sheetlets, M/S's, booklets & S/A "collector packs". Total face value $350+ $160 
546 1997-2007 MUH comprehensive collection complete in Seven Seas Hingeless albums with slipcases in 7 

volumes incl S/A's plus the "Collectors" packs with tabs, booklets, gutters, reprints, Framas, CPS's, perf 
varieties, etc. Superb cond with albums in "as new" cond. Total FV $3400+ $2,000 

547 1999-2001 group of FDC's, packs, PSE's & other postal stationery items both mint & FDI. Also a few 

commercial & stamp club envs addressed. Totals are 97 FDC's, 52 packs, 16 PSE's & "Postage Paid" 
envelopes costing $37.40. $180 

548 1999-2004 MUH & CTO incl S/A collector packs, commem gutters, S/A's, strips, booklets, imperfs & sheetlets 

with much in original APO packaging. Some additional used/CTO issues to 2007. MUH face value $600+ $300 
549 1999-2007 MUH & used/CTO noting commem gutters, S/A's incl the collectors packs, strips, booklets & 

sheetlets, some in original APO packaging. Only used after 2004. MUH face value $600+ $300 
550 2000 Olympic Gold Medallists set of 16 sheetlets of 10 in AP albums x 4. All MUH. FV $288 (4 collections) $120 
551 2000-2001 range of FDCs, packs incl sheetlets of 10, PSE's, Aerogrammes & Postage Paid envs both mint & 

FDI (APO price $35+ in these alone). Appears complete incl Int Post FDC's & packs to $20. Totals are 69 
FDC's, 41 packs, 12 PSEs, 2 aerogrammes & postage paid sets. $200 

552 2000-2001 range of FDC's, packs, PSE's & other postal stationery MUH & FDI. Appears complete incl 

International Post to $20 in FDC's & packs. Totals are 62 FDC's, 39 packs & sheetlets of 10, 9 PSE's plus 
"Postage Paid" with a cost price of $17.92. CTO PSE's not counted in estimate. $100 

553 2000-2002 blocks, booklets, gutters, strips, S/A's, M/S's, booklets & sheetlets in large stockbook. Incls 2000 

Gold Medallists sheetlet from yearbook & complete sheetlets for the Paralympian's with personalised tabs.      
All fine MUH. Face value $1130+ $600 



554 2000-2010 CTO near complete in springback binder. Mostly marginal examples with clear FDI date stamps, 

sheetlets, S/A’s & M/S's incl Exhib examples with matching pmks. Annotated with description & dates of issue. 
Massive original FV. (100s) $200 

555 2002-2005 blocks, gutters, strips, S/A's, M/S's & sheetlets in German black-leaved stockbook with some APO-

packaged material loose between pages. Noted 2 x 2004 Olympic Gold Medallists sheets from the yearbook. All 
MUH & a useful period. Total face value $1110+ $600 

556 2002-2006 collection of FDC's, packs incl sheetlets of 10, PSE's & other postal stationery items both mint & 

CTO in burgeoning file. Incls Red Back Spider semi-imperf M/S in pack. Some special cancels on cover & used 
PSE’s not counted in following totals. c130 FDC's, 87 packs & 5 unused PSE's. A useful period. $250 

557 2005-2008 MUH period with all issues present from "Creatures of the Shore" to "Queen's Birthday" in black 

leaved Lighthouse stockbook. Noted unissued "Redback Spider" semi-imperf M/S plus all booklets are x 2 or x 
3. Also S/A Collector packs, M/S's, gutter strips, S/A's & sheetlets of 10. Total face value of $2440+ $1,500 

558 2007-2008 FDCs & packs incl the sheetlets of 10. Another period difficult to source as complete as this.     

Totals 95 FDC's, 54 packs & a few commercial mail items. $250 
559 2008 Beijing Olympic Games AP Collection with full set of Gold Medallists sheetlets, digitally printed pairs with 

Chinese imprints & the general commems. Cost $94.95 with a FV of $87. Retails $150 $50 
560 2008-2012 MUH in overfilled large Lighthouse stockbook. Probably complete with blocks, sheetlets, booklets, 

gutter strips, S/A's plus the Collector Packs with some duplication. Noted 2008 Olympics sheetlets of 10 x 2 sets 
of 14 plus same with Chinese characters in selvedge. (FV of $280 for these alone) Odd CTO item not counted 
in the total face value of $3150+. A good period. $2,000 

561 2009-2010 collection of FDC's, packs incl sheetlets of 10. Appears complete with 90 FDC's incl "Premium" 

covers & 55 packs incl imperf M/S's etc. FV $270+ $240 
562 2009-2014 complete MUH incl M/S's, sheetlets, gutter strips, S/A's, booklets & blocks. A superb lot from the 

"difficult" period. Total face value of $640. $450 
563 2011-2013 range from the "difficult" period with FDC's & packs appearing very close to complete. Totals are 96 

FDC's plus a few commercially used/special cachets & 68 packs. Incls all S/A's & sheet stamps. $300 
564 2011-2014 Fine used in Senator binder. Most issues have FDI cancels (S/A's generally don't) & incls M/S's, se-

tenant blocks & strips. Very close to complete up to 2014 KGV Stamp Cent. Very fine. (c500 + 40 M/S's) $100 
565 2012 Capital City Transport complete through KGV Stamp Cent issues each in blocks of 4 plus sheetlets, S/A 

strips incl collector packs, M/S's & booklets with 2 of each of $6 & $7. All in large Lighthouse stockbook. 
Fantastic opportunity to acquire the very recent issues at under the total face value of $1730. $1,200 

566 2012 Olympic Gold Medallists Official Collection with book & MUH sheetlets. Cost $49.95 with a FV of $48. 

Excellent unopened cond. $35 
567 Aerogrammes 1981-2003 range incl many of the difficult "Postage Paid" issues of the 1990's. Majority in sets 

with approx. 50/50 split of mint & FDI. Exc cond. (200+) $40 
568 Booklets 1966-2007 incls 1960's/70's booklet panes incl 4c slogan pane set of 6 MUH (Retails $150), S/A's, Int 

Post, perf varieties incl perf into selvedge varieties & Prestige beautifully presented in Seven Seas Hingeless 
albums with slipcases. Incls reprints with koala & kangaroo symbols. Also additional folders of 1980's & 1990's 
written up with specialist notes with some "Cheque Book" outer covers (no stamps), perf types & reprints (noted 
1989 $3.60 Christmas "Washington" ovpt which retails at $175), etc. along with 30 odd duplicated Prestige 
booklets incl "Teapot of Truth" x 5, Lighthouses x 3 & "Classic Cars" x 4 plus another 20 diff to 2005. Rarely 
seen so fine & complete. Exc cond. FV $2000+ $1,000 

569 Booklets 1989-2012 range of different defins & commems all with Koala & Kangaroo reprint logos. Many with 

high retail prices & becoming increasingly collectable. All are complete with total face value of $265+ $200 
570 Booklets 2008-2014 booklets incl 4 x Prestige with the $11.95 &$16.95 Int Post Waterfall booklets. Others a 

mix of the latest $6, $7 & $12 S/A commem issues for this very difficult period. All appear different. Total face 
value of $ $470 (63) $300 

571 Booklets Range of 1990's & 2000's overprinted booklets incl Norpex '91 on $2 Heidelberg (3), 1992 Chicago 

Stamp Expo on $2 Wetlands, 7th NPCC '92 Canberra on $2 Wetlands (3), 1992 Sydney Show on $8 Christmas, 
1993 Sydney Stamp Show on $4.50 Dinosaurs, 1993 Kaohsiung on $2 Wetlands, 1995 Qld Stamp Show on 
$4.50 Cinema, Natstamp '98 on $4.50 Roses, 2007 SCDAA Canberra on $5 Big Things (2) & 2012 SCDAA 
Petersham Fair on $11 Christmas (2). Exc cond. Opening at the face value of $70 (16) $70 

572 Coils 1941-1962 range of strips MUH incl ½d no wmk pair, 1d maroon QM pair, 1951 2d QM & 3d KGVI grey 

green pair plus 3d scarlet strip of 3 & another with selvedge top & bottom. Also strip of 9 from the three pane 
sheet originally intended for booklets. Cat. £80+ (27 stamps in 8 multiples) $40 

573 First Day Covers 1937-1958 group with 1937 & 1940 commems x 2 each, 1946 Mitchell with Royal 

Geographical Society of Australasia cachet, 1951 Gold Cent pair on 3 "Wide World" covers in orange, sepia & 
blue plus 1951 First Official Direct Mail Melbourne-Christchurch Air cover, GB 1953 Coronation set (2 diff 
covers) plus other Australian private FDC's. A good lot. (36) $100 

574 First Day Covers 1937-1958 range mostly addressed to Singapore noting 1937 bearing 2d NSW Sesqui & 4d 

KGV with 1938 Philatelic Exhibition publicity cinderella, 1938 Regd Airmail cover with full Sesqui set tied by 
hexagonal special cachets on airmail illust FDC with (toned) & another air cover with same set tied by AIR MAIL 
EXHIBITION "winged" cds. Also 1938 4d koala with 1d QM Regd "Metropolitan Markets West Australia" & 1939 
2d KGVI cover with label attached publicising 1940 Royal Adelaide Exhibition. A good range of early 1950's 
"Wide World", "Covercraft", "Guthrie", etc incl 1953 Tasmanian pair with 2/- airmailed to Singapore, Food Strips, 
Coronation & Royal Visit. Earlier items of interest incl 1937 official FDC for QM 1d & 2d with additional franking 
(total 1/3d) for Regd airmail to Singapore. Incls 1938 NZ 1½d purple brown & Aust ½d orange KGV tied by 
Perth WA on NZ FDC & a few from elsewhere incl GB 1953 Coronation set & Wilding blocks of 1½d & 2½d on 
plain airmail covers. Also Southern Africa 1947 Royal Visits, 1951 Nyasaland Jubilee set etc. Additional 
Australia (this lot is not in chronological order!) incl 1938 FDC with ½d kangaroo & 1/4d KGVI & 1937 QM 1d 
pair with red Airmail Exhibition vignette. Some halos of rust on a few of the earlier covers but mainly clean. An 
interesting lot with conservative reserve. (58) $300 

575 First Day Covers 1949-1961 range of Challis covers for 1949 2½d Forrest, 1953 3d QEII pair, 1954 3½d 

Antarctic block of 4, 1954 2/- blue Olympics (Reg), 1957 1/7d QEII (Reg) & 11d bandicoot block of 4 (Reg). 
Fault free group. (6) $75 



576 First Day Covers 1951-1955 range of Challis covers for 1951 7½d KGVI, 1951 3d KGVI, 1951 3½d KGVI, 

1952 1/0½d KGVI (Reg), 1952 6½d green KGVI,  1952 4½d KGVI, 6½d brown KGVI, 1952 2/6d Aborigine 
(Reg), 1953 Coronation (Reg), 1953 3½d QEII block of 4 (Reg), , 1954 2½d & 6½d QEII, 1954 Telegraph block 
of 4 (Reg), 1954 Royal Visit (Reg), 1954 Red Cross block of 4 (Reg), 1955 USA Memorial block of 4 (Reg), 
1955 Rotary block of 4 & 1/0½d QEII (Reg). Majority in exc fault free cond. A lovely assembly. (17) $250 

577 First Day Covers 1967-1978 all on APO covers with majority having neat typed addresses up to late 1970's 

then unaddressed. Incls 1970 Expo, Grasslands & Royal Visit all addressed but in fine cond. Also 1971 
Christmas block of 7, Paintings to $10 & Prime Ministers with tabs. Both cover designs incl where issued. All in 
fine cond. (150+) $70 

578 First Day Covers 1970-1976 with early addressed but Oct  1970 onwards unaddressed. Mixed WCS & APO 

origins with some sets (RSPCA & others) in blocks &/or with extra cover. Various states represented in FDI  & 
cancels. (108, of which 100 unaddressed) $50 

579 First Day Covers 1970-1977 complete incl 1970 "small" Cook (retails $550) with all except 2 being 

unaddressed & official APO covers in APW album. Seldom seen so complete & fine. (104) $150 
580 First Day Covers 1978-2014 complete collection as per APW FDC hingeless pages (albums cover 1970-2013). 

Superb condition & beautifully presented in 18 volumes complete with slipcases. Incls all PNC's incl Victoria 
Cross & Accession plus S/A’s & both cover types in the late 1970's. Wonderful collection in its completeness 
especially with the covers of the last 10 years becoming difficult to obtain. Cost in covers alone $3500+ with the 
albums retailing at $2000+ (100s) $2,000 

581 First Day Covers 1982-1999 range incl some PSE's. Also noted odd AAT & Christmas Is. plus 1989 Lizard, 

1990 Koala, 1992 Emu, 1994 Waratah, 1996 Festive, 1999 Tiwi Art & 2003 "Farewell" Frama Postcode sets. 
Also 3 Hagners of common MUH pre-decimal. Useful pickings. (140+)  $40 

582 Framas 1984-1994 Postcode sets of 9 incl 1984 30c BE, 1985 33c BE, 1985 33c Kangaroo, 1986 36c & 37c 

Platypus, 1987 37c Echidna, 1988 39c Possum, 1989 41c Lizard, 1990 43c Koala, 1992 45c Emu & 1994 45c 
Waratah. All MUH arranged on Hagners. FV $35+ with a retail $90+ (13 sets) $30 

583 Framas Collectors in-depth study incl printing missing, double prints, miscuts plus usual range of MUH sets in 

stockbook & on FDC's plus various commercially used with 32¢ & odd values. Also "Farewell to Frama" pack & 
covers with special cachets. Worthy of close examination by specialist in this area. $100 

584 Military Mail comprising unusual Active Service envelope (AFW 3078 adapted), QEII 5¢ indigo Defence Forces 

Envelope, envelope with indigo printed "Let Your Money Fight For You Buy War Loan Bonds" at top left & "Your 
Way to Help Support the War Loan" at lower left plus two used (reg'd Brisbane) envelopes from Rationing 
Commission inscribed "Rationing Papers Only - Post Free" at top, one addressed to Charters Towers & roughly 
opened, the other in excellent cond, addressed to Paddington & with Lady Gowrie Red Cross Appeal label. (5) $30 

585 1928-1932 incl 1932 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge engraved marginal block of 8 MUH with plate dot at left plus 3d 

Plate 1 block hinged in selvedge only. Also 3d Ash imprint block MLH plus blocks of 1d engraved, 1928 3d MUH 
& 1932 6d Kookaburra MVLH (both blocks marginal) ACSC $1000+ (6 blocks) $300 

586 Officials Kangaroos used range punctured large & small "OS" & "OS/NSW" with 1st wmk to 1/-, 2nd wmk 2d & 

6d, 3rd wmk vals to 2/- & Sm Mult 6d, 9d & 1/-. Some have short perfs or unattractive/heavy cancels but well 
worth reserve. (28) $50 

587 PNC's 1994-2008 selection incl 1994 Family, 1995 Dunlop/POW, 1997 Bradman, 1998 Bass/Flinders, 1999 

IYOP, 2003 QEII Coronation, 2004 Eureka, 2005 Aust Open, $5 Baton Relay (x2), 2006 $5 C/wealth Games, 
Dame Edna, QEII B'day, 2007 SAS, Lifesaving, $1 kangaroo, SH Bridge, 2008 Beijing Olympics, Quarantine, 
Football, 90th Anniv WWI, Scouts, WYD/Pope & 2010 Melbourne Cup. All in exc cond. Retail is $730+ (24) $160 

588 Post Office Official Stationery comprising PMG & AP official forms incl 1959 book of forms for mail transfer to 

Trains-Fremantle line, 1941 similar but Meekatharra line (some ghost towns listed in this one), 1974 book of 
forms for checking in train mail ex Sydney, 1968 forms for receipt of private mail bags, 1970 PMG "Instructions 
to Typist" forms, 1967 Money Order application AP official correspondence envelopes for overseas postal 
administrations pre-addressed/not addressed & a book of mailing tube labels. Rarely offered & in good cond. (6 
books & 11 single items) $100 

589 Postage Dues Good to F/U comprehensive selection with "blank at base" to 5/-, completed base to 5/- with & 

without stroke, bicolours to £1 incl CofA 1931/37 set to 1/- & later (engraved) missing 5/-. All annotated on 
leaves with SG cat. numbers. Excellent lot with viewing recommended. Cat. £1500+ (145) $350 

590 Postal Stationary Range of pre-stamped postcards, letter cards & Registered envs from QV to QEII, mostly 

unused but incls 1928 stampless Preston Vic regd (red label) cover from Town Hall to local ratepayer, 1908 
NSW PPC (steamer) card to Vic & 1954 1/0½d regd envelope used. Good unused Vic QV 1d blue Tobacco & 
Hops advertising cards x 2 & 1d rosine with b/w GPO Melbourne at left. Also Tasmania QV 1d embossed red on 
blue PSE uprated with Aust KGVI 2½d scarlet! Interesting lot, mainly fine. (20) $75 

591 Postal Stationery Selection incl unused Active Service envelope (WWII) & Australian Force Vietnam Airmail 

envelope, KGVI 2½d letter card, 1½d & 2d plain pre-stamped postcards, uprated 2½d letter cards x 2 & 3½d 
plus QEII 3½d with ½d kangaroo addressed. Also 5d on 4d, 5d letter card, various early decimal PS post & 
letter cards. Best of all is a 1d + 1d "doubleton" QM pre-stamped postcard (green) ACSC P71 Cat. $150. Mostly 
fine unused & better items individually packed with catalogue numbers outside. (37) $90 

592 Postcards 1950's-1980's used & unused with different States, towns & scenes represented. Good to fine cond. 

(approx. 350) $60 
593 Postcards all used in Australia circa 1900 with various world scenes & publishers but with various Australian 

State stamps & postmarks. Average to fine cond well worth reserve. ( 90+) $75 
594 Postcards c1900-1910 range incl ""The Women's Branch British Empire League" group photo (1906), "Indarra" 

ship (1914), "Shipping Pt Augusta,  "Snowballing at Mount Lofty Aug 29th '05", "Mosman" view (1906) & a photo 
card of Seymour flood of 1911. Mostly used in b&w with some interesting cds's incl "BROKEN HILL RAILWAY 
TOWN". Mixed cond but most presentable. (70+) $40 

595 Postcards c1900-1930 Portraits mostly b&w photographic cards with many Kodak Australia. Interesting Nurse 

cards from WWI era. Varying cond. (60+) $30 
596 Postcards c1910 for NSW x 2, Victoria x 2 plus a WA showing "The Largest Condenser in the World, 

Coolgardie" in colour. All unused in good to find cond. (5) $30 
597 Postcards c1950-1960 most of which are in fine unused cond with Rose series, Murray views, etc. Most depict 

scenes from either Sydney or Melbourne but odd Perth & wildlife cards incl Lyrebirds (2). (approx. 60) $60 



598 Postcards WWI Diverse range with very nice Blackboy Hill Studio b&w card of "The 31st Regiment's A.F. 

Artillery 1917". Many have been sent from overseas so mixed cond. (20) $50 
599 Postmarks Mostly recent WA on paper in alpha order in bulging stockbook. Some pictorial cachets & machine 

cancels but largely post-2000 types with useful duplication. Some other States at back plus WA slogans in 
recent issues. (1000s) $60 

600 Presentation Packs 1969-1980 collection incl Japanese EXPO but excludes Cook Japanese insert otherwise 

complete with some extras in special pack album with descriptive numbered inserts. (c70 packs) $60 
601 Presentation Packs 1977-1988 range of different commems plus the stamp packs from the Bicentennial books 

x 2 of each. FV $110+ (42) This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the Red Cross, so 
please bid generously. $40 

602 Pre-Stamped Envelopes 1978-1994 collection comprising one of each mint & FDI apparently complete for 

letter rate only. Approx. face value of mint $80 plus "Across Town" labels for Sydney & Perth on FDC's. (c500) $40 
603 Pre-Stamped Envelopes 1978-2005 range of mint unused in bundles by face value. Duplication in places     

but probably best for daily use for postage with values between 22c & 45c but majority the latter. Face Value    
is $1200+ (100s) 

$500 

604 Reprints 1980's-1990's range on Hagners incl S/A's, Int Post & high vals to $10. All fine MUH, many still in AP 

packets. Also some later MUH AAT. Useful. FV $130+ $70 
605 Reprints 1988-2014. All appear diff with mixed Koala & Kangaroo logos on selvedges & back of S/A strips. 

Noted $2.25 S/A sheetlets & International Post also. High retail with vals to $10. On Hagners & in original APO 
packaging. Seldom offered so comprehensively up to date. Face value $430+ $350 

606 Revenues 1960's duplicated used range of Tax Instalment decimals with face values from 5¢ to $200 (x10) incl 

$10, $20 & $40 vals. Majority fiscally cancelled in pen. (c50) $30 
607 Revenues State range on cards with good NSW KGV duplicated to 5/- but with faults, ditto "RELIEF TAX" ovpts 

on Stamp Duty. A few long QV to 2/6d, odd SA & piece with Govt Railways NSW 6d scarlet & 1/- red brown 
pair. Also large USA "Post Office Dept." regd stamp in green. Many damaged but pickings with care. (100s) $30 

608 SES sheets 2001-2006 selection incl 2001 Lleyton Hewitt, Goodwill Games, WCE & Dockers AFL, Davis Cup, 

40c Christmas, 2002 Elton John, Seekers, Star Wars, 2003 Int Airshow, Aust Open, Shane Warne, 2003, 
Dockers, 2006 Socceroos World Cup x 3. All fine MUH. Opening at FV. (16) $75 

609 Yearbook Sheetlets 2000-2012 range of MUH sheetlets only available in the Annual AP Yearbooks incl 2000, 

2004, 2008 & 2012 Olympic Gold Medallists plus 2005 Parrots, 2006 QEII B'day, 2007 Gardens, 2009 Species 
at Risk, 2010 Reef Fish, 2011 Qld Flood Relief & 2012 Newton-John/ANZUS. MUH with total retail of $460 (11) $120 

610 Yearbooks 1998, 2005, 2006 & 2007 plus Sherwood folders from 1966-1980 in matching format complete with 

all stamps MUH. FV $350+ $200 
611 Yearbooks-Leather 2003-2012 "the difficult years" complete in exc cond. Cost $1000+, retails $1900 & 

opening at the face value of $800. (10) $800 
612 NSW 1854-1907 remainder collection used on leaves. Noted imperf "diadem" 6d x 4 shades, 5/- "coin" type x 8 

(various shades & perfs), 5/- "map" x 4 & 1885/86 10/-. Incls a few "OS" ovpts & PD's. Avge to good cond. (287) $60 
613 NSW c1910-1950 Postcards all used, 21 with stamps, 5 without & 16 coloured & 10 b&w. Wide range of subject 

matter. Incls USA Memorial "Maxicard with 3½d stamp on memorial card. Average cond ranging from good to 
very fine. Low reserve. (26) $50 

614 NSW c1910-1960 Postcards with 6 in colour & 10 b&w. Incls Mosman Bay view, "Cox River & Medlow Gap", 

"Harbour from Parnell Park", "Outlook Leura Blue Mts" & "HMS Powerful from Man O'War Steps". Above 
average cond ranging from very good to superb. (16) $50 

615 NSW Postmarks circa 1900-1910 on duplicated low vals on/off paper with average-looking range of cds & BN 

obliterations. No promises! (100+) $20 
616 Queensland c1910-1950 Postcards with 3 b&w & 5 colour. 3 postally used & 5 unused. Incls a lovely 1959 

"Maxicard" with 4d Self Govt Anniv tied to a Murray Views Parliament House card. 3 damaged but others well 
above average cond. (11) $40 

617 South Australia 1897-1942 range of covers & postcards on Hagners incl 1907/09 used postcards x 4 plus 3 

covers from 1907, 1939 & 1942 & 8 covers fronts only dated 1897-1920 with 7 pre-1910. Noted cds's for 
Callington (1907), Moonta (1920), Naracoorte (1909), Coober Pedy (1939), Goolwa (1942), Blinman (1906)& 
Terowie (1904). Most pmks are full & fine. (15) $50 

618 South Australia c1910 Postcards, 11 with SA stamps, 4 without; & mixed with 10 colour & 5 b&w. Only 6 with 

local SA scenes. B&w incl " King William Street", "Botanic Park" & "Library and Institute". Cond above average 
with a low reserve. (15) $50 

619 South Australia Postmarks circa 1900-1910 range on low vals randomly accumulated with on/off paper. A 

quick look revealed nothing scarce but many hundreds, so may be worth checking. (200+) $25 
620 Victoria c1910-1960's Postcards but mostly early. 29 different all used with 14 colour & 15 b&w. 13 with stamps 

intact, 16 without. Nearly all Victorian scenes incl "Treasury Gardens", "The Lawn-Flemington Race Course" & 
"View on Sierra Range, Dunkeld". Average to good cond. (29) $60 

621 Victoria c1910-1960's Postcards with 14 unused, 11 b&w & 3 coloured. Wide range incl 2 country scenes incl 

"Hanging Rock" & others with "Government House", "The Public Library" & 6 different of the National War 
Memorial of Victoria. Above average cond. (14) $40 

622 Victoria Postmarks accumulation from circa 1900-1910 on low vals mainly on paper loose in sleeve. Random 

group appearing to lack any significant cds or BN items but 100s so could be worth an evenings effort! (200+) $20 
623 Victoria QV ½d & 1d newspaper unused wrappers incl some joined pairs & strip of 3. All MLH with some light 

wear/aging.. (13) $30 
624 States Modest range mainly used priced on Hagners. Very mixed cond but reserve is conservative. (400+) $40 
625 States Queensland 1d brown pictorial postcard showing "Goldmine and works charters towers" unused with 

light hinge marks on back. (HG10) plus Tasmania 1897 Letter card  "Mount Lyell Mine, Gormanston, Tasmania" 
unused in superb cond (HG3) plus a NSW 1897 1d red Post Card "With Christmas Greetings" showing "Broken 
Hill Silver Mines NSW" also in superb unused cond. (HG19b) A most attractive group. (3)  $40 

626 States Specimen overprints on NSW with different printings to 5/- QV coin & 5/- map (8) & 3d, 5d & 8d Lyrebird 

all ovptd both OS & "Specimen". Also a strip of 3 South Australian 1888 reprints ovptd "SPECIMEN". Mixed mint 
cond but frontally fine. (14)  $100 



627 States Victoria & NSW circa 1900 range of postmarks on pieces on Hagner & in clear bag. Specialist may 

locate something scarce. (100s) $50 
628 AAT 1957-2013 complete MUH in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Incls all gutter pairs as per leaves, M/S's incl 

the 3 ovptd "Whales & Dolphins" with the Sydney Centrepoint M/S on special cover with green Stamp Show 
cachet x 2 tying M/S to cover. Fine cond throughout. (212) $380 

629 AAT 1957-2014 MUH & used complete on Seven Seas leaves complete to 1983 then used only (missing ovptd 

Whales M/S's) to Feb 2014 with most issues on piece from FDC's. Clean throughout. (100s) $80 
630 AAT 1957-2014 MUH/MLH & CTO/used dupl stock in 8pp black leaved Lighthouse stockbook. Mostly used with 

few pre-decimal & later to 2014 but patchy. Noted 2000 Sheetlet of 20 with FDC pmks. (100s) $20 
631 Christmas Is 1958 -1994 MUH & CTO in large stockbook starting with duplicated 1969-1984 MUH incl M/S's & 

blocks. 1958-1982 CTO complete, then back to more MUH with some stained. This section with 1970-1994 
incomplete but much duplication incl 1977 Xmas M/S's x 28. Thematic interest in a variety of sets. (100s) 

$30 

632 Christmas Is 1958-1989 collection in Seven Seas hingeless album. Complete MUH incl 1988 Wildlife sheet & 

almost complete CTO missing only 1979 Xmas. Basically complete MUH collection on hingeless leaves to 
which hinged used have been added. (c560) $180 

633 Christmas Is 1990-2014 appearing complete CTO with over 50% of sets & M/S also MUH through to June 

2014. Over 80 sets & 60 M/S & Zodiac sheetlets. All very fine. (100s) $100 
634 Cocos Is 1963-2012 Seven Seas Hingeless album with MLH to 1979 then MUH. Missing about 40 sets (incl 

1990/91 provisionals) & 10 M/S's but a good start to the challenge of completing the collection. Incls $47+ face 
value from 1999 to 2012. (100s) $75 

635 Cocos Is 1963-2014 on Seven Seas hingeless pages to 1988 complete MUH. Also hinged next to each MUH 

issue is a CTO set which appears almost complete too. Then on plain pages through to 2014 near complete for 
both MUH & used incl provisional set of 7. The later used are on piece from FDC's. Clean throughout & well 
worth reserve. (100s) $400 

636 Cocos Is 1963-2013 complete collection in Seven Seas Hingeless album. All fine MUH incl 1994 Provisionals, 

M/S's (normal & ovptd) & all gutter pairs as per leaves from 2000 to date. Rarely offered with these last 10 years 
complete. (c490) $580 

637 Cocos Is Various MUH with a FV of c$18 in black leaved stockbook with some used duplication. Useful range 

incl $5 on 65¢ x3, $3 crab x5, flower x3 & others with much letter rate & vals to $2. (c180) $30 
638 Nauru 1916-2008 in Seven Seas Hingeless album with mainly MUH. c90 sets & 24 M/S's of which about 15 

sets & 15 M/S's were issued after 2000. Good lot to build on. (100s) $50 
639 Norfolk Island 1960's-1990's with FDC's plus decimal stamps MUH & postal stationery to 1990 nicely written 

up on leaves. (100s) $30 
640 PNG 1952-1965 complete used on Hagners (80) plus Pitcairn MLH & used oddments incl 1969 to 50¢ MUH on 

stocksheet. (57). Total: 137 $30 
641 PNG 1952-1965 MLH & used on Hagners with 10/- Map MLH, £1 Fisherman F/U, 1/7d Cattle MLH & 2/3d Leg. 

Council MLH & used. No 1964 Birds or £1 Queen but some others both MLH & used in total of c95 stamps. 
STC £275+ $30 

642 PNG 1952-1991 in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Sparse in places but some with both MUH & used (excls    

10k BOP). 1968/69 shells to $2 MUH also noted. (200+) $30 
643 PNG 1963-1989 MUH duplication in stockbook missing 1964 Birds, 1966 Butterflies & 1969 Shells but 

otherwise a good spread with duplication to x 5. Over 200 complete sets plus two pages of part sets/odds. 
Mostly fine. $20 

644 PNG 1966-2005 on Hagners in binder. All MUH/MLH to 2000 with only 6 sets missing (incl 1994 Provisionals) 

then oddments to 2005 on 2 Hagners. (100s) $60 
645 Territories 1994-2011 Annual Packs in AP album. Incls AAT, Christmas & Cocos Is. Retails $900+ (18) $500 
646 Territories AAT 1957 complete MUH to 1993 before swapping Across to the AP Annual "Territories" packs from 

1994. The packs are then complete with issues from Christmas & Cocos Islands to 2007. Retail on these is 
$730+ plus the early AAT. Exc cond. $280 

647 Territories MUH, CTO & used duplicated range in black page Lighthouse stockbook. Incls 1963 to $1 & several 

1970's-1980's MUH plus gutter blocks of 10 of 60¢ & $1.80. Noted 2013/14 CNY issues MUH & many used 
$1.45, $1.50 & letter rate post-2000 issues. Clean lot. (100s) $50 

 THEMATICS 
 648 Concorde Cover collection plus newspaper clippings in FDC album. Also incls some GB RAF special cacheted 

signed covers commemorating aviation "firsts". Starts with GB 1969 FDC & FFC's (3), 1970 Farnborough Air 
Show RAF Museum cover (S.C. 1 Retails £50+ ), 1972 Melbourne Airport cds tying 7¢ coil to blue Concorde 
photo with "FIRST VISIT TO AUSTRALIA...", GB 1969 set of 3 Maxicards all pmkd Cheltenham, 1975 (7th July) 
unofficial Australia-Singapore Concorde cover signed by pilot, Brian Trubshaw (AAMC 1790, Cat. $150), 1976 
(21 Jan) 1st scheduled commercial flight commem folder with "Day of the Concorde" silver medallion mounted 
between GB 20p & Bahrain stamp on long cover (sold for $120 at Ace Stamp Auction Aug 2010). Further 
covers in chronological order tracing the expanding routes covered by Concorde, through to 2003 "Farewell to 
Concorde" GB cover plus "Last Flight" silk cover signed by pilot Mike Bannister & 2006 New York to London 
Record Flight signed by pilot Leslie Scott & pmkd both New York & Heathrow. Extensive newspaper clippings 
complete this gem of a collection. View & be impressed. Conservative est. (45 covers) $400 

649 Cricket Commem covers incl GB 1973 County Cricket Centenary (3 diff incl 2 addressed), 1980 Colorano Silk 

"Century of Tests" plus others all Australia with 1977 Test Cricket Cent (3), 1984 S.A.C.A. Centenary of 
Adelaide Oval (2), 1982 Cent of Ashes PSE's (35), 1992/93 Sheffield Shield Centenary (x2) & others. Nearly all 
autographed by famous cricketers incl incl. Sir Donald Bradman, Ian Chappell, Bob Massie, Craig Sergeant, 
Dennis Lillee, Allan Border & others. Many with special event cachets relating to cricket. Also Bradman 1997 
PNC & 2001 FDC, plus 1998 Shirley Strickland maxicard autographed all housed in cover sleeves in ring 
binder. (55) $100 

650 Ferrari 1955-2007 featuring Enzo Ferrari & the car designs which made his name famous. Lovingly written up 

comprising stamps, covers & M/S's as a competition exhibit for the 2007 Swan River Stamp Show. (70+ items) $40 



651 Platypus Competition exhibit by the late & great Michael Graber displayed at the Swan River Stamp Show 

2009. Comprises 1938 FDC's with 2 diff illust regd covers plus one plain, Ash & Authority imprint blocks incl Ash 
imprint pair on Airmail cover to England & 23 Censor covers all with 9d platypus, 1952 Qantas FFC to S.Africa 
with 9d platypus & 1/3d in other franking, 1958 maxicard, 1959 "Royal" FDC plus range of pre-1900 & 1956 
Tasmanian duty stamps incl used on a cheque. Also later stamps & Framas, postcards & International Post 5¢ 
incl paper/gum changes etc. Beautifully written up & as assembled for exhibit. (c40 items) $150 

652 Royalty 1937 & 1953 Coronation complete fresh MLH in two albums. The 1937 album has two cinderella 

sheets of Swiss views (circa 1920) & Latvia Hock of 15 printed on banknote as a "bonus". (308) $40 
653 Royalty 1948 RSW pairs MLH for Aden & States, British Guiana, Great Britain then MUH for Gilbert & Ellice, 

Montserrat, Bahrain & Tangier plus F/U for St Kitts-Nevis (x4), Antigua & Nigeria.  Also MUH/MLH blocks of 4 
for Somaliland. A nice lot. Cat. £250+ $90 

654 Royalty 1953 Coronation omnibus complete MLH (106), 1972 Silver Wedding complete MUH (78) & 1973 

Royal Wedding complete MUH. A clean lot. (72 plus extra 4, 6 M/S's & extra 13 sheetlets) $50 
655 Royalty 1972-2004 issues with approx. 90% MUH all arranged by country of issue & appears close to complete 

for the various omnibus issues in this period. Typed descriptions on individual album leaves trimmed to fit in A4 
clear plastic sleeves. Huge cost price & a daunting task for purchaser thinking of rearranging the collection by 
omnibus instead of by country! Being so comprehensive the "back of the book" issues such as the bevy of 
islands hanging off Tuvalu, the African republics & Liberia, North Korea & others with a dubious claim to having 
an interest in British Royalty are also included & probably account for close to 50% of the lot. Inspection 
recommended to fully appreciate. (1000s of stamps, 100s of M/S's plus a few booklets & covers) $500 

656 Royalty 1977 QEII Silver Jubilee Commonwealth omnibus collection in printed album incl M/S's & booklets. 

Also a 1972 Wedding Anniv Commonwealth stamp folder appearing complete. All fine MUH. (280 stamps, 19 
M/S's & 3 booklets) $30 

657 Royalty 1977 Silver Jubilee MUH omnibus with 65 countries neatly arranged on leaves in binder comprising 

282 stamps, 28 M/S's plus GB Silver Jubilee aerogramme. Also Liberia & Maldives both have extra sets imperf. 
Fine lot. STC £150+ $50 

658 Royalty 1978 25th Anniv of QEII Coronation complete collection MUH in 2 special albums. Comprises 288 

stamps, 103 sheetlets/M/S's & 2 booklets. The basic official omnibus totals 195 stamps + 48 sheetlets/M/S's so 
many "extras". High original cost. Exc cond throughout. $200 

659 Royalty 1981 Princess Diana Wedding, 21st Birthday & Royal Baby MUH omnibus issues in stockbook plus 2 

special albums, one specific in slipcase for Lady Diana. Totals are 260 stamps plus 85 M/S's or sheetlets. Cat. 
£700 $200 

660 Scouts & Jamborees Selection of GB commem covers for a variety of Scouts events incl a 1978 flight cover 

winched from Happisburgh Beach to Jamboree site at RAF Coltishaw (pilot signed), 3 diff Blair Atholl Scout 
Camp Balloon Flight covers & a "West Glamorgan Scouts Christmas Post" label on Swansea addressed env. 
1974 4½ Baden Powell RM Postage Label on FDC. Also a 1977 Golden Jubilee of Scouting in Ireland Stamp 
Exhib cover, a Portuguese 1971 cover with provisional red Reg label & a "Boys' Life Scout Show" US cover. 
Wide selection of diff commem pmks, cachets & events. Good to fine cond. (100+) 

$100 

661 Scouts MUH, MLH & CTO collection in Lindner stockbook. Small "starter" lot comprising approx. 280 stamps & 

7 M/S's. Nothing scarce. $20 
662 Sharks Majority 1989-2008 with stamps, covers & cards noting IOM Prestige Booklet x3, Guernsey £2 M/S & 

Tristan 1960 5/- MLH. Further sets on covers, maxicards incl Vietnam imperf & many other elusive items. Semi-
mounted for competitive exhibit showing signs of having been undergoing re-arrangement when Michael Graber 
passed away in 2012. (160+ items) $150 

663 Ships Naval cancellations for US Navy & Coastguard on piece & covers (1993) plus long French cover with 5 

cachets related to Surveillance Frigate "Floreal". (4 covers, 1 piece) $20 
664 Space 1975 Apollo-Soyuz Space Mission joint US & Russian commem folder with pmks stamps & a silver proof 

medal. Most attractive. 
$25 

665 Titanic Group of items incl newspaper clippings with a repro of front page of "The New York Times" Apr 16 

1912 with photo of Titanic & extensive report followed by other newspaper cuttings of relevance, a Benham silk 
cover of 1998 with Liberian $5 coin in St Vincent & the Grenadines cover, limited edition No. 0273 of 2000 with 
cert from Benham. $25 

666 Trains & Railways Superb collection on pages in protector sleeves in 14 ring binders plus stockbook of mint & 

another of used. Incls 1993 SG "Railways of the World" catalogue & "The Railway (and other Parcel Stamps) 
Stamps of Australia" by Ingles. Whilst "back of the book" sets & M/S's to 2011 comprise a large part of this lot 
there are several useful earlier items are present incl 1933 Egypt set of 4 (x2 MLH), Italy set MUH, 1949 UPU 
CTO, Albania 1948 set of 8 used & 1949 UPU MLH. An entire volume is devoted to Belgium incl 1985 M/S, 
wide range of post-war MUH/MLH to 1000f & useful pre-war incl "winged wheel" ovpts & 2f40 surcharge 
inverted MLH. Other countries with useful incl Yugoslavia 1948 Railway Bridge set, 1949 imperf M/S MLH plus 
set used, 1937 France pair MLH & 1946 Hungary set MLH. Overall a neat & fine collection arranged by country 
of issue & appears almost 95% MUH or MLH with some pre-2000 odd used & post-2000 sets & M/S's CTO. 
There is a useful photocopy record of what the collector has obtained/still needs. This is a heavy lot so room 
bidders only please. (1000s of stamps, 100s of M/S's plus a few postcards & covers) $1,000 

 AUTOGRAPHS 
 667 1988 Great Britain & Australia Joint Stamp Issue (British cover) signed by the entire 1989 Australian Cricket 

touring team of 17 incl Mark Taylor, Geoff Marsh, David Boon, Allan Border, Dean Jones, Steve Waugh, Merv 
Hughes, Ian Healy, Trevor Hohns, Geoff Lawson, Terry Alderman, Grey Campbell, Carl Rackerman, Tim May, 
Tom Moody, Mike Veletta & Tim Zoehrer. Exc cond. $100 

668 Roosevelt, Eleanor 1949 (2nd Aug) typed letter from Val-Kill Cottage signed at base plus the envelope/cover 

signed also just above the "FREE" handstamped which has then been overstruck with machine cancel of HYDE 
PARK N.Y. Similar letters listed on the internet average $1300 without the accompanying envelope. As a noted 
follower & promoter of causes & concerns, her autograph is the most sought after of all First Ladies, particularly 
by supporters of women's rights. This letter is giving guidance for a funding grant for cancer. A lovely item with a 
conservative est. $700 

669 Schumacher, Michael 2001 signed Ferrari photo of him in car at Spa. Exc cond. $100 



  
CINDERELLAS 

 670 1917 (12 Nov) Opening of Trans-Australian Railway - WA State School Empire Fund MUH strip of 3. 2 units 
slightly creased but centre stamp perfect. $30 

671 c.1920c Admiral R. E. Coontz "PAWS" label in red mint with large part o.g. increasingly scarce.  $100 
672 1950's Great Britain 6d green & 1/- red "National Thanksgiving Fund" cinderellas, the former with corner 

selvedge. Each reads "The Lord Mayor of London thanks you for your contribution to his National Thanksgiving 
Fund. The Mansion House, London, EC4". Fine cond. (2) $20 

673 1956 "Bedre Benzin Shell Ignition Control Additive" coloured imperf advertising cinderella on Denmark cover 
addressed to Glen Iris, Victoria. Attractive usage in very good cond. $20 

674 1967 Ethiopian Airlines Expo '67 Montreal Canada colour promotional cinderella. $10 
675 1972 Anpex sheetlets containing 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge & £1 & £2 kangaroo reproductions but unusually in 

all three coloured letterings of red, black & blue. Fine MUH with their individual pres cards. (3) $20 
676 1990 "Independence for the Baltic States" rouletted bi-lingual pair showing the "2 million people joined hands in 

a human chain on 23.8.89" maps. Fine MUH. (2) $20 
677 1992 SPRINTPAK Ayres Rock block of 10 cinderellas with left & right selvedges. Distributed at the Kuala 

Lumpur philatelic exhibition with majority used on covers so large multiples like this are rarely seen. Fine MUH. $30 
678 Hutt River Province 1973-1978 range of 9 FDC's plus 10 MUH sets all diff. to 1982. Exc cond. $20 

 ACCESSORIES 
 679 APW PSE albums x 4 with sleeves & info pages for Nos 1-77. Very good cond & useful binders. $10 

680 Dansco Australia coin albums for "Three & Six Pence" x 3 brand new plus two Whiteman "Australian Type 
Collection "for Threepences, Shillings & Florins & another for Half Penny's & Penny's. (5) $25 

681 First day Cover albums. 8 x large Cumberland/VST & 10 small Lighthouse/SG/VST type. Fair to very good cond 
& would house literally 100's of covers. (18 albums all with pages) $60 

682 Hagners, single sided x 325. Majority 2 strip for covers plus a few other mixed strips. Range from used to "as 
new" in 5 AP burgundy binders & 1 black. Save on the new retail of $450+ (325) $100 

683 Lighthouse "Grande" (24cms x 31cms) double sided album pages in black x. All three strip in blue binder (not 
Lighthouse). Used to new cond. (80) $40 

684 Lighthouse 16 & 24 black page & Prinz 8 & 20 black page stockbooks plus additional 2 x 16 white page In Prinz 
& a 30 page white page Lighthouse. Also a Seven Seas Australian Hingeless album for 1966-1993 plus an AAT 
for same period in separate binder, SG Nubian springback binder in black (in box) & a SG 32 white page 
stockbook. All in very good to "as new" cond. Save on the high retail of such albums. (11) $75 

685 Prinz Pro-Fil 2 strip (for covers) black double sided pages x. Slightly used to "as new" cond. (60) $30 
686 Royal Mail Stirling Silver (with hallmarks) Desk Accessory set with engraved letter opener, ruler & stamp box 

(with pouch). All beautifully presented in royal blue boxes. Brand new. $40 
687 Seven Seas 1913-1980 Hingeless album in green SS binder. Incls extra pages for perf varieties, Specimens & 

booklet panes. Very good cond. The Hingeless Pre-decimal volume alone retails at $165. $30 
688 Seven Seas 1966-1992 Hingeless album in two SS binders. Good cond with latter pages practically brand new. $20 
689 Stockbooks Lighthouse 24 black page in brown x 4 plus one 16 page also in brown & 3 Lighthouse 16 black 

page in red. Also a KaBe 32 white page stockbook. Apart from small white peelable stickers at the top of each 
page they are fine to "as new" cond. (9) $60 

690 Stockbooks with black pages comprising Lighthouse 16 & 24 pages, SG 8 page, Prinz (unbranded) 8 & 16 
pages plus white page unbranded but German made 16 page x 2 & Lighthouse 24 & 30 pages. All in very good 
to "as new" cond. (10) (Room bidders only) $75 

 LITERATURE 
 691 "Australia Post Stamp printing Technical Details" set of 4 booklets for Jan 1988 to June 2003. Interesting 

illustrations showing uncut sheets & booklet sheets. Each volume originally cost $10 each. Exc cond. (4)  $20 
692 "Australasian Crash Mail & Other Incidents 1917-1930" by Brian Pearce (2015) Profusely illustrated with 300 

pages of colour. Incl a census of surviving covers for many of the important crashes. A highly recommended 
book. Brand new. 

$120 

693 Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue King George V. Brusden White 3rd Ed. (2007) Very lightly 
used verging on "as new". $30 

694 "The Postage Stamps of New Zealand" Volumes 1-8 complete with dust jackets & "the Penny Universal" by 
G.Lee all researched by the members of The Royal Philatelic Society of NZ & always in great demand from 
specialists. As the first volume was published in 1938 the dust jacket is much less fresh than the almost pristine 
volume 8! Odd tear on dust jackets of a couple of volumes otherwise in excellent cond. $400 

695 David Gentleman Artwork (Stamp Designer) produced by the Royal mail (2002). 200 page hard cover coffee 
table book beautifully illustrated. Brand new. Retailing at $60. $20 

696 Great Britain Stamp History books for 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1936 Proposed KGV Memorial Issue & 1929 PUC by 
Simon Bated, Giles Allen & Alan Griffiths. Published by National Postal Museum (1998). Very interesting 
especially the unadopted designs all beautifully illustrated. Brand new. (2)  $20 

697 Postal Reform & The Penny Black - A New Appreciation by Douglas Muir (1990). 240 pages with colour 
illustrations. Most interesting. Brand new. $20 

698 Queen Elizabeth II - A Jubilee Portrait in Stamps by The British Library & Royal mail complete with limited 
Edition stamp sheetlet pmkd Jubilee Weekend, London 1st June 2002. Brand new & boxed. $20 

699 Stanley Gibbons 2012 Stamps of the World in 6 volumes in full colour. Very slightly used verging on brand new. 
Save on this years at $550! $100 

700 United Kingdom Revenues 5th Ed. By John Barefoot. (2010) Now in full colour with additional illustrations. U 
useful guide. Brand new. Retails $110. $70 

701 Western Australia An Outline of Philatelic and Postal History During the Period From 1853-1913 by WHC 
Bromfield. Original stapled publication. Useful postmark guide combined by background stamp info. Used cond. $30 

702 Western Australia The Stamps & Postal History by WASG. 470 pages. Some light foxing on opening pages. A 
wealth of info to the "local" collector. $20 

703 Yugoslavia Revenues by John Barefoot 1sr Edition (2003) Usual high standard of research & information.  
Brand new. 
 $50 



 MISCELLANEOUS 
 704 "Historical Postmarks" for Great Britain. Beautifully framed range of 11 types with written details under each. A 

Royal mail Limited Ed No. 338 of 575. Exc cond. (Room bidders only) $20 
705 1970 World Expo Japan set of 6 silver teaspoons in original box. $20 
706 2001 50th Anniv of Festival of Britain 10/- KGVI St George & the Dragon stamp design on official Wedgwood 

blue plate. Exc cond in original box. Not seen before. $50 
707 Robilt Train set in tin plate with boxes for the locomotive & carriages. Standard gauge & made in Australia, it 

remains in good condition despite obviously being a loved toy. Complete with 11 pieces of "clip-together" track 
& 4 carriages incl an "Atlantic" tanker & grain truck. Clockwork locomotive with key all in small suitcase. Most 
attractive & collectable. 

$300 

708 Australian Endangered Species commemorative medallions set of 6 in Westpac wallet. Good cond. $10 
709 World Matchbox & Matchbook collection in small box. Noted the original Criterion "Damp Proof", WA Match Co 

Redheads with original Canberra Parliament House, Bryant & May United Kingdom & Australia & the East with 
P&O liner, etc. Others noted from the US, Canada, Japan, etc. Mixed condition but potential for the 
knowledgeable collector. (100s) 
 

$40 
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710 Western Australia 400+ low value swans on stock pages. Mostly with some pmk interest. Nothing rare but 

some useful strikes with duplication. Also a copy of "Place & Date stamps of WA with Rarity Guide" by John 
Dzelme (1976) in very good cond.  

$70 

711 Western Australia 1907-1953 official registered envelopes from Land Titles Office, Perth arranged in 

chronological order neatly arranged with photocopy of reverse next to each cover. All are unclaimed items with 
a range of boxed or straight line markings such as "Called", "Unclaimed", "Unknown by Letter Carrier", boxed 
"D.L.O." or oval rubber stamp of Dead Letter Office. Starts with 1907 perf "OS" WA 5d olive tied by large "R" 
circled addressed to Menzies & bearing oval "Money Order Office" receival mark, thence with red Perth reg 
labels 1911-27, black & blue 1929-34 & blue 1937 onwards. All adhesives to 1931 perf "OS", then perf "WA" 
(1934 in combination with KGV 1d "OS" ovpt) 1941-1945 items with slogan illustrations "one shot never won the 
war", "Get into line... buy and hold war savings certificates" & "Make your money fight". 1911-1918 frankings 4d 
(incl 3x 4d Kangaroo (large "OS"), 2x 4d orange yellow KGV, 2d kangaroo pairs x 2, 1d blocks), 4½d 12/18 to 
10/19, 5d 11/19, 4½d 1920, 5d 1921-1923, 4½d 1927-1929, 5d 1931-1941, 5½d 11/41-12/45 & 1953 3½d 
ordinary mail with 1/0½d regd. This is a neat, outstanding collection of 55 covers. Must be viewed to appreciate. 
A conservative reserve. (55) $1,000 

712 Western Australia 1915-1943 Kalgoorlie Mine Workers Relief Fund documents & covers incl 1919 A.R. form 

PO 103 with Linden cds, 1918 Taxed cover, 4 KGV embossed envelopes, 2 telegraph forms plus other covers. 
(7 with stamps removed). An interesting group in varying cond. (21 items) $80 

713 Western Australia 1930-1968 Postmarks on 11 Avis de Reception cards with scarce town postmarks for 

Arrino, Copperfield, Harrismith, Latham, Howatharra, Hayden, Tardun, Tenindewa, Yeallering Lake & Yuna (2). 
Good to fine cond. (11).  $100 

714 Western Australia 1930-1970's "Avis De Reception" cards with range of cds's & cachets tying perfined stamps 

incl at least 12 KGV. Pmks noted incl Ajana (1938), Kulikup (1954), Pingrup (1947), Cuballing (1953), 
Dumbleyung (155), Piawaning (1956)& Scarborough Beach (1937). All in average to very good cond. Low 
reserve at $2 per card. (76) $150 

715 Western Australia Goldfields Post Offices 6"x4" official copies of photographs from the Eastern          

Goldfields Historical Society x 40 plus some later of more Goldfields PO buildings. Useful to add to an       
exhibit of postmarks. (75+) $40 

716 Western Australia Goldfields Post Offices A5 official copies of photographs from the Eastern Goldfields 

Historical Society. Incls views inside & staff. Useful to add to exhibits or enhance collections. Most interesting. 
(42 different) $50 

717 Western Australia Goldfields Post Offices with original photograph of Morgans WA in sepia. Would benefit 

from remounting. Also a b&w Kodak Austral postcard printed by T. Williams Kalgoorlie with "The First Post 
Office Kalgoorlie WA". Both in good cond.  $50 

718 Western Australia Postcards 1940's-1970's with mainly Albany & the South West. Incls Murray Views in b&w 

for "Mount Barker Co-operative Ltd, Mount Barker, WA", "Road House, Porongorups, WA", "Public School, 
Mount Barker", "Country Scene at Porongorups, WA" & in colour for "Church of England, Albany", "Stirling 
Terrace showing London Hotel, Albany" & "Town hall, Albany".  Mostly fine unused. (60+) $50 

719 Western Australia Postmarks all neatly arranged on Hagners with better noted incl Arrino B27, Fremantle 

Town hall DxPO-a in. 1, West Northam 3b-a, Emu Hill A27, Kalgoorlie 3b-b full strike, Post & Telegraph Office 
Subiaco ORS3 (on piece with stamp), Burtville 3b 100% crisp on 2d swan plus numerous others with scarcity 
ratings of 1-2. Incls odd "Paid" & bar numeral cancels. Majority have clear 80-90% strikes on swans & KGV. 
Viewing recommended to appreciate. (List available for postal bidders)(150) $200 

720 Western Australia Postmarks on piece in display book with mostly modern types in alpha order. Some pictorial 

cachets & odd pre-decimal. Value in quantity not scarcity. (200+) $30 
721 Western Australia Postmarks range circa early 1900's on low vals on & off paper in small box. Unable to locate 

any place names worth mentioning during a quick rummage but huge quantity from a house clearance so 
possible "finds". All in "Bread" wood box. (1000s)  $50 

722 Western Australia. 100+ items of mainly WA origin incl covers, registered covers, telegrams, AR cards, picture 

postcards & a few stamps. Noted Reg covers from Big Bell, Day Dawn, Brown Hill & Katanning. Covers from 
Cue & Bandoc & AR cards from Prothera & Lakewood. Condition varies from poor to very good. Potential with 
care. (100+) 
 
  

  
  

  
 



 WESTERN AUSTRALIA STAMPS & POSTAL HISTORY 
  

723 1854/55 1/- grey brown imperf with 3 clear margins just touching at right. F/U with crisp BN "3" obliterator.      
SG 4b Cat. £375 $100 

724 1879 1d bistre Perf. 14 & Perf. 12½ Telegraph pair F/U plus 6d lilac also F/U. SG T1,T1a & T2 Cat. £230 (3) $180 
725 1888 2d grey swan ovptd "SPECIMEN". MLH. $40 
726 1889-1892 UPU "SPECIMEN" ovpts complete set of 12 prepared for UPU distribution. 1865 1/- sage-green has 

inverted wmk & part o.g., (SG 61w). 1884 6d lilac is MUH while 1871 3d pale brown has large part o.g.. Others 
are all part to small part o.g.. These being SG 94, 96, 97, 98, 99 &101. The 1888 trio are MUH. (SG 103s/105s). 
A most attractive & fresh group with total SG cat. £1,350.  Note SG 61sw is recorded but the inv wmk is not priced. 

$700 

727 1894 1/- blue & 2/6d blue Coolgardie Cycle Express, both marginal & fresh. (2) $100 
728 1894 1/- blue & 2/6d blue Coolgardie Cycle Express. Unused but couple of tone spots of the back however 

frontally fresh & well centred. (2) $70 
729 1895 Surcharged in green 'Half-penny' on 3d pale brown & on 3d cinnamon swans in matching marginal blocks 

of 20 (4x5) from top of sheet. Very fresh MUH. SG 110 & 110a Cat. £400 as mounted singles with a retail as 
MUH of $1,600. $300 

730 1897 (20thMay) Registered Albany to Germany env bearing 6 different swans (SG 94/99) tied by oval ORS 2b 
"REGISTERED LETTER BRANCH 20 MAY 1897 POST OFFICE ALBANY" strikes x 5 in violet. Only 10 days 
after the earliest known date of use. Forst 29.6.97 arrival cds/ Good cond & attractive. $200 

731 1902 £1 orange brown QV with complete Kalgoorlie strike. SG 128 Cat. £180 $150 
732 1902 reprinted Die Proofs presented to guests at a philatelic dinner. Group of 1d defaced swans in black, deep 

blue, deep green (thinned) & red (top third cut off & reattached) on white paper. A similar but undamaged group 
of four realised $600 + BP at Prestige in Feb 2013. (4) $250 

733 1902/12 2/- QV in the 3 listed SG shades with V/Crown wmk & perf. 12½ or 12½ x 12. Mint with large part o.g. 
SG 124, b & c. ACSC W59B,C, & D Cat $600 $200 

734 1904 (2nd Mar) AR form bearing 2½d swan tied by boxed regd cancel of Fremantle in violet & receival ORS of 
"POST & TELEGRAPH OFFICE NIAGARA, WA" dated 5th March in mauve. Completed forms such as this 
seldom seen in such good cond. (1) $300 

735 1905/06 1d & 2d surface printed swans glued to foolscap pages with 8 per row x 15 rows so 120 per page x 8 
pages. (minus about 10 fallen or torn off) with some perf "OS" noted. Good range of cancels incl socked on the 
nose thimble of Hopetoun x 5 with 1906 dates, Karridale x 5, Derby & Broome thimbles. Nothing scarce & Perth 
& Fremantle abundant in this lot. (900+) $50 

736 1915 (24th Aug) OHMS Reg cover with 2 x 2d "OS" perfined grey kangaroos (torn) toed by Reg Perth cds's. 
Addressed to Quairading with mauve type D27 receival cds with weak impression resulting in date added by 
hand. DLO square cachet & UNCLAIMED added on return. Good cond. $20 

737 1913-1918 Kalgoorlie Leather Racing Tags complete with "KRC MEMBER'S TICKETS " gold embossed leather 
wallet. Tags are all for the "Member's Lady Ticket Admit to Reserve and Birdcage" with individual tags for 
Seasons 1913-1914, 1915-1916, 1916-1917, 1917-1918 x 4 & 1918-1919. Highly unusual & beautiful social 
history items. Unexpectedly in exc cond with wear only to the ribbons but gold embossed lettering & leather 
verging on "as new". (10 items) $800 

738 1927 "Back to Goldfields Aug. 24 to Sept. 7 1927" illust commercial env showing "Great Boulder Proprietary 
Mine" 1½d Canberra tied by Boulder cds & addressed to Perth. Good cond & unusual. (ii) The Derward 
residential hotel Perth 1941 censored cover with contents to Estonia (unusual destination) good cond.  $80 

739 1927 (14th Dec) Office of Titles OHMS Regd cover returned unclaimed to DLO. Red Perth reg label & franked 
with 1½d & 3d KGV perfined "OS". DLO date stamp of 5 JA 28 below adhesives. Fine cond. $40 

740 1929 (30th Oct) Office of Titles OHMS Regd cover returned unclaimed to DLO with various instructional 
markings. Black & blue Perth reg label & 1½d & 3d KGV perfined "OS" paying correct reg rate. Good cond. $30 

741 1933 (1st Jun) Office of Titles unclaimed OHMS cover returned to DLO. Bears black & blue Perth reg label & 
franked with 5d chestnut KGV perfined "OS". Backstamped Cunderdin following day with DLO cds one month 
later. Nice clean cover, free of tears & creases. $40 

742 1933 (22nd Apr) 5d KGV perfined OS tied to OHMS long env with "OFFICE OF TITLES PERTH" oval cachet. 
Perth R6 Reg label & "Uncalled for" in m/s. Corner fault on stamp otherwise in good cond. $30 

743 1934 (5th Dec) Beverley to Perth registered cover with 4d olive KGV & 3d blue Macarthur tied by neat cds's with 
additional cds below. Worn cond but unusual.  $30 

744 1936 (16th Mar) 5d KGV on Perth addressed cover tied by crisp Norseman C30 cds with provisional 
NORSEMAN R6 label with h/s in pink-mauve. Early use of C30 than listed in PMI. $25 

745 1938 (1st Sept) Registered cover from Mosman Park to East Fremantle. Buckland Hill was re-named Mosman 
Park on 12th Oct 1937. This transition cover has a Buckland Hill Reg label but the stamps are cancelled 
Mosman Park cds's, E30-a, from which the earliest recorded use in PMI in 2 FE 39. This cover pre-dates by 6 
months. Some toning. $50 

746 1941 (13th Mar) Censored "The Derward" illust cover with 3d KGVI tied Maylands cds. Incls letter on  "The 
Derward Residential Hotel 97 Murray Street Perth, WA" letterheaded paper from son to mother. He was based 
at the Northam Camp for training before heading to Europe as explained in letter. Unusually addressed to 
Estonia. Most attractive & in good cond.  $40 

747 1946 (13th June) Regd OHMS cover returned unclaimed to DLO bearing large red Perth Reg label & franked 
with 5½d emu perfined "WA". Fine cond with DLO cds in violet on reverse & "UNCLAIMED" & "FOURTEEN 
DAYS NOTICE SENT" cachets. A nice cover. $30 

748 1948 (12th Nov) Commonwealth Savings Bank pre-printed red env addressed to Perth with "Wooroloo 
Sanatorium" R6 blue Reg label. 9d emu & ½d kangaroo tied by type C27 cds but spelt differently to Reg label 
with "Sanitorium". Additional strike on the reverse & bank cachet in mauve spelt as per Reg label. Exc cond. $30 

749 1948 (22nd Oct) Commonwealth Savings Bank pre-printed red env addressed to Perth with "Mt Lawley East" 
R6 blue Reg label. 5½d emu tied by type C28 matching cds with 2 additional strikes on the reverse. Good cond. $20 

750 1948 (28th Oct) Commonwealth Savings Bank pre-printed red env addressed to Perth with "Wannamal" R6 blue 
Reg label with Wannamal bank cachet in red. 5½d emu & 1d QM x 2 tied by type B29 matching cds's with full 
strike on reverse also. Good cond. $20 

751 1949 (14th Jan) Commonwealth Savings Bank pre-printed red env addressed to Perth with "Muchea" R6 blue 
Reg label. 5½d emu tied by type B30 matching cds with additional bold strike on the reverse. $20 



752 1949 (14th Jan) Commonwealth Savings Bank pre-printed red env addressed to Perth with "Yericoin" R6 blue 
Reg label. 5½d emu tied by GPO Perth RS cds. Yericoin bank cachet in red. Unusual. $20 

753 1949 (19th Jan) Commonwealth Savings Bank pre-printed red env addressed to Perth with "Scarb East" hand 
written R6 blue Reg label with E.Scarborough bank cachet. 5½d emu tied by matching cds. Nice genuine usage 
of provisional label. Good cond. $20 

754 1949 (23rd April) plain cover locally used Perth WA with unusual franking combination of ½d kangaroo & WA 1d 
Revenue Duty tied by GPO PERTH cds. Good cond. $40 

755 1949 (28th Jan) "SPECIMEN" Lamson Paragon Advertising postcard for "Airlines WA Ltd". Exc cond. $30 
756 1950 (13th July) Registered cover addressed to Perth with "St JAMES PARK" provisional h/s label.6d 

kookaburra& 2½d red KGVI tied by GPO Perth RS cds. $20 
757 1957 (8th July) Dept. of Lands & Surveys OHMS cover stampless with "Perth Paid" machine cancel addressed 

to Blackwood with boxed "UNCLAIMED" markings & Boyup Brook & Kojonup (6th Aug) cds's. Various 
handwritten redirections, boxed "Correspondence Branch 15 AUG 1957" in violet & D.L.O. form seal on reverse. 
Lots of character! $30 

758 1958 Royal InterOcean Lines M.V. "Maetsuycker" with 1951/63 3d slate green & 6d ochre Revenue Duty 
stamps on receipt for "passage Ticket". Exc cond. & attractive usage. $25 

759 1962 (25th Sept) Registered env addressed to East Sydney, NSW with "SOUTH BEACH" R6 blue Reg label. 
2/5d Banksia tied by Fremantle S Beach cds. Roughly opened but label, stamp & pmk unaffected. $20 

 WESTERN AUSTRALIA FORGERIES 
 760 1864 1d ochre (SG 52 genuine stamp) with "2d." bogus surcharge in violet ink. Not seen by us before. Good to 

F/U with indistinct barred numeral. $30 
761 Panelli Engraved forgeries with 4d indigo MUH & with No. 1 bar numerical cancel, 6d brown-purple on white & 

blue paper, MUH (2) & 6d light green with No. 1 numerical cancel. Attractive lot in fine cond. (5) $200 
762 Spiro/Fournier selection incl 1d black, 1d red, 1d bistre corner selvedge block of 4, 6d violet & 1/- green plus 

1874/75 2d surcharged with forged ovpt. Accompanying notes on reverse. (10)  $50 
763 Spiro Fournier 1d black swan forgeries cancelled with void grid cancels on different shades & papers. Nice trio 

to be able to compare. (3)  $60 
764 Spiro Fournier 1d red x 2, 2d blue, 6d brown x2 & 6d green imperfs all with concentric circle cancellations. A 

couple of minor faults 6d's. (6) $30 
765 Spiro Fournier 1d reds x 2, 1d ochre x 2, 2d blue plus 1d surcharge with void grid cancel, others all with 

concentric circle cancels. Mixed cond but bright colours .(7) 
$70 

766 Spiro Fournier 2d vermillion x 3 & 6d green x 3 (1 thinned) imperf swans with paper & shade variations. One 6d 
has commissariat punch. All with numeral cancels. Unseen by us before. (6) $60 

767 Spiro Fournier incl 1d red,  2d grey-green, 2d vermillion (thinned), 6d purple with blue cancel plus another     
with black cancel (perf faults), 6d green & 6d purple with offset. Not seen by us before. All with barred     
numeral cancels. (7) $80 

768 Spiro Fournier with concentric cancellations & usual rough perfs. 1d x 2, 2d x 2, 4d, 6d & 1/- plus 1d surcharge 
with void grid cancel. A fresh & attractive group with rich colours. (8)  $100 

769 Treherne 2d swan forgery with the "TVO" for "TWO" variety. Minute thin at top & cancelled by No.1 barred 
numeral. $50 

770 Treherne Die II forgery of the Hillman 6d golden bronze litho. Very gold!  $50 
771 Treherne forgeries of 1/- imperf swan with impressed swan watermark in 2 distinctive shades. Scarce pair. $70 
772 Unknown origin with a 4d vermillion on vertically laid paper, 6d lithograph dull blue on yellowed paper, 6d dull 

blue green with "S" in Australia inverted & reversed & a 1/- dark brown on horizontally laid paper. Interesting 
group. (4) $150 

 WESTERN AUSTRALIA POSTMARKS 
 773 Bendering dated 9 FE 23 on 2d red KGV. This is a new find. There are clearly two A27 postmarkers. This one 

has much larger lettering than the type listed in PMI. $50 
774 Broadarrow receival complete cds for 26 SP 09 on PPC from Newcastle complete with bold duplex cancel 

tying 1d WA swan? Addressed to A.Vass, Broadarrow. $20 
775 Broome (3rd March 1992) "First Air Raids on Broome " pictorial pmk on Japanese Air raid commem postcard. $10 
776 Buckland Hill 1932 (14th Mar) on 3d Sydney Harbour Bridge plain FDC. Bold, clear pmk. $20 
777 Burbanks B28 dated 4 JE 14 tying 1d kangaroo on cover to Victoria. Good cond.  (1-2) $30 
778 Corinthian A26 80% strike on 1d red KGV dated 03 SEP 15. This was the only obliterator issued on 3.10.1913 

& used until closure in 1918. Rare. (1) $120 
779 Cue (15th Oct 1955) D27 crisp, clear strike on 6½d orange QEII on cover addressed to Perth. Attractive. $10 
780 Cue D27, Lennonville 3b in Nil, Nullagine Telegraph Office ORS 2, Paddington A28 (Bullseye) & Princess 

Royal 3b in this neat group of 5. $30 
781 Deanmill E30 bold, crisp complete strike dated 21 MR 62 on 1/2d Tas Tiger illust WCS FDC addressed to UK. 

Staining on cover but not affecting stamp or pmk. $20 
782 Geraldton 12 bar 13 obliterator on 2d yellow swan. $20 
783 Hannans 3b 75% strike on 2d grey swan for 21 OCT 1895. (1) $40 
784 Harris A25 on 2d yellow swan dated 5 Feb 07. (1) $45 
785 Ives Find C30 on 2d red KGV dated 27 OC 32. (1) $30 
786 Kellerberrin Telegraph Office ORS2 on ½d green swans pair for 29 JAN 96. (1-2)  $30 
787 Kojonup 12 bar 29 obliterator on 2d yellow swan, wmk crown cc. $20 
788 Lake Austin 3b-a complete cds on 2d yellow swan for 7 MY 10. Outer ring shows signs of wear with 

postmarker having been used since 1898. (1-2) $25 
789 Lockville 12 bar 25 obliterator on 2d yellow swan with upright wmk crown cc. $20 
790 Ludlow 12 bar 36 obliterator on 2d yellow swan, wmk crown cc. $20 
791 Mandurah 12 bar 6 obliterator on 2d yellow swan. $30 
792 Menzies Duplex Dx PO-b 90% strike on block of 4 1d red swans for 4 JY 1901. A premium strike. (1-2) $30 
793 Middleton Beach type A27 cds tying 2½d red KGVI to Albany addressed cover dated 23 SE 50. $10 
794 Minnimup 15 bar 7 obliterator on 2d yellow swan, wmk crown cc. $25 
795 Mt Morgans Savings Bank Sbii near "bullseye" strike on 9d orange swan dated 16 MY 07. (1) $30 



796 Nannup ORS Post Master oval rubber stamp in green ink applied as arrival b/s dated 14 JAN 1935 on Australia 

to London & return Airmail cover (AAMC 470a). Halls Creek, WA & London registered with "Camberwell" label 
stuck over the Halls Creek one. The Nannup postmaster ORS is not recorded in either PMI or PMC thus 
another new find! $250 

797 Narrogin Savings Bank Sbi. A bullseye upright strike on 4d chestnut swan dated 1 FE 06. Stunning. (1) $35 
798 New Norcia 12 bar 26 obliterator on 2d yellow swan, wmk crown cc. $25 
799 Newleyine Number 1 grid NG-1 on 1d yellow-ochre swan. (SG 70) $30 
800 North Kalgoorlie A28 with "NORTH" removed & used at Kalgoorlie on 18th Apr 1921 on telegram form E2 on 

green paper to the secretary of the Mine Workers Relief Fund, Kalgoorlie. M.W.R.F. received cds. This is the 

less clear of the only 2 known copies just discovered but still complete & reasonably legible. Note North 
Kalgoorlie PO closed 21st Jan 1920.  $120 

801 North Kalgoorlie A28 with "NORTH" removed & used at Kalgoorlie on 11th May 1921 on telegram form E2 on 
buff paper to the secretary of the Mine Workers Relief Fund complete with M.W.R.F. receival cds. The clearer 

of the 2 known examples of this new discovery.  $150 
802 Northcliffe A30 cds dated 15 JE 37 tying 5d chestnut KGV to registered cover to Perth with matching Reg R6 

blue label. Nice combination. $20 
803 Nungarin A28 bold, complete strike on ADR card with 3d KGV perfined OS tied by Merredin cds. Additional 

Nungarin cds on reverse. Good cond. $20 
804 Paynes Find B29 on reg cover addressed to Perth dated 6th OC 53 complete with provisional "PAYNES FIND" 

h/s Registration label in blue & numbered 175. Good cond. $20 
805 Peak Hill Savings Bank SBii complete but variable strike on 1d violet revenue for 24 JU 00. (1) $20 
806 Pingrup C28 complete strike on ADR card dated 20 JU 48. ½d kangaroo & 3d KGVI tied by bold Katanning 

cds. Attractive usage. $20 
807 Popanyinning B29 cds dated 29 AU 36 on ADR card with 2 different "Clerk of Courts, Narrogin" cachets, one 

dated. Another strike on reverse along with 3d KGV perfined OS tied by Narrogin cds. Good cond. $20 
808 Preston 12 bar 19 obliterator on 2d yellow swan. $20 
809 Relief "M" A31 complete strike on 2d red KGV on piece dated 21-5-37. PMI notes use in 1939 & PMC 1941-44. $35 
810 Roebourne 12 bar 30 obliterator on 2d yellow swan, wmk crown ca. $20 
811 Shark Bay A25-b full strike on OHMS Shark's bay addressed cover with "Registration Branch, G.P.O., Perth 

W.A." R6 blue label. 5½d emu perfined WA tied by Registered Perth cds. Boxed "UNCLAIMED" in black with 
neighbouring Land Titles Office Perth cachet in mauve. Good cond. $20 

812 Shark Bay E31 cds in violet tying 6½d QEII to Perth addressed Airmail env dated 6 OC 55. Very good cond. $20 
813 South Kalgoorlie A27 complete strike tying 1d red swan to colour postcard dated 1912 & addressed to East 

Perth. This PO was only open 5 years. $20 
814 Swanbourne A27 on 3d olive kangaroo, 3rd wmk, dated 27 May 1922. PMI states "issued for renaming in 1922 

but no early dates. 25-03-35 to 29-05-69". PMC c1935-69. So rare early use. 
$50 

815 Tardun B28 full bold strike on ADR card from Geraldton with 3d KGV perfined "OS" tied by Geraldton cds's with 

" CLERK OF COURTS GERALDTON" cachet. Good cond. $25 
816 Travelling Post Office EG 4. Three clear strikes on 1d red swans strip of 3 dated 17 MR 01. (1) $35 
817 Walebing C30 cds full strike dated 19 AP 55 on ADR card with "Clerk of Courts 21 APR 1955 Moora" cachet    

in black. $20 
818 Walkaway E30 full strike dated 19 OC 40 on OHMS Geraldton Registered cover with "Clerk of Courts 7 Sep 

1940 Geraldton" cachet in mauve. Another full strike on reverse. $20 
819 Waverley 3b on 5d yellow-olive swan for 23 FE but year missing. (1) $30 
820 Wubin A27 dated 4 MR 40 on ADR card with "Clerk of Courts, Merredin" cachet & Merredin cds tying 3d KGV 

perfined OS with another full Wubin cds beside. Good cond. $20 
821 Yerilla A25 on 1d red KGV for 10 Nov 15. The latest PMI listed date is 9-02-10. (1) $20 
822 Yornanning ORS Post Office oval rubber stamp used as arrival b/s on greetings postcard from Mt Gambier,  

SA on 15 Dec 1905. Very good cond & a rare usage. $90 
823 Yuin D30 on 1½d red KGV. Indistinct date. (1) $35 
824 Yunndaga B27 on 3d olive kangaroo, 3rd wmk, for 9 JUL 21. (1-2) $25 

 WESTERN AUSTRALIA POSTCARDS 
 825 "A Bridge Over The Blackwood River in The Karri Timber Country. West Australia". Copyright Australian Govt. 

Printed by Tucks. B&w in very fine unused cond. $35 
826 "Albany, Western Australia, Town Jetty" by H. Handen, Bookseller, Albany. B&w in superb unused cond with 

undivided back. c1905. $30 
827 "Beverley, W.A." Falk colour in fine cond. Message on back does not detract. Interesting Main St scene. $45 
828 "Birdseye View of Township Busselton" & "Cattle Chosen, Busselton, WA" Murray View No.11. Real photo 

scenes in b&w. Both very good to fine unused from c1940. (2) $20 
829 "Broome, WA Showing Post Office and Gaol" Falk colour used Perth 3 Feb 1912 to Middle Swan, WA. Good 

cond. $30 
830 "Carnarvon Bullock Teams". Anonymous b&w used Carnarvon 5 Sep 1912 to Mornington Mills. Exc cond. $70 
831 "Carnarvon Looking South". Anonymous in b&w used 12 Aug 1910 from Carnarvon to NZ. Damaged lower right 

corner otherwise fine. $40 
832 "Chapman Bridge, Geraldton, WA" Valentines (Geraldton) series in colour c1910. Superb unused. $35 
833 "Chapman River, Geraldton, WA"  Valentines (Geraldton) series in colour c1910. One small defect on back 

otherwise fine unused. $30 
834 "Donnybrook 30 miles from Greenbushes WA" in m/s untitled b&w showing main street in Donnybrook. 

Anonymous with message on the back. Fine but a little faded. $30 
835 "Donnybrook, Looking West". Anonymous b&w printed in Great Britain. Message on back & in fine cond as 

obviously sent under separate cover. $100 
836 "Donnybrook, WA" Falk in colour. Used 26 Feb 1911 from Donnybrook to England. Fine cond. $50 
837 "East End Marine Terrace, Geraldton" showing Harrison's Railway Hotel. Anonymous b&w unused with light 

staining at base. $30 
838 "Gascoyne River, Carnarvon". Anonymous in b&w. Used from Carnarvon on 5 Sep 1912 to NZ. Good cond. $90 



839 "Geraldton Looking North-East" Valentines (Geraldton) series in colour c1910. Fine unused from front buy 
adherence & small stain on back. $30 

840 "Geraldton Looking West from Railway Station, WA" Valentines (Geraldton) series in colour c1910. Superb. $50 
841 "Geraldton Looking West, WA" Valentines (Geraldton) series in colour c1910. Unused but small blemish on 

front. $20 
842 "Geraldton, WA" with photo by Rome of Perth & published by Falk in colour. Used Geraldton 9 Dec 1907 to SA. 

Fine cond. $30 
843 "Government House, Perth, WA" in colour from the Art Series c1910. Fine unused cond. $25 
844 "Grandstand, Perth Racecourse, Perth, W.A." Falk & Co  in colour. 1 swan tied by Albany cds 10 FE 12. 

Addressed to Austria. Corner crack at top left  but otherwise fine. $30 
845 "Harbour Fremantle" Robinsons', Ltd, Bristol bearing thimble "S.M.R. PERTH W.A. AU 26 02" on picture side. 

1d swan tied by Perth duplex. Addressed to Strathfield NSW & with that cds indicating receipt on SP 8 1902. 
Some creasing but a nice card. $40 

846 "High School and Gascoyne River from a Vantage Point" & "Old Section of the Town and Babbage Island" 
Kodachrome Nucolorvue cards in colour. Both fine unused from the front with some cellotape staining on back. 
C1960 (2) $20 

847 "His Majesty's Theatre, Perth" Anonymous colour. Message on back dated Nov 1906. Very good cond. $25 
848 "Lillies Growing Wild, Busselton".  Handing + Billings SWN Series in colour. Fine unused cond. $35 
849 "Loading Wool, Condon, Nor'-West, WA" photo by Rome of Perth, published by Falk in colour. Used from Perth 

to Mornington 4 May 1908. Good cond & rarely seen. $45 
850 "Looking up Swan River from Bicton WA" Falk in colour. Pmkd South Boulden A25 on 23 NOV 08. (1-2) Light 

corner damage otherwise good cond.  $30 
851 "Marine Terrace…Geraldton". Anonymous b&w used 1st Apr 1914 from Geraldton to Fremantle. Fine cond. $40 
852 "Mundaring Weir WA" anonymous in colour with two complete Brownhill 3b in I cds's for OC 31 07. Addressed 

to South Australia. Slight damage to edges. 
$30 

853 "On The Sheep Hills Newmarracarra W. Australia" published by Tuck for the "Australian Pavilion British Empire 
Exhibition, Wembley". Light corner crease otherwise fine. $40 

854 "Post Office and Town Hall, Perth" Anonymous colour posted Kalgoorlie 12 Nov 1908 to Redcliffe, WA. Fine 
cond. $30 

855 "Prince Street, Busselton" H+ B SWN Series in colour. Fine unused with light creasing. Undivided back hence 
c1910. Scarce.  $40 

856 "The Avon River, Beverley, W.A." H+B series in colour. Fine unused cond. $35 
857 "The Blackwood River, near Balingup, W.A." Falk colour card in fine unused cond. $30 
858 "The First Church in W.A., Busselton." Handing + Billings SWN Series. Light corner crease otherwise fine 

unused in colour. $35 
859 "The Grand Central Coffee Palace, Wellington Street, W.A. Perth" by J.R.Robins, Proprietor in colour. Adelaide 

24 DEC (04?) cds & addressed to Glenelg. Good cond. $40 
860 "The Residency, Geraldton". Anonymous b&w card c1910. Fine unused. $30 
861 "The Stone Quarries, Donnybrook".  Anonymous b&w printed in Great Britain. Message on back & in fine cond 

as obviously sent under separate cover. A scarce card. $150 
862 "View from Railway Station, Donnybrook". Anonymous b&w printed in Great Britain. Message on back & in fine 

cond as obviously sent under separate cover. One that most Railway Station postcard collectors won't have! $80 
863 "Vincent Street Beverley" Anonymous b&w in very fine cond. Used Beverley 27 Sep 1910 to Midland Junction. 

A rare card. $100 
864 "Water Fall, Collie River, WA" sent Northam to SA 1 Nov 1904 (fine) plus same scene but in colour mailed Perth 

to Beverley 22 Dec 1909 (adherence to back) & "A Cool Retreat, Collie River WA" also in colour used Fremantle 
to Texas, America. (3) $45 

865 "White Feathers Main Reefs Mine, Kanowna, WA" Falk in colour. 1d swan cancelled Kalgoorlie 27 DE 06 & 
"Brown Hill" in m/s. Exc cond. $30 

866 "White Topped Rocks, near Busselton". Handing + Billings SWN Series in colour. Fine unused cond. $30 
867 Aborigines-Native Daily Life Oilette series with "Family", "Hunting the Kangaroo", "Spearing Fish", "With 

Boomerang", "Corrobree"& "Wurley" plus "Oilette" Perth series showing "Government House", "Town Hall", 
"William Street" (complete with windmill!), "Hay Street", "Fremantle - Port of Perth" & "Perth" (view from Kings 
Park) plus other scenes incl "Citizen Soldiers", "Children Riding to School", "A Sheep Drover", etc. Unfortunately 
partly stuck on pages but frontally fresh & rarely seen. (28) $840 

868 Broome untitled b&w showing manned pearling lugger with surfacing diver. Sent from Broome on 27th March 
1904 to USA. Stamps removed & some adhesions to back & small (pre-used) adhesion to the front but remains 
in reasonable cond & is a rare card. $90 

869 Busselton "Kodak Austral" b&w cards from c1930. Thirteen different with annotations in pencil on the back for 
Prince St, Convent, Queen St, Caves House, Train on Jetty, Vasse River, A Station Scene & Loading Ships at 
the Jetty. All in superb unused cond. (13) $200 

870 Busselton untitled in b&w showing the oldest church in Busselton. Used 5 Mar 1909 from Busselton to 
Wellington NZ. Exc cond. $30 

871 Carnarvon Church untitled b&w card with message on back. The message on reverse indicated that it was 
taken inside Carnarvon Church. Complete with fine Carnarvon 10 Jan 190(8)? cds & addressed to Brunswick 
Junction. $30 

872 Collie untitled showing the aftermath of a fire where 8 shops were burnt. Anonymous b&w . Very fine used from 
Collie with 2 bold 10 Jul 1909 cds's & addressed to Gawler, SA. $120 

873 Geraldton mixed publishers x 5 all in b&w from the 1950's/60's incl "Greenlough River", Marine Terrace" ( 3diff 
views) & "St Francis Xavier Cathedral". All are fine from the front with 3 having messages on the back & some 
having a little staining. (5) $45 

874 Geraldton untitled Kodak Austral b&w ppc showing beach scene, jetty & swimming club. Unused with 2 corner 
creases but not affecting main image. 
 
 
 

 
$25 



 SALE 17 Part 4 -  1.00pm SUNDAY 3rd May 2015 
 

  AUSTRALIA KANGAROOS 
 

 875 1913 1st wmk ½d green booklet pane marginal block of 6 with staple marks from booklet in selvedge. Seldom 

seen so fresh MUH. Ex SB1 $80 
876 ½d, 1d & 3d (both Die I) & marginal 2d hinged on selvedge, the latter with excellent centering, others good. All 

MUH. ACSC Cat. $675 (4) $200 
877 1d red coil strip of 4 with join MUH. Very fresh but perfs trimmed one side of the "joined" bottom unit. $50 
878 1d red Die II coil strips of 11 & 12 both with joins. Fine MUH. ACSC 3 Cat. $35 each for singles plus premium 

for coil strips of 11 or more. $400 
879 1d red with "Cut throat kangaroo"  variety. F/U. ACSC 4(a)i Cat. $100 $30 
880 1d red with "extra island - two Tasmanias" variety. Fine used by light slogan cancel. ACSC 3(E)d. Cat $150 $50 
881 1d red with "notch lower left frame" variety. "Extra Island" substitute. Good to F/U. ACSC 3(E)da Cat. $150 $50 
882 2½d indigo bottom marginal block of 8 showing the no monogram state of the plate. Light vertical gum bend 

through one unit & reinforced by hinge in margin otherwise fine MUH ACSC 9z $750 
883 2½d indigo upper right marginal block of 24 (6x4). Centred high & with foxing/tone spots affecting many units 

however 7 are totally free of toning. Folded through top selvedge vertically with 2 stamps also affected. No 
ACSC listed varieties but a scarce multiple with stunning frontal appearance which remains MUH. ACSC 9A 
Cat. $6600 if fine MUH $400 

884 2d grey upper right block of 8 (2x4). MUH with damaged lower right corner & one unit with natural inclusion. 
Centred to top but fresh with "COMMONWE" of wmk clearly visible in selvedge. ACSC 5A Cat.$1600 $350 

885 2d grey with wmk inverted & "scratch from 1st E of PENCE to map" variety. A scarce combination. F/U by bold 
Perth cds. ACSC 5ae $100 

886 2d deep grey. MUH marginal block of 4 from top right of sheet. Well centred & attractive. ACSC 5B Cat. $800 $400 
887 3d olive block of 4 nicely used with Dangin cds in red. Lower units are Die I with upper ones possibly Die II but 

reserve is conservative to cover doubt. ACSC Cat. $30 Die I or $350 Die II $100 
888 3d olive Die I. MUH block of 4 with selvedge from top left of right pane. Superb. ACSC 12A Cat. $1800 $750 
889 3d olive Die I. One shortish perf at top otherwise fresh MUH & well centred. ACSC 12A Cat. $450 $200 
890 3d olive with inverted wmk. F/U Cat. ACSC 12a Cat. $225 $70 
891 3d olive with inverted wmk. Ironed out corner crease. F/U with part blue 1914 cds. ACSC 12a Cat. $225 $30 
892 4d orange. Slight vertical bend but fresh MUH & well centred with full perfs. ACSC 15A Cat. $850 $200 
893 4d orange, superb MUH. ACSC 15A Cat. $850 $300 
894 5d chestnut MLH & very well centred. SG 8 Retails $140 $40 
895 5d chestnut. A superb marginal MUH example. ACSC 16A Cat. $550 $180 
896 6d blue with inverted wmk. Well centred, good perf & F/U. A lovely example. ACSC 17a Cat. $1000 $700 
897 6d ultramarine. Superb MUH & fresh. ACSC 17A cat. $750 $270 
898 9d violet. Centred slightly to right with one split perf at right but fresh MUH. ACSC 24A Cat. $850 $250 
899 5/- grey & yellow CTO by crisp (M)ELB(OURNE) cds. ACSC 42 Cat. $350 $120 
900 5/- grey & yellow. Fresh MLH, centred slightly to right. ACSC 42B Cat. $900 $300 
901 1/- emerald. Centred high, MLH. SG 11 Retails $130 $40 
902 1/- emerald. Centred very slightly left. Very good perfs & colour. MLH SG 11 $40 
903 10/- grey & pink CTO by crisp cds in top left corner. ACSC 47 Cat. $1100 $500 
904 £1 red-brown & blue Die II. Unused without gum. Well centred with good perfs. SG  15, ACSC 51B                

Cat. $3000 used, $4000 MLH $1,000 
905 £1 red-brown & blue. Fine used with good centering & lovely colour. ACSC 51B Cat. $3000 $1,200 
906 £2 black & rose CTO by crisp (MELBO)URN(E) cds on lower left. Full gum. Excellent centering & colour.           

A lovely stamp. ACSC 55A Cat. $5500 $1,800 
907 1915 2nd wmk 2d grey with JBC monogram. Good to F/U with light part parcel cancel. ACSC 6Azc                

Cat. $1800 as MLH $180 
908 2d grey. MLH with very good centering. SG 24 Retails $170 $40 
909 2½d indigo. Fine MUH. ACSC 10A Cat. $350 $120 
910 1/- blue-green. MLH with fresh colour. SG 28 Retails $270+ $80 
911 5/- grey & chrome F/U with bold cds top right. Light surface marks at base & a couple of nibbled perfs at left 

reflected in low reserve. ACSC 43B Cat. $675 $100 
912 1915-28 3rd wmk  2d grey Die I with "Colour flaw" variety in SE corner. Used with light roller cancel.              

ACSC 7(u)e Cat. $150 $50 
913 2½d blue block of 4. Centred to right & one pulled perf at base. Fine MUH. ACSC 11A cat. $300 $80 
914 2½d deep blue irregular block from right pane with all fine MUH & reasonably well centred Selvedges for      

three stamps ACSC 11B Cat. $800+ $250 
915 2½d indigo Die II with "white scratch off lower WA coast"  variety. F/U. ACSC 11(2)e Cat. $125 $50 
916 3d olive Die I with inverted wmk. Centred right but F/U. ACSC 13a Cat. $150 $60 
917 3d olive Die II. F/O by neat MR 15 20 Tasmania cds. Centred low & left. ACSC 13D Cat. $375 $60 
918 3d olive with inverted wmk in F/U block of 4 with Stock Exchange Melbourne  26 JAN 1917 cds's. Well      

centred but lower right hand stamp has very small tear & corner crease. Some perf. Reinforcing non the less,    
a rare block. ACSC 13a Cat. $600 $280 

919 3d pale olive green Die IIB block of 4. Fine MUH. ACSC 14D Cat. $600 $250 
920 3d yellow olive Die II. MUH with left margin. ACSC 13B Cat. $800 $300 
921 1/- blue green Die 2B with sideways wmk. Slightly toned gum & centred left. MLH. ACSC 33aa Cat. $200 $40 
922 1/- blue green with wmk sideways wmk. Fresh MUH. ACSC 33Aaa Cat. $550 $180 
923 1/- emerald Die IIB MUH Ash imprint block ("N" over "N"). Light toning with 3 stamps affected & selvedge.    

Fine frontal appearance. ACSC 33(3) 2d Cat. $2750 $500 
924 2/- brown. A lovely fresh MUH marginal & well-centred stamp. ACSC 37A Cat. $2500 $850 
925 2/- maroon. Centred slightly to right & odd shortish perf otherwise fine MUH. ACSC 38A cat. $500 $150 
926 5/- grey-black & chrome. Superb MUH. ACSC 44A Cat. $2000 $800 
927 5/- grey & yellow with "broken coast near Sydney & break R.F. below 'A' " variety. Good used top selvedge 

example with part parcel cancel. ACSC 44(D)d  Cat. $450 $90 



928 5/- grey & yellow with "kangaroo with broken tail" variety.  Good used with minimal part  parcel cancel.        
ACSC 44(V)e Cat. $325 $60 

929 5/- grey & yellow with "shading breaks in Bight" variety. Well centred with rich colour. Light parcel cancel.   
ACSC 44(D)n Cat. $450 $90 

930 5/- grey & yellow with "white collar on kangaroo left back leg" variety.  Good to F/U with part oval parcel cancel. 
A couple shortish perfs at top but well centred. ACSC 44(V)r Cat. $450 $90 

931 5/- grey & yellow with "white flaw kangaroos left back leg" variety. One toned perf. Used with part  parcel cancel. 
ACSC 44(V)k Cat. $425 $70 

932 5/- grey & yellow with "white flaw off NSW coast" variety. Good used with part parcel cancel  ACSC 44(D)v   
Cat. $450 $90 

933 6d blue with inverted wmk. Centred slightly left. Good to F/U. ACSC 19a Cat. $275 $100 
934 6d chestnut pair with right hand stamp showing "broken leg" variety. MUH ACSC 21A (3)d with normal          

Cat. $325 + MUH premium $160 
935 6d chestnut top right corner block of 4 but with light "tell tale" horizontal striations from one of "those photo 

albums". Misplaced horizontal perfs touching top of lower pair. Also "hairline Broome to left frame on top right 
unit" variety. ACSC 21(3)ha $80 

936 6d dull blue & 6d chestnut. Both MLH. SG 38b & 73 Retail $200 (2) $90 
937 6d dull grey blue. A superb marginal MUH Die II example. ACSC 19E Cat. $675 $260 
938 9d violet Die II MUH well centred marginal block. ACSC 26A Cat. $1100 $400 
939 9d violet Die IIB with "white flaw lower part left "N" in nine" variety. Nibbled perfs right & creased at top. Good 

used.  ACSC 27(4)l Cat. $125 
$20 

940 9d violet Die IIB Plate 3 Ash imprint pair. MLH/MVLH. ACSC 27(3)zg Cat $400 $80 
941 10/- grey & deep aniline pink, F/U by part cds at right. Slightly soiled at left but does not detract from this well 

centred stamp with rich colour. ACSC 48B Cat. $600 $180 
942 £1 purple-brown & blue F/U by light cds in lower right corner. A couple of shortish perfs at base otherwise well 

centred with lovely fresh colour. ACSC 52C Cat. $2250 $800 
943 £1 grey F/U with light lower left cds. Well centered & good perfs. ACSC 53A Cat. $500 $160 
944 £2 purple black & rose F/U with light lower left cds. Centred  to right but excellent perfs. ACSC 56C Cat. $3500 $1,500 
945 1923-30 Smult 1/- blue green Ash imprint gutter block of 4 ("N" over "A"). Nibbled perfs & toning affecting one 

MLH stamp. Others are fine MUH & well centred. ACSC 34B(4)z $180 
946 1/- emerald Ash imprint gutter block of 4 ("N" over "A"). MLH & well centred. ACSC 34A(4)z Cat. $800 $200 
947 1/- emerald. A lovely MUH stamp. ACSC 34A Cat. $200 $80 
948 10/- grey & pale pink with "broken coast near Sydney" & "white flaw after "I" of Australia" varieties. MVLH with 

lovely colour. ACSC 49Dj Cat. $1350 $700 
949 10/- grey & pale pink, Die II, F/U with light cds top right. Well centred & a very attractive example. ACSC 49  

Cat. $700 $300 
950 10/- grey & pink. Fresh MUH, centred slightly to right. Lovely colour. ACSC 49 Cat. $3000 $900 
951 6d chestnut Ash imprint gutter block of 4 ("N" over "N") with top left stamp showing "hairline in Bight" variety. 

Fresh MUH. ACSC 22(3)z Cat. $450 $250 
952 6d chestnut Ash imprint gutter block of 4 ("N" over "A"). Hinged in selvedge only with stamps fine & fresh MUH. 

ACSC 22(4)z Cat. $400 $160 
953 9d violet Ash imprint gutter block of 4 ("N" over "N"). Hinged in gutter & adjacent 2 stamps, others MUH.    

ACSC 28A (3)z Cat. $1500 $300 
954 9d violet with "shading breaks over "I" of Australia" variety. Centred left but neatly F/U. ACSC 28(3)d Cat. $150 $60 
955 2/- maroon with "coloured spot off WA coast" variety. Lightly used. ACSC 39(1)g Cat. $125 $40 
956 2/- maroon. Well centred MUH marginal example, hinged on selvedge only. ACSC 39A Cat. $450 $160 
957 5/- grey & yellow cancelled with 2 partial Turkey Creek, WA cds's. SG 111 $40 
958 5/- grey & yellow orange. Centred low, MUH. ACSC 45A Cat. $400 $120 
959 £2 grey & rose-crimson F/U with light cds. Centred down but well clear of perfs. Nice colour. ACSC 57A Cat. 

$1200 $480 
960 1931-47 CofA 6d chestnut top marginal block of 4 with stamps all MUH. ACSC 23A Cat. $320 $100 
961 9d violet with "shading breaks over "I" of Australia" variety. F/U with Albany North cds. ACSC 29(3)d Cat. $100 $50 
962 9d violet Ash imprint gutter block of 4. MUH with very feint hinge mark on selvedge. Well centred.                   

ACSC 29A(3)z Cat. $650 $200 
963 2/- maroon die II with "cut throat kangaroo" variety in vert pair with normal. F/U with part Melbourne Ship Mail 

Room cds. ACSC 40(I)l Cat $50+ $30 
964 2/- maroon Type A & B imprint blocks of, the Ash being a gutter block with one stamp MLH otherwise all other 

MUH. ACSC 40A & 41A $75 
965 2/- maroon x 2 showing "white flaw from top of "H" of shilling to value circle" constant flaw. Both F/U. Not      

listed in ACSC. (2)  $30 
966 5/- grey & yellow marginal example from top left of right pane. Centred left but with selvedge not so apparent. 

MLH with hinge mark on selvedge only. ACSC 46B Cat. $1500 $450 
967 5/- grey & yellow, centred slightly to right. Trivial tone speck otherwise MUH. ACSC 46B Cat. $1500 $450 
968 10/- grey & pink Die II. F/U & well centred. SG 136 Cat. £150 $60 
969 10/- grey & pink. Well centred with one flat perf top right. Fine MUH. ACSC 50a Cat. $2500 $800 
970 £1 grey F/U with a light cds. Centred very slightly low. ACSC 54 Cat. $420 $120 
971 £1 grey. MUH. Centred slightly to left otherwise superb in all other respects. ACSC 54, $2500 $800 
972 £2 grey & rose-crimson good used with smudged indistinct cds bottom left corner leaving design clear. Centred 

up but rich colour & perfs fine. ACSC 58A Cat. $750 $180 
973 1931-36 CofA  £2 grey-black & rose-crimson F/U by bold partial Tennant Creek cds across top. Centred to left 

but clear of perfs. Rich, fresh colour. ACSC 58B Cat. $750. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
$180 



 KING GEORGE V  
974 1914-20 Single wmk ½d green, compound perf, Harrison right pane of 60 from electro 7. Some perfs 

separating vertically otherwise fine with the ACSC listing 12 flaws on this electro in the right pane at $50 each 
plus premium for unmounted mint. $250 

975 1d carmine-red Harrison one line imprint block with vertical perfs separating on both top units. Fresh MUH. 
ACSC 71(1)zi Cat. $1000+ $400 

976 1d aniline carmine well centred block of 4 with 3 stamps MUH. Lovely rich colour. ACSC 71z Cat. $200 $80 
977 1d carmine-red single line perf block of 36 (6x6) plate 1 with some compartment lines. Fine MUH except   

surface mark on one stamp. ACSC 70(1) Cat. $1600 $600 
978 1d carmine-red Die III. Centred low. MLH with a barely perceptible hinge mark. ACSC 75A Cat. $60 $30 
979 1d rose carmine Die III on rough unsurfaced paper. MUH marginal block of 4  with left margin showing "TRALIA" 

part of wmk. Stamps centred to right but fresh & attractive. SG 53a, ACSC 75A Cat. $900 $200 
980 1d carmine Die II (submerged spur). Centred to right. Thick white gum, more commonly found on Die III. MUH 

ACSC 71(1)I Cat. $1250 $200 
981 1d carmine-red, deep bright red & brownish red shades all Die III MUH. The first two centred to right, the last 

mentioned slightly to left. ACSC 75A, C & D Cat. $4950 (3) $800 
982 1d red selection with smooth paper pair MUH & 3 singles incl. inverted wmk. MLH. Also scarlet aniline pair on 

rough paper MUH/MLH. All have reasonable to fine centering. (8) $60 
983 1d green right marginal block of 9 with "white flaw behind King's ear & horizontal white flaw over "E" of "ONE". 

Fresh MUH. $75 
984 1½d black-brown Harrison imprint block of 16 (12 to left of imprint). MUH with some perf separation. Also a 

MUH block of 4 very with white gum. ACSC 83Az plus extras Cat. $800 $160 
985 4d lemon-yellow on 1917 (12th Feb) Registered cover with "Paynes Find Reg no 649" in red ink m/s plus rubber 

dated handstamp "Feb 14 1917" in mauve. Cancelled Yalgoo 12 FE 17. Hole punch hole lower left otherwise 
fine. Scarce & attractive. ACSC cat $600 $300 

986 4d yellow-orange top right marginal block of 4 with right selvedge detached but stamps reinforced with hinge. 
Well centred with the lower right stamp appearing to have "line through FOURPENCE" variety. All MLH & light 
gum bend affecting each reflected in reserve. ACSC 110(2)r Cat. $700+ $400 

987 4d orange block of 9. Well centred with minor blemish on gum of one unit & trivial soiling on head of lowest 
middle unit otherwise fine MUH. ACSC 110 Cat. $1100+ $400 

988 4d pale orange-yellow block of 6 (3x2). Centred slightly to left & one perf toned on stamp at top left otherwise 
fine MUH. ACSC 110E Cat. $6600 $2,200 

989 4d pale orange-yellow horizontal pair. Well centred with light gum tone mark on one unit otherwise MUH.    
ACSC 110E Cat. $2200 $700 

990 4d yellow-orange (aniline) block of 16 with selvedge at right. Two stamps creased & aged gum but well centred 
& frontally fresh. ACSC 110B Cat. $1280 as MLH $250 

991 4d orange (aniline) pair. MUH with slightly even toned gum. ACSC 110A Cat. $250 $80 
992 4d pale orange-yellow. MUH marginal from bottom right of sheet. ACSC 110E Cat. $1100 $400 
993 4d pale orange with wmk showing through clearly from the front incl frame base line. Fine MUH.                  

ACSC 110E Cat. $1100 $400 
994 4d orange with "line through fourpence" variety. F/U with Registered Sydney cds. ACSC 110(2)r Cat. $175 $90 
995 5d chestnut with a definite orange tinge. Fresh MVLH & well centred. ACSC 122A Cat. $90 $40 
996 1918-20 Large Mult Perf.14 ½d green block of with CA monogram in bottom margin. Slightly toned gum but 

MUH & scarce as such. Some separation down centre.ACSC 65(5)z Cat. for strip of 3 is $400 & $250 as single. $180 
997 ½d green lower right corner block of 24. Electro 5 with "Thin fraction at right" & "CA monogram substituted for 

JBC" varieties. Fresh MUH. ACSC 65(5)m & zd Cat. $1200++ $700 
998 ½d green complete sheet of 120 folded through gutter. Staining in selvedge & one stamp (tone spot). CA 

monograms of electros 4 & 5 at lower left & lower right. ACSC $3000 for monogram both sides in strip of 12 
hence huge premium for complete sheet with positional varieties as per ACSC totalling nearly $2000 alone plus 
further premium for unmounted mint. Please view with great care! $3,000 

999 1d carmine-rose top margin block of 4. Fine MUH. ACSC 74A Cat. $280 $80 
1000 1d carmine-rose, plate 4, top left marginal block of 10 MUH (2x5) showing "secret mark" at position 1.        

ACSC 74A Cat. $700 for basic MUH blocks plus two varieties $300 
1001 1d green lower left corner block of 12. MUH but some adherences in lower selvedge. ACSC 78 Cat. $360 $120 
1002 1½d black brown with inverted wmk. MUH & well-centred. ACSC 84Aa Cat. $150 $80 
1003 1½d black brown on very thin paper plus "scalloped frame at right"  variety. Centred left but F/U with rich colour. 

ACSC 84aa (1)o Cat. $60 $50 
1004 1918-23 Single wmk ½d orange corner block of 4 with inverted wmk & pos. 59 variety "flaw on ear" variety with 

selvedge confirming position. Bottom 2 stamps MUH, top 2 MLH. ACSC 66A (7) 53-4, 59-60 Cat. $200 $50 
1005 1d red-purple top right corner block of 4. Light even toning with some perf separation in selvedge but is MUH. 

ACSC 76C Cat. $100 $30 
1006 1½d green MUH block of 4, ACSC 88A Cat. $80 & 1926/30 2d Die III perf. 13½x12½ Ash imprint block hinged 

in selvedge only. ACSC 102aZ Cat. $85 (2) $40 
1007 1½d red-brown left pane of 60 with selvedge missing from 4 of top row stamps. From electro 12 showing "white 

flaw on base of neck" on last stamp. ACSC lists 5 varieties on left pane of this electro. Partial Harrison imprint 
9mm below the stamps at lower right. Fresh. ACSC 87 Cat. $100 per stamp plus varieties at x 3 = $7000 $1,500 

1008 4d violet. Top marginal block of 4. Fine MUH. ACSC 111A $50 
1009 4d violet. Well centred MUH block of 6. ACSC 111A Cat. $300 $150 
1010 4d bright ultramarine block of 4. Harrison shade. Centred High. MUH. ACSC 118A Cat. $900 $260 
1011 4d blue Harrison printing with inverted wmk & the start of the "notches in lower frame only" variety but does not 

show the "diagonal scratch from beard to S.W. corner" variety.  Possibly the early stages of this plate wear & 
not presently recorded in the ACSC. Good to F/U, centred slightly left with one toned perf & one short but a 
scarce stamp genuinely used. ACSC 113aa Cat. $1000 $400 

1012 1/4d turquoise-blue block of 4. Horizontal perfs separating between right units & left pair have short/pulled perfs 
otherwise very well Centred & fresh MUH. ACSC 128A Cat. $2700 $800 

1013 1/4d greenish blue. Superb MUH. ACSC 128B Cat. $675 $280 



1014 1/4d greenish blue single block of 4. Missing corner on bottom right stamp otherwise well centred & MUH. 
ACSC 128B Cat. $2700 $1,000 

1015 1924 Single wmk 1d violet pair on 1922 cover with "nick near top of left frame" & "wattle line" varieties. 

Excellent display cover in fine cond. ACSC 76(4)f & 76(4f)g  
$100 

1016 1d green block of 4 with varieties "Ferns" (partly corrected) VII/54, MLH & "RA joined" VII/60, MUH. ACSC 
77(4)ia & j Cat. $160 $50 

1017 1½d red block of 4 with "HALEPENCE" (MLH) & "RAL retouch" (MUH) varieties. ACSC 89(22)i&j  Cat. $80 $40 
1018 1½d scarlet block of 4 showing "halepence" & thin "RA" varieties. MUH. SG 77b/c, ACSC 89A (22) i&j Cat. $150 $50 
1019 2d red-brown with "heavy white flaw in L.V.T." variety. MUH & top marginal. ACSC 97Af Cat. $400 $140 
1020 3d violet blue marginal block of 12 with selvedge on three sides (top of right pane) from Harrison Plate. MUH. 

ACSC 104A Cat. $900 $260 
1021 4½d violet block of 4 MUH. SG 81, ACSC 118A Cat. $400 $160 
1022 1924 No wmk 1d green block of 6 & 1½d red block of 4 MUH. Some dents on 1d & a very light tone stripe.  

1½d fresh & fine. ACSC 79 Cat. $120, 90A Cat. $100 $60 
1023 1926-30 SM wmk Perf. 14 ½d orange lower left block of 20. Hinged in selvedge only. ACSC 67A Cat. $400 

plus premium for large block $100 
1024 1d green Ash imprint block with "N" over "A" plus ½d orange perf. 13½x12½ marginal blocks (2). All MUH. 

ACSC 80Bz Cat. $125+  & 68A x 2 (3 blocks) $40 
1025 1d green with "flaw under neck retouch" variety from 2nd state. MLH centred slightly right. ACSC 80(4)ha    $60 
1026 1½d red Die II, plate 1a, Mullett imprint gutter block of 4. MLH with some light tone spots & bottom selvedge 

with 2 creases not affecting stamps. Remains a scarce block. ACSC 91(1a)2a  Cat $1,250. $250 
1027 2d red-brown top marginal block of 4 with "damaged top frame at left" variety. Centred low with 2 units MUH  

incl variety, others MLH.  ACSC 98(16)p Cat. $560 $250 
1028 2d red-brown right marginal block of 4. Centred to right but MUH plus 1½d red Ash imprint gutter block MLH. 

ACSC 91B(3)2c Cat. $80 & 98A Cat. $700 $180 
1029 3d blue type A & B pair in 2 line Mullett imprint gutter. Plate 4. Light toning with left unit MUH but creased & right 

MLH. ACSC 106(4)z Cat.$450 $80 
1030 4½d violet top marginal block of 4. Centred to right. MUH. ACSC 119 Cat. $360 $80 
1031 1/4d greenish blue. Centred to right but MUH. ACSC 129A Cat. $1250 $400 
1032 1926-30 SM wmk Perf 13½x12½  ½d to 1/4d good to F/U set of 11. SG 94104 Cat. £75 $25 
1033 1½d red left marginal block MLH & 2d red-brown Ash imprint MUH block folded through gutter. Light tinge of 

toning towards top. ACSC 92B Cat. $30 & 99 (2)z Cat. $200 $50 
1034 1½d red brown Ash imprint gutter blocks of 4 with "N" over "N" MLH & "N" over "A" x 2 MUH. Also a 1931/36 

CofA MUH block folded through gutter. ACSC 93(1)za & 94(1)za. (4 blocks) $160 
1035 1d green Die I/II pair. Fresh MUH. ACSC 81(1)ia Cat $150 $75 
1036 1d green Die I/II block of 4. Fine MUH. ACSC 81(1)ia Cat $300 $150 
1037 1d green lower left corner block of 9. Fine MUH. ACSC 81B Cat. $130 $40 
1038 1d green positional Ash imprint gutter block of 12 with "N" over "N". Has both Die I x 8 & Die II x 4. Folded 

through gutter but fresh MUH. ACSC 81(1)ia, 2b etc. Cat. $750 $300 
1039 2d scarlet Die II & Die III Ash imprint blocks, the former with fold through gutter but MUH, the latter reinforced  

on inner perfs of top left stamp. ACSC 100 Az Cat. $125 & 102 Az Cat. $85 $60 
1040 3d blue type A & B pair. Fresh MLH but crease down left stamp. ACSC 107c Cat $250 $50 
1041 3d blue type A & B pair on registered Airmail cover from Perth to USA (24th May 1929). Exc cond. ACSC 107c 

Cat. $250 as a pair off cover $180 
1042 3d blue type A + B pair. Fresh MUH top marginal pair. ACSC 107c Cat. $575 $350 
1043 3d blue with "white flaw in oval in front of kangaroo" variety. MLH with slight hinge stain. ACSC107(4)g Cat $225 $90 
1044 3d dull blue Die II Ash imprint gutter block of 4. MLH in selvedge with all stamps fresh MUH. SG 100a,       

ACSC 108cz Cat. $250 $80 
1045 4d olive left marginal block of 4. MUH. ACSC 116A Cat. $300 $100 
1046 4d olive marginal vertical pair  showing  "kangaroo's tongue out" variety in pair with normal. Well centred & fresh 

MUH. ACSC 116A Cat. $450 $180 
1047 4½d violet bottom marginal block of 8. Centred to right with very light hinge marks in lower selvedge but stamps 

all MUH. ACSC 120B Cat. $2100 $350 
1048 5d orange-brown John Ash imprint block of 4. MUH with light hinge mark in gutter only. ACSC 126z Cat. $475 $200 
1049 5d orange-brown top selvedge block of 4. Centred high left. Fresh MUH with light hinge mark in selvedge only. 

ACSC 126 Cat. $500 $220 
1050 1/4d greenish blue. Centred low with a hint of light gum toning. MUH with bottom margin. ACSC 130A Cat. $750 $200 
1051 1/4d turquoise. MLH but light even toning. SG 104 $30 
1052 1/4d turquoise Ash imprint gutter block of 4 centred low & right. Light hinge marks in gutter & lower selvedge. 

Vertical gum bend through right units. Frontally fresh & stamps MUH. ACSC 130Bz Cat. $3000 $500 
1053  1931-36 CofA 2d, 3d & 4d Ash imprint gutter blocks MLH in gutter only plus 2d block of 6 MUH. ACSC 103/z 

Cat. $60, 109za Cat. $325 & 117z Cat. $325 (4 blocks) $200 
1054 3d blue Ash imprint gutter block of 4 with all stamps MUH & MLH in gutter only. ACSC 109za Cat. $325 $150 
1055 3d blue Ash imprint gutter block of 4 with all stamps MUH & MLH in gutter only. ACSC 109za Cat. $325 $150 
1056 5d chestnut Ash imprint gutter block of 4 folded through gutter with hinge trace spilling over to both top row 

stamps. Pen mark on gum side effects lower stamp. Centred to left. ACSC 127(2)z Cat. $350 $50 
1057 5d chestnut Ash imprint gutter block of 4 MUH (not quite fresh) plus marginal block of 4 fresh MUH in a brighter 

shade. ACSC 127z Cat. $350 & 127 block Cat. $160 $100 
1058 5d chestnut MUH block of 4 well centred. Also 3d ultramarine ovptd "OS"MUH block of 4, centred low left & 2/- 

kangaroo, type II, also in MUH block. All fine & fresh. Cat. £120 + premium for pre-1936 MUH. $75 
1059 1/4d turquoise-blue Ash imprint block of 4. Perfs touching on both sides of gutter & gutter lightly folded. MUH. 

ACSC 131Bz cat. $1000+ $300 
1060 1/4d turquoise-blue Ash imprint gutter block of 4. Gutter folded with perfs touching on either side of gutter. MUH. 

ACSC 131Bz cat. $1000+ 
 
 

 
$300 



 AUSTRALIAN LETTERCARDS 
 1061 1913 1d kangaroo with " Cataract Gorge, Launceston Tas" view in blackish brown. Fine mint. ACSC LC16    

Cat. $125 $50 
1062 1913 1d kangaroo with "The Two Brothers, Queensland" (boulders). Mint cond but edges stuck together.    

ACSC LC16 Cat. $125 $30 
1063 1914/18 1d KGV Sideface “PORT PIRIE Sth AUSTRALIA” view in greenish-black. Fine mint. ACSC LC104    

Cat. $100 
$50 

1064 1914/18 1d KGV Sideface, Die I, perf. 12½ with “2
nd

 A.I.F. EMBARKING” view in greenish-black. Fine mint. 
ACSC LC27 (M1B) $100 

1065 1914/18 1d KGV Sideface, Die I, perf. 12½ with “MARCH PAST through the streets of MELBOURNE of A.I.F.” 
(wide view) in black. Fine mint. ACSC LC27 (M5B) $100 

1066 1914/18 1d KGV Sideface, Die I, perf. 12½, with “SIGNALLING EXERCISE” view in blue-black. Fine mint. 
ACSC LC27 (M9B) $100 

1067 1914/18 1d KGV Sideface, Die I, perf. 12½, with “SUBMARINE AE.1 (now sunk)” view in deep violet-blue.     
Fine mint. ACSC LC27 (M10B) $100 

 OFFICIALS 
 1068 1914 2/- brown kangaroo, 1st wmk, perfined small "OS". F/U but a couple of tone spots. SG O26 Cat. £140 $60 

1069 1915/18 3d olive kangaroo, 3rd wmk, Die I with inverted wmk perfined "OS". F/U ACSC 13a Cat. $130 $50 
1070 1915/18 2/- brown, 3rd wmk, perfined "OS" with "colour spot off WA coast" (near Geraldton)  variety. Superb 

F/U with almost complete Melbourne Ship Mail Room cds. ACSC 37(I)g Cat. $300 $120 
1071 1916 1d deep red, single wmk, on rough paper Die II perfined "OS". Mint with no gum & centred far right & up. 

ACSC 72(1)ib Cat. $500 as MLH. $50 
1072 1924 4d olive perfined "OS" marginal block. Centred bottom right. Fresh MUH. SG 083, ACSC 118Ab           

Cat. $2400 for block $400 
1073 1929/30 6d to 5/- kangaroos, Sm Mult wmk, perfined "OS". All CTO. 1/- is off-centre.  ACSC 22w, 23w, 39w & 

45w. Total Cat. $435 $90 
1074 1929/30 9d violet kangaroo, Sm Mult wmk, perfined small "OS". MLH. SG O115 $90 
1075 1930 2d golden-scarlet, Die III, perfined OS. Top right corner block of 8 hinged on margin only. Stamps fresh 

MUH. SG O104A Retails $300 + $120 
1076 1931 1d green KGV ovptd "OS" in CTO block of 21 from plate 3 incl 2 varieties, "Broken crown top" & "white 

scratch behind kangaroo". ACSC 82 OS(3)i & j Cat. $150+ $100 
1077 1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith ovptd "OS". 3d centred right. MUH. They appear to be genuine ovpts displaying 

the correct characteristics but are sold "as is". SG O123/24 Retail $550 with cert.   $150 
1078 1931 2d Kingsford Smith ovptd "OS". MLH with good perfs. SG O123 $40 
1079 1931 6d brown Kingsford Smith Airmail ovptd "OS". MUH top left, well centred marginal block of 4. SG 139a  $80 
1080 1932 6d chestnut kangaroo ovptd "OS" MUH. Good centering & perfect perfs. SG O133 Retails $80 $25 
1081 1932 1/- Lyrebird in the yellowish-green shade ovptd OS. F/U SG O136 Retails $65 $20 
1082 1932 1/- Lyrebird ovptd "OS". Fine MUH. SG O136var. Retails $120 $50 

 AUSTRALIA POSTAGE DUES  
 1083 1902 ½d emerald-green in right marginal block of 8 with "second "N" of "PENNY" broken" & "BUE" for "DUE" 

varieties. Superb MUH. ACSC D1e & f 
$80 

1084 1902 ½d emerald-green inter-pannu gutter block of 8 with "second "N" of "PENNY" broken" & ""BUE" for 
"DUE"". Superb MUH. SG D1, ACSC D1e & f $80 

1085 1902/04 5/- green, perf. 11½, 12 compound with 11, F/U block of 4 with clear cds of "PARCEL POST BRANCH 
TOWNSVILLE". Lovely multiple. SG D33 $30 

1086 1902/04 5/- green, perf. 12 x 11, ovptd "SPECIMEN". MLH. SG D33s $100 
1087 1909/10 10/- red & green, crown over A wmk. Superb used. SG D72 Cat £150, ACSC D91 Cat $300 $150 
1088 1922/36 3d carmine & pale yellow green, perf 14, vertical strip of 6 MUH. ACSC D109B Cat. $210 $60 
1089 1946/57 3d carmine & green block of 8 with "broken left frame of value tablet" variety. Fresh MUH SG D122, 

ACSC 132d $60 
 AUSTRALIA PRE-DECIMAL 

 1090 1911 1d black brown KGV full face "Coronation" card. Unused but light tone spots on back & corner crease but 
frontally fine. $30 

1091 1911 1d full face Post Card with "Spring St. Melb." view in purple-brown. Used 1912 Carnegie to Cheltenham. 
Superb. ACSC P21(6) $30 

1092 1911 1d red KEVII full face Post Cards for "GOLD DIGGERS, VICTORIA" used with Elizabeth St cancel, ACSC 
P21(9) & "GOLD MINE, VICTORIA" unused, ACSC P21 (II). Both in very good cond. Total cat. $125 (2) $50 

1093 1911 1d red KEVII Post Card. Fine unused. ACSC P1 Cat $60 $25 
1094 1913 1d kangaroo used Postal Cards x 4 with two of each cancelled Bendigo & Chiltern all with pinholes plus 

damaged example used at Charlton, Vic. (5 items) $20 
1095 1913 1d red kangaroo PSE, original die, unused. Folded vertically at centre otherwise fresh. $60 
1096 1913 2/- kangaroo booklet complete with the tissue interleaving not stuck to stamps & original staple intact. 

Seldom seen at all let alone in such fine cond as this one. Rare. SB 1 Cat. £2250 $1,600 
1097 1914 1d pale red KGV engraved Plate No 1 Treasury imprint block of 8 hinged in selvedge & right extremities of 

horiz perfs resulting in 4 MUH & 4 MLH stamps. Small thin on selvedge but free of toning.ACSC 59Az Cat. $400 $120 
1098 1914 6d engraved kookaburra. A couple of shortish perfs bottom right otherwise Fresh MUH SG 19 $75 
1099 1914 6d engraved kookaburra. MUH SG 19 Retails $240 $100 
1100 1914 6d engraved kookaburra. Well centred & fresh MUH. SG 19, ACSC 60 Retails $240 $120 
1101 1914 6d engraved kookaburra. Top right corner block of 4.Crease across top selvedge but all stamps fine MUH 

& well centred. Remarkable item in this cond. ACSC 60A Cat. $1000 + premium for well centred block $500 
1102 1914, 1928 & 1932 kookaburras plus 1932 1/- lyrebird all fine MUH. Both 6d's centred to left but clear of perfs, 

3d centred right & 1/- well centred. (4) $75 
1103 1915 "Blue Mosque, Cairo" WWI stampless postcard. Posted Egypt to Melbourne with cds of 13.X1.15 

"AUSTRALIANS BASE DETAILS P.O." in black & in pale violet, "FRANKED 3rd TRAINING Battalion".     
Heavily worn. $20 



1104 1915 "Anzacs in France. Drawing water for the gun crew" Daily Mail sepia postcard. Mint cond from "Daily Mail 
Official War Pictures" series. No. 151. $30 

1105 1915 "Landing at Anzac Cove (Dardanelles) 25th April 1915" L.E. Tatton B&W postcard. Written on reverse in 
pencil but sent under cover, "Dear Ant, As you can see am still stuck here in the above cont. camp + it gets 
frightfully monotonous, nothing to do all day. You will no doubt recognise the picture herewith. Love you, will 
never forget our love. Walter". Sent from the convalescent camp at "Weymouth" & dated 1.2.18. Appears under 
separate cover as no address, stamp, postal markings or censorship. Good cond & highly collectable. $120 

1106 1915/16 1d red KGV pre-stamped postcard unused  but slightly stained (ACSC PC27 Cat. $150) plus 1d green 
KGV x  2 & ditto surcharged "THREE HALFPENCE" & 1½d red brown. Odd light spot & faults on latter 5. (6) $30 

1107 1916 ½d green & 2d violet  KGV Star Envelopes without "POSTAGE". Each with Melbourne 3 JL16 CTO 
datestamps being examples for UPU distribution. 2d aged on reverse & ½d flap stuck down. Superb 
appearance & scarce. ACSC EP6 & 12 Cat $550 $180 

1108 1916 1d mauve KGV pre-printed addressed "British Australian Wool Realisation Association Ltd" in Melbourne 
PSE's. Unused with moderate creasing. Two shades. (2) $30 

1109 1916 (28th Nov) 2½d indigo, 2nd wmk, on censor cover from Melbourne to New York. "PASSED" cachet in 
violet & "S.S. MOANA" typed top left. Flap torn on opening not visible from front. ACSC Cat. $180 $60 

1110 1917 (19th May) "REPORT OF CASE OF INFECTIOUS DISEASE To THE MUNICIPALITY" OHMS pre-printed 
letter. Completed in ink manuscript for a Thomas Payne, aged 33, of 18 Melrose Street, South Richmond,  with 
Spinal Meningitis. Occupation is "carpenter". Doctor signed & unusually without stamp & taxed accordingly. $30 

1111 1917 1d red KGV "Military Envelope" with "Australian Imperial Force, Abroad" at base on cream stock. Vertical 
fold & hinging marks but unused with reasonable appearance. ACSC X2.5 $80 

1112 1917/19 ""NOTIFICATION OF A CASE OF INFECTIOUS DISEASE" OHMS printed letters x 4 all in the 
Richmond, Victoria area. 1d red kangaroos on two & 1d red & 1½d brown KGV on the others. Disease incl 
Typhoid, Influenza & Diphtheria. All Doctor signed & with details of the patient incl schools/occupations. An 
interesting lot in good cond. (4) $90 

1113 1917 Trans-Australian Railway b&w Postcards in original env. (worn) Cards in mint cond from Rose Series 
showing "Lounge Car", Sleeping Car First Class, Dining Car, Observation Car, Camel Buggy Used During 
Construction, "Carting water" (Camels), "Packing Chaff", "For Over 300 Miles Line Runs Without a Curve", 
“Meeting of Tracklayers from East & West Oct 17, 1917" & "Aboriginals". Cards in fresh mint cond with 
Commonwealth railways logo on reverse. (10) $50 

1114 1917 Trans-Australian Railway b&w postcards in original env. for set 1 (W.1/W.6) in mint cond from Rose Series 
showing "Lounge Car", "Dining Car' "The Barking Lizard", The Cave Owl", "Cave on Nullarbor Plain" & "Cairn at 
the Border". Some light staining on reverse but frontally fine. (6) $30 

1115 1918 (19th June) Censored cover to USA bearing 2½d kangaroo & handstamped at base "PASSED BY 
CENSOR 7 3rd Military District" in blue. Continuous MELBOURNE VICTORIA machine cancel across length of 
envelope. From CBA to Philadelphia National Bank. Two vertical folds. $30 

1116 1919 (28th January) "Notification of a Case of Infectious Disease" OHMS pre-printed letter with 1½d brown KGV 
pmkd East Melbourne. Completed in ink manuscript for Maggie Gardner, aged 20, of 319 Church Street, 
Richmond, with Influenza. Doctor signed. Attractive. $30 

1117 1922 (27th Mar) ½d Green KGV 2 singles & pair with 6d ultramarine, 3rd wmk, kangaroo (corner fault) used on 
cover to Switzerland all tied by "Spencer St Late Fee" cds's. Wohlen b/s. Nice overseas usage. $90 

1118 1923 4½d on 5d brown KGV Registered Envelope with address lines at left. Fine mint. ACSC RE16 Cat $300 $150 
1119 1928 4½d violet KGV oval Registered Envelope with "top square in crown missing" variety (H&G 25a) used from 

Perth to Port Siad with red Regd label (R.6) for Perth. Port Siad Port Taufiq b/s's. Slightly worn but remains an 
attractive genuinely used example.  $60 

1120 1928 4½d violet KGV oval Registered Envelope. Fine mint. ACSCRE21 Cat $100 $50 
1121 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet from  bottom right corner. Slightly aged MU & a natural gum crease on 

bottom selvedge. Frontally fresh with strong colour. SG MS106a $100 
1122 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet from bottom of sheet. Fine MUH, no perf separation. SG MS106a Retail $300 $120 
1123 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet from top of sheet. MUH but several tweezer marks & a natural gum crease. 

Lovely fresh appearance though. SG MS106a $120 
1124 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet. Fine MUH with no perf separation. SG MS106a Retail $300 $120 
1125 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet. Fine used by light green Exhibition cds. No perf separation. Fine & attractive. 

SG MS 106a Retails $350 $150 
1126 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet. MUH with minor gum graze & Tweezer marks visible from front at lower left. 

Well-centred. SG MS106a $80 
1127 1929 3d green Airmail, type A, imprint block of 4 plus plate blocks 1-4. All stamps MUH with hinging on 

selvedge only. Plate 3 has vertical gum creases. A fresh group. SG 115 $100 
1128 1929 3d green Airmail, type B block of 9. Centred left but fresh MUH. ACSC 135 Cat. $200 $75 
1129 1929 3d green Airmail, type B, top right marginal block of 16. Marginal perf separation & hinge mark otherwise 

fresh MUH. SG 115 Retails $300+ $100 
1130 1929 1½d WA Cent imprint block of 4 (selvedge thinned) & MLH block of 4 with top left stamp showing plate 2 

re-entry to "T" & neck. Also 1927 1½d Canberra marginal blocks of 8 both 2 MUH & blocks of 4 x 2, one MLH & 
one MUH, both marginal.  $40 

1131 1929 1½d WA Cent half sheet of 40, plate 6 with the listed "Re-entry to swan's neck & TR of AUSTRALIA" 
variety. A couple of light tone spots but not affecting the variety & otherwise fresh MUH. ACSC 138Af Cat. $375 $75 

1132 1930 1½d Sturt complete sheet of 120, plate 4 with the listed re-entry on stamp 11. Very fresh MUH. ACSC 
139Ad Total cat. $600+ $100 

1133 1930 1½d Sturt in plate blocks nos 1-8 with an extra pl.3. Mostly hinged on selvedge only. Also a 3d marginal 
block of 4 MUH. (10 blocks) $30 

1134 1930 4½d violet ovptd "FIVE PENCE" Registered Letter KGV "revalued on old stock" unused (ACSC RE24B 
Cat. $150) & ditto before ovpt also unused (ACSC RE 21 Cat. $100) plus 5d KGV Die I unused but 4 light hinge 
remains (ACSC RE26 Cat. $50). KGVI 5½d chestnut incl to make 4 fresh envs. (4) $100 

1135 1930 KGV surcharges in marginal blocks. 2d x 15 has weak corner & other faults but 5d fine MUH. Also 
1931/36 ½d block of 8 MUH, 1d Ash imprint block with 3 MUH & 1 MLH. Finally a 1½d brown well centred MUH 
block of 4. Total SG Cat. £200 + premium for MUH (5 blocks) $100 



1136 1931 2d Kingsford Smith set of 8 plate number blocks of 4 most lightly hinged in selvedge. Stamps all MUH & 
free of toning. $20 

1137 1931 Kingsford Smith corner blocks for 2d plates 4 & 5, 3d plates 1-3 blocks all MLH top selvedge only plus    
6d violet Ash imprint block MUH. ACSC 141/48 Cat. $250 $80 

1138 1931 6d Kingsford Smith Airmail block of 4 MUH. SG 139 Retails $120+ $50 
1139 1932 1/- Lyrebird Ash imprint block of 4 MUH plus an imprint pair MLH in yellow green shade. ACSC 145A    

Cat. $675 & 145B Cat. $75 $260 
1140 1932 1/- Lyrebird in both green & yellow green shades. The first MUH, the latter MLH. ACSC 145/Ab Cat. $170 $50 
1141 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. CTO, no gum. Centred very slightly left. SG 143 Cat. £200 $120 
1142 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge neatly CTO, no gum. Well centred & fine. SG 143 Cat. £200 $150 
1143 1932 6d kookaburra in lower left of right pane block of 4 with selvedge showing part imprint. Fresh MUH with 

excellent perfs. SG 146 $90 
1144 1933 (24th July) cover to England bearing ½d orange KGV, SM wmk perf. 13½x12½ lower left corner block with 

clear Alvie, Vic cds. Stamp-colour splash mark in selvedge. Unusual. $30 
1145 1934 (15th Jan) Sydney addressed cover with 1922/30 ½d Postage Due, third wmk (ACSC D105) plus 1d pair, 

Perf 11, CofA wmk (ACSC D115) tied by "DELIVERY ROOM GPO SYDNEY" cds paying deficiency on 
underpaid cover from USA. 5-line US Post Office cachet in violet & circled "CENTIMES 20 T" struck in black. 
Cover folds & minor blemishes but a scarce two-issue Postage Due use. $100 

1146 1934 2d Victoria Cent Perf. 10½ complete sheet of 80 on Cowan paper. Perf separation in two places but sheet 
remains whole. A bold 2mmx1mm ink splodge appears at 10/1 on left pane. Fresh MUH with lightly folded 
gutter. ACSC 151A Cat. $640 $100 

1147 1934 Victoria Cent perf. 10½ imprint pairs of 2d, 3d & single of 1/- (2 split perfs at top) MUH plus perf. 11½ 
imprint blocks of 4 of 2d x 2 & 3d MVLH. (17 stamps) $40 

1148 1934 Victoria Cent perf. 10½ in Ash imprint pairs folded through gutter. Reasonably well centred, but 2d has 
hinge marks in imprint selvedge, otherwise fresh MUH. SG 147/49 $140 

1149 1934 Victoria Cent perf. 10½ set of 3 in Ash imprint blocks. Small surface hinge mark at left of selvedge on     
3d otherwise fine MUH. ACSC 151/53z Cat.  $400 $180 

1150 1934 Victoria Cent perf. 10½. Set of 3 MUH with 3d &1/- values marginal. SG 147/49, ACSC 141/45 Cat. $120 $40 
1151 1934 Victoria Cent perf. 11½. Set of 3 MUH with 2d marginal. SG 147a/49a, ACSC 154/56 Cat. $145 $50 
1152 1934 2d Macarthur "light hills" half sheet of 40. Fresh MUH ACSC 157 $25 
1153 1934 2d Macarthur "dark Hills" Ash imprint gutter block of 4. MVLH. SG 150a Cat. £25 per stamp + premium   

for MUH & imprint $80 
1154 1934 Macarthur set of 4 incl "dark hills" MUH. ACSC 157/60 Cat $150 (4) $50 
1155 1934 Macarthur set of 4 incl "dark hills" in MUH imprint blocks (9d has no imprint). One short perf top right of 

"dark" 2d with others very fine. ACSC 157/60 Cat. $600+ $240 
1156 1934 1/6d Hermes, no wmk, perf. 11. Superb MUH. SG 153 $40 
1157 1934 1/6d Hermes, no wmk, perf. 11 Ash imprint pair MUH & well centred. SG 153 $120 
1158 1934 1/6d Hermes, no wmk, perf. 11 in Ash imprint block. Faint hinge mark in gutter with 3 stamps MUH. Odd 

trivial gum dent. ACSC 161z Cat. $600 $120 
1159 1934 1/6d Hermes, no wmk, perf. 11 in Ash imprint block. Very light toning on selvedge & one stamp (not 

apparent from front), otherwise MUH. ACSC 161z Cat. $600 $150 
1160 1934/48 1/6d Hermes on thick & thin paper in McCracken imprint blocks with "thick" MUH & "thin" MLH.     

ACSC 162za Cat. $150, 163z Cat. $35 (2 blocks) $50 
1161 1935 2d Anzac imprint block hinged in gutter & 1/- marginal block of 4 hinged in selvedge only. Excellent perfs. 

ACSC 164/65 Cat. $440 $160 
1162 1935 2d Anzac plate blocks 1 in 3 positions, 2 in all four positions & 3 in upper & lower left. MUH/MLH.             

(9 blocks) $50 
1163 1935 (25th April) 2d & 1/- Anzac pair on 20th Anniv of the Australian Landing at Gallipoli commem illustrated 

cover showing "The Landing of the ANZACS at Anzac Beach, (Gaba Tepe) Gallipoli, April 25th 1915". Crisp 
Perth cds's on neatly hand addressed cover. Most attractive & highly unusual to be cancelled on Anzac Day 
rather than FDI. Fine cond. SG 154/55 (see front cover) $200 

1164 1935 2d scarlet KGV Silver Jubilee plate 4 block, plates 1-6 in pairs & various other positions all MUH/MLH. 
Also 1936 Cable imprint blocks MUH/MLH & a plate 1 single. $30 

1165 1935 2d scarlet KGV Silver Jubilee bottom right plate No. 2 John Ash Imprint blocks of 10 x 5. Fresh MUH. 
ACSC 166(2)zc Cat. $400+ $75 

1166 1935 2d scarlet KGV Silver Jubilee bottom right plate No. 5 John Ash Imprint blocks of 10 x 4. Fresh MUH. 
ACSC 166(5)zc Cat. $300+ $60 

1167 1935 2d scarlet KGV Silver Jubilee top left selvedge block of 4 with the rare albino print variety on each    
stamp. Fresh MUH. (Ex McNess) ACSC 166c Cat. $3000 $1,600 

1168 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee group with 3d blocks x 2 & 2/- block all MUH. Also 2d & 3d imprint blocks stained & 2d 
x 2 marginal pairs incl re-entry. ACSC $440 for blocks only $120 

1169 1936 3d Sturt top left corner block of 24 (8x3) showing plate 1 in selvedge. Fresh MUH. SG 118 $30 
1170 1936 S.A. Cent set of 3 in imprint gutter blocks lightly folded through gutter. 1/- is MUH others MLH & 2d with 

crease affecting two units. ACSC $175 as MLH $40 
1171 1936 (23rd Oct) SA Cent & 7th Australian Philatelic Exhibition commem pmks & matching reg label on env    

with 2d & 3d SA sent. Hand addressed in good cond. Attractive. $100 
1172 1937 3d blue, Die 1a. MLH SG 168b Retails $135 $40 
1173 1937 NSW Sesqui set of 3 in Ash imprint gutter blocks of 4 with 2 of 2d MUH & 2 of 9d (one MUH & one MLH). 

The 3d ia also MUH. ACSC 175/77 Cat. $240 (5 blocks) $100 
1174 1937/48 1/- Lyrebird, perf. 13½x14, with part Ash imprint. Well centred & fine MUH. SG 174 $40 
1175 1937/48 1/- Lyrebird, perf. 13½x14 vertical pair. Centred high but MUH & marginal. SG 174 Cat. £100+ $50 
1176 1937/48 3d blue KGVI Die I block of 4. Centred slightly right. MUH ACSC 191 Cat. $240 $80 
1177 1937/48 3d blue KGVI Die II Ash imprint block of 4. MLH on 1 stamp, others MUH. SG 168c $70 
1178 1937/48 Zoologicals range of imprint blocks incl perf. 13½x14 to 9d, perf. 15x14 to 1/-, no wmk (no imprints)    

to 1/-, ½d coil pair & "line to kangaroo's ear" variety (SG 228ca). Also perf. 15 x14 wmkd ½d coil strip of 4   
MUH with join plus an imprint block perfined "WA". Mostly MUH & fine. (19 blocks + coils) $120 



1179 1937/48 5/- Robes on thin tinted paper in imprint blocks x 2 plus 10/- Ash imprint block on thick paper & a 
corner block on thin paper. All MUH & fresh. ACSC 213z Cat. $120, 214 Cat. $150 & 215 Cat. $240 (4 blocks) $180 

1180 1937/48 Robes set of 3 on thick paper. Fresh MUH & well-centred. Superb group. SG 176/78 Retail $150+ $50 
1181 1937/48 Robes set of 3 on thin paper. Good to F/U set all well centred. SG 176a/78a  $40 
1182 1937/48 Robes set of 3 on thin paper with 5/- being left marginal. Fresh MUH & well-centred. SG 176a/78a 

Retail $190 $60 
1183 1937/49 10/- Robes By Authority imprint block of 4 on thick paper.MUH with 1 stamp MLH. Well centred SG 177 $50 
1184 1937/49 10/- Robes Ash imprint block of 4 on thin paper with 2 MUH & 2 MLH. Well centred & fresh. SG 177a $60 
1185 1937/49 10/- Robes corner pair on thin paper with "By Authority" imprint. F/U SG 177a $60 
1186 1937/49 £1 Robes on thick paper. MVLH, well centred & fresh. SG 178 Retails $65 $30 
1187 1937/49 £1 Robes on thick paper Ash imprint block but without gum. Well centred & fresh. SG 178 $80 
1188 1937/49 £1 Robes on thick paper in bottom right corner block of 4. Centred slightly to right. Fresh MUH.    

ACSC 216 Cat. $400 $180 
1189 1937/49 £1 Robes on thin paper in bottom left imprint block of 4. Superb MUH & well centred.                     

ACSC 217z Cat. $650 $260 
1190 1937/49 3d purple brown KGVI with vertical perfs dramatically misplaced leaving 2mm of design at left & 3½mm 

from edge of design to perfs at right. Lightly used by machine cancel. Most unusual. SG 187var. $20 
1191 1937/49 Robes set of 3 on thick paper. Fresh MUH & well-centred. Superb group. SG 176/78 Retail $150+ $80 
1192 1938 10/- Robes plus 1949/50 Arms set of 3 all ovptd SPECIMEN. MLH group. SG 177s & 224bs/ds (4) $100 
1193 1938 "Prospectus of Australia's 150th Anniversary Philatelic Exhibition 1788-1938 Sydney April 1938". 

Interesting reading both regards the advertisers & the Exhibiting classes of the day. Application form to exhibit 
included with a 2/6d entry fee with "additional space may be reserved at the rate of threepence per square foot"! 
Good cond. $20 

1194 1938 2d scarlet KGVI, perf. 15x14, Die II gutter block from top of sheet showing part plate "3". Fine MUH folded 
lightly through gutter. SG 184var. $30 

1195 1938/41 2d red KGVI Die II with "Medallion flaw" variety. Neatly postally used. ACSC188c Cat $250 $75 
1196 1940 6d spitfire War Savings Stamp block of 4. Perf. 14 & no wmk issue. I stamp MLH otherwise fine MUH. 

Rarely seen in multiples & highly collectable. $60 
1197 1940 AIF set of 4 in McCracken imprint blocks of 4. All fresh MUH. ACSC 218/21 Cat. $175 $60 
1198 1940 (Dec) AIF Christmas Illustrated note paper with 3 views, two of gun emplacements & one titled 

"Tranquillity"! Hand written letter from "Pte J. Treasure WX 9351 Headquarters 2/4th M.G. Bat Northam". 
Mentions his 8 days of Christmas leave & the wheat crop yields around Northam. Very good cond & lovely     
WA social history. $25 

1199 1941 (16th Jan) Nundah, Queensland pmkd censor cover to USA tying 3d blue KGVI & 1d Lady Cowrie Red 
Cross Appeal cinderella to env. "PASSED BY  CVENSOR 17" mauve cachet completes this attractive cover. $30 

1200 1942 1d maroon QE coil strip of 14 with join on top two units. Fresh MUH SG 181a Cat. £100 $30 
1201 1945 (2nd Aug) Air Mail Lettercard with 1d brown QM tied by Field P.O. 099 cds & censor stamp. Sent from 

Lae, PNG to South Aust. Illust inside with his "undercover" address. Most attractive & in good cond. $80 
1202 1945 (14th Sept) PMG A5 Formular "OHMS RETURNED LETTER" envelope with "DEAD LETTER OFFICE 

ADELAIDE" cds in red & addressed to Land Titles Office, Perth. 19 SE 45 receival cds on reverse. Worn cond 
with small tear at top & odd pin hole but a scarce piece of formular postal stationery seldom encountered used. $120 

1203 1946 (19th May) POW mail from Myrtleford to Italy 7d KGVI Airletter with "APPROVED FOR TRANSMISSION 
BY CAMP COMMANDANT No. 5 Camp Myrtleford" cachet in violet. Very good cond.  $80 

1204 1946 BCOF 1d QM with ovpt in blue-black with normal for comparison. Fresh MUH. SG J2a Cat. £60 $40 
1205 1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- on thin paper. F/U with nondescript indistinct corner cancels. (7) $60 
1206 1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- Robes on thick paper with all vals fresh MUH. Mixed centering but none 

unreasonable. SG J1/7a Cat. £190 $80 
1207 1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- Robes on thin paper. Extra 5/- on thin paper. Fresh MUH with good to perfect 

centering. SG J1/7a Cat. £190 (8) $120 
1208 1948 (15th Oct) BCOF set of to 7 to 5/- on thin paper on cover to Sydney tied by strikes of “AUST ARMY P.O. 

214” datestamps. Light toning affects 6d, 1/- & a single perf on the 5/- but overall cover remains presentable. 
SG J1/7a $100 

1209 1948 (Nov) BCOF use of 5½d brown KGVI Registered Letter from Japan to Ipswich, Qld with "A.F. P.O. Iwakuni 
R6 blue Reg label & AFPO No. 30 RAAF Japan cds's front & back. Good cond & open both sides for display. $90 

1210 1949 (19th Oct) cover bearing South Australia 1d green QV "OS" ovpt x 2 & 1948 ½d kangaroo tied by Adelaide 
"United Nations Day…" slogan cancel & addressed to Mr Max Stern, Melbourne. Use has been made of a FDC 
intended for the 1946 Peace commem set. Unusual State/Federation usage. $50 

1211 1949 2/6d KGVI booklet containing two panes of 2½d scarlet. Fine SG SB29 Cat £80 $50 
1212 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2. Fresh MLH. SG 224a/d Retails $120 $50 
1213 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2 with 10/- marginal. Fine MUH. SG 224a/d $75 
1214 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2 in bottom left marginal part-imprint singles. Fine MUH. The £1 is centred right.     

SG 244a/d Retails $240 $120 
1215 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2. The £1 centred a little high but with rich colour & all fresh MUH. SG 224a/d $130 
1216 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2 in imprint blocks of 4 plus an imprint pair of 5/- all MUH. A superb set.              

ACSC 268/71 Cat. $1080 $400 
1217 1952 8½d Aboriginal imprint block of MLH on page with cover front showing thumb print of "One Pound Jimmy", 

the Aboriginal shown in the stamp together with "Native Affairs" Patrol Officer witness to thumbprint with letter. 
Also other 8½d & 2/6d Aboriginals used together with maxicard of 8½d tied by Alice Springs cds & illustrated 
FDC. An interesting lot that would enhance this issue in any pre-decimal Australian collection. (23 items) $180 

1218 1953 (11th Feb) 3d& 3½d Produce Food blocks of 6 both on Reg covers pmkd GPO Perth RS. Exc cond. (2) $40 
1219 1953 (20th Nov) OHMS env addressed to "The Director of Navy Accounts, Navy Office, St Kilda Road, 

Melbourne" by red cachet with 2/- Aboriginal Art, 1/- Lyrebird & 3d green QEII tied by "PACKET BOAT" cachet 
in greenish black with additional strike below. Registered Lyttelton, NZ with cds on front & Melbourne B/S. $25 

1220 1953 Coronation set of 3 in complete sheets of 80. MUH lightly folded down gutters. SG 264/66 Retail at $200+ $40 
1221 1953/56 2½d & 3½d QEII (wmkd), 1957 4d SA Govt, 1966 4¢ Bible (some creasing) & 4¢ Life Saving all in 

complete MUH  sheets. Some selvedge damage on 4d. (5 full sheets) $40 



1222 1955 (17th Oct) 3½d SA Stamp Anniv x7 FDC on Anpex Airmail cover Registered to Johannesburg, South 
Africa with red Exhib R6 label and stamps pmkd with red Exhib pmks incl the additional 9d Platypus to make up 
the rate. An unusual "genuinely" used Exhibition cover. $20 

1223 1956 5d QEII embossed newspaper wrapper. Lightly cancelled by Sydney roller cancel & addressed locally. 
Adding scarcity is the printed Sydney Stock Exchange Official Gazette pre-printed address top left. Complete 
with 4 pieces of sticky tape still attached. ACSC WS37 Cat. $200. Also 4 other used Embossed envelopes with 
2 x KGV & one each for KGVI & QEII. The 1929 1½d KGV with "Tangari Wines Reynella" makes a lovely 
thematic. All good to fine. (5) $100 

1224 1957 (21st Feb) Airmail cover to England bearing Brisbane slogan machine cancel wrongly dated 21 FEB 1956 
tying 3½d red QEII booklet pane plus single further struck by BRISBANE 21 FE 57 cds's with correct date & 
paying the 2/- rate. Rare use of this booklet pane on cover, especially with date error. Good cond. $75 

1225 1957 (18th Mar) Regd Airmail cover using WCS FDC intended for AAT 2/- & franked with 8½d Aborigine pair, 
1/6d Parliament, 3½d UPU & ½d kangaroo for airmail regd rate to USA. Cortina 1956 Winter Olympics Italian 
cinderella on flap tied by Los Angeles arrival handstamp on dated 20th March. Unusual. $30 

1226 1957 (26th Aug) Regd Airmail cover to USA using 1937 Sesqui FDC with 2d & 3d & additionally franked with  
2/- Cobb & Co & South Aust 10d "Long Tom". Los Angeles arrival cachets on reverse. Fine combination cover. $50 

1227 1958 (19th May) Regd Airmail cover Melbourne to USA bearing 3d KGVI, 6d kookaburra pair & 2/- kangaroo. 
Los Angeles b/s in violet for 21st May. Attractive usage. $30 

1228 1959 (9th Mar) E.C.A.F.E. Conference (Economic Commission for Asia & Far East) privately produced cover 
airmailed Brisbane to Florida franked with 1/- lyrebird pair tied by special Broadbeach E.C.A.F.E. Conference 
cds plus purple handstamp at base signed by Conference Delegate. Illustration in colour at left (Lennon's Hotel, 
venue for conference). Some wear & light toning around stamps but not seen by us before. $50 

1229 1959/64 5/- cattle on white paper (2) plus a cream paper for comparison. All MUH. SG 327, 327a x2 (3) $80 
1230 1959/64 5/- cattle on white paper in bottom right corner block of 4. MUH & well centred. SG 327a Cat. £360 $150 
1231 1960 (5th Jan) 1/- Lyrebird on Lyrebird postcard/maxicard tied by Croydon North cds. Exc cond & most 

attractive early maxicard. $20 
1232 1961 5d QEII Lettersheet printed "SPECIMEN" diagonally in red. Fine mint cond. ACSC LSP1w $40 
1233 1961/64 5/- Cattle on cream & white papers. Both fresh MUH. SG 327/a $80 
1234 1962 (16th Aug) "XIIth WORLD'S POULTRY CONGRESS, SYDNEY, NSW" matching provisional Reg label & 

pmks on Reg env tying 5½d & 2/- blue Olympics to clean env. Most unusual.  $100 
1235 1962 (2nd June) Mentone S.11 Registered "Victorian Railways" illust env addressed to Hawaii with 9d platypus 

pair & 2/- flower complete with Victorian Railways cachet & b/s Honolulu. Most unusual & a great thematic. $40 
1236 1962 2/3d Games, 1963 2/3d Compac & 2/3d Royal Visit & 1964 2/3d Airmail MUH blocks & pairs x 10 of each 

plus 1965 Anzac set in MUH  blocks of 8 & pairs. Fresh group. Retail $180+ (70) $40 
1237 1963/64 £1 Bass on white & cream papers & £2 King all F/U. SG 359, 359a & 360 $70 
1238 1963/64 £2 navigator-King in F/U horiz pair. SG 360 $100 
1239 1963/65 £2 Navigator - King. MUH & well centred. SG 360 $40 
1240 1963/65 Navigators set of 6 to £2 with the 10/- & £1 on white paper. All well centred & fresh MUH. SG 355/60 $90 
1241 1963/65 Navigators set of 6. MUH & well centred with 7/6d marginal. SG 355/60 Retails $180 $90 
1242 1963/65 Navigators set of 8 with both papers of 10/- & £1. MUH with the £2 perfectly centred. SG 355/60      

Retail $280 (8) $100 
1243 1963/65 Navigators set of 8 with both papers of 10/- & £1. 7/6d & 10/- marginal. Fresh MUH. SG 355/60 (8) $150 
1244 1963/65 Navigators to £2 (excl £1) in MUH blocks. All except 5/- are marginal. 10/- centred down to right with  

£2 perfectly centred & others fine. (5 blocks) $240 
1245 1963/65 Navigators in MUH blocks of 4. The 4/- 7/6d & £2 are corner blocks. £1 Bass in both cream & white 

papers with the 10/- on cream. £2 centred high left with adhesion on selvedge. Increasingly hard to find in 
blocks. SG 355/60 (7 blocks of 4) $400 

1246 1963/65 Navigators set of 4 to £2 ovptd "SPECIMEN". Superb MUH & well-centred. SG 357s/60s Retails $650 $350 
1247 1963/65 Navigators set of 4 to £2 ovptd "SPECIMEN". Fine MLH. SG 357s/60s (4) $300 
1248 1966 (11th Feb) Regd Airmail cover to USA bearing vertical strip of 4 x 1/- Olympics (top unit with variety "short 

L") with arrival backstamp of 12/2/66 & (on front) USPS applied "1st Notice: Feb 14 1966" (first day of decimal 
currency) in violet. A cover with character. $50 

1249 1966 (12th Feb) Navigators set of 6 plus 16 other defins/commems cancelled on piece by Esperance cds's on 
the Friday, the last day of pre-decimal validity. Most unusual & a nostalgic piece of considerable significance. $100 

 AUSTRALIA DECIMAL  
 1250 1966 (28th Mar) Regd Airmail cover to Los Angeles showing correct usage of 30¢ Ibis pair. One stamp partially 

hit with USPS - applied "1st notice MAR 31 1966" cachet in violet & additional boxed regd handstamp in 
carmine. Nice usage in good cond. $30 

1251 1966 (4th July) Regd cover Melbourne to Toorak with pre-decimal franking 1d red kangaroo, 1d Princess & 2/3d 
Anzac making up the pre-decimal registration rate of 2/5d. Decimal currency had been introduced nearly 5 
months before so unusual usage especially as "Reg 24c" applied in pencil top right . Fine cond. $40 

1252 1966 4¢ QEII booklet panes slogan set of 6 & ditto for 5c on 4c panes. All MUH with full selvedges. Retail $180 $60 
1253 1966 Fish & Birds in MUH corner blocks of 4. Also 1968 Flowers in blocks & 2 x 1970 Cook M/S's. Retail $200+ $40 
1254 1966 Navigators overprinted SPECIMEN. MLH with $2 centred up. Fresh. SG 400/03s $20 
1255 1966/73 $1 Flinders perf. 14¾x14. Two MUH with slight shade variations, both well centred. SG 401c              

Cat. £85 each (2) $60 
1256 1966/68 QEII Definitives Post Office Pack with Japanese insert. Minor blemishes with a few stamps displaced. 

ACSC 466wa Cat $2,000 $200 
1257 1967 5c QEII blue marginal strip of ten with “vertical perforations misplaced 3mm to right” variety giving the 

appearance of imperf between. This is a new discovery & will be listed in the next ACSC. A more pronounced 
misplacement in ACSC is Cat $300 per unit. $150 

1258 1969 Flight se-tenant strips of 3 in 2 complete sheets of 100. Fresh MUH & folded down gutter. Increasingly 
rare to see such sheets. SG 450a Retail $200 with the gutter block of 6 now selling for $15 having been missed 
by many collectors. $40 

1259 1970 6c orange QEII block of 4 with complete offset. MUH but one unit with light paper adhesion. ACSC 446c 
Cat. $400 $100 



1260 1970 Capt. Cook set of 24 covers, each Cancelled at Cook's Landing Points down the East coast of Australia  
on large covers with 5c strip & 30c plus on 12 further 30c small covers. Also a set of 12 M/S's each pmkd as  
the covers. Retails at $450 (36 items) $90 

1261 1970 Cook Miniature Sheets privately ovptd for Tullamarine Airport opening, 1973 Eucharistic Congress, 1977 
Royal Visit plus one perforated. Fresh MUH & increasingly difficult to source. (4) $50 

1262 1970 (14th Aug) Cook M/S ovptd "TO COMMEMORATE THE OPENING OF MELBOURNE AIRPORT AT 
TULLAMARINE 1st JULY 1970" in blue tied to large illust commem cover by Melbourne Airport cds's with 
additional provisional Reg label with "MELBOURNE AIRPORT 3045" h/s. Exc cond. $40 

1263 1971 7c Desert Pea coil strip of 4 with buff omitted plus green misplaced downwards. MUH with RPSV 
Certificate (2001). ACSC 535ce, Cat $1,200+ & SG 466bb Cat. £900+ $250 

1264 1971 Christmas block of 7 MUH on cream paper & another F/U. Also 1937 3d KGVI blue Die Ia MLH (toning) & 
Die II MLH (stained by hinge). "Budget" examples with the Die Ia centred left. SG 168b/c & 498a $10 

1265 1971 Christmas blocks of 7 x 5 on cream paper & 4 on white plus a set of 7 on cream paper. All fine MUH.     
SG 498a & 498b Retail $350+ $70 

1266 1971 Christmas pane of 25 on cream paper MUH plus blocks of 7 x 6 with four CTO & 2 MUH. Retail $220+ $60 
1267 1971 Christmas pane of 25 on cream paper plus 1968 Soil/Medical unfolded gutter strip of 8 pairs with thick 

lines. All MUH. Retail $180+ $40 
1268 1971 Christmas pane of 25 on white paper plus horiz gutter block of 30 folded down gutter. All fresh MUH.     

SG 498a/b Retail $220 $40 
1269 1971 Christmas complete sheet of 100 on cream paper. Folded down gutter as usual. Fresh MUH. SG 498/504 

Sheet Retail $340+ $90 
1270 1971 Selected Issues pres pack (No.12) Exc cond. Retails $75. Also 1972 "Beef" pack & AAT 1971 Treaty x 6 & 

Cook x 4. All in exc cond. Total retail $185. (12) $25 
1271 1972 35c Olympic complete sheet of 100 with the three listed varieties. Odd tone spot otherwise MUH. ACSC 

604d-f Cat $360 $60 
1272 1972 15c Pioneer Food corner selvedge block of 6 with 3 stamps in top row affected by prominent "Doctor blade 

flaw". Light gum crease but not affecting the "flawed" stamps. MUH. SG 525var. $30 
1273 1973 9c on 8c Opal with "surcharge misplaced to right" variety plus normal for comparison. MUH ACSC 464c  $50 
1274 1974 $1 Sergeant of Lighthorse MUH complete sheets of 50 both with "bullet hole on forehead" varieties at 

LP4/4. Sheet numbers are perforated in gutters hence both from second printing plus ½ sheet of 25 from right 
pane with "Cut throat" flaw at RP3/4. ACSC 664d & 664zb & 664e Cat. $200+ (2½ sheets) $100 

1275 1975 10¢ IWY with dramatically misplaced perfs upwards with most of "AUSTRALIA" appears at the top. Only 
one sheet known. MUH. ACSC 691b $200 

1276 1975 10c Lyons Prime Minister with "printed on gummed side" variety. MUH. ACSC 694c Cat $250 $100 
1277 1975 45c wildflower marginal block of 4 with "dull vermilion misplaced upwards into AUSTRALIA" variety. Fine 

MUH. ACSC 727cj variant Cat. $320 $120 
1278 1977 Test Cricket Centenary pres packs x 4 signed by that years test wicket keeper Kevin Wright who debuted 

in 1978. (4) $20 
1279 1978 Aviators Miniature Sheet forgery on thin paper. MUH. Under-priced in the ACSC 794cd cat $100 (2002) $75 
1280 1979 $5 McMahons Point complete MUH sheet of 50. FV $250. SG 567 (50) $180 
1281 1979 20c locomotive right vertical strip of 20 with colour bar showing changing alignment of colour & intensity   

of black from top to bottom. Fresh MUH. SG 715var. $100 
1282 1981 24c Year of Disabled Maxicard with 1972 24c Rehabilitation on front along with photo of Norman 

Sheather, the boy originally featured on this stamp. He has also signed below the stamp & the text explaining 
his full mobility now as result of the Toronto Splint. Not seen before. Exc cond. $20 

1283 1981 27c Ulysses butterfly imperforate pair. Fresh MUH. SG 791a Cat. £650 $380 
1284 1982 60c Humpback Whale trial printing with solid blue-green background BW 930 E(1) with normal for 

comparison. MUH ACSC 930E(1), SG 841a Cat. £250 $180 
1285 1982 Commonwealth Games Miniature Sheets Plated set of 25 overprinted in black with position numbers. 

MUH in original folder. Opening at FV. $20 
1286 1984 $5 Holiday at Mentone x 8 & $10 Coming South x 22 all overprinted SPECIMEN & unusually F/U. (30) $30 
1287 1984 Ausipex Official "Commemorative" collection incl the 3 ovptd Ausipex M/S's for FIP, "Greatest Stamp 

Event" & "Album Souvenir Sheet" that retail for $100 a set plus the commem from other counties incl M/S's & 
gutters. Exc cond & rarely seen despite the period. (78 stamps, 30 M/S's, 2 cards & 20 gutters) $100 

1288 1985 33c Kangaroo & 1986 36c Platypus Frama Maxicards. Both show Concorde & other mail delivery 
transport. These are two of the scarcest maxicards of the period. Exc cond. (2) $20 

1289 1988 Aust Post Expo Pavilion Postmark Cover collection in presentation binder. Excellent cond. (63 covers) $25 
1290 1988 Parliament House Canberra Opening by QEII Special Souvenir Stamp Folder issued by Australia Post. 

Contains both 37c blocks. Exc. unopened cond. Rarely seen. Also 5 x FDC's with diff ACT pmks. (6 items) $20 
1291 1988 Bicentenary Leather boxed set of 25 gold stamp reproduction ingots. Struck in solid silver and 24 carat 

gold plated, this collection cost from Aust Post $2465! The collection is complete & in the wooden/green felt box 
with key. No 1365 of 10,000. Sold in Ace Auction No. 15 for $700 $600 

1292 1989 $3.90 Fishing booklet miscut resulting in small part of "AUSTRALIA 39c" appearing at base of lower row in 
pane. Exc cond. Pfeffer B157v $20 

1293 1989 $1.10 Frama (A25) overprinted SPECIMEN with double black overprint. With normal for comparison. 
Unusual on SPECIMEN ovpts of this period. $40 

1294 1989 $3.60 Christmas booklets overprinted World Stamp Expo '89 with Washington logo x 2. SG SB68var, 
Pfeffer B161(2). Total retail $350 (2) $80 

1295 1989 $3.60 Christmas booklets overprinted World Stamp Expo '89 with Washington logo x 10. SG SB68var, 
Pfeffer B161(2). Total retail $1750 (10) $300 

1296 1989-1991 Duck & Koala stamps on cover. 1989 with $5 Plumed Whistling Duck on cover cancelled Kakadu & 
signed by artist & ditto for 1990 $5 Chestnut Teal. Both of these Ltd Eds. 1989 & 1991 Koala Research on 
covers with ANPWS cachets & numbered. All in exc cond. (4) $30 

1297 1990/91, 1991/92 & 1992/93 set of 3 Australia Post Collectors' Yearbooks with Framas, booklets, Across Town 
labels & self adhesives. Exc cond. Retail at $190+. FV $87+ (3) $40 



1298 1992 $4.50 Threatened Species 4K booklet reprint with "stamps printed on backing paper" variety. Fine cond. 
ACSC B1566(3)a Cat. $250 $60 

1299 1992 $8 Duck stamp on Kakadu National Park Ticket & a 1994 $10 Duck stamp on illust FDC with $2 Kakadu 
stamp pmkd Jabiru, NT. Both have Kakadu National Park ANP&WS cachets. Most attractive. (2) $20 

1300 1993 Women in Parliament reversed pane of 25 with "AP 93" & serial number from banknote portfolio. MUH. 
Only 4500 issued. Retail $125 $20 

1301 1994 Hargrave Centenary folder with $20 Hargrave banknote & matching 45c sheetlet of 25 stamps with 
matching marginal imprint no "1168" matching the overprint number on the banknote. Exc cond. This portfolio 
retails at $175 & cost $145 at the time. $50 

1302 1994 $1.80 Freda Thompson from Aviators set x 100 CTO Melbourne. SG 1478 Cat. £400 $40 
1303 1994 $9 ATM sheetlets with Advance Bank ad on reverse x 7 MUH & 2 x CTO with NPC cds's. Also  4 x Official 

FDC's. Increasingly scarce. SG 1495/1502 FV $63 with a retail of $200+ (13 items) $80 
1304 1994 85c Pelican horiz strip of 5 with a clear doubling of the black printing getting more pronounced to the right 

selvedge. The 2 koalas reprint icons are also blurred as a result. A lovely item currently unrecorded in ACSC. 
SG 1367var. $250 

1305 1996 AFL Football Clubs set of 16 covers each signed by the relevant club coach at the time plus 1982 WAFL 
pictorial cachet on 27¢ kangaroo paw PSE signed at left by John Todd, who played 132 games for South 
Fremantle, coached to Premierships E. Fremantle in 1974 & Swan Districts 1982/84 & coached West Coast 
Eagles 1988/89. Exc cond. (17 covers) $50 

1306 1996 AFL Football Clubs set of 16 self-adhesive booklets in presentation folder x 2. Exc cond. FV $140+ with a 
retail of $260. (2) $75 

1307 1997 (23rd Jan) Australian Legends - Donald Bradman FDC signed Don Bradman in black ink. No. 122 of 

apparently 200 signed. Ex cond. $100 
1308 1998 The Teapot of Truth 45c "Pouring Tea" & 45c "Birds in heart shaped tree" in 3 x 10 sheetlets of 10 with 

GPO Melbourne Vic CTO impressions. Highly unusual & not seen before as before only issued in the $9.95 
Prestige Booklets. These appear to have been produced for CTO standing orders & were never available to the 
public in such a format. Scarce. SG 1806/07var. $500 

1309 1999 45c Millennium "Celebrate 2000" SES proof sheet with no surrounding design to the 10 x 45c stamps. 
With normal sheet for comparison. MUH. Unrecorded & not seen before. $500 

1310 2000 45c Red Kangaroo & Map "Nature & Nation" SES proof sheet with no surrounding design to the 15 x 45c 
stamps. Unfortunately right selvedge removed & creased on top margin but not affecting stamps. All CTO with 
GPO Melbourne undated cds's. Rarely available on open market. Re-seller could break down to 15 stamps with 
blank tabs? SG 1974var. $300 

1311 2000 Olympic Gold Medallists set of 16 sheetlets of 10 in AP album. MUH. FV $72 (16) $35 
1312 2000 Olympic Gold Medallists set of 16 sheetlets of 10 in AP album. MUH. FV $72 (16) $35 
1313 2000 Olympic Gold Medallists set of 16 sheetlets of 10. MUH. FV $72 (16) $35 
1314 2000 Olympic Torch & Olympic Sports cover collections with a variety of special pmks incl Opening & Closing 

day. Exc unaddressed cond. (19) $20 
1315 2000 Paralympian of the Year Awards in a complete set of 7 SES tabbed sheetlets of 20. Rarely seen in full 

sheetlets. Fine MUH. Opening at the FV of $60. Retails $120+ (7 sheets) $60 
1316 2000 Swanpex Stamp Exhibition Subiaco "Australia & Globe" SES sheets with the accompanying A4 "copy-

proof" sheet. Six pairs with a total FV of $54. Unusual to have the copy sheet also. (6 pairs) $40 
1317 2003 $10.95 Murray River Shipping Prestige booklet with the first pane inverted. Exc cond. Pfeffer PB12v $220 
1318 2003 Farewell Frama issue in Postcode Button set of 15 in presentation pack plus NPC button set FDC. MUH 

Retail at $65 $30 
1319 2004 Gold Medallists Olympic collection set of 17 complete sheets of 10 in AP albums x 2. Exc cond. FV $170 

(2 colls) $90 
1320 2004 Gold Medallists Olympic collection as above. $90 
1321 2004 Pixar-Disney SES sheetlet sets of 5 for "Finding Nemo", "A Bugs Life", "The Incredibles", "Monsters Inc." 

& "Toy Story" (2 of each). Unopened MUH. (10) $60 
1322 2005 Australian Formula 1 Grand Prix SES Sheets x 2 celebrating 10 years of winners. Tabs feature the 

winners including Schumacher, Damon Hill & Coulthard. MUH (2) $20 
1323 2005 Rotary Centenary perforated, imperforate (limited edition) & S/A (Pacific Explorer) sheetlets of 10. Fresh 

MUH. SG 2517/18vars. Retail $65+ (3) $20 
1324 2006 50c "Roses" Greetings sheetlets of 10 x 3 in uncut sheet complete with full margins showing cut guide 

lines. All CTO with GPO Melbourne undated cancels. Highly unusual and unrecorded. SG 2587var. $400 
1325 2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets all CTO. Exc cond. SG MS2607/2623 Retails $150  $70 
1326 2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets in AP presentation folders. Exc cond.                 

SG MS2607/2623 Retails $180 $75 
1327 2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets as above but x 2. Retails $360 (2) $150 
1328 2007 Sydney Harbour Bridge $1.95 x 2 Int Post M/S's x 4 with "15 JUNE 2007" gold SHB ovpt, "BANGKOK 

2007" gold ovpt, "SBERATEL SAMMLER COLLECTOR" ovpt in black plus imperf/perf example. All MUH. (4)  $20 
1329 2007 Architecture/Landmarks Imperforate complete sheets from the left & right panes comprising 18 individual 

M/S's. Each pane with certificate. No. 579 & 580 of only 2000 with numbered certificates of authenticity 
enclosed. Increasingly scarce. Dealers sell individual imperf M/S's sell at $25 each. (18 imperf sheets M/S's      
in 2 sheets) $90 

1330 2008 (20th Aug) Kalamunda Stamp Club 30th Anniv booklet containing 50c Personalised stamp with club logo. $10 
1331 2008 $10 Christmas bauble self adhesive booklet with top row completely imperforate & second row imperforate 

across top. A stunning modern error. Excellent cond. SG SB305var. $150 
1332 2008 Aviation in complete CTO GPO Melbourne sheets of 50 incl. 50 x $2 Int Post Qantas A380 Airbus. 

Original FV $125. A difficult set F/U. SG 3033/36 $40 
1333 2008 Aviation Qantas Airbus 380 Imperforate M/S's in uncut sheets from both right & left panes with 12 M/S's in 

each pane. Limited Edition no. 674 of 750 with certificates of authenticity. (24 imperf M/S's in 2 sheets) $100 
1334 2010 Kingfishers set of 4 to $3 in CTO Melbourne complete sheets of 50 incl gutter. Original FV $330. Retails 

$700 SG 3505/08 (50 sets) $60 



1335 2010 Mary Mackillop Canonisation boxed stamp & ½oz silver proof coin set. Produced by Perth Mint. Cost 
$89.95 & retails at $125 $50 

1336 2011 60c & $1.20 Remembrance Day pair in CTO GPO Melbourne complete sheets of 50. Original FV $90. SG 
3679/80 Cat. £210 (50 sets) $30 

1337 2012 60c & $2.35 Diamond Jubilee pair in complete CTO Melbourne sheets of 50. Original FV $147.50. SG 
3756/57 Cat. £445 (50 sets) $50 

1338 2012 Olympic Gold Medallists & Olivia Newton John/ANZUS imperf M/S's from 2012 Yearbook both CTO. (2) $30 
1339 2012 Olympic Gold Medallists Official Collection with book & MUH sheetlets. Cost $49.95 with a FV of $48.    

Exc unopened cond. $35 
1340 2012 Olympic Gold Medallists sheetlets of 10 complete sets of 7 MUH & CTO. Retail $170 SG 3820/26 

sheetlets (14) $75 
1341 2012 Waterbirds in complete CTO GPO Melbourne sheets of 50 incl the $1.65 & $2.35 Int Post pair. Original  

FV $230 SG 3734/37 $60 
1342 2012 60c Olivia Newton-John Cancer & 60c ANZUS imperf M/S only available in the 2012 Yearbook all CTO. 

Retail $180 (10) $60 
1343 2013 "Colonial Heritage" $10 Kangaroo & Map (Intaglio), $4 Visualising Aust & $4 Emerging Identity imperf 

M/S's in 3 pres packs. Retail $120 (3) $50 
1344 2013 $10 kangaroo & map stamp on PNC cover pmkd FDI Melbourne but without coin x 50. Useful for F/U     

re-sale. (50) $100 
1345 2013 $100 Kangaroo & Map Miniature Sheet F/U by 3 neat cds's for Flinders Lane, Vic. Rarely seen 

commercially used. Retail at $140 $50 
1346 2013 $100 Kangaroo & Map sheetlet of 10 in Pres pack. Exc cond. Retail at $150+ $90 
1347 2013 (1st Nov) Australia Age of Dinosaurs imperforate, part perf & embossed Miniature Sheet collection.        

No. 155 of only 200. This was the only way to secure these M/S's. Exc cond. Retails $250 $70 
1348 2013 60c & $2.60 Battle of Beersheba Joint Issue with Israel in CTO GPO Melbourne complete sheets of 50. 

Original FV $128. SG 3985/86 Cat. £360 (50 sets) $40 
1349 2013 60c & $2.60 C/wealth Banknote Cent pair on PNC covers pmkd Melbourne x 70 but without the coins      

in the covers. Useful for F/U re-sale. (70) $50 
1350 2013 Pardalotes (Birds) set of 4 to $3 in complete CTO GPO Melbourne sheets of 5. Original FV $330.          

SG 3992/95 Cat. £550 (50 sets) $90 
1351 2013 Poultry Breeds set of 3 in complete CTO GPO Melbourne sheets of 25 incl gutter. Original FV $60    

Retails $130+ SG 4056/58 (25 sets) $20 
1352 2013 Holey Dollar & Dump embellished limited edition M/S in pres folder (only way to source this M/S) with 

replica coins to match the stamps reproduced from National Museum examples. No. 35 of only 250. Exc cond. $80 
1353 2013 $1 Video Stamp with AP info brochure plus & an unopened example. A trial when you purchased an 

Express Post or Express Courier env/bag at Christmas 2013 to send a personalised video message that could 
be downloaded on a computer or your mobile phone. This was overlooked my majority of collectors but is 
perforated & S/A so would compliment the Christmas issue! $10 

1354 2014 (65c) Concession Miniature sheets from the 2014 Yearbook with a MUH & CTO example. Retail $60 (2) $25 
1355 2014 (65c) Concession Miniature sheets from the 2014 Yearbook x 10 all CTO. Retail $300 (10) $100 
1356 2014 (65c) Concession Miniature sheets from the 2014 Yearbook x 20 MUH. Retail $600 (20) $200 
1357 2014 Bush Ballards Banjo Paterson Prestige booklet with imperforate booklet panes ovptd "2014 National 

Exhibitions" with Stampex & Canberra Exhib logos. No 132 of 150. Retails $75 $40 
1358 2014 KGV Centenary sheetlets of 10 with OS perfins & OS & Specimen ovpts. x 10. Only available from special 

constantina packs. Retail at $400 (10) $120 
1359 2014 M/S all CTO Herne Hill, WA for "Bush Ballards", Airmail 100th Anniv., "Nostalgic Advertisements", WWI 

Cent, ADF Cent, "Things that Sting", KGV Stamp Cent & Cent of Military Aviation & Submarines. A difficult 
group to find FV/U. (8) $20 

1360 2014 Multisheet collection in 4 complete sheetlets. These sheets are all numbered 221 of only 500 issued. This 
is the only way to obtain the stamps in this format. Fine MUH. FV $85.50 $80 

1361 2014 Southern Lights imperf M/S printed on holographic foil in special pack with normal perforated example for 
comparison. No. 404 of 500. Exc cond. $30 

1362 2014 60c "Fireworks" M/S in a pinwheel format of 4 to give the effect of a full firework. This block of 4 separate 
Miniature Sheets are totally imperforate complete with colour bars & printers descriptive notes MUH SG 4147var $40 

1363 As Above but with 8 complete Miniature Sheets incl the COA (No. 126 of 500) with the number also on the 
selvedge. Fine MUH. SG 4147var. $80 

1364 2015 Aust Legends - The Victoria Cross S/A booklet presentation packs x 10. Sold out quickly. Cost $370. (10) 
 

$300 

 AUSTRALIA - FIRST DAY COVERS 
 

 

1365 1927 (9th May) 1½d Parliament House top marginal example on plain FDC pmkd Stones Corner, Qld. Hand 
addressed to Brisbane. Good cond. $30 

1366 1929 (20th May) 3d green Airmail on SE Whellams "BY AIR MAIL ONLY" FDC with 1½d KGV tied by 
Glenhuntly cds & b/s Echuca. Good cond. Purchased Leski for $190 in 2008. $180 

1367 1929 (29th Oct) 3d kookaburra x 2 with one from M/S tied by red Melbourne Exhibition cancels at each top side 
of Orlo-Smith & Co Melbourne cover (partially covered by one stamp). Very good cond. Realised $100 at 1998 
Rod Perry auction. $100 

1368 1931 (19th Mar) Kingsford Smith set of 3 on plain Perth registered cover with typed address to Hobart. "By Air 
Mail only" in m/s at top. Attractive & in good cond. $60 

1369 1931 (19th Mar) Kingsford Smith set of 3 on plain registered cover Perth to Cottesloe Beach. Roughly opened & 
light toning around couple of stamps. $25 

1370 1931 (19th Mar) Kingsford Smith set of 3 plus 6d Airmail in combo with 2d red KGV (9th Nov) plain covers both 
registered Darwin. Both stained/toned around stamps & worn but unusual origin with array of b/s's as addressed 
to Melbourne & Sydney respectively. (2) $120 

1371 1932 (15th Feb) 1/- lyrebird top left marginal example with partly stained perfs on plain cover tied by clear 
Boulder, WA cds. Realised $190 at 1989 Rod Perry auction. $200 



1372 1932 (19th Mar) 2d & 3d Sydney harbour Bridge pair on Mitchell Illust cover with "Sydney Harbour Bridge N.E. 
PYLON" Reg label with matching cds's. All relevant b/s's. Good cond. $75 

1373 1932 (1st June) 6d kookaburra on plain cover with "First Day" in pencil top left. Pmkd South Fremantle WA.   
Fair cond. Purchased in May 1998 for $120. $100 

1374 1934 (1st Nov) Macarthur set of 3 on registered GPO Perth plain cover with typed address to Scotland & "First 
Day Cover" at top. Very fine. Purchased for $230 in 1998 at Rod Perry auction. $200 

1375 1935 (18th March) Anzac pair on plain "Collins Street C.1 Victoria" Reg cover with matching cds's. 
Unfortunately lightly toned with stamp perfs affected. SG 154/55 $25 

1376 1935 (18th Mar) Anzac pair on Regd GPO Perth plain cover with typed address to Scotland & "First Day Cover" 
at top. Fresh & fine. Realised $220 in 1998 Rod Perry auction. $200 

1377 1935 (18th Mar) Anzac pair on Regd Brisbane plain cover with typed NSW address to Burwood with matching 
b/s. Bold "REGISTERED BRISBANE" cds neatly tying stamps. Purchased from Rex & Fair in 1998 for $300. $250 

1378 1935 (2nd May) Silver Jubilee set of 3 on Katoomba Regd plain cover with hand written local address. Fine. 
Purchased from Rex & Fair in 1998 for $300. $250 

1379 1936 (1st Apr) Cable pair on Gowers Stamp Den illust cover with provisional "Centennial Exhibition Adelaide"   
in m/s Reg label with Exhib pmk. Good cond. Rare usage. Purchased at Rod Perry Auction in 1997 for $180. $150 

1380 1936 (3rd Aug) 2d SA Cent on Northern Stamp Co "Captain Hindmarsh First Governor of South Australia 1836-
38" & the Proclamation Tyree, Glenelg illust cover. Perth, WA cds with neat typed address. Very good cond & a 
scarce cover. $50 

1381 1936 (3rd Aug) SA Cent set of 3 on Glenelg Regd illust cover with typed address. Good cond. Purchased from 
Rex & Fair in 1995 for $140. $100 

1382 1936 (3rd Aug) SA Cent set of 3 in imprint blocks of 4 on 3 different South Australian Stamp Co. covers. Neat 
hand written addresses all with crisp Adelaide cds's. Exc cond & rarely seen. (3) $400 

1383 1937 (10th/12th May) 1d green QM & 2d red KGVI  pair on South Australian Stamp Co. illust cover cancelled 
"Victor Harbor" SA  2 days early. Neat hand written address. Fine cond. $30 

1384 1937 (2nd Aug) 3d KGVI, 6d kookaburra & 1/- lyre on "Elizabeth Street, Melbourne, C.1, Vic." Regd plain    
cover with typed address & "First Day Cover" plus a similar but all with selvedges on hand written cover 
Registered Penshurst, NSW with bold cds's & purchased in 1999 from Rod Perry auctions for $115. (2) $180 

1385 1937 (1st Oct) NSW Sesqui set of 3 on illust cover sent by airmail to Bermuda with "MISENT TO MIAMI 
FLORIDA" h/s. Variety of b/'s'. Vert fold not affecting stamps. Most unusual. $40 

1386 1937 (1st Oct) NSW Sesqui set of 3 on Northern Stamp Co.  Sydney Registered cover with GPO Sydney RS 
cds's. Could do with a clean up & some TLC as a scarce & attractive cover. $70 

1387 1938 (1st Feb) 4d Koala on Kufner Lyrebird generic cover. Hand addressed with Albury NSW "Check 
Address….." slogan cancel. Fine cond & increasingly scarce. $40 

1388 1938 (1st Feb) 4d koala on Northern Stamp Co. Kiama NSW Registered cover with part Kiama NSW cds. 
Brownish scuff mark on front but a rarely seen cover. $80 

1389 1938 (20th Apr) 1½d maroon KGVI on Sydney Registered plain cover hand addressed to Griffiths with corner 
block of 4. Very good cond. Scarce & cost vendor $120. $50 

1390 1938 (1st Nov) £1 Robes on thick paper on Brisbane Registered FDC. Plain env with neat typed address & in 
very good cond. A scarce FDC which sold at Ace Stamp Auctions Sale 9 for $1900 + BP. ACSC Cat. $2500 $1,800 

1391 1938 (1st Sept) 9d Platypus on Haslem illustrated cover. Hand written addressed with neat bold Woolwich   
NSW cds. Good cond. $20 

1392 1938 (1st Dec) 5d ram on illust cover showing kangaroo, emu & lyrebird in blue. Tied by Melbourne slogan 
"CONVERSION LOAN NOW OPEN" & hand addressed to USA. Good cond. $30 

1393 1941 (10th Dec) 3d purple-brown KGVI on plain hand addressed cover to Balgowlah with bold Sydney cds.  
Fine cond & purchased from Ace Stamp Auctions for $220 on 2014. $180 

1394 1941 (10th Dec) Surcharges set of 3 on plain typed addressed cover but with Censor tape & cachet. Addressee 
name & street address in Demerara, British Guiana cut out but remains a cover with character & rarely seen. $60 

1395 1942 (1st Dec) 1½d green QM right marginal pair with Fordon NSW cds on plain cover. Good cond with hand 
written address. These wartime FDC's were often not gazetted in advance & are scarce. This cover realised 
$290 at Linke 2008 auction. ACSC $800 $300 

1396 1944 (4th Dec) 2d bright purple KGVI tied to plain cover by Albert Park, Vic cds with neat typed address plus 
pair on unaddressed cover pmkd Melbourne but light toning around stamps. (2) $80 

1397 1945 (19th Feb) Gloucester set of 3 on plain cover with crisp "AUST ARMY P.O. 204." cds's. Fine cond. $30 
1398 1946 (14th Oct) Mitchell set of 3 on Wide World cover with typed address & Rundle St. SA cds's. Note date 

printed on cover is "19th SEPTEMBER 1946". Good cond. $40 
1399 1946 (14th Oct) Mitchell set of 3 on Set Maker Series "Registration Branch G.P.O., Perth, W.A." labelled cover.  

Hand addressed to USA thus nice array of b/s's. Good cond. $40 
1400 1946 (14th Oct) Mitchell set of 3 on Mitchell cover with "Registration Branch, GPO, Perth, WA" Reg. label & Reg  

Perth cds's. Light foxing on one stamp. Typed address. $30 
1401 1946 (18th Feb) Peace set of 3 on "Queen Victoria Bldgs." NSW Registered Alf camped cover. Some hinging 

on reverse but frontally good. 
$30 

1402 1946 (18th Feb) Peace set of 3 on Baker & Maloney (forerunner to Royal) cover with neat typed address. 
Glede, NSW cds's. Good cond. $30 

1403 1946 (18th Feb) Peace set of 3 on Baker & Maloney (forerunner to Royal) Registered cover with printed 
address & Reg red crossed lines. GPO Sydney, NSW cds's. Good cond. $30 

1404 1947 (8th Sep) Newcastle Sesqui set of 3 South Perth Registered Mitchell cover with crisp South Perth cds's & 
neat typed address. $20 

1405 1948 (16th Feb) 1/3d bull & 2/- Aboriginal Art tied by bold Gympie cds with neighbouring cancel on Reg cover 
with neat typed address to Brisbane. Superb cond. 

$50 

1406 1948 (12th July) 2½d Farrer on Woodger unaddressed cover with incorrect spelling of "FARRAR".  Neat 
Launceston, Tas cds. Fine cond. $30 

1407 1948 (12th July) 2½d Farrer ingeniously pasted onto larger Registered envelope for airmail to England. Original 
cover has pair with larger one having 4 blocks of 4 all tied by similar Leichhardt NSW cds's pre-paying airmail 
rate to UK (total 3/9d). Large cover endorsed "Please cancel lightly". 2cm tear at top not affecting adhesives. 
Very different! $40 



1408 1949 (17th June) 2½d Henry Lawson on Miller Bros. illust cover with typed address & Moorabbin, Vic cds. Slight 
staining around stamp. Cost vendor $125. $70 

1409 1949 (3rd Oct) 10/- Arms tied to plain FDC cover by Wallerawang (NSW) FDI CDS with red Express Delivery 
label & Lithgow backstamp. Most attractive. $150 

1410 1949 (3rd Oct) 10/- Arms on Challis printed FDC Regd GPO Perth. Very good cond. Purchased in 1996 from 
Rodney Perry Auctions for $165. $150 

1411 1949 (10th Oct) 3½d blue UPU on unaddressed Wide World cover with crisp "G.P.O. Sydney 130" cds. Fine 
cond. 

$20 

1412 1949 (28th Nov) £1 Arms FDC with Norseman WA cds & typed address on plain env. Fresh. Purchased at Ace 
Stamp Auctions Sale 9 for $350 + BP. $400 

1413 1951 (25th Nov) 3½d maroon KGVI on Smythe unaddressed map of Australia generic cover. GPO Sydney cds 
cancelling horiz pair. Good cond. $40 

1414 1952 (20th Feb) 4½d red KGVI on Smythe unaddressed map of Australia generic cover with crisp Queen 
Victoria Buildings NSW cds. A couple of small tone spots does not detract from this attractive cover. $40 

1415 1952 (19th Mar) 2/6d aboriginal Bergen illustrated unaddressed cover with Brighton SA cds. Only 15 produced. 
Exc cond. $120 

1416 1952 (19th Mar) 2/6d aboriginal illust RJ Turley designed cover adapted for use by Wesley. Neat typed address 
& tied by Largs North, SA cds. Good cond. $50 

1417 1953 (21st Apr) 3½d QEII Ogden privately produced FDC with b/w photo integrated into design. Hand painted & 
hand addressed to England with crisp Coburg cds. Fine cond. Realised $420 at Ace Stamp Auctions in 2011. $350 

1418 1953 (19th Aug) 1d QEII Bergen unaddressed with boxed "DEPARTMENT OF AIR CONCESSION POSTAL 
RATE" cachet in violet at top. Tied by St Arnaud North Vic cds. Good cond. $100 

1419 1953 (3rd Sept) 3½d Young Farmers on Boan's Banksia Prionotes illust cover with typed address. GPO Perth 
cds. Fine cond. $25 

1420 1955 (23rd Feb) Rotary pair on Guthrie typed address cover with GPO Perth cds. Fine cond. $30 
1421 1955 (4th Mar) Australia USA Guthrie "Friendship" cover with typed address & GPO Perth cds. Clean. $20 
1422 1955 (6th July) Cobb & Co. Guthrie illust FDC with crisp Wembley Park East cds. Fine unaddressed cond. $30 
1423 1955 (10th Aug) 3½d YMCA block of 4 on Wesley FDI card plus Nursing pair (21st Sept) & SA Cent block of 4 

(17th Oct) also on Wesley cards. All neatly addressed, the YMCA with Midland Junction cds's. (3) $30 
1424 1957 (13th Mar) 4d claret full booklet pane of 6 tied by Philatelic Bureau Melbourne cds on generic "Hermes" 

unaddressed cover. Not often seen as booklet pane on FDC. $30 
1425 1958 (6th Jan) 2/- Qantas Royal FDC cancelled "RAAF PO Canberra, ACT" Unaddressed & clean. A lovely 

related matching cancel, stamp & cover. $20 
1426 1958 (27th Aug) 30th Anniv of Kingsford Smith Tasman Crossing in three cover designs for Royal, WCS & 

Guthrie. Addressed by labels, h/s or typed. Exc cond. (3) $30 
1427 1964 (26th Aug) 7/6d & £2 Navigators on hand addressed Wesley cover. Exc cond. $70 
1428 1963/64 Navigators set of 6 on 5 separate WCS covers & 1 Royal cover. All cancelled by crisp GPO Brisbane 

cds's with typed addresses. 7/6d to £2 are also Reg. Very good cond & increasingly difficult to find fault free. (6) $150 
1429 1963/64 Navigators set of 6 on separate WCS illust FDC's. 4/- pmkd Croydon & hand addressed, the others 

cancelled Russell St, Victoria with neat handstamp address. Small mounting tape stains which show as light 
patches on front but remains a difficult set. Sold at Ace Stamp Auctions in 2010 for $150 + BP. $100 

1430 1970 (20th Apr) 30c Cook on small cover with Clarence Street Sydney FDI cds. Fine & unaddressed but small 
part of cds impression missing. Retails $550 $75 

1431 2000 Olympic Gold Medal Winners set of 16 Digital printed stamps on 8 FDC's. Exc cond. Retail at $150 (16) $40 
1432 2004 Olympic Gold Medallist set of 17 FDC's for each PO issuing the special cachet (15). So complete set is 

17x15 = 255 covers @ 65¢ cost just under $150 from Aust Post. (255) $50 
1433 2010 60c 150th Anniversary Melbourne Cup silver stamp on FDC Pmkd Flemington. Ltd No. 1273 of 5000. $20 
1434 2014 (24th March) (60c) Concession stamp FDC with both stamps on commem cover pmkd Canberra 

Parliament House. A scarce FDC. Exc cond. $30 
1435 2014 (1st Oct) $1.85 Tassie Devil & $2.75 Alpine Vic Int Post S/A's FDC pmkd Canberra Parliament House. 

Rare FDI for these S/A's. Exc. Cond. $20 
1436 2015 (22nd Jan) Aust Legends - Victoria Cross set of 5 on Canberra FDC with VC pmk & a S/A set on official 

cover pmkd Bentley, WA. (2) $10 
 AUSTRALIA – PNC 

 

 1437 1966 (14th Feb) The very first PNC's issued for decimalisation. Each with a 2c coin embedded in FDI cover with 
1c & 3c QEII (No. 53 of only 88 issued), 2c QEII pair, 8c & 10c Fish & 5c, 6c, 13c, 15c, 24c, 25c & 30c Birds 
(No 81 of 104 for the 30c Ibis). Each with Surfers Paradise cds or slogan cancel. Ebay realisations on these 
vary from $30 to $70 per cover. Rarely seen in this quantity. Exc cond. (11) $300 

1438 1984 (14th May) $1 banknote & $1 coin FDI "Numispac" PNC cover with 55c Stick Nest Rat pmkd GPO 
Sydney. Slight toning down right side & photo album "lines" on reverse but a scarce cover. $30 

1439 2000 (21st Jan) Australian Legends - ANZACS PNC Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $110 $40 
1440 2000 (24th July) Victoria Cross - Valour $1 PNC Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $250 $100 
1441 2000 (17th August) Olympic Sports PNC Coin First Day Covers. Contains two $5 coins & both stamp issues. 

Exc cond. Pair retails $185 (2) $60 
1442 2000 (17th August) Olympic Sports as above. $60 
1443 2001 (15th Feb) Army PNC $1 Coin First Day Cover. Exc. cond. Retails $120 $30 
1444 2002 (6th Feb) QEII Accession Golden Jubilee PNC 50c Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $320+ $100 
1445 2007 (16th Jan) Ashes "Howzat" Aust Wins the Ashes Cricket $1 PNC First Day Cover. Numbered 1934 of 

8000. Exc cond. These retail at $180 but this is conservative considering their scarcity. $75 
1446 2007 (16th Jan) Ashes "Howzat" Aust Wins the Ashes Cricket  as above. $75 
1447 2014 (6th May) Aust Red Cross $1 PNC First Day Cover overprinted "APTA/ANDA STAMP, COIN, BANKNOTE 

SHOW Melbourne 8th-9th November 2014" in gold. No 100 of only 125. Exc cond. $40 
1448 2014 (5th August) Cent of Military Aviation & Submarines double $1 PNC First Day Cover overprinted "Perth 

Stamp & Coin Show 16th-17th August 2014" with APTA & show logos. No. 111 of only 150. $30 
1449 2015 (8th Jan) Christmas Is Year of the Goat $1 PNC M/S First Day Cover overprinted "ANDA Perth Show 7th-

8th March 2015" with ANDA logo. No. 110 of only 200. $40 



 AUSTRALIAN STATES 
  NSW 
 1450 1844 Sydney to Carrickfergus, Ireland, pre-stamp outer. Heavily worn but with wax seal remaining & initialled 

"PAID SHIP LETTER SYDNEY" with crown in red brown (Nov 1844). Clear "CARRICKFERGUS MR 29 1845" 
on reverse. Small cutting from newspaper of the time accompanies. $120 

1451 1844 Sydney to Edinburgh outer with "PAID SHIP LETTER SYDNEY" & crown in brown red plus at lower left 
boxed "PAID A /MAITLAND" & handwritten at top "per first ship". Neatly torn around wax seal & with 15th Nov 
1844 receival mark. Cost vendor $495. $180 

1452 1850 1d dull carmine on greyish paper, plate 2 with close margins (slightly cut into at lower right) & F/U by light 
BN "2". SG 11 Cat. £375 $60 

1453 1850 3d yellow-green on bluish to grey wove paper. Fine used with four margins. SG 2 Cat £250 $70 
1454 1851 "PAID SHIP LETTER SYDNEY JY 21 1851" crown cancel in red. (Lowe HS 82) Addressed to London. 

Fabulous 4 page entire with content regarding gold mining. Very good cond. $70 
1455 1852/53 6d grey brown on blush paper. F/U by light obliterator which combined with 4 broad margins makes  

this a fine example. SG 76 Cat. £250 $75 
1456 1854/59 8d dull yellow orange imperf diadem with 4 margins & neat part duplex cancel. SG 98 Cat. £300 $220 
1457 1863 Sydney to London via Marseilles env franked with cut-to-shape 1/- "diadem" tied by duplex AP 22 63 of 

Sydney alongside red London receival mark of JU 11 63. Ink smudge in first line of address & wax seal has 
been removed from flap. Some toning & fraying at edges but has character & conservative reserve. $20 

1458 1903 (29th Sept) 2½d QV blue toed by Sydney duplex on cover addressed to Ayr, Scotland but then re-
addressed to London. Ayr 2 NO 03 cds next to stamp with London & Carlisle & Ayr Sorting tender b/s's. $20 

 Queensland 
 1459 1860 6d green Chalon. Four margins with neat "15" Rays cancel of Port Denison. SG 3 Cat £800 $300 

1460 1861 1d carmine-rose on rough paper. Perf. 14-16. Mint, no gum. SG 12 Cat. £100 $30 
1461 1866/68 1d to 20/- Stamp Duty with all except 1d having circular "crown" date stamps or bank oval strikes. 

Attractive set. Cat. $330 (6) $60 
1462 1871/72 1d to 20/- Stamp Duty range of 7 vals good to F/U. Cat. £220 (7) $50 
1463 1888 (23rd Oct) Inward mail from Sydney (duplex cancel) to "Ida Palmer Goldfields PO" Queensland (closed 

1894). Backstamped Brisbane (25th Oct), Maytown 3c (rated R) for 4th Nov & Cooktown 3c Code 2 (rated D2R) 
on 30th Oct 30. Finally as Ida 3b (Rated 5r - only 102 copies known) for 5th Nov. An extremely rare cover in 
very find cond.  $300 

1464 1898/99 Scenic Post Cards with 1d brown "Ploughing and Harrowing, Green Hills Farm, Warwick" & "Gold Mine 
and Works Charters Towers" plus 1½d sepia postcards for "Charleville Bore" & "View of Works, Mount Morgan. 
All fine unused. Also 1899 Wrappers x 2 F/U to Gordon & Gotch Sydney from Gympie & Cloncurry. (8 items)  $200 

 South Australia 
 1465 1856/58 2d red imperf horizontal strip of 3 showing centre cliché lower than other two. Lightly used with good 

colour. SG 9 Cat. £120+ $50 
 Tasmania 

 1466 1860/67 6d slate violet imperf with wide margin at top & close to touching on other sides. MLH SG 48 Cat. £750 $150 
1467 1892/99 10/- "tablet" mauve & brown F/U. SG 224 Cat. £120 $30 
1468 1899 Pictorial set of 8. Fresh MLH. SG 229/36 Cat £150 $50 
1469 1903/12 9d blue sideface, single line perf. 12.4, with double "OS" perfins. One correct & the other inverted & 

reversed. Good to F/U. Slightly stained. Not recorded in ACSC. $30 
1470 1940's "Tasmania Motor Spirit Ration Tickets Series A. Valid in all States One Gallon" in complete sheet of 10 

plus similar sheet for "Two gallons". Fine mint cond. ( sheets of 10) $180 
 Victoria 

 1471 QV Good to F/U duplicated range with 9d rosine (x50) & 1/- yellow/orange (x47) on 2 Hagners. Mostly nice 
cancels & noted "M.O. & S.B. NUMURKA" on 1/- but nothing scarcer than that. (97) $40 

1472 1854/55 6d "REGISTERED" rose-pink & blue imperf with 3½ margins & light obliterator. SG 34 Cat. £190 $50 
1473 1897 Department of Public Works frank on OHMS cover to Bendigo. A superb strike of frank overstruck with 

Melbourne cds of 4.6.97. Seldom seen on complete covers. $30 
1474 1905/13 3d dull orange-buff, perf 11, with inverted Crown over A wmk in MUH block of 4. SG 437b var. 

 

$75 

 AUSTRALIAN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY 
 

 

1475 1966 Defins to $1 Mock Sun. 2 MUH sets plus 2 pres packs. SG 8/18 Retail $300 (4 sets) $40 
1476 1966 Definitive set of 12 to $1 Mock Sun in Japanese presentation pack plus the standard Australian pack. 

Excellent unopened cond. Retails $150+ (2) $40 
1477 1966 Defins used on 1967-1969 Melbourne to Los Angeles Regd airmail covers x 4. One cover bears $1 Mock 

Sun, another the 50¢ (1969), third has 15¢ + 20¢ & the fourth with 1967 slogan cancel is unregistered bearing 
20¢ AAT only. All similarly addressed. Rarely seen genuinely commercially used. (4) $100 

1478 1973 Defins set to $1 in complete MUH sheets of 100. Rarely seen. Retail $900, FV $300 SG 23/34 (100 sets) $250 
1479 1981 (25th Nov) "Nimrod" & "Morning" illustrated cover with both the correct & incorrect 15c stamps tied by 

Mawson FDI cds in purple & signed by the postmaster of Mawson PO. Presented in info folder. Exc cond. 
$20 

1480 1995 Whales & Dolphins M/S's ovptd "Carl Lewis Wins 4 Gold Medals LA Olympics" in silver. Fresh MUH. SG 
MS112 var. Sold in last auction for $55 $20 

1481 2012 Antarctic Expedition M/S ovptd "HENRY FORD'S Mechanised Production Line 1913-2013" in silver.  
MUH. SG MS223var. $25 

1482 2012 Antarctic Expedition M/S ovptd "Mawson's Huts Foundation Celebrating the Centenary of the Australasian 
Antarctic Expedition 1911-1914. 19 November 1912: Mawson, Mertz & Ninnis set out on the Far Eastern 
Journey" in black. MUH. No. 80 of a Ltd Ed. SG MS223var. $25 

1483 2012 Phillip Law set of 3 to $1.80 in complete sheets of 50 with gutter CTO by GPO Melbourne 6 Mar 2012 
cds's. Original FV $180. Retails $450 (50 sets) $50 

1484 2012/13 Phillip Law set of 3 & Antarctic Expedition Series II set of 5 on 8 separate FDC's each with a base 
cancel. Exc unaddressed cond. (8) $40 

1485 2012/13 Cent of Australasian Antarctic Expedition 2nd & 3rd issues in complete CTO Melbourne sheets of 50 
incl gutters. Original FV $190 SG 218/22 & 229/33 $60 



 CHRISTMAS ISLAND 
 1486 1987/88 Wildlife Defins set of 16 to $5 on 4 separate FDC's. Exc cond. SG 229/44 Retails $60 $20 

1487 2013 Fish set of 4 in Christmas Island 21 May 2013 CTO sheets of 50. Original FV $180 A most attractive set. 
SG 748/51 $50 

1488 2013 60c & $1.20 Flowering Shrubs se-tenant pairs CTO Christmas Island 18th June in complete sheets of 50 
incl gutters. Original FV $90 SG 752/55 Cat. £210 $30 

1489 2015 Year of the Goat Miniature Sheet Prestige pack with two M/S's printed on silk in both perf & imperf 
formats. Exc cond. $30 

 COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS 
 1490 1985 Cocos-Malay Culture Handicrafts set of 3 in completely imperforate blocks of 4. The 30c & 55c blocks are 

cut-into at sides affecting 2 stamps in each block. The 45c & 55c vals are bottom marginal blocks. Fresh MUH & 
scarce. SG 126/28var. $300 

1491 1990 $5 on 65c ovptd Constellation. Fresh MUH. SG 230. Retails $80+ $25 
1492 2013 50th Anniv of first Cocos Stamps set of 5 in complete CTO Cocos (Keeling) Island 4 June 2013 cds sheets 

of 50. Original FV $240+ SG 479/83 Cat. £500 (50 sets) $75 
1493 2013 60c & $3 Barrel Mail pair in complete CTO Cocos (Keeling) Island 6 Aug 2013 cds sheets of 50. Original 

FV $180 SG 485/86 Cat. £400+ (50 sets) $50 
 NORFOLK ISLAND 

 1494 1986 Christmas set of 3 in completely imperforate MUH left marginal blocks of 4 from the only known 3 single 
sheets for each value discovered in 2001. $1 value is creased affecting 2 stamps reflected in reserve. MUH & 
scarce. SG 393/95var. $400 

 NEW GUINEA 
 1495 1914 GRI 2½d. on 10pf red yacht with "Horizontal arms missing on the "I" resulting in appearance as a "C"' 

specialist variety. Fresh MUH. SG 20var. Cat. £350 with premium $100 
1496 1914 GRI 2d on 20pf blue yacht. Fine MUH SG 19 Cat. £65 with premium $30 
1497 1925 Huts set of 13 to £1. Incls 3 shades of 6d. Attractive MLH fresh looking set. SG 125/36 Cat. £420 (15) $150 

 PAPUA & PAPUA NEW GUINEA 
 1498 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 in Ash imprint blocks of 4 with the lower left stamp showing "accent flaw" on 1d, 3d 

& 5d. Superb MUH. Rarely seen so fine & left in clear display to appreciate the freshness! SG 150/53 Cat. £800 
with flaws. $480 

1499 1939/41 1/6d olive-green KGVI Airmail McCracken imprint block of 4. Very faint tone on reverse of one 
otherwise MLH. SG 168 Cat. £120+ $75 

1500 1946 (20th Feb) cover to Sydney franked by 2½d KGVI & 5½d emu tied by Samarai cds's (earlier than recorded 
use) with "DEFICIENT POSTAGE TAX" h/s in violet with 1d PD affixed on arrival. Scarce commercial mail. $80 

1501 1952 10/- & £1 ovptd SPECIMEN. MLH. SG 14s/15s Retail $90 $30 
1502 1960 3d on ½d green Postal Charges with surcharge double. Fresh MUH. SG D3a Cat. £1100 $400 
1503 1963 10/- & £1 ovptd "SPECIMEN" with 15½mm ovpts. MLH. SG 44s/45s Retail $90 $30 
1504 1964 10/- bird ovptd "SPECIMEN" MUH. SG 71s Retails $150 $60 
1505 1985 Ceremonial Structures set of 4 trial stamps in MUH horiz pairs plus a normal set in pairs also for 

comparison. These unissued stamps are smaller than the actual issue & were printed by Leigh Marden in 
Melbourne while the issued stamps were printed by the Spanish firm Heraclio Fournier. The issued set had a 
15t value while the trial stamp was for 10t & none had the "t" after the face value. Further info in SG catalogue 
footnote. Retail at $1000+ 
 

 
 
 
$400 

 GREAT BRITAIN 
 

 1506 1840 1d intense black plate 6 with 3½ margin just touching at top right. F/U by black Maltese Cross cancel & 
lettered EI. Striking black & white contrast. SG 1 Cat. £525 $150 

1507 1840 1d intense black lettered MD with wide vertical & close to touching horizontal margins. Tied by red Maltese 
Cross & tombstone double line box "A PAID 10 OC 10 1840" in red to outer with CHIPENHAM OC 9 1840 in 
black on reverse. Addressed to London & redirected to Yarmouth, Isle of Wight. Nice usage. SG 1 Cat. £700 $160 

1508 1840 1d intense black tied to entire by red Maltese Cross cancel & addressed to Brampton. Neatly b/s by 
Newcastle on Tyne DE 22 1840 cds in blue. Vert filing folds not affecting stamp. Nice usage. SG 1 Cat. £700  $180 

1509 1840 1d black plate 1b. 4 margins (close at top) with light red Maltese Cross cancel. Lettered FE. Fresh looking 
stamp. SG 2 Cat. £375 $120 

1510 1840 1d black plate 5 with 4 generous margins. Neat crisp red Maltese Cross pmk. Lettered DF. A most 
attractive example. SG 2 Cat. £375 $140 

1511 1840 1d black plate 8 with 4 clear margins. Smudgy black/red Maltese Cross cancel across cheek. Lettered FH. 
SG 2 Cat. £375 $80 

1512 1840 1d grey-black (worn plate) with 3 clear margins & black Maltese Cross. Lettered KE with doubled "E" in 
right corner. SG 3b variety Cat.£500 $150 

1513 1840 2 deep full blue with 4 margins. F/U by crisp bold black Maltese Cross cancel. Lettered SA. An attractive 
stamp. SG 4 Cat. £1150 $250 

1514 1840 2d blue with 4 margins incl neighbouring stamp at right. Beautiful crisp red Maltese Cross pmk.      
Lettered BC. SG 5 Cat. £900 $180 

1515 1840 2d pale blue with 4 margins (close at right). Slightly smudged intense red Maltese Cross cancel.    
Lettered AI. SG 6 Cat. £1000 $180 

1516 1841 2d blue with 2 clear margins touching top & right with bold Maltese Cross numbered "2". SG 14f Cat. £700 $240 
1517 1843 (19th Sept) entire with 2 single 1d imperf reds tied by 2 bold strikes of black Maltese Cross with "2" in 

centre. London dispatch & Linlithgow arrival. Good cond. SG 8m Cat. £350+ $120 
1518 1843 letter sheet outers x 3 all franked with imperf 1d reds (SG 8) tied by clear black Maltese Cross pmks with 

numerals in centre for 5, 8 & 11. A lovely trio with clear cancels on 3 to 4 margin reds. Cat. £690 plus premium 
on cover (3) $250 

1519 1847/54 6d embossed in all four catalogued shades. All good to fine used with close (a couple of touching) to 
large margins. A conservative reserve. SG 58/61 Cat. £7000 (4) $800 

1520 1847/54 6d mauve QV embossed with margins touching on all sides. Good to F/U with indistinct BN obliterator. 
SG 58 Cat. £1000 $100 



1521 1847/54 10d brown embossed with huge margins on 3 sides and clear on fourth. Good used with strong colour. 
SG 57 Cat. £1500 $200 

1522 1847/54 1/- green QV embossed with neat "31" BN obliterator. Margins touching on all sides. SG 55 Cat. £1000 $120 
1523 1847/54 1/-embossed in all three catalogued shades. Good to fine used with close to touching margins.           

SG 54/56 Cat. £3200 $400 
1524 1849 2d blue imperf plate 4 on blued paper with trace of original gum. Lettered DL. Brandon cert (2015) notes 

"small mark on "S" of "POSTAGE"". SG spec ES14 Cat. £6000 $1,500 
1525 1855/57 1/- green QV in the 3 catalogued shades. Deep green has heavy cancel & pulled perf but others F/U & 

fine. SG 71/73 Cat. £1170 $180 
1526 1860 (5th June) Indenture on vellum. Beautifully hand written with 5 wax seals & two lead frankings for £1 & 

15/- with VR crown seals on reverse. Exc cond. $50 
1527 1860 (March) USA destined env with 1856 1/- pale green tied by WC3 obliterator. Backstamped Charing Cross 

24.2.60 & on front "5 CENTS" & 24 MAR cds in red applied in Philadelphia. SG cat. £425 on cover but estimate 
allows for faults. $50 

1528 1865 3d rose, plate 4 QV F/U by crisp part duplex cancel. SG 92 Cat. £450 with premium $100 
1529 1867/80 10d red brown QV in the 3 catalogued shades. Heavy cancels reflected in reserve but colours are true. 

SG 112/14. Cat. £1400 $120 
1530 1874 5/- rose QV, plate 2, with clear complete Glasgow cds of MY 2 82. Lettered CJ. Well centred with good 

colour & perfs. A lovely stamp. SG 127 Cat. £1500 $750 
1531 1867/83 10/- greenish grey with bold LS 5 part duplex cancel. Centred to low right with a couple of ironed out 

creases barely detectable. Lettered FG. SG 128, Cat. £3200 $600 
1532 1867/83 10/- greenish grey, Plate 1, good used by heavy barred numeral cancel. Centred up & right but good 

perfs & original colour. SG 128 Cat. £3200 $700 
1533 1867/83 10/- greenish grey QV. Lightly cancelled & well centred. Lettered CH. SG 128 Cat. £3200 $950 
1534 1867/83 5/- rose with anchor wmk on white paper, plate 4. Used with smudged London hooded cancel. "R.B" 

perfined. SG 134 Cat. £4200 $200 
1535 1867/83 10/- greenish grey, Plate 1, superb fine used with crisp central Edinburgh AP 23 84 cds. Lettered AG 

with excellent centering. Unfortunately repaired at base after a tear below plate number. One of the best repairs 
we have seen & likely to have been done in Eastern Europe in the early 1990's. Frontally stunning & only visible 
upon close examination. A chance it fill a gap at a budget price with a lovely looking example. SG 135 Cat. 
£7800 fault free with premium. $1,500 

1536 1867/83 £5 orange good used with Liverpool OC 4 88 cds & faint boxed GPO cancel. Well centred with good 
perfs & rich colour. SG 137 Cat. £4750 $2,500 

1537 1868 (15th Dec) cover to Amsterdam with 3d rose pair beautifully cancelled by London EC 74 duplex cancels. 
"EE Wendt London" company cachet. Amsterdam receival cds in red. Stunning. SG 103 Cat. £200++  $100 

1538 1869 (13th Mar) Entire addressed to Portugal with 6d mauve QV without hyphen x 4, plate 8, all neatly 
cancelled by "26" duplex cancel. Oval "PD" in red complete with "FRANCA" oval cachet in black. "Via France & 
Spain" in m/s top right. Porto receival cds on reverse. Superb condition & wonderful use of the 6d's. Most 
attractive. SG 109 Cat. £500+ $250 

1539 1873 (6th July) Nottingham to Lyon env franked with 1867/80 3d rose, plate 10, tied by "583" duplex of 
Nottingham with transit marks of Calais, "Paris a Marseilles" & arrival at Lyon 2 days after posting. Basic cover 
cat. £110 but more than double for plate 10. A lovely cover. $100 

1540 1875 (20th Mar) Entire to France with 1873/80 3d rose, plate 6, tied by bold London E.C. 78 duplex. Red "PD" 
oval cachet. SG 103 Cat. £110 $30 

1541 1878 £1 brown-lilac, Maltese Cross wmk, ovptd "SPECIMEN" type 9. Centred low & to right. "Small part original 
gum and a few pulled perforations at top and slightly soiled" wording on Brandon cert. (2015). An opportunity to 
acquire a very difficult stamp at a "budget" price. SG spec J126t Cat. £6000 $2,000 

1542 1879 (26th Apr) Sunderland to France printed env for "Huntly Brothers" with 1873/80 2½d rosy mauve, plate 13, 
tied by clear Sunderland "761" duplex. Very good cond. SG 141 Cat. £125 $40 

1543 1880 1d Venetian red MUH block of 4. Centred left with two very faint tone spots but rich colour & frontally 
fresh. SG 166 Cat. £140++ $75 

1544 1883/84 5/- rose on blued paper, Cut into top right affecting 3 perfs but not entering design. Light BN 92 duplex 
& perfined "NZL". SG 176 Cat. £4000 $100 

1545 1883/84 2/6d lilac on blued paper. Mark at top but attractive BO'NESS cds for AU 13 84. SG 175 Cat. £1450 $180 
1546 1883 5/- crimson QV. Centred slightly to right & with trivial surface mark below chignon otherwise fresh MUH. 

SG 181 Cat. £1400 with 50% MUH premium $500 
1547 1883/84 10/- ultramarine & pale ultramarine shade. Both good to F/U but pale has crayon mark. Both with light 

creases not apparent from front & ironed out.SG 183/83a Cat. £1075 (2) $100 
1548 1883/84 10/- ultramarine QV superb used with a crisp upright Curzon St Mayfair MY 6 87 central cds. Fine 

centering, perfs & colour - a perfect stamp. SG 183 Cat. £780 with premium $400 
1549 1883/84 10/- pale ultramarine QV with oval Reg strikes of 1888. Fine except for small blue smudge under "S"   

of "POSTAGE" reflected in conservative reserve. SG 183a Cat. £550 $75 
1550 1884 £1 brown lilac QV with 3 imperial crowns wmk. F/U by 3 light oval Registered cancels. A nice fault free 

example. SG 185 Cat. £2800 $700 
1551 1885 1/- dull green ovptd "I.R. OFFICIAL" Type O1. Mint "with traces of original gum & colour faded" as per 

attached BPA Cert. (2011) SG O7 Cat. £6000 $550 
1552 1890 10d dull purple & carmine Jubilee block of 4 good to F/U with light "K49" numeral cancels.                       

SG 210 Cat. £160 $90 
1553 1891 £1 green QV F/U with 4 overlapping light registered cancels. Lovely colour. SG 212 Cat. £800 $260 
1554 1896 (25th Mar) London to Zurich QV 1d embossed PSE underpaid & taxed with 10¢ & 20¢ Postage Dues      

on arrival. Backstamped Zurich. Ironically a Bank of Australasia envelope! $30 
1555 1902 2/6d dull purple KEVII. Centred slightly to left. Light staining on gum from aging stockbook but MUH.      

SG 262 Cat. £600 $250 
1556 1902 2/6d lilac with W.C.D.O. cancel, 5/- superb crisp 1906 cds & 10/- with July 1902 registered cancel KEVII. 

Cat. £870 (3) $200 



1557 1902 5/- deep bright carmine KEVII. Very light gum staining from aging album page but MUH with stunning 
colour. SG 264 Cat. £900 $400 

1558 1902 10/- ultramarine KEVII F/U by London Reg cancel. Good perfs, centering & colour. SG 265 Cat. £500 $100 
1559 1902 £1 dull blue-green KEVII F/U by large indistinct cancel. Very slightly stained with paper wrinkle but true 

colour & well centred. SG 266 Cat. £825 $160 
1560 1902 £1 dull blue green KEVII with central 1908 Registered oval date stamp. SG 266 Cat. £825 $180 
1561 1902 £1 dull blue-green. Slight gum staining from aged album but otherwise MUH with reasonable centering & 

strong colour. SG 266 Cat. £3500 $1,200 
1562 1902/13 ½d (4), 1d (3), 1½d, 2d, 3d, 4d (3), 5d, 6d (3) & 7d KEVII. All mint with some heavily hinged plus 1948 

RSW with tweezer dents but MUH. Min Cat. £430 for KEVII. (20) $50 
1563 1911 10/- blue KEVII. MUH with just a hint of very light staining on gum side possibly from aging stockbook but 

frontally superb. SG 319 Cat. £2100 $1,200 
1564 1911 £1 deep green KEVII with multiple registration cancels. Centred low bit good perfs & lovely colour. Richter 

handstamp on reverse. SG 320 Cat. £725 $220 
1565 1911 £1 deep green KEVII F/U with light Guernsey cds of 1913. A lovely fresh stamp. SG 320 Cat. £725 $350 
1566 1912 1d bright scarlet with Imperial Crown wmk in vertical pair. MLH with lower unit showing "no cross on 

crown" variety. SG 341a Cat. £160 + premium for joined pair with normal. $60 
1567 1912 1d scarlet Downey Head booklet pane of 6 with Royal Cypher wmk with left selvedge. Perfs trimmed off at 

opposite end. Fresh MLH. SG 337 Cat. £30 x6 for singles plus premium for pane. $70 
1568 1913 2/6d sepia Seahorse, Waterlow printing. MUH but tone spot on perf at right. Unfortunate as well centred 

with good perfs. SG 400 Cat. £550 if fine. 
$180 

1569 1913 5/- rose-carmine Seahorse, Waterlow printing with "double entry" on "FIVE SHILLINGS POSTAGE" plus 
outer shield variety. Fresh MLH but light gum bend at left. SG 401var. $500 

1570 1913 10/- indigo blue Seahorse by Waterlow. Crisp central Guernsey thimble cds of 1914. Stunning colour      
SG 402 Cat. £640 with premium $200 

1571 1913 10/- indigo blue Seahorse Waterlow printing, ovptd "SPECIMEN". MLH (slightly toned gum) but with lovely 
colour & good centering & perfs. Basel Cert. (2013) SG 402s Cat. £1100 $600 

1572 1913 £1 green Seahorse by Waterlow. Slightly smudged parcel cancel & centred a little right. Sound example 
with excellent perfs. SG 403 Cat. £1250 $300 

1573 1913 £1 dull blue-green Seahorse by Waterlow. Heavy smudged parcel cancel with one short perf at base & a 
couple of ironed out creases but reflected in reserve. SG 404 Cat. £1500 $150 

1574 1913 £1 dull blue-green Seahorse. Stunning MVLH with perfect centering. SG 404 Cat. £3500+ $2,000 
1575 1915 5/- carmine Seahorse by DLR on characteristically thin paper. Fresh MUH with very good centering & 

perfs. SG 410 Cat. £1200 $550 
1576 1929 £1 PUC with crisp central cds. Would improve with a wash! SG 438 Cat. £550 $300 
1577 1921 £1 PUC MLH with slightly toned gum. SG 438 Cat. £750 $350 
1578 1934/36 1½d red-brown photogravure booklet pane of 4 plus 2 ads. MLH with perfs trimmed off at top. SG 441e 

Cat. £190 $30 
1579 1934 5/- bright rose-red re-engraved Seahorse. MLH with excellent centering & fresh colour. SG 451 Cat. 

£175+  $160 
1580 1935 (7th May) Silver Jubilee FDC with set plus additional ½d. Airmailed to S.Africa with South African stamp 

on back plus Exhibition cancel. SG 453/56 Cat. £600 $140 
1581 1935 (7th May) Silver Jubilee set of 4 on Reg'd FDC plus another set on long FDC to Devon address folded 

through 2½d! Also separate covers with ½d tied by Bath machine FDI cancel & 1½d tied by Sidmouth Devon 
machine cancel. A scarce group with set on cover cat. £600, so total £1200 + singles. $240 

1582 1937 KGVI Coronation entrance ticket to Whitehall Gardens Stands (price 15/-). Two creases, but nice item   
with "mud map" on reverse to identify location of seating. $20 

1583 1939/47 9d, 10d, 11d & 1/- KGVI on four individual plain FDC's, three being registered. Odd tone spot on 
reverse & edges but not detracting & reflected in reserve. Neatly hand addressed with 1st May 39 covers having 
Philpot Street E.1 cds's. SG 473, 474, 474a & 475 Cat. £555 $90 

1584 1948 £1 Silver Wedding sheet of 20. Fresh MUH & rarely seen so fine. SG 494 Cat £800 $500 
1585 1949 (10th Oct) UPU Registered Plymouth illust FDC. Hand addressed to Warrnambool, Victoria with oval Reg 

Section oval receival cancel in mauve. Also a 1951 low val Festival of Britain pair on FDC with FOB slogan pmk 
with neat typed address. Both in good cond. Cat. £120 (2) $30 

1586 1953 (31st Aug) ½d & 1d QEII FDC on a Menley & James pre-printed advertising card for "Dexedrine Tablets" 
for "Control of weight in children" Addressed to Croydon, NSW. Some outer toning but the advertising content is 
unaffected. Attractive early "mass mailing" marketing. SG 515/16 $25 

1587 1955/58 5/- & 10/- Waterlow Castles MLH plus 1959/68 2/6d marginal MUH. Also 1858/78 selection of 5 used 
1d red QV's but no 77 or 225! $20 

1588 1960's QEII Wilding booklets comprising 2/- x 6 (all small cypher type, incl 2 with red & 4 with black wording), 3/, 
4/6d, 6/- (2 each) & 10/-. Min cat.£250 (13) $50 

1589 1987 18p Sir Isaac Newton stamp "Fine Porcelain" plate by Royal Mail. Measures 16cm x 22cm with 
attachments for wall hanging. Attractive & in exc cond. $20 

1590 1999 Britannia £2 silver Bullion Coin & £10 Stamp presentation box produced by Royal Mail & Royal Mint.    
Most attractive & in exc cond. Retails £80+ in UK $40 

1591 2001 St George & the Dragon design Anniv by Percy Metcalfe as used in the Festival of Britain stamp design 
paperweight. The 3D effect created by lasers within crystal giving a spectacular effect. Produced by Royal Mail 
& Royal Mint & limited to 500. Presented in classy box. Exc cond & a lovely "Stamp Den" addition! $50 

1592 2002 (6th Feb) QEII Accession Golden Jubilee Royal Mail gold framed exploded Prestige Booklet with FDI pmk 
in border. Limited Ed No. 235 of 595. Exc cond. Measures 55cms x 48cms. (Room bidders only) $30 

1593 2003 "Pillar To Post" Sterling Silver Ingot & Stamp set of 5 FDC's with the ingots encapsulated in each. 
Attractively boxed. Retails £100 in UK $40 

1594 2003 QEII Coronation Anniv 1/3d Stamp Silver Ingot & 1953 & 2003 Coronation Crown set in pres box. Exc 
cond & Limited Ed (No.150). Retails £60+ in UK  $30 



1595 2004 Queen Mary & Queen Mary 2 Silver Medals & M/S Stamp boxed set. A joint issue by Royal Mail, Royal 
Mint & Cunard. The medals are replicas of the 1936 Queen Mary issue & a modern design for the latest maiden 
voyage. Exc cond. Retails £90 in the UK $40 

1596 2008 London Olympic Games Anniv "Smilers" sheets x 10. Ltd to 10,000 & in consecutive numbers. A sell out 
from Royal Mail. Exc unopened packs. Opening at face value. (10) $120 

1597 2004 Operation Overlord - Imperial War Museum M/S's x 100 CTO with Douglas 6 AP 04 cds. SG MS1139  
Cat. £650 (100) $50 

1598 1930 High vals, 1957 Puffin Defins, 1964 Shakespeare, 1967 Seabirds, 1969 Lundy Stamp Anniv., 1971 First 
Decimal Defins, 1972 Trinity House, 1974 Puffin Defins, 1974 Life Boat Institution, 1975 European Architecture 
&1976 US Bicentennial. (x2) Presentation packs. Also 2 Lundy PPC's with 7½d Puffin tied by Ilfracombe, Devon 
PP slogan cancel in red. An unusual group rarely seen. Exc cond. (14 items) 
 $40 

 COMMONWEALTH & FOREIGN 
 

 1599 Ascension 1948 Royal Silver Wedding pair in MUH blocks of 4, the 1½d in Plate 1 corner block. Fine & fresh. 

SG 50/51 Cat. £220 $120 
1600 Aden 1939/48 KGVI pictorials set to 10R MLH. SG 16/27, Cat. £110 as MUH & Shihr & Mulkalla 1942 Pictorials 

to 5R also fresh MLH. Sg 1/11, Cat. £65 as MUH. (24) $40 
1601 Austria 1858 1osk grey lilac & 1863 "Arms" newspaper stamps both imperf with wide margins plus 1860 & 1863 

perf. 14 sets & 1863/64 perf. 9½ set all fine used with nice cds's & good perfs. Fine. Total Mi. Cat $750 (17) $150 
1602 1936 Inventors set of 6 on unaddressed cover with "Stamp Day" pictorial cachets featuring coach & horses.    

Mi. Cat. €50 $20 
1603 1945 Hitler set with Goethe "Osterrzich" between bars vertically to 5RM. Mixed MUH & MLH with minor faults. 

Michel €750, SG cat. £650 (23) $120 
1604 Austria-Post Offices in Levant 1880 cover to London with pair 10 soldi blue tied by JERUSALEM 

GERUSALEM cds with the 20 soldi rate sufficient for Reg service. Alexandria & Napoli transit plus London 
arrival on back. Fine cond. $150 

1605 Barbados 1948 Royal Silver Wedding pair in MUH blocks of 4, the 1½d in Plate 1 corner block. Fine.             

SG 265/66 Cat. £70 $40 
1606 Bechuanaland 1913 £5 green & purple KGV Revenue ovptd "BECHUANALAND PROTECTORATE".     

Fiscally used. Barefoot 37. Unusual. $50 
1607 Belgium 1940's Red Cross printed Patriotic card showing Dwight Eisenhower & Montgomery with their 

messages of support to the Red Cross. Sold as fund raising. Exc cond. $30 
1608 British Guiana 1948 Royal Silver Wedding pair in fresh MUH marginal blocks of 4. SG 322/23 Cat. £90 $40 
1609 British Levant 1902/05 KEVII "Levant" ovpts on ½d to 2d, 6d & 1/- plus 80p, 4pi, 12pi & 24pi ovpts (SG 9/12) & 

KGV 30p to 5pi vals all MLH. Cat. £260 (16) $100 
1610 British Virgin Islands 1922 5/-KGV value tablet only Die Proof in black (90x62mm) on glazed card 

handstamped "AFTER STRIKING" & endorsed "5/4/22" in pencil. Fine cond. $360 
1611 1948 Royal Silver Wedding pair in MUH blocks of 4, the 1½d in Plate 1 corner block. Fine. SG 124/25 Cat. £65 $35 
1612 Canada-Newfoundland 1937 Coronation "long" set of 11 in MUH/MLH blocks with all except 20¢ having 2 

hinged on each block (20¢ marginal, hinged selvedge). Odd trivial adherence but fresh. SG 257/67 Cat. £240  
as MUH $40 

1613 Cayman Islands 1948 10/- Royal Silver Wedding MUH corner block of 4 with "1" plate number. SG130 Cat £95 $50 
1614 Chile 1853 Columbus imperfs with 1¢ heavily cancelled, 5¢ (shades, one pen-cancelled), 10¢ & 20¢ nice used 

examples with close margins. Cat. £110 $20 
1615 China 1890 (6th Sept) Boxer Rebellion Shanghai Registered cover addressed to Berlin on a "AD Heidemann & 

Co, Tientsin (China)" printed env with German 20pfg Eagle pair tied by crisp "Kaiserlich Deutsche Postagentur 
Shanghai 6/9 90" cds. Neat Berlin b/s. Folded but not affecting stamps or pmks. A lovely cover. $100 

1616 1890's complete Boxer Rebellion Shanghai complete cds's on piece tying 1880 or 1889 German Eagle stamps, 
4 of which are pairs. (5) $50 

1617 1897 "one cent" on 3c red revenue. F/U & well centred with good perfs & original colour. SG 88 Cat. £400 $200 
1618 1897 "one cent" on 3c red revenue. MLH & well centred but perfs trimmed along base & most of right side. 

Fresh colour but estimated accordingly. SG 88 Cat. £800 $160 
1619 1897 "2 cent" on 3c red revenue. F/U with fresh original colour. An attractive stamp. SG 89 Cat. £350 $200 
1620 1923 Second Peking Printed booklet with partial contents comprising 1¢ pane of 4, 3¢ pane of 6 plus part panes 

of 5c & 2c with 5¢ pane of 4 & part pane of 1. Hence 22 stamps of a possible 54. Fresh outer & a scarce booklet 
rarely found complete. SB 5 Cat. £14,000 $1,800 

1621 1960 Goldfish set of 12 CTO. SG 1911/22 Cat. £85 $40 
1622 1961 Table Tennis miniature sheet. Fresh MUH (no gum as issued). SG MS1971a Cat. £1800 $1,000 
1623 1985 China/NZ Philatelic Show with combined floral issues presentation folder (3 M/S's & full sets from 1985) 

plus the 1991 Macao with 1990 issues & 1991 FDC of Chinese Opera & the 2005 similar edition with all six 
M/S's from the Zheng He Voyages issue. All in exc cond. Total cat. £285 (pres folders) $90 

1624 1999 80f International Year of the Elderly in right marginal block of 4 with a massive shift of perfs. A rare 
modern China error & spectacular in appearance. MUH. SG 4384var. $90 

1625 2006 Dalian Stamp book in presentation box. Features stamps in blocks & covers for Dalian & Lunar New Year 
Issues for 2000's in blocks of 4 with additional cinderella sheetlet for each & on cover. Superb presentation. 
Stamps cat. £150+ $75 

1626 China-Taiwan 1953 Chiang Kai-Shek green presentation booklet printed in issued colours on ungummed 

thickish paper. Very good cond. SG 165/79 Cat. £700 $250 
1627 1962 Art set of 4 MLH (surface scratch on top value) plus Musical instrument Specimen sets of 4 (2 sets MUH 

with values struck out) & 1998 used mural strip (blunt corner). (18) $30 
1628 Cook Islands 1893 1d brown, 1d blue, 2½d rose & 5d olive black Queen Makea perf. 12x11½ plus 1913/19 

1½d mauve & 10d green perf. 14x15 MLH. Hingeing varies but all are free from toning. SG 5, 6, 8, 9, 43 & 45 
Cat. £150 (6) $40 

1629 1893 1d brown, 1d blue, 2½d rose, 5d olive black & 10d green Queen Makea perf. 12x11½ plus 1913/19 1½d 
mauve perf. 14x15 MLH. All good to F/U with 1d blue unused. SG 5, 6, 8, 9, 43 & 45 Cat. £125 $30 



1630 1893 1d to 10d Federation set of 4 F/U. The 1d top has top right corner cancel while others with nearly full 
"COOK ISLANDS P.O. RAROTONGA" double circle dateless strikes. SG 1/4 Cat.£200 $75 

1631 1893 1d to 10d Federation set of 4 MLH with hinge remnants. (2½d no gum) SG 1/4 Cat. £225 $60 
1632 1893/1902 ½d to 10d (1d rose is 1913/19) incl both shades of 2½d rose/pale rose, 5d & 10d two shades each 

plus "ONE HALF PENNY" surcharge. Hingeing varies but a clean lot. Cat. £300+ (13) $80 
1633 1896/1900 & 1913/19 Torea & Queen Makea MLH to 1/- with 10 diff values mainly from former set plus 1913/19 

2d & 1/- perf. 15x14. 10d no gum & thinned. Hingeing varies. Cat. £250 (10) $70 
1634 1921 2/- to 10/- Postals Fiscals with "RAROTONGA" ovpts. All with fake lower corner cancels. SG 76/79       

Cat. £315 for genuinely used $60 
1635 1921 2/- to £1  Postals Fiscals with "RAROTONGA" ovpts. Fresh MLH with remnants on 2/- & 5/- while others 

MVLH. SG 76/80, Cat. £275 $140 
1636 1931 2/6d to £1 Arms with RAROTONGA ovpts. Nice looking but unfortunately with fake corner cancels.         

SG 95/98 Cat. £330 if genuine used $70 
1637 1931 2/6d to £1 Arms with "RAROTONGA" ovpts. MUH. SG 95/98 Cat. £190 + premium for MUH $100 
1638 1936/44 2/- & 3/- "Admirals" with COOK ISLANDS ovpt. F/U with neat part RAROTONGA cds's. SG 116-17   

Cat. £115 $45 
1639 1936/44 2/-, 3/- Admirals & 2/6d to £1 Arms. All fresh MLH. SG 116/21 Cat. £280 (6) $100 
1640 1943/54 2/6d to £5 "used" with the 2/6d genuinely so, the others with fake corner cancels. A great pity for this 

set cat. £850 used & £600 MUH. Reserved accordingly. (6) $150 
1641 1943/54 2/6d to £5 Arms with "COOK ISLANDS" ovpts. MVLH with 5/- & 10/- MUH. SG 131/36 Cat. £600 $250 
1642 1943/54 £1 pink Arms with watermark inverted. Fresh MUH. SG 134w Cat. £140 $75 
1643 1963 Defins to 5/- imperf pairs on wmkd paper. Fresh MUH. Seldom seen. SG 163/73 imperf x 2 (11 pairs) $80 
1644 1967 Decimal Surcharges to $2, the latter with bold corner cds with "E" at end, so not genuine but others with 

genuine "RAROTONGA" cancels. SG 205/19 (14) $20 
1645 1967 Decimal Surcharges complete to $10. MUH/MLH with $10 on $5 MUH. SG 205/221 Cat. £500 as MUH. $150 
1646 1971 (8th Mar) 50c "PLUS 20c UNITED KINGDOM SPECIAL MAIL SERVICE" ovpt on stamp tied to OHMS 

Airmail cover tied by Rarotonga cds. "Surtaxed for United Kingdom GPO Licenced Emergency Mail Delivery 
Service" cachet in black with address showing as "Sent via PO Box 3459 Amsterdam, Holland". Unusual $25 

1647 1975 "OHMS" set CTO plus 1978 & 1985 in both MUH & CTO complete sets. Fine cond. SG O16/O53, 
O32/O53 Cat. $470+ (60) $120 

1648 1980 Corals complete set with the vals to 30¢ in strips of 4, the 35¢-$1 in se-tenant blocks & $2-$10 as singles. 
MUH & CTO. SG 713/89 Cat. £225+ (154) $80 

1649 1983 surcharges complete to $5.60 incl coral strips to 48¢, 72¢ pairs. MLH & CTO sets. SG 884/913 Cat. £165 
if MUH (56) $40 

1650 1984 Corals complete to $9.60 MLH & CTO sets. SG 966/94 Cat. £100+ $40 
1651 Cook Islands-Aitutaki 1911/16 "AITUTAKI" ovpts on NZ KEVII all with light dubious corner cancels. SG 9/12 

Cat. £275 as genuine used (4) $30 
1652 Christmas Island - Pacific 1926 10c Cocoanut Plantations Ltd local tied by Plantations cachet on New Jersey, 

USA addressed cover. French 25c marginal tied by "Papeete 26-7 26 Tahiti" cds with signature beside. A 
company owned sailboat used to take the mail across to Tapeete. Fine cond. Cat. US$350+ $250 

1653 Cyprus 1938/51 KGVI Pictorials complete of 18 to 90pi. Fresh MLH SG 15/62 Cat. £185 as MUH. $50 
1654 Denmark 1946 4k30green, 10k yellow, 11k brown, 12k brown, 14k brown, 16k red, 17k red, 18k brown, 20k 

blue, 22k red, 23k green, 24k green, 26k green & 50k red Arms. Fresh MUH. SG Cat. £95 (14) $20 
1655 Egypt 1933 Airs set of 20 (only one 3m value) with some marginal. Fresh MUH except 7m stained lower left & 

80m with one stained perf at top. Cat. £100 + premium for MUH $30 
1656 Fiji 1903 KEVII set of 11 to £1 ovptd "SPECIMEN". MLH with hinge remnant on each except 3d which is MUH. 

SG 104s/14s Cat. £325 (11) $100 
1657 1906/12 £1 purple & black on red KEVII. CTO with gum. SG 124 Cat. £275 $150 
1658 1906/12 £1 purple & black on red  KEVII. Fine MLH. SG 124 Cat. £300 $160 
1659 1912/23 £1 purple & black on red KEVII, Die II. F/U but a little faded/washed out at top. SG 157a Cat. £325 $100 
1660 1912/23 £1 purple & black on red KEVII, Die II. MUH SG 157a Cat. £250 plus premium for MUH $250 
1661 1918 Postage Dues set of 5 good to F/U. SG D6/D10 Cat. £110 $40 
1662 1918 Postage Dues set of 3 ovptd "SPECIMEN". Some glazing/adherences to 3d, 4d no gum & pulled perf at 

base but all well centred. SG D6s/10s Cat. £160 $40 
1663 1940 Postage Dues set of 8 all used but with suspicious corner cancels showing part "TTE" or "OT" (possibly 

from a COTTESLOE WA cds?). No dates visible & reserved accordingly. Cat. £650 $50 
1664 1940 Postage Dues complete MVLH set of 8. Free of any toning which is usual for this set. SG D11/D18       

Cat. £140 for MUH $40 
1665 Finland 1975 10p, 20p, 40p, 50p, 90p, 1m20, 1m50, 1m60, 1m70, 1m80 & 1m90 Arms in complete sheets       

of 100 CTO by crisp Helsinki cds's. Exc cond. SG 865a/875f Cat. £350 (1100) $80 
1666 1998 "Finnish Design" presentation books x 6 containing the Industrial Design set as a booklet pane & singles. 

Stamps MUH. SG 1531/36 Cat. £210 (6) $40 
1667 2002 (1st Jan) Finland's First Euro denominated Stamp Pack. All S/A's with vals to €5. SG 1652/1670 Cat. £70 $25 
1668 France 1853/61 1f carmine imperf with 4 wide margins. Would appear a used FORGERY? SG 72 Cat. £3500   

if genuine $100 
1669 1870 (13th Dec) Balloon Mail cover with Paris cds & 20¢ Napoleon III tied by "etoile" obliterator. Opened at top. 

A scarce item $400 
1670 1870/71 4¢ lilac-grey imperf with 4 clear margins. MLH. SG 155 Cat. £600 $100 
1671 1876/85 1f Peace & Commerce Type A. MLH, centred up & short perf bottom left but rich colour. SG 224       

Cat. £1400 $120 
1672 1867/85 10f green Type II. F/U with dealers mark on reverse. SG 231 Cat. £300 $60 
1673 1900/06 5f Merson. MUH well centred, plus another MLH centred slightly low. SG 308 Cat. £220 plus premium 

for MUH $40 
1674 1917/19 1f + 1f War Orphans Fund. F/U cds example but indistinct pmk. SG 376 Cat. £475 $80 
1675 1925 25+5 & 35+5 pairs & single 5+2¢ War Orphans Fund on Bollwiller Regd front addressed to Melbourne.  $20 
1676 1927 2f "Poste Aerienne" ovpt F/U with indistinct cds. SG 455 Cat. £160 $40 



1677 1927 Airmail 2f & 5f "Poste Aerienne" good to F/U. 2f centred to left with cds, 5f better-centred but with slogan 
cancel. A presentable pair. SG 455/56 Cat. £550 $100 

1678 1929 2f Le Havre Exhibition overprint. MLH but gum faults reflected in est. SG 470 Cat. £550 $50 
1679 1936 50f emerald green Air with light cds. SG 540 Cat. £450 $150 
1680 1936 50f ultramarine "banknote" Airmail F/U with part of 2 cds's. SG 541 Cat. £450 $100 
1681 1937 PEXIP M/S. Light corner bend otherwise MUH & fresh. MS 581 Cat. £550 + premium for MUH $300 
1682 1950 Paris Bi Millenairs poster stamps in green, orange-brown, red, blue & brown corner marginal blocks of 4. 

MUH. Rarely seen in multiples. (20) $30 
1683 Germany  1872  ½g orange & 1g carmine "small shields" pair on cover with wax seals on reverse cut out & 

removed. Adhesives tied by "MUNSTER IN WESTPHALEN numbers". Addressed to Coesfeld. Nice usage. $30 
1684 1918 PPC of  Schweidnitz POW Camp Railway Station near Schlesien in Germany. Incidentally this is Baron 

Manfred von Richthofen's home town who was more commonly known as The Red Baron. Fine unused cond. $50 
1685 1924 Official ovpts complete set of 9 MUH. Michel Cat. €110 $25 
1686 1930 South America Flight pair good to F/U. 4m with minor surface thin. SG 456/57 Cat. £1200 $250 
1687 1930 IPOSTA M/S MUH. MS 464a Cat. £600 + premium (x3) $500 
1688 1931 Polar Flight set with the 1 & 2m having PFORZHEIM machine cancels & the 4m with neat Berlin cds.     

SG 469/71 Cat. £1300 $450 
1689 1933 10th Anniv M/S. Stamps fine MUH but serious wrinkle in selvedge to left & right. SG MS525a with stamps 

alone cat. £1300 MUH $600 
1690 1933 Opening of Reichstag set. Fine MUH. SG 490/92 Cat. £350 $100 
1691 1933 1m & 4m Chicago World Flight used, the latter with heavy cancel. SG 510 & 512 Cat. £900 $250 
1692 1933 2m & 4m Chicago World Flight MLH. SG 511/12 Cat. £200 $60 
1693 1935 Ostropa M/S cancelled with 2 full strikes "Koenigsberg (PR) 27.6.35 Cranz-Rossitten Schiffspost" pictorial 

cachet. Owing to the acidic gum on this issue causing brittleness of the paper, the sheet has been affixed to 
backing paper to prevent further perf separation already apparent on close examination. Reserve allows for  
this. Mi. Cat. €900 $250 

1694 1935 Ostropa M/S very fine used with FDI pictorial cachets. Note traces of photo corners with shade changes 
each corner. MS 576a Cat. £1100 $400 

1695 1937 card with 2mk Lilienthal Air tied by special cachet & locally used in Munich to Mayor Schmidt from a 
Luftwaffe Officer plus a 1938 Graf Zeppelin flight card with special cachet "Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin Flight into 
the Free Sudetenland" with special political admonitions re upcoming elections. Both items attractive & in good 
cond. Sieger Cat. €160 (2) $60 

1696 1938 6pf pre-paid Hitler & Map multi-coloured mint propaganda postcard with text "13th March 1938 ONE 
PEOPLE, ONE EMPIRE, ONE LEADER". Exc. cond. $20 

1697 1938 Austria "Anschluss" cards x 2 with voting slogan & 6pf Anschluss, one with FDI cancel (10.4.38), the other 
with Hitler's Birthday (20.4.38) special pictorial cancel. Useful descriptive notes from vendor attached. (2) $40 

1698 1938 Austria "Anschluss" group of 3 cards, one of which has mixed franking, the others with 6pf Anschluss tied 
by FDI "one nation one leader" cds. All in exc cond with accompanying fuller descriptions. (3) $70 

1699 1938 Hitler in crowd with swastika flag on a background map. This multi-coloured propaganda postcard has text 
at base reading, "WE THANK OUR LEADER". Used with bold "BAD OEYNHAUSEN" 19 5 39 cds. Exc cond. $25 

1700 1939 1pf/4pf Hindenburg complete sheet used for booklets showing tete-beche each side of gutter & slogan 
tabs "Use Winter Charity stamps". Missing small top right part of selvedge & light tone spots evident otherwise 
fine MUH. Mi. MHB46 Cat. €400 $150 

1701 1939 3pfg/12pfg Hindenburg complete sheet used for booklets showing tete-beche each side of gutter & slogan 
tabs "Save with the Postal Savings Bank". Some toning in right hand selvedge otherwise exceptionally fine & 
fresh MUH. Mi. MHB47 Cat. €400 $130 

1702 1939 Postal Employees Fund set of 12 on regd Mannheim Registered covers dated 28.11.39. Mi. 702/13 Cat. 
€40 plus premium for covers $30 

1703 1940 Buchenwald Concentration Camp cover with damaged 12pf Hindenburg tied by Wiemar machine cancel. 
From prisoner to his wife with censor cachet. Torn at top, but not often seen from this SS camp. $40 

1704 1940's Nazi Panzer (tank) & Infantry B&W Postcard. "P.K. Kriegsberichter Bauer (Alt)" at base. Mint cond. $20 
1705 1944 "Feldpost" stampless cover with letter from "battlefield". Rare green label on back "Army Intelligence Unit". $50 
1706 1965 presentation stockbook given to attendees at the I.T.U. conference in Montreux. A mixture of West & 

Berlin issues of 1963-1965 plus 1964 20th Anniv M/S all MUH in mounts. (105) $20 
1707 Germany-Allied Zone 1949 Hannover Trade Fair M/S MLH. SG 145 Cat. £120 as MUH $30 
1708 Germany-Berlin 1949 Relief Fund M/S. MLH with signs of sweated hinge removal & slight soiling. "Budget" 

copy at this estimate. SG MS870a Cat. £1200 as MUH $170 
1709 Germany-Danzig 1938 front to Zurich with aircraft Luftpost pictorial cancel tying 15pf & 50pf deep ultra & rose 

tied by Danzig cds 8.4.38 plus 1931 regd cover to Gablonz containing receipt for stamps purchased. 55pf 
franking (20pf, 35pf) & Danzig blue & white seal on reverse tying flap. (2) $30 

1710 Germany-Marienwerder 1920 (11th July) Regd cover to Munich bearing 1m, 15pf x2 & 10pf tied by Marienburg 

cds's. Handstamped value 17m35pf entered at top. Good cond. Mi. 2, 3 & 11 $30 
1711 Germany-Memel 1922 local use cover with neatly applied adhesives x 7 tied by 4 17.5 22 6-7V cds's. All are 

French stamps ovptd initially in German currency & then re-surcharged in bold numerals. An attractive cover.    
(8 different issues) $50 

1712 1922 Memel to Dachau Regd cover  bearing 24mk franking plus long ordinary mail cover local use Pogegen to 
Wischwill bearing 80pf on 45c & pair 20pf on 25c blue. Cat. €90 as single use on cover (2) $60 

1713 Germany-Occupation of Kotor 1943 30¢ Italy with inverted ovpt. MLH disturbed original gum. Ceremuga 

certificate stating "only 1 sheet of 50 believed printed" & "previously signed by Tubinovic". Mi. 4K Cat. €1500  $580 
1714 German Colonies-Samoa 1908 (23rd Aug) PPC showing IIn den Savaii-See sich ergiessender Lavastorm" 

(lava flowing into lake on Savaii island) to USA franked with 10pf carmine Yacht tied by Apia cds. Good cond. $75 
1715 Germany-West 1949 Stamp Cent & 1953 Transport Exhibition sets MLH plus 30pf MUH & 10pf Science 

Museum MUH. SG 1035/37 Cat. £110, 1089 Cat. £33, 1093/96 Cat. £155 (9) $70 
1716 1950 Bach pair on commem postcard with stamps tied by pictorial Oberammergau cachets. Small tape stains  

at top of card but stamps unaffected. $50 
1717 1951 St Mary's Church Lubeck pair on pieces with special cachets. Mi. 139/40, SG 1065/66 Cat. £200 $60 



1718 Gibraltar 1886 1d QV ovpt on Bahamas (SG 2 Cat. £85) plus 2d, 4d, 6d, 1/-, 20¢ (both), 1p & 2p with all but  

the 1p MLH. Also KEVII (7) incl 6d, 2/- & 8/- used (Mult CA 2/-, 8/-) & a Registered FDC of 1937 Coronation. 
Conservative estimate with a total cat. of £1280+ (16 & cover) $300 

1719 Gilbert & Ellice Island 1911 ovpts on 1/- Fiji with light & suspicious? indistinct corner cancels. SG 1/7          

Cat. £180 as MLH or £325 genuinely used $60 
1720 1911 ovpts on 1/- Fiji. Fine MUH/MLH. SG 1/7 Cat. £180 as MLH $50 
1721 1912/24 KGV complete to £1 fresh MLH. SG 12/24 Cat. £600 (13) $350 
1722 1922 10/- green & red on emerald KGV. Fine MLH. SG 35 Cat. £160 $80 
1723 1922 10/- green & red on emerald. F/U with fake corner cancel showing "OT" of COTTESLOE. SG 35 $70 
1724 1940 Postage Dues set of 8. CTO but with dubious lower corner cancels. Priced as if MLH. SG D1/D8,           

Cat. £180 as MUH $50 
1725 1940 Postage Dues set of 8. MVLH & free of the usual toning. SG D1/D8 Cat. £180 as MUH $50 
1726 1960 (1st May) Reg cover from Ocean Island to Victoria with h/s mauve cachet for reg label. Also a 1941    

(14th Nov) Fiji Airmail cover carried on the "First Transpacific Airmail Suva, Fiji to Canton Island" with 1½d     
Die I, 3d blue & 5d blue cane & 1940 New Zealand (3rd June) censored airmail cover to England. All in       
good cond. (3) $40 

1727 Gold Coast 1948 KGVI set to 10/- complete MLH. SG 135/46 Cat. £80 as MUH $25 
1728 1948 Royal Silver Wedding pair in fresh marginal blocks of 4. 2 of 10/- MVLH. SG 147/48 Cat. £140 as MUH $40 
1729 Greenland 1938 Postal Savings Book with 23 x 20o red Polar Bear Parcel Post perf. 10¾  stamps & 1Kr yellow 

affixed within. All cancelled with "Nr.35/avane" handstamp in violet. Michel #9B & 11B Cat €1,400, SG P9B & 
P11B Cat £1,065 - as off-cover stamps. Most unusual. $350 

1730 Hong Kong 1912/21 $5 green & red on blue green/olive back. MLH centred slightly to right. A rare stamp. SG 

115b Cat. £1200 $400 
1731 1976 $10 QEII, no wmk pair MUH. SG 352 Cat. £180 $60 
1732 2008-2013 Chinese New Year M/S's in pres packs all ovptd "SPECIMEN". Incls Year of the Ox, Rat, Tiger, 

Rabbit, Dragon x2, Horse & Snake plus 2014 $10 China Danxia imperf M/S also ovptd. Exc cond. (9) $75 
1733 Ireland 1922 Seahorses Dollard printing with both shades in 2/6d plus the 5/- & 10/-. One 2/6d & 5/- MLH 

otherwise fine MUH with reasonable centering. SG 17/21 Cat. £375+ $180 
1734 1922 Seahorses by Dollard to 10/-. Superb MUH. SG 18/20 Cat. £365 + premium for MUH (3) $180 
1735 1922/26 2/6d Seahorse left-marginal block of 4 showing some ink lifting on accent & date in ovpts. Mint, no 

gum. SG 64 Cat. £170 if gummed. $60 
1736 1925/28 2/6d, 5/- & 10/- Seahorses with "narrow date". All MLH with one pulled perf at top of 2/6d.                  

SG 83/85 Cat. £225 $90 
1737 1927 2/6d, 5/- & 10/- Seahorses with  "wide date". All MLH with 2/6d centred high. SG 86/88 Cat. £275 $90 
1738 1937 2/6d, 5/- & 10/- St Patrick set with "Se" wmk. Fine MLH. SG 102/04 Cat. £450 $120 
1739 Israel-1948 Interim Period "Proposed Jewish State" 50m blue on bluish (Bale 31) on Haifa registered cover 

with single alone cat. $US70 but this is complete sheet of 10 plus 100m Bialek/Herzl (Bale 28) MUH marginal 
block with vertical perf rows doubled at left (not listed thus by Bale for 100m). Also Nahariya locals 1 & 2 in 
16.5.48 MUH & CTO M/S not listed by Bale, Jerusalem local 5m lower strip of 5 MUH with offset on black &  
strip of 4 reg labels for Syrian Frontier border town of Samakh which was scene of heavy fighting in 1948. 
Registered cover alone Cat. US$115 if calculated as 1 stamp on cover + 9 used plus useful unlisted items. $50 

1740 Jerusalem locals in complete sheets of 10 plus 25m marginal imperf single MUH. Bale 101/03 Cat. US$310 $80 
1741 Nahariya locals 10m, 20m & 50m rouletted on cover dated 11.5.48 & imperf set dated 17.5.48 on Haifa 

addressed cover, the former with handstamped address in USA. All stamps tied by machine cancels with the 
imperf set being from base of sheets with part "local council" imprints. Possibly philatelic. Bale 108/110 & 
116/118 Cat. US$600 for these on cover. $80 

1742 Valley of Jezrael 50m on express cover to Haifa (Bale 19 Cat. US$160) plus unaddressed cover with pairs of 
5m & 10m from same issue plus 5x 10m black "Parachutists" & 10m grey (Bale 3) with stamps leaving no room 
for address but backstamp of Haifa on reverse. Bale Cat. US$300+ $50 

1743 Israel 1948 "Doar Ivri" coinage set of 6 to 50m plus extra 3m with longer tab. All fresh MUH with tabs.          

Bale 1/6 cat. US$350 $100 
1744 1948 250m, 500m & 1000m "Doar Ivri" coinage high vals. MUH but with a light gum disturbance on 250m & 

1000m vals. Full tabs & frontally fresh. Bale 7/9 Cat. US$6600 $1,600 
1745 1948 New Year set of 5 MUH with tabs. Bale 10/14 Cat. US$275 $70 
1746 1949 20pr New Flag MUH top right corner block of 4 giving 2 full tab pairs. SG 16 Cat. £200+ $25 
1747 1949 40pr Petah Tikwa top right corner block of 4 MUH giving 2 full tab pairs. Cat. £300+ $50 
1748 1949 Second New Year set MUH with full tabs. Bale 18/20 Cat. US$600 $150 
1749 1950 Independence Day MUH pair with full tabs. Bale 29/30 Cat. US$570 $120 
1750 1950 Airs set of 6 MUH with full tabs. Bale 32/37 Cat. US$250 $60 
1751 1950 500p Camel Post MUH with full tab. Bale 47 Cat. US$300 $80 
1752 1950 UPU full tab pair MUH with very faint tone spot on 80pr plus tête-bêche pair MUH. Cat. £160+ $20 
1753 1951 Jewish National Fund full tab set of 3 MUH. SG 58/60 Cat. £170 $25 
1754 1951 Jewish National Fund set of 3 on Regd FDC (Cat. US$160) plus 1953 Regd Migdal Asqlon FDC's, one 

with tete-beche pairs of 5, 10, 15, 20 & 30pr, the other with same stamps in gutter tete-beche pairs with 
26.2.1953 cds. A lovely trio. (3) $60 

1755 1952 1000pr Menorah MUH with full tab. Bale 59 Cat. US$270 $80 
1756 1952 1000pr Menorah. MUH top right corner block of 4. SG 64a Cat. £110+ $20 
1757 1963 Hebrew Press-Halbanon sheetlet of 16 MUH. SG 260a Cat. £140 $20 
1758 2009-2010 mixed run of stamps, sheetlets, FDC's incl "Greetings" self adhesive, booklet cards, etc. Also 1978 

"Memorial" sheetlet broken into singles on FDC's plus earlier range of official postcards & aerogrammes mainly 
unused. Conservative reserve. (c100 items) $30 

1759 Italy 1910 Plebiscite issues used with Naples & Sicily (Cat. £100) & Southern States (Cat. £435). Latter with 

tiny hinge on 5¢ otherwise fine. SG 81/84  $75 
1760 1923 Manzoni set to 1L with the 10¢ & 15¢ having inverted wmks. All appear postally used. SG 155/59           

Cat. £670 $90 
1761 1928 Second National Defence Issue, postally used. SG 219/22 Cat. £400 $70 



1762 1930 Ferrucci Death Anniv. Postage & Airs. Used set of 8. SG 282/89 Cat. £325 $60 
1763 1930 Third National Defence Issue, postally used. The 5L has small hinge thin. SG 278/81 Cat. £300 $40 
1764 1930 Virgil set of 13. Fine used, the high vals with light corner cancels, hence low reserve. SG 290/302          

Cat. £1200 $100 
1765 1934 World Cup Football fine used set of 9. SG 413/21 Cat. £1000 $180 
1766 1935 Bellini set of 11 postally used. SG 462/72 Cat. 700 $120 
1767 1936 Horace Bimillenary "postage" set of 8 postally used. SG 477/84 Cat. £400 $60 
1768 1937 Augustus Bimillenary set of 15 used with high vals fine. Odd fault in cheaper vals. SG 506/20 Cat. £550 $75 
1769 1945/48 Pictorial defins set of 23 to 100 lire MUH/MLH with the rare 30lire MUH & 100lire MUH buy faint 

glazing. Frontally fresh with strong colours. SG 647/69 Cat. £1200 $300 
1770 Kiribati 1983 Battle of Tarawa 40th Anniv set of 5 in complete sheets of 40 MUH. Five sheets of each value 

with total face value of $90+. SG 210/14 Cat. £240 (200 sets) $40 
1771 KUT 1932 (6th May) 50c blue KGV Registered printed env uprated for Airmail from Nakuru to Switzerland      

with 30c & 1/0 KGV. Brindisi, Amb Pescara-Milano & Triessen b/s's. Good cond. $90 
1772 1938/54 3/- dull ultra & black, perf. 13x11¾, Lake Naivasha vertical MUH pair. SG 147 Cat. £100 $40 
1773 Liechtenstein 1961 Europa full sheet of 20 MUH plus another CTO with 1947 FDC's of 5, 10 & 30r ovptd 

"Diensturke" & crown on separate covers. Also 1945 30r blue landscape official on cover registered Vaduz.     
The sheetlets are Cat. €280 & €240 for the covers. $250 

1774 Malaya-FMS 1900/01 Tiger set of 8, Crown CA, ovptd "SPECIMEN". MLH with hinge remnants but free from 

toning or other faults. Also Kelantan 1937/40 to 12¢ MLH/used (Cat. £85). Total cat. £330+ $150 
1775 1942 Negri Sembilan 5¢ brown vertical strip of 10 from right of sheet with selvedge & "LONDON" part of imprint 

at base ovptd with Type 1 chop (SG J164) all MUH with only slight tropicalisation. The lower 2 units ovptd in red 
(SG J164c Cat. £24 each) & the other 8 in violet (SG J164d Cat. £65 each). SG does not list price for diff ovpt 
colours se-tenant but these are clearly worth a premium over the price of singles. Minimum Cat. £580 $150 

1776 1943 Johore Postage Dues with one line ovpt in blocks (2 MUH & 2 MLH) of 4. One unit in each block showing 
"second character sideways" variety. The variety is MUH in 10¢ block only, where it is one of the lower stamps 
but all other values show variety in upper stamps. SG JD6/10 Cat. £45 normal set x 2 plus £2175 for varieties 
equals £2300+ $500 

1777 Malta 1948/53 KGVI ovpts to 10/- used (Cat. £35) plus KUT KGVI to £1 simplified (latter top right corner crease) 

& UPU set all used (Cat. £50). Total Cat. £85 (42) $30 
1778 Monaco 1891/1901 MLH range to 5f pink. STC €1425 but gum cond varies with some disturbance. Also the 

1949 Red Cross ungummed proof on light cream card. Nice cond. Mi. Bl 3 Cat. €500 
$300 

1779 1955/57 100f to 1,000f set of 7 Birds Airmail. Perfs. 11 & 13. Fresh MUH. SG 508/511a Cat £1,140 $600 
1780 Morocco Agencies 1948 Royal Silver Wedding pair in fresh MUH marginal blocks of 4. Very light gum bend on 

2 x 45p but corner plate numbered block of 4. SG 176/77 Cat. £70+ $25 
1781 1949 KGVI set of 17 to 5/-. Fresh MUH with 2/6d marginal. SG 77/93 Cat. £80 $40 
1782 Netherlands 1924 7½¢ brown tete-beche pair MLH. SG 178a Cat. £100 $40 
1783 1950 Bombed Churches x 4 sets with 6¢ vertical strip & other values in blocks of with 10¢ & 20¢ marginal. All 

fresh MUH. SG 720/24 Cat. £480 $100 
1784 1950 Child Welfare set on official FDC. NVPH €450, Mi. €250 $100 
1785 New Hebrides 1911 complete Weapons & Idols set of 9 . Fine used/CTO with "socked on the nose" VILA cds's 

of AP 6 1912. SG 18/28 Cat. £100 $50 
1786 1911 complete Weapons & Idols set of 9 MUH/MLH. SG 18/28 Cat. £110 $50 
1787 1920/21 1d x 4 & 2d surcharges F/U with light cds's. SG 30/34 Cat. £120 (5) $50 
1788 1924 1d, 3d & 5d surcharges all F/U. SG 40/42 Cat. £55 (3) $25 
1789 1925 defins to 5/- (6.25f). Fine used/CTO. SG 43/51 Cat. £120 (9) $50 
1790 1925 Postage Dues MUH but some toning/tropicalisation. SG D1-D5 Cat. £150 $50 
1791 1938 Defins set of 12 to 10f. F/U with full to part New Hebrides cds's. SG 52-63. Cat. £170 $80 
1792 1938 Defins set of 12 to 10f. 5f & 10f are lightly toned otherwise MLH. Reserve allows for toned top vals & MLH. 

SG 52/63 Cat. £325 as MUH $60 
1793 1938 Postage Dues set of 5 very fine used/CTO. SG D6/D10 Cat. £325 $120 
1794 1938 Postage Dues MLH with minor toning on 5¢. Trivial gum disturbances but frontally fresh. SG D6/D10    

Cat. £180 $50 
1795 New Zealand 1855 2d blue on blue paper, no wmk, nicely used with 3½ clear margins just touching at top left. 

SG 5 Cat. £300 $50 
1796 1857/63 6d brown imperf used with light barred obliterator. 3½ wide margins touching slightly & cut into at lower 

left. SG 13 Cat. £300 $50 
1797 1857/63 6d pale brown imperf (Cat. £350) or perf. 13 (Cat. £6500) with traces of perfs - you decide! F/U with 

light bar cancel. SG 14 or 32 $90 
1798 1862/64 1d vermilion, 2d deep blue, 3d brown lilac, 6d red brown & 1/- yellow green large star wmk imperfs.    

2d has 4 margins while others 2-3 with 3d cut into at lower right. All sound examples. Total Cat. £1000+ (5) $150 
1799 1864/71 4d deep rose. F/U example with broken perf pin at lower right. Nice deep, rich colour. SG 119 Cat £250 $80 
1800 1864/71 1/- yellow green perf. 12½. F/U by light OTAGO duplex. SG 125 Cat. £120 $40 
1801 1878 5/- grey (tinge of violet). Well centred example with good perfs & light barred obliterator. SG 186 Cat. £300 $100 
1802 1882/1913 Postal Fiscal MLH group comprising 1895/1901 6d perf. 11 (Cat. £350) plus 1906/7 2/-, 2/6d, 3/-, 4/- 

& 5/- perf. 14½x14 (2/-) or 14 (others). 4/- toned & 5/- with pulled perf & 2/6d signed Richter. Cat. £965 (6) $300 
1803 1890 Railway Newspapers set (excl 3d brown) to 6d. Unused without gum. Cat. $360 $80 
1804 1890 Railway Newspapers set of 7 to 6d used. 3d yellow is poorly centred but others good to fine with "cross" 

cancels in m/s. Cat. $540 (7) $100 
1805 1891/98 ½d & 1d Govt Life Insurance, perf. 11, MLH & 2d perf. 10, largely without gum. Minor foxing on all. Well 

centred. SG L9, L13/14 Cat. £320 (3) $50 
1806 1898 6d green perf. 12-16. Fresh MLH with one shortish perf at left. SG 254 Cat. £65+ $30 
1807 1902/07 5/- deep red, perf 14, with crisp complete cds of  DUNEDIN 1906. All margins clear. SG 329 Cat. £300 $120 
1808 1906 6d pink & olive green Christchurch Exhibition with partial cds. Design clear of perfs on all sides.                

SG 373 Cat. £275 $120 
1809 1907/11 5/- deep red ovptd OFFICIAL with partial cds for 1907. SG 067 Cat £190 $90 



1810 1910 ½d KEVII Official block of 11 (6 top row) with the dot after "OFFICIAL" showing as weak outline,         
lower row normal. All MUH (two units with stains). SG O73 Cat. £140+ as MLH 

$20 

1811 1913 Auckland Exhib set of 4 lightly used. Good centering, perfs & colour. SG 412/15 Cat. £600 $250 
1812 1913/25 2/- & 5/- QV Postal Fiscals perf. 14½x14 ovptd "OFFICIAL" MLH SG O85/O86 Cat. £155 $80 
1813 1913/25 2/- & 5/- QV Postal Fiscals perf. 14½x14 ovptd "OFFICIAL" used.  2/- with GOVERNMENT 

BUILD(INGS) cds, the 5/- with fake corner cancel, hence low reserve. SG O85/O86 Cat. £190 (2) $40 
1814 1913/37 Govt Life Insurance group with ½d, 1d, 1½d black, 2d bright purple & 3d yellow brown MUH & 1½d 

chestnut, 2d yellow, 3d brown lake & 6d carmine pink MVLH. SG L24/31, 35 Cat. £240 $100 
1815 1915/27 8d red brown KGV ovptd OFFICIAL.  F/U with neat Wellington cds. SG O103 Cat. £190 $80 
1816 1925 NZR Railway Charges set of 12 used to 5/- with various station handstamps. 3d & 9d damaged corner    

but others good to fine. Cat. $400 (12) $100 
1817 1925 NZR Railway Charges with 2d peacock blue, 3d yellow & 1/- grey brown. All fine MUH. Cat. $165 (3) $50 
1818 1925/35 Postage Dues perf. 14x15 set of 4 on Cowan paper. MLH SG D29/D32 Cat. £75 $30 
1819 1931 "Smiling Boys" both F/U with corner cds. SG 546/47 Cat. £150 $90 
1820 1931/40 12/6d deep plum MUH & well centred. SG F156 Cat. £170 + premium MUH $200 
1821 1933 5/- "OFFICIAL" ovptd vertically SG 0113, Cat. £325 MLH plus 1961 5/- "Official" perf. 14x13½ yellow 

green SG 0133b Cat. £17 MUH. Both well centred & fresh. (2) $180 
1822 1940 Centennial "Official" ovpts on 1d Capt. Cook in imprint plate blocks for nos. A2, B1, B2 & J5 &2d Abel 

Tasman B1, G6, G9 & G10. All MUH/MLH & rarely seen as a group & so fresh. CP Cat. $480 (8 blocks) $180 
1823 1940 Centennial "Official" ovpts on 9d Gold Mining in “A1” imprint plate block. Fresh. MUH/MLH. CP Cat. $200 $70 
1824 1940/58 £2 bright purple. MVLH & well centred. SG F206 Cat. £190 $70 
1825 1940/58 £3 green. MVLH & well centred. SG F208 Cat. £275 $100 
1826 1940/58 Postal Fiscal surcharges incl 3/6d both serified & without, 5/6d (roller cancel), 11/-, 22/- & 35/- (1939) 

postal cds of Wellington. The 35/- is right marginal. Sans serif 3/6d a trifle soiled, serifed with fiscal cds.             
SG F186 & 212/16 Cat. £675 (6) $250 

1827 1940/58 Postal Fiscals ovptd with 3/6d (both with & without seriffed wording), 5/6d, 11/- & 22/- on multiple wmk 
paper. 11/- has barest hinge mark & 22/- is toned otherwise fresh MLH. SG F212/16 Cat. £600 (5) $150 

1828 1949 2d Royal Visit photographic Die proof of unadopted design for 1949 Royal Visit which did not take place. 
All photos were destroyed when the issue was abandoned. An extract from NZPO Philatelic Bulletin No.1 of 
1948 announcing the issue is also included. Unusual. $30 

1829 1958 2d on 1½d "stars" error of surcharge lightly used. SG  765 Cat. £170 $50 
1830 1970/76 1c, 2c, 3c & 4c  Butterflies & 10cQEII all with inverted wmks plus 50c Tasman Park error of buff      

shore omitted. Fresh MUH group. SG 915aw, 916w, 918aw, 925w & 932b Cat. £120+ $60 
1831 1990 $25 World Stamp Exhibition Souvenir Season Ticket stamp booklet with imperforate Orchids M/S.           

No. 333. Excellent cond. $20 
1832 1990 "NZ Heritage Stamp Collection", 1992 "The Emerging Years", 2001 "The Lord of the Rings" sheetlet 

collection with additional 2 packs for "Home of Middle-Earth" & 2005 "150 Years of NS Stamps Collectors' 
Packs" folder. All in exc cond. (6 items) $100 

1833 1993 (22-26th Sept) 1st Combined Aust-NZ Philatelic Literature Exhibition set of PSE's with "Fremantle 1993" 
ovpts on stamp area. Some with additional Wapex Framas with others pmkd Palmerston. Rarely seen. (8) $20 

1834 1996 Racehorses, 1997 Vineyards, 1998 Performing Arts, 1999 Scenic Walks, 2000 On The Road & 2002 
Architectural Heritage Premium booklets. Exc cond. Total face value of NZ$85+ ($80) (6) $40 

1835 1998 QEII Golden Wedding uncut "Pane 3" sheetlet of 20 MUH. Unusual in uncut format with "rainbow" 
selvedge at top. SG 2117var. $25 

1836 2000 "The Millennium Album" in hard cover slipcase with the 6 part M/S's & sets with total FV of NZ$70+.       
Ltd Ed of 15,000 plus the 2005 "150 Years Collection "with the "Stamps on Stamps" commem sheetlets 
showing the 15 diff designs plus sheetlets of 10 of each design (FV NZ$200+) & FDC's pmkd in gold & 
numbered for each. (2 vols) This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the Red Cross,           
so please bid generously. $100 

1837 2000 "The Millennium Album" in hard cover slipcase with the 6 part M/S's & sets with total FV of NZ$70+. Ltd 
Ed of 15,000 plus the 2005 "150 Years Collection "with the "Stamps on Stamps" commem sheetlets showing 
the 15 diff designs plus sheetlets of 10 of each design (FV NZ$200+) & FDC's pmkd in gold & numbered for 
each. (2 vols) $100 

1838 2001 40c QEII's 75th Birthday imperforate sheet of 24 complete with all sheet imprints & barcodes. Not 
available for general purchase. MUH SG 2446 var. 

$50 

1839 New Zealand-Niue 1918/29 10/- maroon postal fiscal De La Rue ovptd "NIUE". Superb MLH. SG 36 Cat. £140 $50 
1840 1918/29 10/- maroon postal fiscal De La Rue ovptd "NIUE". MVLH. SG 36 Cat. £140 $60 
1841 1918/29 5/-, 10/- & £1 Postal Fiscals ovptd NIUE by DLR incl both 5/- perfs all with fake corner cancels with two 

or three letters of COTTESLOE, WA on each. Fine cond. SG 32/39, Cat. £460 as MLH or £670 genuinely used. $100 
1842 1918/29 5/-, 10/- & £1 Postal Fiscals ovptd NIUE by DLR incl both 5/- perfs. MLH & very fresh with £1 possibly 

MUH. SG 32/39 Cat. £460  $180 
1843 1918/29 Postal Fiscals 5/-, 10/-, £1 ovptd NIUE MLH, very fine & fresh. SG 37a/c, Cat. £250 $150 
1844 1931 2/6d to £1 NZ Arms ovptd NIUE set all with fake cancels. SG 51/54 Cat. £140 as MLH or £325 if  

genuinely used $50 
1845 1931 2/6d to £1 NZ Arms ovptd NIUE. The 2/6d & 5/- MLH & 10/- & £1 MUH. SG 51/54 Cat. 140+ $60 
1846 New Zealand-Ross Dependency 1957 Defins to 8d in Plate 1 corner blocks of 4. Fresh MUH. SG 1/4 $30 
1847 Nigeria 1948 Royal Silver Wedding pair in fresh MUH marginal blocks of 4. SG 62/63 Cat. £70 $30 
1848 Nyasaland 1948 Royal Silver Wedding pair in MUH blocks of 4 (one 10/- MVLH). SG 161/62 Cat. £70+ as MUH $20 
1849 Peru 1929 airmail cover to Lima bearing 50¢ monument inverted ovpt "Sericio Aereo" plus 2¢ & 10¢ additional 

franking. Believed to have been applied for philatelist "per favour". $25 
1850 Qatar 1961 Defins to 5r Mosque. Fine MLH SG 27/36 Cat. £40 as MUH & Trucial States 1961 Defins set of 11 

to 10r. Also MLH SG 1/11 Cat. £45 as MUH. $30 
1851 Rhodesia 1910/13 2½d ultramarine perf 15. Fresh MLH. SG 172a Cat £75 $50 
1852 SAAR 1950 Stamp Day "Stagecoach" maxicard with adhesive tied to picture side by special cachet 23.4.50 

(one day after FDI). Stamp alone is cat. £160 $75 
1853 Samoa 1945/53 30/- brown Postal Fiscal. MLH & well centred. SG 211 Cat. £200 $90 



1854 1945/53 £3 green Postal Fiscal. MLH but sulphuretted with blackish ink colour across top & rest of stamp the 
normal dull green. A "budget" example of a scarce stamp. SG 213 Cat. £300 as MUH $50 

1855 1955 £2 bright purple ovptd "WESTERN SAMOA". MUH with even toning. SG 235 Cat. £70 $30 
1856 South Africa-Cape of Good Hope 1855/63 6d pale rose-lilac triangular with three wide margins & triangular 

obliterator. SG 7 Cat. £300 $50 
1857 1901 (2nd May) 1d COGH pmkd Simonstown on env addressed to Dyatalalawa POW camp in Ceylon. Sent via 

Natal, it was opened by censor with "CENSOR PRISONERS OF WAR BELLEVUE" cachet in mauve. Re-sealed 
by pink ER crown "OPENED UNDER MARTIAL LAW" tab. A rare cover from this period in good cond. $75 

1858 South West Africa  1961/63 Defins set of 15 to 1R MLH SG 171/85 Cat £48 as MUH plus Hong Kong 1941 

Centenary to $1 good to F/U Cat. £30 & 3 others used. Total Cat. £80 (24) $20 
1859 Switzerland 1868 Rigi Scheibeck Hotel Post pair, 1864 Rigi-Kaltbad Hotel Post imperf, plus 1870 Rigi-Kulm-

Hotels. Also 1964 Centenary rouletted cinderella with Pro Juventute cover with same label attached tied by 
boxed centenary cachet. All in fine cond. (5 + cover) $50 

1860 1881 entire Geneva to London with 25¢ Sitting Helvetia tied by "GENEVE II VII 81" cds & red "LONDON - E.C. 
T PAID" receival. Original addressee obliterated. Some damage to Geneva seal on flap. $25 

1861 1913 Airmail forerunners with START AARAU at top depicting in vertical format Bleriot monoplane above lower 
spire. MLH with light disturbance but no hinge marks. Michel Cat. €75 $40 

1862 1919 Bern-Zurich cover by air with 50¢ "propeller" ovpt & pair 7½¢ grey "Tells son" tying Bern cds 23.VIII.19. 
Some staining on 7½¢ pair & top edge of cover. Accompanied by Rellstab certificate with photostat of cover. 
50¢ off cover cat. £180, so high premium on cover. $60 

1863 1945 Peace set of 13 very fine used. SG 447/59 Cat. £1200 $450 
1864 Syria 1938 10p green 10th Anniv Airmail pair on registered cover to Marseille with stamps tied by 19.7.38 (day 

before FDI) cds & with boxed return to sender marking in French. Marseilles receival markings of 21 & 22/7/38, 
"NON RECLAME" boxed & (on front) 26/7/38 return date cds. Folded vertically through centre otherwise fine. 
Unusual with "pre FDI" strike. $25 

1865 Thailand 1930, 1935 & 1938 Bangkok to Chicago, Singapore & Germany respectively commercial covers. 

Chicago destination with 3s & 6 x 2s Prajadhipok stamps tied by Bangkok bilingual cds's. The Singapore cover 
has Siam 3s Airmail, 2s & 25s tied by Bangkok 24 AP cds's plus a red KLM Airmail vignette on "East Asiatic" 
printed env. The final cover has block of 6 10s carmine Prajadhipok. All in very good cond. Total cat. used on 
cover US$550+ (3) $200 

1866 Tonga 1892 1d Arms & 1/- KGI in red brown & black imperforate plate proofs on wove paper. A most attractive 

group & scarce. (3) $400 
1867 Tristan Da Cunha 1956 (15th Feb) ½d & 2d QEII defins tied by Gough Island South Atlantic cds's with 

"GOUGH ISLAND SCIENTIFIC SURVEY 1955-1956" cachet in mauve. Addressed to Argyll, Scotland & 
subsequently taxed with boxed "T_____c" cachet with "T 1d" added in pencil. Unusual. $20 

1868 Tuvalu 1986 60c West Germany, $1 Canada, $2 Northern Ireland & $3 England World Cup Soccer Teams in 

imperforate corner blocks of 4 printers waste showing marginal markings incl "Formnat International Security 
Printers Ltd" imprints on $2 & $3. Some light soiling & minor creasing to be expected but MUH. Rarely seen &   
a great thematic. SG 392/95 var. $300 

1869 2000 Tiger Sharks/WWF set of 4 in horizontal strips in complete sheets of 40 x 100 sheets. Fine MUH. Useful 
for re-sale or "giveaways". SG 872/75 Cat. £2450 FV is A$1500 $150 

1870 USA 1883 (19th Oct) San Francisco to Sydney NSW (redirection "Inverell" in red) bearing 6¢ Lincoln (Scott 206) 

pair cork cancelled. Arrival marks of 17th Nov on reverse. Minor soiling & fraying at right but a rarely surviving 
destination. $120 

 


